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Preface

For nearly ten years I have given, at London School of Economics,
a course entitled 'Marx, Walras and Keynes in the light of
Contemporary Economic Analysis'. Its first two parts have already
produced books on Marx and Walras, respectively, while the final
part has yet remained to be written. During the time when I was
writing these books, I became more and more convinced by a
somewhat surprising new view that Marx and Walras might not
have been diagonally opposed to each other. We can clearly observe
in Marx's examinations of the so-called 'transformation' problems
and his analysis of the reproduction schemes the discussion which
is equivalent or, at least, corresponds with what Walras called the
general equilibrium analysis. Moreover, more microscopically, we
may say that these two scholars used a number of the same 'parts'
in their respective systems analysis, especially the dual adjustment
rules of prices and quantities.
These findings have directed my interest to Marx's and Walras'
common guru, David Ricardo. As will become clear in this volume,
at the time of Ricardo, Marx and Walras, the economic discipline
had a core which might deserve the name of the old general
equilibrium theory. This theory, being spanned by these three great
names, is very much, if not entirely, different from the contemporary
one represented by such economists as Hicks, Arrow, Debreu, Hahn,
Malinvaud and others. Although this volume is not primarily a book
on history of economic analysis but a reappraisal of past great
economists from the viewpoint of contemporary economic theory,
I hope it will be able to offer some new material for reconsideration
to those historians who have so far been accustomed to simply
regarding Marx as an offspring of Ricardo who founded Marxian
economics and Walras as the first economist who formulated the
general equilibrium analysis based on marginal concepts.
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Preface

Such being the case, I have given up my original idea to conclude
the triology with Keynes. I have instead been concerned, in this
volume, with transition from Ricardo (who highly appraises Say's
law of markets as a 'very important' principle) to Keynes (who
rejects the law). Via this channel, a number of Keynesian problems,
especially the problems of effective demand and unemployment, are
introduced and discussed particularly in the last part of the volume.
Also, I try and identify the epoch of Ricardian economics and those
of Walrasian and Keynesian economics, in parallel with this
transition.
Naturally, Sraffa is taken as a focal figure in one of the chapters
of the book. I do not, however, discuss his distribution formula for
its own sake but construe it as an indispensable 'part' of the Ricardian
general equilibrium system. This does not mean that I accept it
whole in lumps without any correction. Ricardo's own distribution
formula is dynamic and shifts downwards in a progressive economy,
so that it differs remarkably from Sraffa's static formula. In its
construction the idea of Ricardian marginalism based on the
limitation of land of various qualities plays an essential role.
Furthermore, unlike Sraffa's, Ricardo's formula is linked with other
'parts' of Ricardian economics, such as the opportunity of
international trade, the intfoduction of machinery and so on. Also
Ricardo's marginal labour theory of value is compared with Marx's
average or linear labour theory and its significance for Ricardo is
identified. In his Principles I take Chapter XXI entitled 'Effects of
Accumulation on Profits and Interest' as the most important chapter;
all parts carefully produced and tested in other places are gathered
and assembled there to form a general equilibrium system which is
examined in order to confirm a pattern of economic growth which
I call Ricardian growth. From this point of view I review recent
macroeconomic interpretations of Ricardo, particularly Samuelson's
and Casarosa's.
Finally, it is acknowledged that my essay, 'Anti-Say's Law versus
Say's Law: A Change in Paradigm' which I wrote with G. Catephores
for Evolutionary Economics: Application of Schumpeter's Ideas,
edited by H . Hanusch, Cambridge University Press, 1988, is
contained in Chapters 7 and 9 after some modifications, revisions
and rearrangements. Also my acknowledgement is due to Miss
Rachel Hall for her great help.
January 1989

Michio Morishima

Introduction

1 This volume, together with my previous works, Marx 's Economics
and Walras's Economics, 1 forms a trilogy on the first-generation of
scientific economists - Ricardo, Marx and Walras. Whilst many of
us have little objection to regarding Marx as a Ricardian, some,
perhaps many, would reject the view that Walras tried and provided,
in his Elements of Pure Economics, a microeconomic foundation to
Ricardo's economics. In fact, William Jaffe, the translator of Walras'
Elements, insists that there was 'no room for growth' in Walras'
economics, 2 whereas growth was Ricardo's central subject. However,
Jaffe's conclusion completely contradicts the facts. In Part VII (of
the Elements) entitled 'Conditions and Consequences of Economic
Progress: Critique of Systems of Pure Economics', Walras used the
general equilibrium models developed in Parts II-VI to derive 'the
laws of the variation of prices in a progressive economy'. 3 This means
that his general equilibrium theory is nothing else but the
groundwork for those laws which are summarized as:
1 'In a progressive economy, the price of labour (wages) remaining

substantially unchanged, the price of land-services (rent) will rise
appreciably and the price of capital-services (the interest charge)
will fall appreciably.'
2 'In a progressive economy, the rate of net income will fall
appreciably.'
3 'In a progressive economy, the price of capital goods proper
remaining constant, the price of personal faculties will rise in
proportion to the fall in the rate of net income, and the price of
land will rise both by reasons of the fall in the rate of income and
by reason of the rise in rent. '4
1 Marx's Economics and Walras ' Economics, Cambridge University Press, 1973 and

1977, respectively.

2 W. Jaffe, 'Walras's Economics As Others See It', Journal of Economic Literature,

Vol. XVIII, June, 1980, pp. 528-49. See also my reply: M. Morishima, 'W. Jaffe
on Leon Walras: A Comment', Journal of Economic Literature, pp. 550-8.
3 L. Walras, Elements of Pure Economics, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1954, p. 382, Walras'
italics.
4 Walras, Elements, pp. 390-1 .
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These are obviously very similar to, though not identical with,
the laws which Ricardo wanted to establish in his Principles. 5 They
are the laws which regulate what proportion of the whole produce
of the earth (or the GNP according to contemporary terminology)
will be allotted to each of the three classes of the community,
landowners, capitalists and workers, under the names of rent, profit
and wages, respectively. They show how the distribution will change
at different stages of society and, according to Ricardo, this dynamic
law of distribution is the principal problem of political economy.6
In spite of Jaffe's insistence on the interpretation that 'the Elements,
instead of aiming to delineate a theory of the working of any real
capitalistic system, was designed to portray how an imaginary system
might work in conformity with principles of ')ustice" rooted in the
traditional natural law philosophy', 7 it cannot be denied that Walras
constructed a model, from which he derived the three Ricardo-like
laws of the workings of the progressive economy. It should be
emphasized that the section in which the laws are derived is followed
directly. by four chapters which examine various systems of pure
economics, especially that of Ricardo. Walras carefully reformulated
Ricardo's theory of rent and critically examined English (Ricardo's
and J. S. Mill's) theories of prices, wages and interest. This suggests
that Walras did not derive these laws, independently of, or without
knowing, Ricardo but with a clear consciousness of his existence.
Moreover, there is no other major economic conclusion to be found
in the Elements; this is the reason why I regard Walras as a Ricardian.
Rejecting this view, Jaffe insists that Part VII of the Elements
should be regarded as its 'coda' and, therefore, it should be neglected
when one discusses Walras' economics. On the other hand, Jaffe
accuses me of focussing attention exclusively on the Elements with
no reference to Walras' other writings. If such an arbitrary selection
- deletion and inclusion - of an economist's works is permitted,
anything can be said of him. In fact Jaffe contradicts himself by
5 D. Ricardo, The Principles of Political Economy, and Taxation, Cambridge
University Press, 1953. Throughout the present volume, a quotation from the
Principles is referred to only by the page number where it appears, without
mentioning the title of the book.
6 Ricardo, Principles, p. 5.
7 Jaffe, Walras' Economics, p. 530. He also writes : 'The Elements was intended to be
and is . . . a realistic utopia, i.e. a delineation of a state of affairs nowhere to be
found in the actual world, . . . ideally perfect in certain respects . . .' (p. 530). This
view may be adequate of Debreu and Arrow-Hahn, but not of Walras.
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recognizing, in other places, growth theoretic elements in Walras.
As he points out, the correspondence of Walras with such scholars
as Lexis and Loria evidences that Walras' idea of nationalization
of land ownership was based on the very principle of constant rise
ofrent which was evidently due to his Ricardo-like growth theory.
In this volume entitled Ricardo 's Economics, I concentrate on his
main work, the Principles of Political Economy, and Taxation, with
no reference to other works; I have already followed the same policy
in the case of Marx, as well as Walras. What I want to examine in
this trilogy is the classical paradigm formed by the three major
works, the Principles, the three volumes of Capital and the Elements,
but not a full restoration of the three giants, Ricardo, Marx and
Walras, in their entirety including their secondary books, articles,
pamphlets and private correspondence. I have never been a historian
of economic thought but have been an economic theorist throughout
my life. With such a specialty, I believe, I am allowed to concentrate
solely on their main works; and by making this constraint I am able
to read these works more deeply and more rigorously than specialists
in the history of economic thought, so that present-day economists
can learn from them.
It is evident that Ricardo was the classical economist most highly
respected by Marx who noted 'the scientific impartiality and love
of truth characteristic of him'.8 Walras too respected him as 'the
founder of pure economics in England'.9 These attributes are mainly
due to the methodology adopted by Ricardo. On the basis of clearly
defined concepts, he logically examined relationships and rigorously
deduced economic laws (propositions) from the explicitly postulated
hypotheses (axioms) concerning free competition and rational
behaviour. (If the axiom is deemed to be incorrect it must be modified
or replaced by a correct axiom, though this second phase of scientific
activity, that is, the correction of theories in the face of observations,
was not yet on the actual agenda of investigation at the time of
Ricardo, a first-generation theorist.)
In fact, his political economy is nothing other than mathematical
economics without mathematical symbols and formulas. It can easily
be translated into mathematical language and one may find, as we
.
shall do in this book, a general equilibrium system (that is very
similar to Walras') concealed within. In comparison to this
8 K Marx, Capital, VoL I, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1965,
9 Walras, Elements, p. 398.

p.

438.
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similarity, the dissimilarity usually emphasized by historians of
economic thought - that is the labour theory of value supported
by Ricardo and Marx versus the scarcity theory of value by
Walras-is of minor or secondary importance. We may thus conclude
that Ricardo, Marx and Walras constitute a trio. The first developed
a general-equilibrium model of economic growth verbally, logically,
and the second extended it in a number of directions and examined
interesting novel mathematical properties that were concealed within
it, again with no explicit use of mathematical formulas, 10 while the
third put the model into a rigorous mathematical form and, by doing
so, made it operationally more workable.
In this volume I shall discuss Ricardo's Principles from this point
of view; I shall, moreover, neglect the chapters on taxation entirely.
Although the title of the book is usually understood as signifying
that it is a book on the principles of both economics and taxation,
it is found that it is a book on the principles of economics, and
taxation, if the title is more carefully read. This may be seen by the
fact that, for all editions published while Ricardo was alive, there
was a comma between 'political economy' and 'and taxation' in the
title. 1 1 Thus the taxation chapters are not the chapters where the
theory of taxes is expounded but where economic theory is applied
to the problem of taxation. This was known to Marx as he wrote :
'The whole work consists of thirty-two chapters (in the third edition).
Of this, fourteen chapters deal with taxes, thus dealing only with
the application of the theoretical principles.'12 Since we concentrate,
in this volume, on Ricardo's economic theory, we shall totally neglect
all the taxation chapters.
It is noted that selected works on Ricardo by contemporary
economists are to be examined in this volume; this has been done
with the intention of contrasting them with my own formulation of
Ricardo's theory. This volume also discusses such problems as the
'fundamental Marxian theorem' and the 'Say's law versus anti-Say's
law' controversy. Although one might consider them as unrelated
with Ricardo, I do consider that they are really necessary in order
to clarify some aspects of Ricardo in comparison with Marx and
10

11
12

See my 'Marx in the Light of Modern Economic Theory', Econometrica, Vol. 42,
1974.
This fact has been pointed out by T. Hatori, a co-translator of Ricardo's Principles
into Japanese.
Marx, Theories of Surplus Value, Part II, Lawrence and Wishart, London, 1969,
pp. 166-7 . .
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Walras. It is emphasized that this is primarily a book on Ricardo's
economics rather than a work on Ricardian economics. In exactly
the same way as I ignored most of the works by Marxists and
Walrasians in the previous volumes on Marx and Walras, many
contributions of Ricardian (or neo-Ricardian) economists are
neglected in this book.

2 Ricardo's world consisted of agriculture and industry. While the
former makes use of land of various grades, No. 1 , No. 2, etc., the
latter, which produces non-food necessaries for subsistence, luxuries
and capital goods, is assumed to need no land. The availability of
land is fixed, so that diminishing returns prevail in agriculture, while
returns are constant with respect to scale in industry. In a progressive
economy with a growing population, food will become dearer and
dearer, so that real wages (the wages in terms of food) will decline,
eventually reaching subsistence level, at which point the population
will cease to grow and economic progress will be stopped. To avoid
this classical stationary state Ricardo advocated a theory of an
international division of labour based on free trade. At some stage
of development, the progressing country will lose its comparative
advantage in agriculture over less developed countries; cheap corn
will then be imported from the latter, agricultural countries and
colonies. Land is vast in these and diminishing returns are, therefore,
negligible, so that real wages will not decline. The population will
continue to grow and the stationary state will be thus avoided.
This may be considered as a success brought about by Ricardian
policy. But while the population expands, the country must import
more and more food, and to finance ever increasing imports it has
to export industrial products in an ever increasing amount. So far
as the country is able to do so, Ricardo's programme may be viable;
but, once the country's monopoly in international markets of
industrial products is shaken by some late coming nations, the
Ricardian doctrine will become unworkable. Moreover, it will be
more and more difficult to maintain full employment of labour and
capital, because Say's law (accepted by Ricardo) will become an
even more unrealistic supposition. In fact, as will be discussed later
in this volume, full employment is not automatic in a non- or
anti-Say's law economy, and the full employment equilibrium is a
saddle point; that is to say, if the economy is placed at a point where
labour and capital are not fully employed, it will, generally speaking,
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increasingly diverge from the eqµilibrium with the lapse of time.
Due to the achievements of its doctrine and policy Ricardo's
economics was eventually replaced by Keynes' economics.
Being a supporter of free trade and free enterprise, Walras, like
Ricardo, was concerned with diminishing returns due to the limited
availability of land. In his words:
In general it is possible to employ smaller and smaller quantities
of land-services per unit of output of consumers' goods and new
capital goods provided that larger and larger quantities of the
services of capital good proper are used. Whence the possibility
of indefinite progress. 13 (Walras, Elements, p. 383)
Since the quantity of land does not increase in a progressive state,
we are faced with the problem of obtaining more products with
the same, or very nearly the same, total quantity of land-services.
Population, on the other hand, does increase, for such an increase
is implicit in our definition of progress; and thus additional labour,
naturally proportional to the additional future output, is assured.
What else is needed? It is necessary that the quantity of capital
goods be increased in order to furnish the required additional
amounts of capital-services. (Ibid., p. 386)

Consequently: Progress . . . is possible, in spite of the failure of the
quantity of land to increase, thanks to the increase in the quantity
of capital goods proper, provided, however, that this increase in the
quantity of capital goods proper precedes and is proportionately
greater than the increase in population. (Ibid., Walras' italics)
The truth is that a progressive rise in the value of land and its
services . . . is, along with the expansion of capital and population,
the essential characteristic of economic progress. (Ibid., p. 392)

All these are extracts from a chapter of the Elements, entitled 'The
Marginal Productivity Theorem', where Walras used the theorem
to derive the three Ricardo-like laws of general price movements in
a progressive economy, referred to in Section 1 above. In view of
this we find it natural that he examined Ricardo seriously and
critically in the three chapters following his discussion of the marginal
productivity theorem. In fact, expressing his highest respect of
13 To the same effect, he also writes: 'The infinite multiplication of products can only

take place to the extent that capital-services can be substituted more and more for
land-services though never wholly replacing them' (Walras, Elements, p. 383), 'its
services . . . is, along with the expansion of capital and population, the essential
characteristic of economic progress' (Walras, Elements, p. 392).
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Ricardo as 'the founder of pure economics in England', he wrote :
The efforts of the English School to develop a theory of rent, wages
and interest were far more sustained and thorough than those of
the various French schools that came into existence after the
Physiocrats. We must turn, therefore, to a critical examination of
the English theory. That is the purpose of this and the following
two Lessons. (Ibid., p. 398)

Then in one of these Lessons he stated:
The need for restating Ricardo's reasoning in terms of infinitesimals
is so imperative that a number of authors have succumbed to it
even though they continued to use ordinary language. Hence the
rigorous formation which we have just given to this reasoning is
the true formulation of the English theory of rent. (Ibid., p. 4 1 1 )

Afterwards he criticized Ricardo for being unsuccessful in
formulating a general equilibrium system to determine the prices of
services, i.e., rent, wages and interest charges, as well as the prices
of products, simultaneously .14 Finally he wrote :
Now, in order to demonstrate that commodity prices . . . result
effectively from such and such givens or conditions, it is absolutely
indispensable, as I see it : ( 1 ) to formulate, in conformance with
these givens or conditions, a system of conditions which will be
exactly equal in number to the unknowns, and of which the
unknowns are the roots ; and (2) to show that the sequence of
actual events gives us, in fact, an empirical solution of this system
of equations. This is what I have done first with regard to exchange,
then with regard to production and finally with regard to capital
formation. The use of the language and method of mathematics
has thus enabled me to demonstrate not only the laws of the
establishment of current equilibrium prices but also the laws of
change in these prices. It has made it possible for me to analyse
the facts, and thus to set the principle of free competition on firm
foundations. (Ibid., p. 427)

From this we may now conclusively say that the aim (or one of the
aims) of Walras' Elements was to give Ricardo's economics a true
formulation and to establish it on rigorously mathematical
foundations. In doing so, Walras used both general equilibrium
analysis and the method which Hicks calls 'the static method in
dynamic theory'.15 The process of economic progress is divided into
periods, the general equilibrium method being applied to each of
1 4 See Walras, Elements, pp. 423-6.
1 5 John Hicks, Capital and Growth, Oxford University Press, 1965, pp. 30- 1 .
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them in order to obtain a picture of temporary equilibrium. Linking
these snapshots together in an appropriate manner, a motion picture
of economic progress and capital formation is obtained. Although
the idea of a general equilibrium system and that of the static method
for dynamics are both implicit (but literally discernible) in Ricardo,
it was Walras who made them explicit and provided Ricardo's
growth theory with a firm analytical formulation. Thus we may say,
on the one hand, that Jaffe's view that there is no room for growth
in Walras is a mere illusion, and on the other, that these two
economists, Ricardo and Walras, complement, rather than compete
with, each other. In addition, this view also leads me to reject the
position of A. K. Dasgupta who insists that, whereas Ricardo was
concerned with growth, Walras' interest was in a stationary
economy.16
3 There is a popular and conventional view that marginalism
emerged in opposition to classical economics. This view, however,
is entirely wrong because Ricardian economics, in which the classical
school is considered to have culminated, is indeed an economics
based on marginalism. This has been stated above and will be shown
in Chapters 1 and 2 below in-considerable detail. Of course it is true
that, with no idea of marginal utilities, both Ricardo and Marx used
the labour theory of value.1 7 It is also true that analysis was mainly
made, in their economics, in terms of prices, wages and profits, rather
than labour values. They both believed that prices are not equal (or
proportional) to values, unless a stringent condition - that the
composition of capital, that is the ratio of the capital to support
labour to the capital invested in tools, machinery and the buildings,
is the same throughout all processes of production - is fulfilled.
Marx clearly stated: 'average prices do not directly coincide with
the values of commodities, as Adam Smith, Ricardo, and others
believe.'1 8 It is interesting to notice in this quotation that even Marx
was affected by the popular view and considered that Ricardo
accepted the proposition of proportionality between prices and
values; it will be seen later that Chapter 1 of Ricardo's Principles
gives clear evidence that he believed the opposite, that is, that there
was a disproportionality.
16

A. K. Dasgupta, Epochs of Economic Theory, Basil Blackwell, 1985, p. 9.
17 Though there is a passage in Capital which could be explained more intelligibly

18

by introducing the concept of marginal utility. See my Marx's Economics, pp. 41-2.
Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 166.
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Still, it is true that the two economists analysed the economy in
terms of value too. Their economics makes dual-standard valuations
in terms of values and prices, respectively, while Walras, who totally
rejected the labour value theory, adopted an approach of
mono-standard valuation (in terms of prices, of course).
Marginalism was introduced into economics in relation to the
rent theory. Because the marginal production coefficients of
agriculture depend on the rate of cultivation m, they are regarded
as constant where m remains unchanged. These, together with the
production coefficients of industry, which are assumed to be
constant, enable us to deduce the wage-profit frontier, or the Sraffa
distribution line, for any given m, so that we obtain a family of the
frontiers with m being a parameter. These are the results obtained
from Ricardo's price-cost equations, and they are valid in Marxian
economics too. It will be shown, in Chapter 3 below, that the frontier
shifts downwards as m increases. Thus economic progress is
accompanied by a downwards shift of the wage-profit frontier which
finally ceases when a stationary equilibrium is reached. Also, as will
be seen later, these shifting frontiers refute the incompatibility of
falling profit and falling real wage insisted by Samuelson. 1 9
In spite of having these results and knowing that values are
generally disproportional to prices, Ricardo and Marx nevertheless
continued to stick to the labour theory of value. Their reasons for
this persistence are different. In the case of Marx, as has been seen
in my Marx's Economics, value accounting is used to reveal
exploitation concealed under the surface of price accounting, in order
to show that exploitation is necessary and sufficient for positive
profits. Ricardo, on the other hand, was not concerned with the
problem of unmasking the essence of profits; he would have given
the labour value theory up, if he had been able. In his theory of
economic growth, the hard core of his economics, however, he
required certain comparative statics laws, concerning the movement
of prices · and real wages, which play a most important role in the
theory. For Ricardo, not being equipped with a mathematical ability
to solve the complicated price-cost equations, it was absolutely
impossible to deduce exact comparative statics laws of prices, using
verbal deductive reasoning only. For him, therefore, it was necessary
1 9 P. A. Samuelson, 'Wages and Interest: A Modern Dissection of Marxian Economic
Models', in The Collected Scientific Papers of Paul A. Samuelson, Vol. I, MIT
Press, 1966.
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to simplify price-cost equations and obtain approximate solutions
to the true equations, by regarding the simplified versions as if they
were true. Naturally he took the value equations as simplified
versiOns of the price-cost equations and labour values as
approximations to prices.20
In my opinion, this is the main reason why Ricardo was concerned
with comparative statics laws of labour values. If he could have
derived laws of prices directly from price-cost equations, he would
have agreed to discard the labour theory of value. I would imagine
that Marx would also have agreed to dispense with it as far as this
aspect of the use of the theory is concerned. The opinions of Ricardo,
Marx and Walras would have concurred with regard to the labour
theory of value in as far as it is used only as a rule of thumb for
calculating prices and costs.
On the other hand neither Ricardo nor Walras were ever interested
in identifying the essence (or source) of profits. If they had been,
they would have encountered the problem of exploitation, because
it can be shown, as will be done in a later chapter of this volume,
for any economic model, that is, regardless of whether it is Marx's
model, or Ricardo's, or Walras', or even Arrow-Debreu's, that
exploitation is necessary and sufficient for positive profits; therefore,
they would have accepted the labour theory of value as a tool for
proving this proposition. Moreover, Marx discussed in Capital
(Vol. I, pp. 85-7), how the use value of commodity i is related to
the non-use value which commodity i provides to its owner as a
depository of exchange value; I have shown that the two equations
obtained by him together imply Walras' (and Marshall's) subjective
equilibrium conditions for the consumer.2 1 We may thus conclude
that Walras, as well as Ricardo, would not have objected to the
labour theory of value, so far as it appears in the proof of the essence
of profits, while Marx would not have strongly opposed the utility
theory, as long as it was used for explaining consumers' behaviour.
Thus the three great economists would not have been antagonistic
towards each other with respect to the theory of value.

4 Versions of what I have previously referred to as the three
20

21

Even Marx, who could have mathematically formulated the price-cost equations
in the 'transformation' problem, still felt difficulty in finding how prices behave,
so that he too used the value equations to obtain a rule of thumb of price
movements.
See footnote 1 7 above.
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Ricardo-like laws of the working of a progressive economy are to
be found in various places in the works of Ricardo, Marx and Walras,
whilst they do not appear in Hicks, Value and Capital or Keynes,
General Theory. In the latter in particular Keynes did not follow in
Ricardo's footsteps and apparently rebelled against him; he
dispensed with Say's law which Ricardo regarded as a 'very
important principle' and, since then, this position has been accepted
and .respected by most of his followers. According to Keynes, it is
one of the three postulates made by the classical economists, and
because 'these three assumptions', he maintains, 'all amount to the
same thing in the sense that they all stand and fall together',22 it is
indeed the classical postulate. As he stated, under the postulate, if
the economy is provided with enough capital - this condition is
always satisfied where capital/labour ratio is perfectly flexible - there
is no involuntary unemployment; the full employment of labour is
always realized.
As Ricardo assumed Say's law throughout the Principles,
unemployment is not discussed in the book at all, except in the final
chapter, 'On Machinery'. This chapter first appeared in the third
edition and deals with the problem of unemployment. Marx praised
Ricardo on this point, because the latter who was originally of the
opinion that 'all machinery that displaces workmen, simultaneously
and necessarily sets free an amount of capital adequate to employ
the same identical workmen', expressly disclaimed this point in the
newly added chapter of the third edition, 'with the scientific
impartiality and love of truth characteristic of him', as quoted
previously. The more recent appraisals of the chapter are also
favourable, and more or less similar to Marx's. However, if Say's
law is understood to hold in the new chapter too, as it actually does,
Marx was wrong in praising Ricardo's scientific impartiality; as I
shall explain later, Ricardo should have stuck to his original view,
because unemployment is impossible under Say's law. On the other
hand, if the law were to be removed from Ricardo, due to Marx's
criticism of it, then the conclusion of the machinery chapter would
be acceptable, but all other chapters based on .Say's law would have
to be reexamined and revised on the new assumption that Say's law
does not prevail. If so, Marx should have criticized Ricardo because
of the lack of scientific consistency.

22

J. M . Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, Macmillan,
1936, p. 22.
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Another basic assumption of Ricardo's economics is the wage
fund theory. Where it prevailed, an expansion of the investment
goods sector gave rise to a reduction in the consumption-goods
sector, because of the lack of wage funds. This is the complete
opposite to the contemporary intersectoral multiplier theory which
implies a positive repercussion frorn the inve.stment sector to the
consumption sector. At the time of Ricardo, agriculture was the
dominant sector, and the production lag significant. Corn produced
in one year was retained and used as wage funds the following year.
The idea of wage funds due to the agricultural production lag was
certainly appreciated by Ricardo and inherited by Marx as variable
capital. It, however, completely disappeared in Walras. In this
respect, among the trio, Walras was distinct from Ricardo and Marx
and was nearer to contemporary economists who pay negligible
. attention to time lags. In this sense Walras was neoclassical, while
Ricardo and Marx were classical. When choosing between
production lags and simultaneous repercussions, the economists'
emphasis has shifted towards the latter.

5 In Part I of this volume I shall deal with Ricardo's theory of value
and discuss the Ricardo-Marx theorem which shows that prices and
values are not proportional unless constant capital and variable
capital, to use Marx's terminology, are proportional throughout all
processes of production. Such economists as Pasinetti, Caravale and
Tosato, Costa, and Casarosa assume that the agricultural output is
an increasing function of its employment of labour, with diminishing
returns.23 However, there is no such simple production function in
Ricardo. He assumed that agriculture is subject to constant returns
to scale as long as the rate of cultivation m remains unchanged,
while diminishing returns prevail where m increases. Hence it was
vitally important for Ricardo to determine the value of m, and his
marginalism was formulated in reference to the movement of m.
Whereas the above mentioned writers assume full employment of
land, Ricardo's conclusions included the proposition that rent is
zero for the marginal land, provided that there is unemployed land
of the same quality. All these will be discussed in Part I.
2 3 L. L. Pasinetti, Growth and Income Distribution, Cambridge University Press, 1974;

G. A. Caravale and D. A. Tosato, Ricardo and the Theory of Value, Distribution
and Growth, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1 980. Also see, for Costa, and
Casarosa, G. A. Caravale, The Legacy of Ricardo, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1985.
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Part II sees various chapters of the Principles in a general
equilibrium framework and derives a family of wage-profit frontiers,
with the rate of cultivation as a parameter. It differs from Sraffa's
single frontier interpretation. 24 It also shows that the fundamental
Marxian theorem to the effect that profits are positive if and only
if there is positive exploitation, holds true in the Ricardian system
too. I explicitly introduce land into the theorem and confirm that
the existence of land does not affect the theorem; it holds not only
for Ricardo's economy, as well as Marx's, but also for the neoclassical
models such as Hicks', Arrow-Debreu's, etc.
Part III formulates the Ricardian growth theory coupled with his
theory of international trade. I interpret, as I have already stated,
his dynamic analysis as a sequential analysis of short-run general
equilibria, using the comparative statics method. Ricardo was
concerned with an economy where capitalists invest in wage funds,
as well as in capital goods. This obviously differs from recent
macroeconomic formulations by Casarosa and Samuelson in terms
of differential equations. They assume, among other things, that, if
the rate of profit is higher than the minimum subsistence rate,
capitalist's propensity to save (that is equal to their propensity
to invest by virtue of Say's law) - hence the rate of capital
accumulation - is positive. Casarosa, however, rules out capital
goods proper (machines etc.), while Samuelson neglects the wage
funds. They both are un-Ricardian in the sense that they do not
deal with microeconomic problems in which Ricardo was interested,
particularly the problem of allocating aggregate savings among two
or more capital items, one being the wage funds and the other one
or many capital goods. Being seen as a mathematical formulation
of Ricardo's economics I would mu�h prefer Walras' general
equilibrium theory to the Casarosa-Samuelson macroeconomic
model. In Chapter 5 below I critically review their interpretations.
In fact the Ricardo-Walras theory, together with Marx's one to
be constructed on the bases of the theory of production prices and
the reproduction schemes, could clearly be distinguished as the old
general equilibrium theory from the contemporary one due to Hicks,
Arrow, Debreu, Hahn and others. In the old theory, the price-cost
equations are explicit and outputs as well as prices are regarded as
independent variables. Outputs are regulated by excess profits from
24 P. Sraffa, Production of Commodities by Means of Commodities, Cambridge

University Press, 1960.
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the respective outputs and prices by excess demands for the respective
commodities. In the new theory, however, outputs are regarded, not
as independent variables, but as functions of prices, and all prices
are regulated by excess demands. Thus, in the old theory, the
price-cost equations play an essential role, so that the general
equilibrium theory of exchange where these equations are absent is
completely different from that of production, where outputs and
prices adjust themselves according to the dual adjustment rules
stated above. In the new theory, on the other hand, the general
equilibrium theories of exchange and production are homogenous;
there is no role for the price-cost equations at all within them.
Part III gives a formulation of Ricardo's economics from the
viewpoint of the old theory of general equilibrium.
Part IV mainly deals with Say's law. As has been maintained by
Keynes, Say's law is synonymous with the lack of an independent
investment function; thus it is only true in an early stage of the
capitalist economy, where each entrepreneur has only one source of
capital, his own savings. Where he may use other persons' savings
by borrowing directly from them or through a bank, the law will
not hold true. An independent investment function will then have
its place in the economy, and in this world of anti-Say's law there
will be no guarantee of full employment. Thus investment decided
independently (from savers) and full employment are generally
incompatible under the anti-Say's law. This theory of over
determinacy, which has already been discussed in my Walras'
Economics2 5 is reexamined in Part IV; the thesis is revised in its
proposition and a different proof is given. This part also carefully
investigates Ricardo's chapter on machinery and shows that the
introduction of machinery does not create unemployment, provided
that the premise of Say's law is maintained.
Finally, Part V compares Ricardo's, Walras' and Keynes'
economics. They are structurally similar but differ according to
whether they satisfy Say's law or not and whether they assume the
wage fund theory or not. These differences are shown to create vast
disagreements about the workability of the economy between the
three economists, especially between Ricardo and Walras on the one
hand, and Keynes on the other. The final chapter discusses the
historical character of economic theory and tries to specify the epoch
of Ricardo's economics.
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Prices and the Ricardian
marginalism

1 There are two kinds of commodities; one is scarce and the other
can be increased in quantity by production. Concentrating on the
latter, Ricardo considered that the ratio between supply and demand
may, for a time, affect the market price of a commodity but this
effect will be only of temporary duration, where production is made
under competitive conditions. Abstracting from momentary or
everyday fluctuations of price, its normal level (or what Ricardo
called the natural price) is ultimately regulated by the cost of
production. In a primitive society where goods are mainly produced
by labour, without much use of machinery or tools, commodities
are exchanged in inverse proportion to the quantities of labour
necessary for producing them. As he quoted from Adam Smith, 'If
among a nation of hunters, for example, it usually cost twice the
labour to kill a beaver which it does to kill a deer, one beaver should
naturally exchange for, or be worth two deer' (p. 1 3). This primitive
labour theory of value, however, does not hold true in a more
developed industrial society, where tools and machines are employed
in producing various commodities. Ricardo clearly recognized this
limit to the labour theory of value and, therefore, developed an
extended theory of prices which has a dual structure, one section
dealing with price determination and the other with the labour theory
of value.
In this respect Ricardo was very similar to Marx who also knew
the limit of the primitive value theory and therefore constructed a
theory based on dual accounting principles in terms of prices and
labour values, respectively. Why did they retain the obsolete,
generally untrue labour theory of value? If they knew, as they did,
that the theory is unsatisfactory as the theory of prices, they should
have rubbed out or discarded it as Samuelson has suggested. The
reason for the conservation of the old theory was different for each
17
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of them. Marx reexamined various accounts in terms of prices from
the view point of labour value accounting and pointed out the fact
that an exchange between two commodities which is equal in terms
of prices may often turn out to be unequal in terms of labour values.
He then focussed upon the imbalance between the workers' supply
of labour and the capitalists' wage payment, that is 'exploitation'
in his sense of the word. The central theorem of his exploitation
theory is termed the fundamental Marxian theorem.
Ricardo was very different. Although he was not interested in the
problem of exploitation, he was concerned with how distribution of
the national product would be affected when the economy grew and
expanded. For this purpose he needed dynamic or comparative static
laws concerning price fluctuations. Moreover, as will be.. seen later,
this dynamic analysis was carried out within a framework
constructed with the spirit of general equilibrium analysis. Although
he did not explicitly state the equations of general equilibrium, it is
not very difficult to reconstruct his general equilibrium system by
excavating its parts from his Principles and putting them together
properly, as will be seen in later chapt�rs. To solve these simultaneous
equations, Ricardo needed a powerful algorithm. Because, unlike
Walras who invented that tatonnement algorithm, Ricardo had no
such procedure, he had nothing else to do but to simplify his general
equilibrium system so as to be able to use it. By using the value
equations rather than the price equations and assuming an
approximate or exact proportionality between prices and values, he
was able to obtain a simplified picture from his general equilibrium
system. And, regarding this as a first approximation to the reality,
he then examined deviations of prices from values, in order to obtain
a second approximation.
From a comparison of this use of the labour theory of value by
Ricardo with the one by Marx we must, of course, conclude that
the latter is more substantial than the former, though some or many
of us do not like Marx's subject - the revelation of the phenomena
of exploitation which are hidden underneath the free wage contract.
We must, however, recognize the fact that Ricardo's use of the value
theory is sensible, especially in view of the stage of development
which economics had reached when Ricardo was working. As a
matter of fact, it is much easier to derive comparative statics laws
from the value equations than from the price equations. If Ricardo
had discarded the value equations as suggested by Samuelson, a
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disaster would have happened in Ricardo's study due to a lack of
comparative statics laws of prices, and the progress of economics
would have been hindered considerably.

2 Ricardo began by showing that prices obtained as solutions to
the price equations are, in general, not proportional to 'labour
values'; only in special cases where the composition of capital is
equal through all industries, are prices proportional to values. This
is a rigorous mathematical result, known to both Ricardo and Marx
and, therefore, among Ricardians and Marxists. We shall refer to it
as the Ricardo-Marx theorem and will prove it later.
In the formulation of the price determination and value
determination theories, however, land as a second factor of
production is ignored on purpose; commodities are regarded as if
they are produced by a sole factor of production, labour.
Nevertheless, this may be considered as the base, or the prototype,
for explaining prices in more general circumstances where both
labour and land are factors of production; to obtain this we only
need to reinterpret the prototype price and value equations as the
equations which hold at the margin of production. The price theory
and the labour theory of value thus interpreted may be termed the
marginal price theory and the marginal labour theory of value,
respectively, and explain the reward of land in production as a part
of the surplus. It is very important to reinterpret the price and value
theories of the original, conventional forms as the marginal theories;
by doing so, as will be seen later, we free these theories from the
criticism that land is entirely ignored.
Another related topic is the derivation of the factor-price or the
wage-profit frontier from the price equations. This problem is
particularly important for contemporary Ricardians because it is
closely related with the now famous Sraffa diagram depicting the
linear relation between wages, as a proportion of 'the standard net
product', and the rate of profit. 1 Sraffa's derivation is not the only
one; we have Ricardo's original, Hicks' derivation and many others.2
1 P. Sra!Ta, Production of Commodities by Means of Commodities, Cambridge
University Press, 1960, p. 22.
2 John Hicks, 'Sra!Ta and Ricardo: A Critical View', in G. A. Caravale (ed.), The
Legacy of Ricardo, 1985, pp. 305-19. P. A. Samuelson, 'Parable and Realism in
Capital Theory: The Surrogate Production Function', The Review of Economic
Studies, XXIX, June 1962, pp. 193-206. M. Morishima, 'Prices, Interest and Profit
in a Dynamic Leontief System', Econometrica, XXV, July 1958, pp. 358-80.
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We are only briefly concerned with this problem in this chapter and
postpone a more detailed comparison of the various forms of
derivation to a later chapter; in this chapter we shall confine
ourselves mainly to examining, first, the establishment of the
Ricardo-Marx theorem and, secondly, the transformation of the
price theory and the corresponding labour theory of value into their
marginal version.

3 How are then the price and value determination systems
formulated?
Let p be the (row) vector of prices; w the wage rate per unit of
labour; and r the rate of profit. Let L be the (row) vector of
labour-input coefficients and K the matrix of capital coefficients.
The ith component of L, L i, represents the amount of labour which
is directly needed to produce commodity i, and the (j, i) element of
K, Kii• the jth capital good needed to produce one unit of i. Finally,
K; be the ith column of K and <> the diagonal matrix with the ith
diagonal element <>; being the rate of depreciation of capital good i.
Each producer must be provided with two kinds of capital, one
being the capital that is to support labour and the other the capital
that is invested in tools, machinery and buildings. Respectively, these
are called, circulating and fixed capital by Ricardo, variable and
constant capital by Marx. Thus in the case of Ricardo, like Marx,
the total capital required for production of one unit of output i is
given by wL; + pK;, while where production is instantaneous, it is
pK;. From this one may construe that Ricardo assumed a certain
production lag for any industry, but he actually assumed the
production period to be 1 for agriculture and 0 for manufacturing
industries. This obvious contradiction will be ignored throughout
the book until the last section, which deals with Wicksell's and von
Neumann's new wage fund theory. The excess of price P; over the
cost, wL; + p(t5K); (wages plus the user cost of capital goods),3 gives
profits; by dividing it by the total capital, wL; + pK;, the rate of
profit for the production process i, r;, is obtained. In the state of
equilibrium where all r;, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are equal to each other, we
obtain the equal-rate-of-profit equation,
p

�

(wL + pt5K) = r(wL + pK),

3 (<lK)i denotes the ith column of '5K.
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which i s written in the following form and i s referred to as the price,
or price-cost, equation:

p = wL + poK + r(wL + pK) ,

(1)

where r signifies the uniform rate o f profit.
This equation is valid either (a) where prices are determined
according to a kind of full cost principle with a given rate of mark-up
r, or (b) where capital is transferred between production sectors with
different rates of profit, from one at a lower rate to another at a
higher one, so as to establish a uniform rate of profit throughout
the economy. Ricardo considered that the intersectoral movement
of capital was smooth and quick. This assumption will hold in an
economy where production does not require a large initial fixed
capital input as was generally so at the time of Ricardo.
In speaking of the laws which regulate the relative prices
determined by ( 1 ), Ricardo introduced the concept of 'labour value'
that is defined as the sum of 'the labour applied immediately to
commodities' (direct labour) and 'the labour which is bestowed on
the implements, tools, and buildings, with which such labour is
assisted' (indirect labour). Let A be the (row) vector oflabour values.
Let us write A = oK, and let the ith columns of A and oK be A; and
(oK);, respectively; of course, A; = (oK);. The total quantity oflabour
bestowed on A; amounts to AA;. This indirect labour is added to
the direct labour L; to give A;, by the definition of the labour value.
We have :

A = AA + L

(where A = oK) .

(2)

Ricardo claimed that the relative price p;/pi, of commodity i, 'or the
quantity of any other commodity [ j] for which it will exchange,
depends on the relative quantity oflabour [A;/Ai] which is necessary
for its production' (p. 11). However, the dependence asserted by this
does not necessarily imply equality between p;/pi and A;/Ai. They
are generally different from each other unless some stringent
conditions, discussed below, are satisfied. Thus the problem of
explaining prices of commodities in terms of the quantity of labour
bestowed on their production is reduced to a comparison of the
solutions to (1) with those to (2), that is, the problem which Marx
called the problem of transformation of values into prices.
The price equation ( 1 ), the vector form of n individual price
equations, contains n + 2 unknowns; n prices, the wage rate and the
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rate of profit. It looks, prima facie, as though it has two degrees of
freedom. But the wage rate is equated with the living cost of the
worker; we have, therefore, w = pB, where B is the (column) vector
of the quantities of commodities consumed by a worker to support
himself for a single period. The cost of living pB is compared with
the basic cost pb with b the consumption vector at some basic level,
so that we have
w=

(3)

pbw,

where w is the ratio of pB to pb and is referred to as the real wage
rate. By substituting this, (1) is reduced to a set of equations which
are all homogenous of degree one in prices. They may, therefore,
be normalized in terms of some measure of value (Walras'
numeraire ). Thus the price equation, after substitution and
normalization, contains only n 1 relative prices, besides the rate
of profit and the real wage rate w. Taking w as a parameter, relative
prices and the rate of profit are simultaneously determined as
functions of w. In particular, r = r(w) thus obtained is called the
wage-profit frontier (or the factor-price frontier) and will later be
examined in full detail.
Similarly, the real wage rate w may be defined by taking an
arbitrary bundle b as the base; b is, of course, not necessarily a
consumption bundle. For example, if we measure prices p and the
money wages w in terms of a particular bundle which contains
nothing other than one unit of gold, we find w = w because pb = 1
in w = w/ (pb). In this case w is a particular kind of the real wages,
that is the wages in terms of gold. This may be referred to as the
money wages under the gold standard. The money wage-profit
frontier is derived in the same way as the wage-profit frontier based
on the consumption bundle. This last is called the real wage-profit
frontier, which Ricardo distinguished from the money wage-profit
frontier but used both of them, as will be seen in Chapters 3 and 4
below, in his analysis of capital accumulation.
First, a most important theorem of the labour theory of value
was found by Ricardo and Marx. It says that the quantity of labour
bestowed on the production of commodities (i.e. the labour value
of the commodities) regulates their relative prices if 'the proportions
. . . , in which the capital that is to support labour, and the capital
that is invested in tools, machinery and the buildings, may be
variously combined' (p. 30) are the same through all production
-
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processes. This proposition is referred to as the Ricardo-Marx
theorem. Ricardo and Marx discussed the theorem by using
numerical examples, but it can be established mathematically as we
shall see in the following.
As B expresses the vector of the quantities of commodities which
are needed to support a unit oflabour for one period, pBL; represents
the capital necessary to support L;, and pK; the capital that is
invested in tools, machinery etc., to be used by L;. Assuming that
the ratios between these two types of capital are the same through
all production processes i; this means

(pK;)/L; = k

for all i and some k

(4)

then the theorem asserts that prices are proportional to values, that is

p = hA

for some positive number h .

(5)

To show this, let us write

p = (1 + r)pB + rk .
Multiplying this equation by L, we have, in view of (4),

PL = (1 + r)wL + rpK ,
where w = pB, that is, the wages are paid at the rate which is just
enough for a worker to live for one period. Adding pA = poK to
both sides of the above equation, we obtain

pA + PL = (1 + r)wL + rpK + poK .
Obviously, the right-hand side of this equation is p by virtue of the
price equation (1 ) . Hence we have

pA + PL = p .
In view of the value equation (2) we now have p = PA, that is, prices
are proportional to the labour value.
Let us next show that the converse of this result is also true as
long as r > 0. Namely, provided r > 0, the proportionality of prices
and values (5) implies the equality of the capital ratios (4). To
establish this as valid, we first substitute (5) into the price equation
and consider w = pB. Then we have

A = (1 + r)ABL + rAK + AoK .
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This, together with the value equation, enables us to write

L = (1 + r)ABL + rAK ,
because A = JK. Hence,

[1 - (1 + r)AB] L = rAK ,
which means 1 - (1 + r)AB > 0 if r > 0. Writing

a = [1 - (1 + r)AB]/r > 0
we have aL = AK ; multiplying both sides of this equation by h and
putting k = ha, we finally obtain, bearing (5) in mind, kL = pK; hence
we have (4), the equality of the capital ratios.
Thus the condition (4) is necessary and sufficient for (5), provided
r > 0. Also, we can establish the equivalence between (4) in terms
of prices and its dual condition in terms of values,

AK;/L; = k'

for all i .

(4')

Calling the ratio, AK;/L;, the value composition of capital of
process i, Marx showed that where the value composition of capital
is the same through all pro�esses, i.e, equation (4') holds, production
prices are proportional to values and also that this proportionality
is obtained only in this special case. This is Marx's version of the
Ricardo-Marx theorem. Where r = 0, (4) is no longer necessary for
(5). In this case, prices are proportional to values without any
additional conditions.
4 Secondly, Ricardo claimed that 'it appears, too, that in proportion
to the durability of capital employed in any kind of production, the
relative prices of those commodities on which such durable capital
is employed, will vary inversely as wages; they will fall as wages rise,
and rise as wages fall' (p. 43). Also a passage to the same effect is
stated by him as: 'I hope I have succeeded in showing . . . that only
those commodities would rise which had less fixed capital employed
upon them than the medium in which price was estimated, and . . .
all those which had more, would positively fall in price when wages
rose' (p. 46). However, as will be seen below, this law of price
changes, which Ricardo obtained by analysing a numerical example,
will be violated by a counter-example. As he knew that numerical
analysis is not powerful enough to establish a general law and may
be easily refuted by another example, Ricardo was not confident of
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the validity of the law. In fact, such concessive expressions as 'it
appears' or 'I hope I have succeeded . . .' in the passages above
indicate his intention that he was prepared to leave 'the law' as a
conjecture for rigorous examination by future generations.
It can be shown, in fact, that his conjecture is not entirely valid.
First, taking (3) into account, we can write (1) in the form

p = pbwL + pA + rp(bwL + K).

(1 ' )

As p is normalized such that P; is unity for the numeraire, an increase
in the real wage rate w gives rise to a change in the rate of profit
r. In fact, as will be seen later, the wage-profit frontier shows that
where m is sufficiently high to be, say, w0 , r declines to the level 0,
so that (1') is reduced to

p = pbw0 L + pA ,

(1")

which can further be rewritten as

p = w0L + pA
by putting w0 = pbw0 • From this and (2), we obtain p = w0A, that
is, at the extreme point of the wage-profit frontier where m = w0 ,
the relative prices are equal to the relative values (see Figure 1 ) .
Secondly, let commodity i be the numeraire, in terms of which
prices are estimated, and j be the commodity upon which a smaller
amount of fixed capital is employed than the numeraire. Suppose
the relative price, Pi /Pi > determined by (1'), where m < w0 , is higher
than the relative value, A)A;; then when m approaches m0 , Pi/P;
should eventually approach A)A;. This means that, for some values
of m, pi /P; must diminish when m increases. Thus Ricardo's
conjecture that it would rise is disproved for these values of m.
Therefore, the third step of our argument is to show that Pi /P;
can be greater than Ai/A; for some m > m*, for a commodity j which
has less fixed capital employed than the numeraire. For this purpose,
we postmultiply (1') by (J - A)- 1 and obtain

p* = w*L(I - A)- 1 + r*(w*L + p*K)(I - A)- 1 ,
where p*, r* are solutions to (1') which are in association with m*.
Defining the capital ratio km as p* Km/Lm and writing the diagonal
matrix with w* + km, m = 1 , . . . , n, on the diagonal as M, we obtain

p* = w*A + r*LM(I - A)- 1 ,

(1 *)
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w

Figure 1
because A = L(J - A)- 1 • Of course we have k1 < k1 for the
commodity j and the numeraire i.
To show the case p1/p1 > A1/A1 being possible, let kh > k1 for an h
having a negligible (h, i) element of (/ - A)- 1 , while km = k1 for all
other m 's except j. Where k1, which is less than k1, is very close to
it, the ith component of LM(/ - A)- 1 is also very close to
(w* + k1)A;, because the (h, i) element of (/ - A)- 1 is negligible, while
kh > k1• On the other hand, thejth element of LM( l - A)- 1 is greater
than (w* + k1)A1 unless the (h, J) element of (/ - A)- 1 is negligible,
because kh > k1• Hence we obtain from (1 *)

P1/Pr > A1/A1 •

This shows that at some w, between w* and w0 , the relative price
p1/p1 must diminish (rather than rise as Ricardo claimed) towards
A1/A1• This completes the argument.
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5 Thirdly, let us derive the wage-profit frontier which is stated in
Ricardo's words as :

There can be no rise in the value of labour without a fall of profits.
If the corn is to be divided between the farmer and the labourer,
the larger the proportion that is given to the latter, the less will
remain for the former. So if cloth or cotton goods be divided
between the workman and his employer, the larger the proportion
given to the former, the less remain for the latter. [Thus] . . . owing
to a rise of wages, profits fall . . . (p. 35)

Interpreting this trade-off between wages and profits as a
relationship between the real wage rate w and the rate of profit r,
we can provide the following rigorous proof to the conjecture that
an increase in w creates a decline of r. Let w0 and w 1 be any two
w 's such that w 0 < w 1 , and let p0 , r0 be prices and the rate of profit
associated with w0; similarly p 1 , r 1 with w1• Let us define

A = wbL + A ,

g = wbL + K

and call them the augmented input-coefficient matrix and the
augmented capital-coefficient matrix, respectively, because the
former includes the labour-feeding inputs wbL as well as the physical
current inputs, while the latter includes the capital to support labour
wbL as well as the proper capital goods in the form of machines,
tools, factory building, etc. They both depend on the real wage rate
w. The price equation (l') may simply be put, by use of them, in
the form,

( l ')

p = pA + rpg .
As we know from Leontief's input-output analysis

(I - A.)- 1 > 0
provided that w does not exceed a certain limit, /(_(J - A:)- 1 is found
to be a positive matrix. Therefore, by virtue of the Frobenius theorem
on non-negative matrices,4 it has one and only one positive
eigenvalue A., which is associated with a positive (row) eigenvector
v and a positive (column) eigenvector X. Thus

A.v = vg(I - A)- 1 ,

A.X = /(_(/ - A:)- 1X,

4 G. Frobenius, 'Ober Matrizen aus nicht negativen Elementen', Sitzungsberichte der

ki'mig/ich preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1 912,

pp.

456-77.
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from which we obtain
1 £>
vA + - Vl\.
.
A
�

v=

In view of A and I? depending upon w, we observe that 1/A, v equal
r0, p0, respectively, for the w set at w0, while r 1 , p 1 for the w at w 1 .
Thus we have

po = po,40 + ropo go ,
p 1 = p 1 ,4 1 + , 1 p 1g 1 ,

(6.0)
(6.1 )

where ,4° and A 1 are the augmented input-coefficient matrices with
w set at w0 and w 1 , respectively; and, similarly, for go and /? 1 • For
w 1 we also have
(7)
On the other hand, since w0 < w 1 , we have ,4° <�A 1 and t.0 < K.1 .
Therefore
po < ,opog 1 (/ - A 1 ) - 1
from (6.0). Postmultiply this by X 1 and premultiply (7) by p0 and
compare. We then at once find r 1 < r0•
Besides this way of deriving the wage-profit frontier, there are
many others - Ricardo's, Sraffa's, Hicks' and so on, as I have already
mentioned. Because this frontier plays a most crucial role in the
Ricardian economics, I shall carefully examine the various methods
of deriving the frontier and discuss their merits and demerits in a
later chapter.
6 We have so far made no reference to land and rent. It has implicitly
been assumed that land is homogenous in quality and abundant in
quantity, so that land is free and no rent is paid. Some economists
have criticized the labour theory of value in this respect. Samuelson,
for instance, is concerned with the case where labour is reproducible
without limit. Then homogenous labour would not become scarce;
production of commodities and labour would be restricted by the
availability of land. In his words, 'Land, being the only primary (i.e.
non-reproducible) item in the simplest model, has imputed to it either as a residual or as a marginal product - all the net product
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of the system.'5 Thus 'scarce land . . . destroys the possibility of a
labour theory of value. Instead, under the special Ricardian long-run
assumptions, a single grade of land would itself provide a simple
"land theory of value", based upon all prices equal to mathematically
definable "embodied land".'6 Schumpeter, prior to Samuelson, has
also emphasized the importance of land as an independent source
of value and advocates a two-factor {labour and land) theory of
value against the conventional single-factor {labour) theory.7 He
conclusively says : 'Bohm-Bawerk was indeed the first who expressly
said that the whole value of the product must in principle be divided
between labour and land.'8 These views, however, do not represent
Ricardo's value and rent theory in a fair manner.
Both Samuelson and Schumpeter do not accurately take into
account the fact that, in the case of land being scarce, Ricardo
modified {or generalized) his original labour theory of value which
assumed that land is free, into what I call the marginal labour theory
of value so as to allow for the productivity of land. This theory
will be expounded below, under the assumption of one homogenous
grade of land, postponing the examination of the more general case
with several grades of land to the next chapter. It will be shown
that Ricardo's marginal labour theory of value is in fact the two
factor theory of value which Schumpeter and Samuelson seek.
As soon as land becomes scarce, capital and land are employed
more intensively. Let us assume, for the sake of simplicity, that (1)
there is no mining industry, while (2) no land is used by the
manufacturing industry where (3) constant returns to scale prevail.
In agriculture {or sector 0) labour-feeding input of the amount wbL 0
and employment of fixed capital of amount K 0 , which depreciates
at the rate A 0 , are made in order to cultivate one acre of land. When
the same area of land is cultivated more intensively, more labour
and capital are employed per acre; we assume in the following that
labour and capital are inputted proportionately. Therefore, inputs
5 P. A. Samuelson, 'A Modern Treatment of the Ricardian Economy: I. The Pricing

of Goods and Labour and Land Services', in The Collected Scientific Papers of
Paul A. Samuelson, Vol. 1 , MIT Press, 1966, p. 392.
6 Ibid.
7 J. Schumpeter, Theorie der wirtschaftlichen Entwicklung, Duncker und Humblot,
Berlin, 1964 (unveranderter Nachdruck der 1934 erschienen vierten Auflage),
SS. 19-23.
8 Ibid., p. 41 ; J. Schumpeter, The Theory of Economic Development, Harvard
University Press, 1951, p. 32.
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at the intensity level m are mwbL0 and mK0 with depreciation mA0,
where m � 1 . In the following b includes consumption of corn.
Let x0 be the output of agriculture, say, of corn, from one
acre; then the production function may be written as x0 =
f(mwbL0, mA0, mK0, 1 ) (or more simply x0 = f(m, 1 )), where the
last element 1 refers to the area of land cultivated that is one acre.
Ricardo assumed that the productivity of agriculture with respect
to the intensity level, dx0/dm, declines if the intensity level is further
increased, i.e. d2x0/dm2 < 0, while keeping m constant, if inputs of
labour, capital goods and land are increased proportionately, output
will also increase proportionately.9 If normal profit is included, the
marginal cost in terms of money amounts to
dm
[p(wbL0 + A0) + rp(wbL0 + K0)] - •
dx0

(8)

0
Suppose now the land is cultivated at the intensity m • Since
0
dx0/dm depends on m , its reciprocal dm/dx0 is also dependent on
0
m • Let us put, for simplicity,
L0(m0) = L0

dm

dx0

0
0
; similarly for A0(m ) and K0(m ) .

(9)

0
If the marginal cost (8) evaluated at the margin m exceeds the price
0
of corn p0, the intensity of m must be decreased until they become
equal to each other. In equilibrium, therefore, we obtain
0
0
0
0
Po = p(wbL0(m ) + A0(m )) + rp(wbL0(m ) + K0(m )). (10)

In Ricardo's words this price equation is expounded as : 'that corn
which is produced by the greatest quantity of labour [i.e. the corn
0
produced at the margin m ] is the regulator of the price of corn;
rent does not and cannot enter in the least degree as a component
part of its price' (p. 77). 'The exchangeable value of all commodities
. . . is always regulated . . . by the greater quantity of labour
necessarily bestowed on their production . . . by those who continue
to produce them under the most unfavourable circumstances' (p.
0
73). At the margin m , therefore, where the circumstances are worst,
9 Let x0 be produced at m 1 ; that is, x0 is the output which is obtained by employing
wbL0, A0, K0 on one acre of land. As the productivity f(m, 1 )/m diminishes with
respect to m, we have
=

x0 > f(m, 1 )/m > f'

=

dx0/dm > 0

for all m > 1 .
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the marginal cost in terms of labour value, that is L (m0 ) + AA (m0 ),
0
0
is equated with the labour value of the marginal output of corn, A •
0
Thus,
(1 1 )
I n this way Ricardo obtained, i n the circumstances where land is
no longer free, the marginal pricing equation (10) and the marginal
labour value equation (1 1 ), whose importance Ricardo stressed in
a footnote to a passage describing the principle of marginal pricing.
He stated, 'Clearly understanding this principle is, I am persuaded,
of the utmost importance to the science of political economy' (p.
77n). This has been missed by Samuelson and Schumpeter.
Let commodities 1 , . . . , n be products of manufacturing
industries. Their augmented input-coefficient matrix and augmented
capital-coefficient matrix are constant because their use of land is
neglected and constant returns to scale prevail. Let us denote these
augmented matrices by
and
These together with those for the agriculture, A (m0 ) = wbL (m0 ) +
0
0
A (m0 ) and /( (m0 ) = wbL (m0 ) + K (m0 ), constitute the whole
0
0
0
0
augmented input-coefficient and capital-coefficient matrices of the
economy:
A (m0 ) = [A0 (m0 ) , A 1 , • • • , An] ,
/((m0 ) = [/(o (m0 ) , 1( 1 ,

·

·

·

,

J(nJ

·

The marginal version of the price determination equations and that
of the value equations are written as
p = pA (m0 ) + rpK (m0 ) ,

(12)

A = L(m0 ) + AA(m0 ) ,

(13)

where L(m°)

=

[L0(m°), Li. . . . , Ln); similarly for A(m°).

7 With prices and labour values thus determined outputs and inputs
are evaluated; in particular, where cultivation is made at the intensity
m0 an acre of land yields p x8 or A x8 worth of output (where
0
0
xg = f(m0 , 1 )) by spending the cost (including the normal profits)
of pA m0 + rp/( m 0 , or L m0 + AA m0 • In view of the price and
0
0
0
0
labour value determination equations for com, (10) and (1 1 ), p xg
0
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and A0x8 are equal to

pA 0 (m0 )x00 + rpK0 (m0 )x00 ,
�

�

respectively. Bearing the definition (9) in mind, we obtain

dm
A 0 (mo )xo0 = A 0 - x0o ,
dx0
which is greater than A 0 m0 because dx0 /dm < x8/m0 , which follows
from the diminishing returns with respect to m. Similarly,
L 0 (m0 )x8 > L 0 m0 and K0 (m0 )x8 > K 0m0 • These inequalities show
that similar inequalities hold for agriculture's augmented inputs
(current and capital) too. All these imply

The differences between the left-hand and right-hand sides of these
expressions gives the rents per acre of land, in terms of money and
labour values, respectively. Let these rents be R and V. Then we
have from the above inequalities

m0
m0 R
Po = PA o 0 + rpK o 0 + 0 ,
Xo
X o Xo
�

A0 = AA0

�

m0 V
m0
+ L0 - + - ,
x8 x8
x8

-

(14)

(15)

where R/x8 and V/x8 are rents per unit of output.
These equations explain how output is distributed among factors
of production, labour, capital and land. Land is used more
intensively because it has a productive power which enables the
farmer to employ labour and capital of the amounts, L 0m0 and
K 0m0 , profitably. Paying them, as well as the commodities consumed
A 0m0 during the process of production, at the wage rate, w = wpb,
and the prices, p, determined by the marginal price determination
equation (12), the value of output still exceeds the cost (including
the normal profit) evaluated in this way, and this excess is attributed
to the productive power of land. Thus, the equation (14) derived
from the marginal pricing equation (12) recognizes the productive
power of land as well as those of labour and capital. The equation
(15), similarly derived from the marginal labour-value-theory
equation (13), may be taken as an equation of 'the two-factor theory
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of value' which is advocated by both Samuelson and Schumpeter.
It is indeed important to realize that the marginal labour theory of
value is not a theory which imputes the value of output entirely and
exclusively to labour and concealed labour, but a theory attributing
it to both labour and land.10
It must be noted, however, that we have to be provided with the
value of m0, to solve (12) or (13). Otherwise, we cannot determine
the values of p and A. Therefore, in (14) and (15), rents R and V
are left indeterminate. We need one equation to obtain m0 and
another one to solve that equation if it contains, besides m0, at least
one new variable, and so forth. Thus the marginal pricing equation
and the marginal value-theory equation are merely components of
some greater self-contained system - the Ricardian general
equilibrium system. This is a point clearly indicated by Walras in
Lesson 39 of his Elements. 1 1 Unlike the original price and value
determination equations under the constant returns to scale, which
form a closed decomposable subset in the whole Ricardian system,
their marginal version (12) and (13) can only provide us with p and
A as functions of m0• It is especially important to observe that labour
values are not constants determined solely by technology; they
fluctuate economically according to whether the circumstances of
the market require the intensity of cultivation to change.

8 Let us finally examine Marx's theory of absolute rent which asserts

that, where the private ownership of land imposes some amount of
rent as a fee for the use of land for a given period of time upon the
farmer (or the tenant), even the land of the lowest quality brings
forth rent as long as it is cultivated. Rent of this type is the door
fee which capital must pay when it enters a lot of land. 'Landed
property itself has created rent.'12 This is true for the marginal land
too, and Marx observed that the existence of absolute rent gives rise
10

11

12

It may be unfair to criticize Samuelson in this manner, because a paragraph of p.
381 of his paper and a footnote attached to it evidently show that his interpretation
of Ricardo does not conflict with my view as expressed in the text. If so, then, he
should withdraw or at least soften his critical comment to the effect that 'the
existence of scarce land has destroyed the simple labour theory of value'.
(Samuelson, 'A Modern Treatment', p. 279) Ifit is replaced by the marginal labour
theory of value as Ricardo did, productive powers of labour and land are both
taken account of.
Leon Walras, The Elements of Pure Economics, pp. 404-18.
Marx's italics. Karl Marx, Capita/III, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1966, p. 755.
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to an increase in the price of agricultural produce. Furthermore he
stated that 'the rent from soil A would not be simply a consequence
of the rise in grain prices, but, conversely, the fact that the worst
soil must yield rent in order to make its cultivation at all possible,
would be the cause for a rise in the grain price to the point where
this condition may be fulfilled.' 1 3
Thus, for absolute ground rent, Marx concluded, 'the increase in
the price of the product is not the cause of rent, but rather that rent
is the cause of the increase in the price of the product.'14 In this
respect, the absolute rent is completely different from differential
rent which cannot be considered as the cause of an increase in the
price of the product but is the result of the latter that itself, in tum,
is a result of diminishing returns in agriculture. Marx, accordingly,
stated that the absolute rent 'forms a portion of the value, or, more
specifically, surplus-value, of commodities, and instead of falling into
the lap of the capitalists, who have extracted it from their labourers,
it falls to the share of the landlords, who extract it from the
capitalists. ' 1 5
This kind of analysis assumes that the imposition of absolute rent
does not affect the intensity of cultivation m0 of marginal land. When
it changes, as it should do, a completely different story is obtained.
It is true that Marx payed some attention in his analysis to intensive
cultivation of land when he referred to 'the surplus-profits arising
from the last investments of capital in a particular soil type.'16 But
this does not apply to the worst quality land which he implicitly
assumed is never cultivated intensively. In order to examine the new
scenario let us retain, for the sake of simplicity, our assumption that
all land is homogenous in quality. Let us now suppose that the
absolute rent of the amount R* is imposed per acre. There is no
necessity that this R* should equal the R of equation (14) which is
the Ricardian rent obtained per acre when land is cultivated at the
intensity m 0 • If R* is greater than R, then the degree of intensity m0
is increased such that a greater amount of surplus product, R, is
produced per acre; and it finally becomes equal to R*. Because this
increase brings forth an increase in the amount of grain produced
per acre, the scale of cultivation has to be adjusted to the demand
for grain, so that a number of fields would cease to be cultivated.
1 3 Ibid., p. 755.
14 Ibid., p. 763.
IS Ibid., p. 771 .
1 6 Especially, see Marx, ibid., pp. 764-5.
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As Marx pointed out, the legal ownership of land gives the
landowner 'the power to withdraw his land from exploitation until
economic conditions permit him to utilize it in such a manner as to
yield him a surplus.' 1 7 R* is the minimum surplus insisted by the
owner of land. Then the owners of uncultivated land will not agree
to a cut of the absolute rent below R*. In this way, 'in all civilised
countries a comparatively appreciable portion of land always
remains uncultivated.'1 8 This means that the imposed absolute rent
R* equals Ricardian rate R after the adjustment, that is the integral
of the surplus products obtained from successive investment of
capital on the same land form m = 0 to m 1 , where m 1 is the intensity
of cultivation after the adjustment. At the margin m 1 the marginal
surplus product vanishes, and the absolute rent is thus transmuted
into the Ricardian rent. In this case it is noted, however, that there
may exist uncultivated land, side by side with the cultivated one
earning rent R* per acre.
On the other hand, if R* is less than R of the equation (14), there
is no need to change m0, because the farmer's reserve for the rent
payment R is large enough to pay the door fee R*. The absolute
rent is then absorbed as a part of Ricardian rent and is in fact paid
out of it, without any adjustment in the intensity of cultivation. The
monopolistic position of the landowner and · competition among
farmers enable the former to capture all the surplus product after
paying profits to capitalists at the normal rate, as rent either in the
form of absolute rent R* or in the form of excess rent, R - R*, the
sum of these two being equal to Ricardo's rent R. 1 9
Finally it is noted that in the opposite case of R < R*, m0 has to
be revised, and of course it takes time for this adjustment. The
transformation of absolute rent to Ricardian rent is completed only
in the long run. It is nevertheless true that as far as the long-run
equilibrium is concerned, no independent position can be found for
Marx's absolute rent within Ricardian economics.
l7
18

Ibid., p. 757.
Ibid., p. 757. One may consider that it is irrational for an individual landowner to
keep a portion of his land unemployed. But to explain the existence of uncultivated
land (of the same quality as the marginal land) in most of actual economies we
must accept that there is some minimum R* to the absolute rent. In this way,
positive rent may appear for the marginal land before it is fully employed. This
negation of the rule of free goods for land by Marx may be considered as a
predecessor of Keynes' one for labour.
19 R - R* is captured by the landowner in exactly the same way as R is captured by
him in the absence of absolute rent. As for this process of transformation of surplus
profit into ground rent, see Marx, ibid., pp. 637-9.
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1 We have seen how immediately and smoothly Ricardo's price
theory is connected to his theory of differential rent. In this chapter
we elaborate the latter by abandoning the simplifying assumption
we have adopted in the last chapter that all land is homogenous in
quality. We shall here instead assume, as Ricardo himself did, that
land is differentiated in quality into several or infinitely many classes :
the first class of the highest quality, the second best class, and so
on. In the following, as we have done in the previous chapter, we
use the device of the production function to describe the productivity
of land.
In the days of Ricardo, no economist had a clear idea of the
production function. But Ricardo was far in advance of his
contemporaries and had almost got it. He stated: 'Thus suppose
land - No. 1 , 2, 3 - to yield, with an equal employment of capital
and labour, a net produce of 100, 90, and 80 quarters of corn' (p.
70). This means that the production function of corn per acre of
land shifts downwards when the quality of land utilized is lower.
He also stated :
It often, and, indeed, commonly happens, that before No. 2, 3, 4,
or 5, or the inferior lands are cultivated, capital can be employed
more productively on those lands which are already in cultivation.
It may perhaps be found, that by doubling the original capital
employed on No. 1, though the produce will not be doubled, will
not be increased by 100 quarters, it may be increased by eighty-five
quarters. (p. 7 1 )

This implies that the marginal productivity of land No. 1 will
diminish when more capital is invested on the same land; similarly,
for other lands, No. 2, 3, and so on. It is noted that Ricardo's capital
includes the funds which are to employ labour and therefore labour
36
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employed always increases or diminishes with the increase or
diminution of capital. In the following we assume, for simplicity,
that labour and investment on capital goods change proportionately.
Thus capital (consisting of the seed corn and other capital goods)
and labour are employed in a fixed set for the production of corn,
and we denote the number of the sets invested on an acre of land
of the quality of No. i, by m;. Then the output of corn produced
from the same land, designated by cl>;, is a function of m;; that is,
<I>; = F;(m;, 1 ), where the second argument of the function, that is
fixed at 1, signifies that one acre of land is used. We assume that at
least one set of capital and labour is required to cultivate the land,
so that where m; < 1 , only m; acre of the land is cultivated, the rest,
i.e. 1 m; acre, being left uncultivated. This means that, on each
land No. i, i = 1 , 2, 3, . . , constant returns to scale prevails as far
as the intensity of cultivation m; is confined between 0 and 1 . For
m; > 1 , cl>; is doubled when labour, capital and land employed are
all doubled, keeping m; constant.
The first passage quoted above from Ricardo implies that
-

.

(1)
where m 1 = m2 m = · · ·. The second passage above means that
3
as long as the acreage of land cultivated is fixed at, say, 1 , the law
of diminishing returns prevails. With every subsequent portion of
labour and capital a less productive return is obtained; in other
words, for all i
=

and

F7 (m;, 1 ) < 0,

where m; > 1,

and F; and Fi' are the first and second derivatives of the production
function F; with respect to m;. In addition to these we may safely
assume that the marginal productivity of land of grade i is higher
than that of land of grade i + 1, if both lands are cultivated alike,
in other words,
if m; = m;+ i ·

(2)

The production functions of these properties are depicted in
Figure 2. This specification of Ricardo's production functions is
similar to the interpretation of Ricardo by Walras who defined, for
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�---- F1 (m1, 1 }

0

Figure 2

each kind of land, the production function per hectare. 1 It is,
however, different from the aggregate agricultural production
function used by Pasinetti and Negishi to give Ricardo's rent theory
a mathematical formulation. They neither classify lands according
to their quality nor take, in the production function, the area of
land employed into account explicitly. 2 The output of com is thus
a function of labour and capital only, while the role of land in
production is implicit. By their models, therefore, it is impossible to
decide whether land is scarce or abundant. With their production
function it is impossible to discuss, for example, the following
1 Walras, Elements, pp. 409-10.
2 L. Pasinetti, Growth and Income Distribution, Cambridge University Press, 1974,

p. 7. T. Negishi, Economic Theories in a Non-Walrasian Tradition, Cambridge
University Press, 1985, p. 1 36.
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propositions claimed by Ricardo:
When in the progress of society, land of the second degree of
fertility is taken into cultivation, rent immediately commences on
that of the first quality, and the amount of that rent will depend
on the difference in the quality of these two portions ofland. (p. 70)
It may perhaps be found . . . that this quantity [the produce
obtained by doubling the original capital employed on No. 1]
exceeds what could be obtained by employing the same capital on
land No. 3. In such case, capital will be preferably employed on
the old land, and will equally create a rent; for rent is always the
difference between the produce obtained by the employment of
two equal quantities of capital and labour. (p. 7 1 )

Their models are also unsuitable fo r examining, as we have done in
the last part of Chapter 1, Marx's assertion that because a high
absolute rent is insisted an appreciable portion of land is intensively
cultivated, while the remaining land of the same quality is kept virgin.
2 Let (A., K) be the set of labour and capital employed where land i
is cultivated at the unitary level of intensity, m; = 1 . As several kinds
of capital goods may be used, K is a column vector, while A., standing
for the labour input coefficient of the agriculture, is a single number
because of our assumption that all labour is homogenous. We
assume, for the sake of simplicity, the depreciation rate is identical
for all capital goods. We then write
c = (1 + r)wA. +('5 + r)pK ,

(3)

which represents the cost of production at mi = 1, including the
interest of the circulating and fixed capitals as well as the depreciation
cost; p is a row price vector of capital goods. Let n be the price of
the agricultural produce. As surplus of the amount,
P; = nF;(mi, 1 )

-

m;c

accrues from the cultivation of land i of one acre, at the intensity m;,
the condition
n

dF'
::;; c
dm; -

--

(4)

is satisfied at m ? where the surplus Pi is maximized. This m? takes on
a non-negative value if strict equality holds for the above condition,
while it is zero if strict inequality ' < ' holds.
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Let us suppose that for some (n, c), m� = 1 for some
and (4) together imply that the strict inequality

u.

Then (2)

dF.
n -1 < c
dmi
does hold for j = u + 1 , u + 2, . . . , and therefore m�+ 1 , m�+ 2 ,
are
all zero. Thus if m� = 1 , land u is the marginal land and all the lands
of lower quality will not be used.
On the other hand, for i which is less than u, the condition (3)
must hold with m? > m� = 1 because of (2). We can, furthermore,
show that
•

1 = m� < m� - 1 < m�- 2 <

·

·

·

•

•

< m?.

That is to say, the lands of better quality will be cultivated more
intensively.
As has been stated above, the equilibrium equation,

nF;(m?, 1 ) = c ,

(5)

holds at a positive intensity m?, while for mi < m?, the inequality

nF;(mi, 1 ) > c ,
i s obtained because of the assumption of the diminishing marginal
productivity with respect to investment of circulating (wages) and
fixed capital (i.e. F"(mi, 1 ) < 0). Let us write the marginal surplus
output as r;(mi); then

nFi(mi, 1 ) = c + ri(mi) .
Therefore,

Hence,

nFi(m?, 1 ) = cm? + Ri(m?) .
This final equation implies that, where one acre of land of grade i
is cultivated at the intensity m?, an amount of the surplus output,
Ri(m?), remains after having paid for' labour and capital. This
payment includes not only wages and the price of capital goods the
farmer uses, but also the interest on circulating and fixed capitals.
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Since the workers and the capitalists have thus been paid, the
remaining surplus products are attributed to the relative superiority
of the land employed, so that they are remitted to the landowners,
in the form of rent.
It is obvious that r; = dR;/dm;, and (5) implies that this marginal
surplus product vanishes at the margin m?. This means that the
intensity of cultivation is decided such that the rent is maximized
at m? . That is to say, we have
for all m; ,

(6)

where
(7)
This maximum rent may now be compared with the maximum
rent of the land of a lower grade, say, i + 1 per acre, that is,
R; + 1 (m?+ 1 ) such that

(8)
We can show R;(m? ) ;;:;; R;+ 1 (m?+ 1 ). This is because (6) and (7) hold
for m; = m?+ 1 :

R;(m? ) ;;:;; R;(m?+ i ) ,

(6')

nF;(m?+ 1 , l ) = m?+ 1 c + R;(m?+ d ·

(7')

As land i is superior to land i + 1, we have from ( 1 ) that
F;(m?+ 1 , 1 ) > F; + 1 (m?+ 1 , 1 ). Therefore, (7') and (8) imply R;(m?+ 1 ) >
R; + 1 (m?+ i ) , and this together with (6') yields

R;(m? ) > R; + 1 (m?+ 1 ) .
In this way rent per acre diminishes as the grade of the land used
declines, and it finally vanishes for the marginal land u if its intensity
of cultivation m� is less than or equal to 1 .
3 Let <I>{ be the output ofland i per acre when the level of cultivation
intensity is equal to one and let m{ be the particular level of
cultivation where the marginal productivity of land i, F;(m{, 1 ),
equals the initial productivity <l>i"+ i/1 of land of the next grade i + 1 .
If the actual intensity m? reaches m{, then farming is expanded to
the new land of grade i + 1 . The farmed area of the land of this
grade will expand as the demand for agricultural produce increases;
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when it is exhausted, it will start to be used more intensively. Then
m?+ 1 will be more than 1 . Where it becomes equal to m1+ 1 which
is similarly defined as m1, the land of grade i + 2 is brought into
cultivation.
It is clear that, where the intensity of cultivation of land i is m?,
A.m? workers are employed per acre. The total agricultural
employment will then amount to
(9)
where T? stands for the total acreage of land i available in the
economy. For the marginal land u, the acreage of the farmed area
T,, does not exceed T2. As long as T,, < T2, m2 equals 1 , whereas it
may be more than 1 if T,, reaches T2.
dFu
Where m2 is given, c/n is obtained as
(m2) = c/n. Once c/n is
dmu
given, m?, i = 1, . . . , u - 1, are determined by (4). Thus, agricultural
employment (9) may be written :
0

0

A.[G(mu ) + mu T,,]

{muo - '
_

0

1

mu � 1 ,

(9')

where

G (m2) = m?T? +

· · ·

+ m2- 1 T2- 1 ·

In (9) or (9') the part in the square brackets shall be simply designated
as 'I·
Thus we obtain an equation,
(10)
which is equivalent to Walras' equation (4)3, a constituent of the
equation system formulated by Walras as an interpretation of
Ricardo's rent theory. In equation (10), the right-hand side represents
the total amount of circulating capital employed by the agricultural
sector, while the left-hand side shows how this total amount is
distributed among land of various grades. If ri is given, (10) includes
two variables, mu and T,, . Where T,,, satisfying (10) with mu = 1 , does
not exceed T2, these mu and T,, are solutions to (10), while, when
such a T,, is greater than T2, mu is increased and becomes larger
than 1 . With an mu which is less than m: but larger than 1 , the T,,
3 Walras, Elements, p. 410.
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fulfilling (10) equals T,,0; these mu and T,, are the solutions we are
seeking. If T,, > T�, the land of the next grade, u + 1, becomes the
marginal land. In this way equation (10) eventually determines the
equilibrium intensity of cultivation of the marginal land, m�, and
its cultivated area, T,, . Once m� is decided, the intensities,
m?, mg, . . . , m�_ 1 , are correspondingly decided for all sorts of land
which are superior to the land of grade u.
Walras, nevertheless, stated : 'According to Ricardo, it seems that
in every economy there is a certain amount of capital . . . At any
given moment, the amount of capital is determinate. Let us call such
a determinate amount X.'4 X is written as w.A.'7 in our notation.
Where it is determinate, the degrees of cultivation, m?, . . . , m� are
decided, as has just been seen; hence the total amount of rent is
found out to be

R 1 (m? ) T? + · · · + Ru _ 1 (m� _ 1 ) T�- 1 + Ru(m�) T,, ,
where Ru(m�) = 0 if m� = 1 and T,, = T� if m� > 1 . Walras continued:
'Thus in final analysis rent depends on the capital of a country, and
is determined without regard to wages, interest or the prices of
products. This is the essence of the English theory of rent.'5
Walras criticized Ricardo for regarding his X (our w.A.'7) as given
and not determining it simultaneously with wages, prices and other
variables in a well-formulated and self-contained system of general
equilibrium. The same sort of criticism is repeated by him when he
discussed the English theories of wages and interest. 6 It seems at
least for me, however, that this criticism is not applicable to Ricardo.
It is of course true that Ricardo never used mathematics (except a
number of numerical examples), so that there is no set of equations
which describes general equilibrium. But it is also true that Ricardo's
economics is perfectly logically constructed, so that it is not very
difficult to rewrite his theory with mathematics. Ricardo's economics
is, in fact, a general equilibrium theory, which determines A'7 (hence,
intensities, m;, and rents, R;, i = 1 , . . . , u) together with w, p, r and
agricultural output of land i, '1>;, and industrial output x.
4 Let us now reveal the whole equations which constitute Ricardian
general equilibrium. The economy consists of agriculture which uses
4 Ibid., p. 410.

3

Ibid., p. 411.
6 Ibid., pp. 419-28.
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various grades of land, and n industries, which use no land.
Agriculture produces output (corn) with the production lag of one
year, while the industrial production is assumed to be instantaneous.
A part of the industrial production is consumed by workers and
landowners, and the rest is used for production in the future, either
as material or as capital goods (see equation (9) of Chapter 5).
Material is, in fact, a kind of capital goods which is usable only
once, so that its rate of depreciation is 1 and cannot be assumed to
be equal to the rates of depreciation of the other durable capital
goods. In spite of this, material is included in the vector of the fixed
capital goods, M, throughout this volume, because, as is easily
shown, the argument mutatis mutandis holds true for the general
case of the rate of depreciation being different from one capital goods
to another.
Then, first, from (3) and (4) we obtain
nF;(m;, 1 ) = (1 + r)w..A. + (() + r)pK ,

i = 1 , . . . , u, where m; � 1 , i = 1 , . . . , u . ( 1 1 . 1 )
As fo r the marginal land u , however, we need a proviso, that is, m"
may be zero, and if so, the above equation holds for u with inequality
' < ' rather than equality ' = . The price equations for the n
manufacturing industries may be written in terms of a vector
equation, as
'

p = (1 + r)wl + (() + r)pk ,

(1 1 .2)

where p is a 1 by n vector of prices, l a 1 by n vector of labour input
coefficients, and k an n by n matrix of capital coefficients. In the
following we sometimes simplify our system by assuming that there
is only one manufacturing industry; in such a case, p, l and k may
be reduced to a single number, rather than a vector or a matrix. As
far as this chapter is concerned, however, we assume that there are
n industries. Also, in the following, we take the agricultural product
as a numeraire, so that its price n always takes on the value of 1 . 7
Secondly, �; is the total agricultural output produced by the land
of quality i. When i < u, the land is fully utilized; so we must have

i = 1, . . . , u - 1,
7 In other chapters, however, we take gold, one of the
PG =

1.

n

(12)

goods, as numeraire and set
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while for u, land is not necessarily in full employment. Therefore we
only have
(12')
where T,, ;'£ T�.
The third component of the system is the wage fund theory. Let
;;- be the total output from the agricultural activity in the previous
period which is available in the market in the present period. We
make, for the sake of simplicity of argument, the 'classical'
assumption of consumption and saving behaviour - workers do not
save, and capitalists do not consume. As for the landowners, we
assume that they consume, in the current period, a constant
percentage of their total rent income in the previous period. Then,
subtracting the landowners' consumption, c(R), where R is the total
amount of rent in the previous period, from the total output ;;- of
the same period, we obtain ;;- - c(R), which constitutes the wage
fund for the present period. Since the total demand for the wage
fund by agriculture is wA.,,, while the one by the manufacturing
industries is wlx, where x is the industrial output vector, the total
demand for the wage fund is equalized to its supply, where the
following equation is established

;;- = w(A.'1 + lx) + c (R) .

(13)

Similarly, the available fixed capital goods are fully utilized if
equation

"'1 + kx = M

(14)

holds; in this expression M is an n by 1 vector which has the stock
of capital good i at the commencement of the current period as its
ith element. Equation (14), together with equation (13), assures that
the fixed and circulating capitals are all entirely employed in the
state of equilibrium.
Equation (15) below describes the full employment of labour. Let
N be the total number of workers available in the present period.
On the other hand, their employment by agriculture is A1/, while the
one by industry is lx. It is clear that full employment is established
where we have the following equation,
(15)
In addition to these we have the rent equation (7), which may be
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rewritten, in view of n = 1 and the definition of c, in the form

F;(m;, 1 ) = m;[ (l + r ) wA. + (i5 + r)pK] + R;(m;) ,

i = 1 , 2, . . . ' u , (16)
with the qualification that Ru = 0 if T,, < TZ, while Ru ;;;; 0 if T,, = TZ.
Finally, we have (10), that is equivalent to
(17)
on which Walras' attention is focussed.
5 The system of equations, ( 1 1 )-(17), which might be called the
Ricardian system of general equilibrium, can be solved in the
following way. First, equations ( 14) and (15) determine the full
employment levels of activity, 11 ° and x0 , of the agricultural and
industrial sectors. As the number of equations contained in (14) and
(15) is equal to the number of their variables 11, x, so, in general,
(14) and (15) have solutions 11 ° and x0 • These, however, are
economically meaningless unless they are non-negative. Ricardo as
an economic theorist of the first generation was not concerned with
this problem of some of 11 ° and x0 being possibly negative and simply
took their positiveness for granted.
Now in view of (14) we may put (13) in the form
R �
�
=w+c
�N
N

-

(13')

- - .

Solving with respect to

w,

�

WO = (1 - c(J) - ,

(1 3")

N

where (} represents the share of rent in the agricultural product in
the previous period, .Rg. As c , (}, �/N are all given at the beginning
of the present period, the full employment wage rate w0 is determined
by the wage fund equation (1 3"). We then obtain from (1 1 .2) prices
p as a function of r. Therefore, in ( 1 1 . 1 ) the right-hand side is a
function of r only, so that it gives m; as a function of r. 8
8 Remember that

ir

is normalized such that

ir =

1.
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Then equation (17) may be written as

m 1 (r) T� + · · · + mu _ 1 (r) T�_ 1 + mu (r) T,. = 11°,

(17')

by means of which r and T,. are determined at, say, r0 and r:,
respectively; r: � T�. Then m 1 ,
, mu are accordingly determined,
and we obtain rents per acre, R 1 ,
, Ru from (16).
This is an outline of a proper algorithm to get Ricardo's general
equilibrium. In this procedure the most delicate part is a step to
establish the final equation (17) or (1 7'), which is worth a more
detailed explanation. Aiming for (17'), we begin with (13"), which
determines the real wage rate w0. With this w given, we have from
(1 1 .2)
•

•

•

•

p

= (1 + r)w0l[I

-

•

•

(fJ + r)k] - 1 .

(18)

As k is a non-negative square matrix, we can show that p is an
increasing function of r. Substituting (18) into (1 1 . 1 ) we have, with
n = 1, equation

F;(m;, 1 ) = (1 + r)w0 {Ji. + l[I

-

(fJ + r)k] - 1 ({J + r)K} ,

(19)

whose right-hand side is apparently an increasing function of r.
Bearing in mind the assumption that F; is a decreasing function of
m;, we find from (19) that m; decreases when r increases.
We now solve (17') in the following way. Suppose r takes on a
positive value, say, r0• Select u such that m; � 1 for all i � u, while
mi = 0 for allj > u. Then solve (17') with respect to T,.. If < T,. �. T�,
r0 and T,. are taken as solutions to (17'). If T,. thus determined is
either zero or negative, we have the following possibilities. First,
T,. = 0 and mu(r0) = 1 ; then this r0 and the T,. being 0 are solutions
to (17'). If not, r0 is changed and a higher value r 1 is assigned to r.
After the change we may still obtain m; (r 1 ) � 1, i = 1, . . . , u, and
m; (r 1 ) = 0, i = u + 1 , u + 2, . . . ; T,. will increase. If 0 < T,. < T�, then
this r 1 is the solution. On the other hand, if the T,. obtained when
r is fixed at r0 exceeds T�, r0 has to be revised to a lower value r 1 .
All m; 's, i = 1 , . . . , u, increase and T,. decreases. If the new T,. is less
than or equal to T� and all m;, i = u + 1 , u + 2, . . . remain at zero,
the new r 1 and T,. are solutions to (17'). However, we must remember
that, when we revise the preassigned value of r, the marginal land
u may change. In this case we must search for the new marginal
land u' and afterwards proceed the ttltonnement on u' .

O
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6 The procedure to get solutions to (17') may be conveniently shown
graphically. If the preassigned value of r is very high, no m;,
i = 1 , 2, . . . , can be positive, so that the left-hand side of (17') is nil.
At some r1 > 0, m1 becomes equal to 1 , all other mi 's being zero;
therefore, the left-hand side of (17') may take on any value between
0 and T?. Where r decreases further m 1 (r) increases, keeping all
other m;, i = 2, 3, . . . , at zero. At some r2 < r 1 , we have m2 (r2 ) = 1 .
Then the left-hand side of (17') may take on any value
between m 1 (r2 ) T? and m1 (r2 ) T? + T�. Similarly we have a
staircase-like curve AA' with steps at r3, r4 and so on. Finally, r
reaches zero, and (19) may be reduced to equations

i = 1 , 2, . . . '

(19')

which have solutions mf � 1 for i = 1 , 2, . . . ,j and no solutions for
i > j. The curve AA' may reach its highest level when

or

m oi r o1 + · · · + m1o rJo•

if mf > 1 ,
i f mf

=

1,

where 1j � TJ. Equation ( 17') implies that the rate of profit r and
the cultivated area of the marginal land T,, are determined at the
intersection of curve AA' with the horizontal line BB' of the height
11° (see Figure 3).
It is easy to confirm that at r = 0, Ricardo's labour values, which
I call the marginal labour values, prevail. They are defined by the
following set of equations:
(20.1)
(20.2)
where A0 is the value of the agricultural product, corn, and A 1 the
n-dimensional vector of labour values of the industrial products.
Equation (15) of Chapter 1 corresponds to (20.1); L0 (m0 ) there
stands for A/F;(m;, 1 ) here, whilst A 0 (m0) there is bK /F;(m;, 1 ) here.
Solving (20.2) and substituting, we obtain

A0F; (m;, 1 ) = )., + l(l - bk)- 1 bK .

(21 )

Comparing this with (19'), we find A0 = 1/w0 . I n other words, the
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Figure 3*
*y stands for the left-hand side of (17')

marginal labour value of corn is the reciprocal of the real wage rate
w0 in terms of corn.
Figure 3 shows that the two curves AA' and BB' do not necessarily
intersect at r = 0. This means that the marginal labour values do
not necessarily (and usually) prevail in the market. This is consistent
with Ricardo's own finding, as has been seen in Chapter 1 , that
prices are not generally proportional to values. In fact, there are
always discrepancies between relative prices and labour values except
in the most unrealistic case where the ratio of circulating capital (i.e.
variable capital in Marxian terminology) to fixed capital (i.e. his
constant capital) is equal throughout all production sectors of the
economy. Ricardo nevertheless used the labour theory of value, as
a useful first approximation to the theory of production prices (1 1 . 1 )
and (1 1 .2), because we can derive, from the former more easily than
the latter, a comparative statics law concerning production prices.
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In order to find out how prices in terms of corn will change where
land is cultivated more intensively, we have to solve (1 1 . 1 ) and (1 1 .2)
0
simultaneously. Assuming w is given at w by ( 13"), equation (19),
obtained by substituting ( 1 1 .2) into (1 1 . 1 ), gives the rate of profit r
as a decreasing function of m;. Substituting the r function thus
obtained into (18), that is equivalent to (1 1 .2), then p is given as
an increasing function of r, and hence, a decreasing function of the
intensity of cultivation mi. To reach this conclusion, we have to
know that [I (<5 + r) k] - i increases when r does so. This knowledge
became common among economists around 1950. Therefore, it was
almost impossible for Ricardo to say how prices would behave when
mi was increased. He had to be satisfied with making a conjecture
about price movements.
For this purpose, Ricardo used his marginal labour theory of
value. Thus we first find from (20.2) that the values of industrial
products, Ai, are constant. This enables us to say from (20.1 ) that
the value of corn A0 increases when mi does so, because the
right-hand side of (20.1) is constant. Consequently the relative value,
Ai/A0 , declines where land is used more intensively. We can then
say, as a first approximation to the true law of prices, that the prices
of industrial products in terms of corn, p, will also decline, provided
we consider, as Ricardo did, that a change in prices is regulated by
a change in values. In fact, whilst he rejected the proportionality
between prices and values, he assumed, without giving any
convincing rationale, . that p was a positive function of Ai/A0•
Throughout his analysis of the accumulation process (which is
discussed in a later chapter), the marginal labour theory of value
plays the most important role in conjecturing the direction of price
movements which will occur when the economy progresses and
capital is accumulated.
-

7 The above general equilibrium system may be compared with the
one proposed by Pasinetti as an interpretation of Ricardo.9 As has
already been mentioned, Pasinetti does not classify various sorts of
land according to their quality. He instead has only one aggregate
production function for agriculture as a whole, with the logical
consequence that he is unable to explain the rent of a land as the
surplus which it yields - i.e. an excess of output of a land over the
9 See L. Pasinetti, Growth and Income Distribution, pp. 6-10.
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amount that the least productive land i n cultivation can produce.
His theory of rent, accordingly, can hardly be a theory of differential
rent, though it may be called a marginal productivity theory of rent.
Secondly, in his two-sector Ricardian model consisting of the
wage-good industry (i.e. the corn production sector) and the
luxury-good industry (i.e. the gold industry), no fixed capital is used.
Consequently, there is no room in his model for what I name the
Ricardo-Marx theorem in Chapter 1 ; it means that prices always
equal labour values. This is entirely opposite to the view of Ricardo
who insisted that prices generally deviate from values, and who
considered them to coincide with each other only in a highly
exceptional case.
To this Pasinetti model the following comment by Walras directed
at J. S . Mill would perfectly apply. 'The capital he (Mili ) has in
mind does not include fixed capital; it does not even include all the
circulating capital, but only that part of it which is expanded on
the payment of wages, i.e. the amount of working capital used for
0
hiring labourers.'1 But this does not apply to Ricardo. In his system
there are both ( 1 ) fixed capital and (2) circulating capital, in addition
to (3) the fund paid to workers as wages. Our � above, that is
Pasinetti's K, stands for this last category (3); and, while capitals
(1) and (2) are absent in Pasinetti, they are shown by M in our
model. If the rate of depreciation � is less than 100 per cent, the
corresponding element of vector M is capital of category (1 ), i.e.
.
durable fixed capital, while a capital good with � = 100 per cent is
circulating capital (materials etc.) which is consumed during the
production process or embodied in the product. As it is an aim of
the general equilibrium analysis to show how all kinds of capital
which are used in production will be reproduced, it is important to
construct a model which explicitly contains M and � representing
all three sorts of capital.
Finally, a comment should be made on which variables should
be regarded as exogenous. In the previous sections, I have considered
�. M and N as given, because the first two represent the existing
amounts of wage goods and capital goods, respectively, while the
last the number of workers in the economy. Pasinetti, however, takes
his K and x (my � and w, respectively) as given. This means that
his equilibrium, like von Neumann's, is feasible only in an 'open'
10

Walras,

Elements,

p. 421, his italics.
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economy where workers freely emigrate or immigrate so as to keep
11
the real wage at a given level w0• Pasinetti, in particular, fixes it at the
natural level which is defined as that wage rate which keeps popu
1
lation constant. 2
This model, however, is very different from that of Ricardo who
was concerned in his Principles with an economy that is closed with
respect to the population of workers. Although he discussed
international trade in one of the chapters, he assumed even in that
chapter that no worker can immigrate or emigrate. Then the real
wage rate has to be flexibly adjusted to �/N which is taken as constant
in the short-run analysis, since both �and N are given at any moment
in time.
In the long-run analysis Pasinetti defines the long-run equilibrium
as a state where the real wage rate is set at the natural rate and the
profits are zero. 1 3 There is no doubt that Ricardo also has the same
definition. But there is a big difference between the models of the
two authors. Ricardo's economy is a closed economy, whilst
Pasinetti's fixed wage model requires that it an open economy. If he
had clearly paid attention to this fact and had seen that workers can
freely immigrate or emigrate, he would have seen that the long-run
equilibrium real-wages need not be at the natural level, because the
wage rate at which the population remains stationary has no relevance
in such an 'open' economy. The wage rate can be kept at an arbitrary
level even in the long run .

8 There is one more difference between Pasinetti's interpretation of
Ricardo and the model in this chapter. It concerns the consumption
and savings of the landowners. According to Pasinetti, the
landowners do not consume corn at all ; they instead spend their
entire income on buying luxuries, gold in his case. In the present
model, on the other hand, the landowners spend a part of their
income on buying com, the rest being saved; there are no luxuries
for them to buy. Also for workers no consumption good, other than
corn, is available.
1 1 J. von Neumann, 'A Model of General Economic Equilibrium', Review of
Economic Studies, 1945-6,

pp. 1-9.

12 Pasinetti, Growth and Income Distribution, p. 10. Hicks too once considered

Ricardo in a similar way. See his Capital and Time, Oxford, 1973, p. 49 and J.
Hicks and S. Hollander, 'Ricardo and the Modems', in his Classics and Moderns,
Basil Blackwell, 1983, pp. 41-2.
13 Ibid., p. 14.
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It is clear that either of these two views deviates from Ricardo.
He himself refers to 'food and other necessaries, on which the wages
of labour are expended' (p. 1 5). These other necessaries, such as 'the
shoes and clothing of the labourer' as he pointed out, are produced
by the manufacturing industries. This means that Ricardo's industry
produces at least one wage good in addition to luxury goods. In a
later chapter we shall generalize our present model by introducing
wage-good and luxury producing industries.
As for saving by landowners, Pasinetti's assumption that they do
not save, though valid through most parts of Ricardo's Principles,
conflicts with the latter's description of the landowners as 'the
monied men'. 'These men are engaged in no trade, but live on the
interest of their money, which is employed in discounting bills, or
in loans to the industrious part of the community' (p. 89). He also
stated: 'The whole produce of the land and labour of every country
is divided into three portions : of these, one portion is devoted to
wages, another to profits and the other to rent. It is from the two
last portions only, that any deductions can be made for taxes, or for
savings ' (p. 348, my emphasis). It is thus clear that Ricardo
considered both capitalists and landowners as savers, though, as
Hollander has pointed out, the latter's propensity to save is likely
to be lower than the former's. 1 4
Let us now establish a position for the savings-investment equation
in the previous model. First, concerning savings, it is assumed that
capitalists do not consume, so that their savings are equal to their
income, which is

r[w(A.11 + lx ) + p (K'I + kx )] .
On the other hand, landowners' savings are written as

R - c(R) ,
where R i s the aggregate rent income in the current period, while
R is that from the previous period. R is the sum of the rents paid
to all sorts of lands of various qualities:

R == R 1 (m i ) n +

·

·

·

+ Ru - 1 (mu - 1 ) T� - 1 + Ru(m")' f,. ,

where Ru(mu) = 0 if T,. < T� ; otherwise, T,. = T�. Total savings,
14

S. Hollander, The Economics of David Ricardo, Heinemann Education Books,
1979, p. 324.
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therefore, are written
S = r[w(A.17 + lx) + p(K'1 + kx)] + R - c(R) .

(22)

Next, as assumed tacitly so far, we now explicitly assume Say's
law. This law whjch is called the law of market (debouche) is open
to interpretation and has been given diverse meanings throughout
its history. It is clear that Ricardo welcomed and accepted it. 1 5 In
what follows, we define the law in the same way that Keynes did.
That is, there is no independent investment function, so that the
amount of capital goods produced is flexibly adjusted such that full
employment of labour and capital is established. It is then clear that
by virtue of the full employment equations (14) and (15) the two
parts in the parentheses on the right-hand side of (22) equal N and
M respectively. Thus S is seen to be the full employment level of
savings. Since we have the equation,
Total output = wages + depreciation + profits + rent ,
and wages equal workers' consumption, which is ,, we may rewrite the
above equation in the form,
Total output - depreciation - '= profit + rent.
In view of the expression that total output = e + px and equation
(22) we finally obtain

e

-

c(R) - ' + px

-

depreciation = s.

The left-hand side obviously stands for net investment, that is the
sum of net investment in the form of the wage fund and the net
investment on capital goods. The equation shows that total net
investment equals total savings at the full employment level.
Thus under Say's law investment is always equal to full
employment savings. That is to say, as Keynes claimed, there is no
obstacle to realizing the full employment of all resources (i.e. labour
and capital). There is no unemployment problem in Ricardo, because
it is assumed that lack of effective demand would never happen.
Behind this, there is perhaps a tacit assumption that the marginal
efficiency of capital, in Keynes' sense, does not diminish. Ricardo's
outlook on investment was then inherited by Walras, who also
assumed flexible investment and proved mathematically that there
exists a full employment equilibrium to the general equilibrium
15 Ricardo, Principles, pp. 6-7.
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system of capital formation and credit.16 Even Marx assumed, as
will be discussed in a later chapter, that his extended reproduction
scheme fulfilled Say's law in Keynes' sense that the animal spirit of
capitalists is strong enough to exhaust full employment savings.
After Keynes, even now many economists, especially those who
are influenced by Walras, still believe that equilibrium solutions to
any model of general equilibrium do exist. One of the equilibrium
conditions states that supply equals demand for labour; hence the
equilibrium is a full employment equilibrium. Of course, this is true
for a certain class of economic models. But in the case of those
which include investment as one of their variables we meet the
problem of Say's law in Keynes' sense. If the marginal efficiency of
capital does not diminish and, accordingly, investment is perfectly
flexible, then effective demand can never be insufficient and full
employment will be realized. On the other hand, where the marginal
efficiency diminishes, investment is limited. Where it sharply
diminishes, investment is so low that full employment equilibrium
is impossible. The former is the world with which Ricardo and
Walras were concerned - the classical and neoclassical regime while the latter is, of course, the Keynesian world. We shall later
examine the process of transition from the Ricardo-Walras
paradigm, based on Say's law, to Keynes' paradigm of anti-Say's
law. Here we see an evolution of economic theory, or a shift in its
interest, from one which assumes no unemployment to another
whose prime concern is unemployment.
1 6 Walras, Elements, pp. 267-95. Also see Morishima, Walras ' Economics, Cambridge
University Press, 1977, pp. 100-22 and 1 85-94.

3

Wages, profits and
general equilibrium

1 A careful reader of the previous chapters will have found that, in
the capital coefficient matrix of the economy, the industrial sectors
are decomposable from the agricultural sector. This assumes that
agricultural products are not used as materials in the production of
commodities ; that is, the capital coefficient matrix (regarding
material as a 'capital good' which can be used only once for
production) is of the following form :

[

OJ

0
- K(m11) k '

K-

where K (m.,) is a n by 1 vector and k a n by n matrix. The ith element
of K(m.,) represents the marginal quantity of capital good i required
for an increase in the agricultural output on the marginal land, i.e.

Ki (mu) = Ki

dmu
dFu

or

KdF.�(m.,, 1 ) .

Industry is decomposable from agriculture because of the 0 at the
top of the second column of K, which shows that industry does not
use corn as a material. (It seems that a direct and explicit textual
support for this decomposability is hardly found in Ricardo's
Principles. Nevertheless we may take the italicized part of the
quotation below as evidence that Ricardo's derivation of the
wage-profit frontier is based on the decomposability.)
Ricardo took advantage of this assumption in deriving the
wage-profit frontier (i.e. the factor-price frontier as Samuelson calls
it), one of the most important 'parts' of Ricardian economics.
Because of this, the labour theory of value is simplified and, therefore,
it can be used to prove the reciprocal relationship between wages
and profits. Thus Ricardo's approach may be characterized as
59
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applying the labour theory of value to an economy whose industry
is decomposable from its agriculture. In addition to this, his method
of establishing the reciprocal relationship may be characterized as
semi-dynamic (or, more properly, shifting); in fact, he saw the
relationship as being in a process of economic expansion. This
dynamic, labour-value theoretic and decompositional character of
Ricardo's approach to the wage-profit frontier, is precisely shown,
in a condensed form, in the following passage :
Supposing corn and manufactured goods always to sell at the same
price, profits would be high or low in proportion as wages were
low or high. But suppose corn to rise in price because more labour
is necessary to produce it; that cause will not raise the price of
manufactured goods in the production of which no additional quantity
of labour is required. If, then, wages continued the same, the
profits of manufacturers would remain the same ; but if, as is
absolutely certain, wages should rise with the rise of corn, then
their profits would necessarily fall. (pp. 1 10- 1 1 ; my italics)

As more inferior land is put into cultivation as the economy
progresses, corn will be produced under more unfavourable
conditions and its labour value will be increased. However, this will
not affect the labour values of manufactured goods because of the
assumed decomposability of manufacturing industries from
agriculture. (In fact, if at least one industry uses corn as a material,
a rise in the labour value of corn will give rise to an increase in the
labour value of the output of that industry, and hence a further
increase in the labour values will be created in other industries where
the products which are made of corn are further used as materials
or means of production.) From this Ricardo conjectured that the
price of corn would rise, and the production prices of manufacturing
industries would remain constant. Where the price of corn rises, the
workers' cost of living will also rise, and therefore wages should rise.
This obviously means a decrease in the manufacturers' profits
because the prices of manufactured goods are all unchanged.
2 Later economists, especially after Sraffa, 1 were concerned with
establishing the wage-profit frontier without appealing to the labour
theory of value and without assuming decomposability. In reviewing
these works I shall begin with my article which was published before
1 P. Sraffa, Production of Commodities by Means of Commodities, Cambridge
University Press, 1960.
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Sraffa's book. 2 Although this article may establish a base from which
Ricardo's result is derived, it itself is not a quasi-dynamic analysis
but only a comparative static one. It deals with two possible
equilibria in comparison, one at a higher wage rate and the other
at a lower rate, both carrying out cultivation at the same level of
intensity mu.
In this sort of analysis, we must clearly define, as Ricardo did,
what is taken as the standard of measure of prices and wages. This
is Sraffa's problem of standard commodity or the problem of
numeraire, which is dealt with significantly differently by Ricardo,
Sraffa and myself. Ricardo assumed that there is a peculiar
commodity called 'money' which is 'invariable in value, and therefore
every variation of price to be referable to an alteration in the value
of the commodity' (p. l l On), while I do not assume existence of such a
commodity because I do not take the labour-value theoretic
approach. Instead, like Walras, I consider that any commodity, or
any bundle of commodities, could serve as numeraire. Although I
defined, in the above mentioned article, the real wage rate and prices
of commodities in terms of the bundle of consumption goods,
, bn), where bi is the quantity of the ith good which
b = (b0 , b 1 ,
is necessary for subsistence for a man for one period, it could be
any bundle. 3
Alternatively, it may be the current consumption bundle of the
workers, or anything else which includes Sraffa's standard
commodity. Sraffa and his followers stick to his peculiar standard
commodity but there is no need to be faithful to any particular sort
of bundle.
Throughout the following, we fix mu at some constant level m,
and, assuming that the economy is not necessarily decomposable,
we write the capital coefficient matrix as
•

K=

•

•

[O(m) h],
K(m) k

where O(m) = 0

dm"
(m) = 0/F�(m, 1 ) which is the quantity of corn
dF"

2 M. Morishima, 'Prices, Interest and Profits in a Dynamic Leontief System',

Econometrica, XXVI, 1958, pp. 358-80; it is also contained in my Equilibrium,
Stability and Growth, Oxford University Press, 1964.
3 If b0 = 1 and all other b;'s are zero, then corn is the standard, while, where b0 = 1 ,
G standing fo r gold, with b , = 0 otherwise, gold i s the standard commodity.
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used as seed in the production of one unit for corn and h, a 1 by n
vector, represents corn used as material in n manufacturing
industries, 1 , . . . , n. It is noted that K is a constant matrix.
We denote the labour input coefficient vector (A.(m), 1 1 , • . • , ln)

dmu
(m) = A./F�(m, 1 ), and the price vector
dFu
(n, P i . . . . , Pn) by p. In this section and Section 7, the agricultural
product is referred to as commodity 0, and p0 stands for its price
n. It is also noted that L is a constant vector. Now we may put the

by L, where A.(m) = A.

price equations in the matrix form:

p = (1 + r)wL + (o + r)pK .

(1)

The real wage rate w and the prices in terms of the composite
commodity b are defined as

w = w/pb

and

q = p/pb ,

respectively. Then equation ( 1 ) may be written as

q = (1 + r)wL + (o + r)qK .

(1')

Of course qb = 1 . By virtue of (1') we can now establish that an
increase in w gives rise to a decrease in r, and vice versa.
Suppose w0 < ro 1 . Let (ro0 , r0, q0 ) and (ro 1 , r 1 , q 1 ) be solutions to
(1'). If we suppose the contrary, i.e. r does not decrease (that is,
r0 � r 1 ) where w is increased (ro0 < ro 1 ) and, in this case, if q remained
unchanged (q0 = q 1 ), we would clearly have

which is an obvious contradiction. Hence r0 > r 1 •
Next, examine the remaining case where q0 -:/: q 1 . As qb = 1 , at
least one price q; must decrease. Let qJ = rxiqJ and let ex; be the
smallest among a.0 , • • • , <Xn. Then we have

(2)
and
for all j.

(2')
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Where r0 � r 1 and w0 < ro 1 , we have from (l'), in view of (2) and (2' ) ,

wo
qo
l = (l + r0 ) 0 li + (<5 + r0 ) L � kii
qi
j qi
1
q1
< (1 + r 1 ) (J)l li + (<5 + r 1 n:: ; kji = 1 ,
qi
j qi
because we assume li > O; of course kii is an element of K. Obviously,
this is a contradiction, which means that r0 � r 1 is not compatible
with w0 < ro 1 . Therefore we may now conclude that the rate of profit
r is a decreasing function of the real wage rate ro . 4

3 Sraffa takes a different approach. First, he assumes that wages
are paid at the end of the production period, whereas Ricardo himself
assumed that wages were advanced to the workers at the beginning
of the period (p. 41 ). Although this simplifies the argument, it is not
a crucial assumption, under which the price equation (1) is reduced to

p = wL + pA + rpK ,

(1")

where A = <5K.
Next, let us consider a hypothetical situation where no wage
payment is made to the workers. Then there would be neither
labour-feeding inputs, nor workers' demand for consumption goods.
In this situation we would have a dynamic input-output system :

X = AX + KAX.

(3)

In the state of balanced growth, where X = X* and AX = gX*, (3)
is written as

X* = AX* + gKX*.

(3')

We can further show that the rate of balanced growth g is equal to
the particular rate of profit r* which is obtained in the hypothetical
situation where w = 0, and, therefore, the price equation

p* = p*A + r*p*K

(4)

holds. 5 So, in (3'), g may be replaced by r*, and the equation thus
4 See Morishima's above-mentioned Econometrica paper, p. 373, and his Equilibrium,

Stability and Growth, pp. 8 1-3. Note that kii are elements of the indecomposable

3

K ; in particular, k00 = O(m), k;o = K;(m) and k0, = h,. Also 10 = A.(m).

Premultiply (3') by p* and postmultiply (4) by X*, and compare. We then at once
have g = r*.
·
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obtained may be premultiplied by
postmultiplied by X*, yields

p. This, together with (l")

wLX* + pAX* + rpKX* = pAX* + r*pKX*,
from which we get

(

r = r* l -

)

wLX*
.
r*pKX*

(5)

Since r*pKX* = p(l - A)X* from (3'), the second term of the part
within the parentheses of the above formula stands for 'the share of
wages' in 'the net output'. Sraffa denotes it by W and derives the
formula

(6)

r = r*(l - W) .

If he, like Ricardo, assumed that wages are advanced to the workers,
he would obtain, by a similar method, instead of (6), the formula,

r = r*(l

-

W)

l/r*
W + 1/r*

(6')

In any case, in view of the'faCt that r* is constant, we find from (6)
or (6') that an increase in 'the wage share' W gives rise to a decrease
in the rate of profit r.
Sraffa interprets (6) in the following manner. He calls the system
(3') 'the standard system' and the eigenvector X* 'the composition
of the standard composite commodity'. It is noted that the demands
for commodities by the workers are all neglected (or nil because no
wage payment is made) in the system (3'). Remembering g = r* in
(3') we observe that the standard net products (J - A)X* equal
r*KX, where r* is called by Sraffa 'the standard ratio' which is the
ratio of the net products, (/ - A)X*, to the means of production,
KX*, in the standard system.6 Of course in this system too, labour
is needed for producing commodities, even though no wage payment
is made. (I ignore, at the present stage of the argument, this
paradoxical character of the standard system and do not ask whether
workers will work without reward. Even slaves would not really
work if they were not rewarded, in the form of food at least.)
'Standard' employment, LX*, and 'standard' net output, r*KX*,
are both evaluated at the equilibrium price p of the actual system.
6 Sraffa, pp. 20-l .
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Sraffa's W, that is 'the proportion of the net product that goes to
wages', is the ratio of the total wages that the standard employment,
LX*, would earn if it were paid at the actual rate w, to the standard
net output, r* KX*, evaluated at the current equilibrium prices p.
Alternatively, if (1 - A)X* = <r, Sraffa's system is a system in terms
of the composite-commodity numeraire <r. Defining OJ = w/p<r, and
q = p/p<r, we get from (1")

(l"')

q = OJL + qA + rqK .

Using the method adopted in the previous section, we can obtain
the downwards sloping wage-profit frontier directly from (1"')
without using (3'). Also, taking into account the equation,
r*pKX* = p<r, we can immediately see that (5) is written as

(6")

r = r*(l - OJLX*).

This establishes a linear, declining relationship between r and OJ.
Whatever terminology and rhetoric are used, the hypothetical
character of the standard system is clear. It is doubly hypothetical.
First, it neglects the workers' demand for commodities as well as
the wage payment. Secondly, it assumes that commodities are
produced in the fixed proportions necessary for the standard
economy to grow . at a uniform rate. Such an imaginary state is
extremely remote from the actual observed economy, and Sraffa's
share W, as a proportion of 'the standard net product', has nothing
to do with the workers' share in the actual economy. In addition
to this, Sraffa's formula (6) has a defect in that this real wage rate
in terms of the standard commodity <r does not accurately reflect
the consumers' true 'real wage rate' in terms of their consumption
bundle b, although there is some parallelism between them.
Let us write

OJ = w/p<r

and

OJ* = w/pb .

Then OJ = OJ*pb/p<r. Taking this into account we find from (6") that
Sraffa's W or OJ depends on both OJ* and p. Where the true real
wage rate OJ* changes, it influences p, so that the relationship between
OJ and OJ* may be non-linear. That is to say, we obtain the Sraffa
conclusion that the rate of profit is a linear function of the wage
share W, only in the case of the peculiar standard commodity <r
being taken as numeraire. Otherwise, a change in OJ* has two effects
upon W, one directly and the other indirectly via p.
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Finally, it is noted that, where the Ricardo-Marx condition of
the ratios of the two capitals (circulating and fixed) being equal is
fulfilled throughout all production processes, the wage-profit
frontier which I derived and Sraffa's formula become identical with
each other. This can be shown in the following way. As the
Ricardo-Marx theorem holds true, we have p = hA, so that the
capital-labour ratios in terms of values are equal to each other. Thus

i = 1, .

. . , n.

Then, taking the composite commodity <T as numeraire, the price
equation ( 1 ) may be put in the form

hA = whA<TL + hAA + rwhA<TL + rhk0L
because w = wp<T. Hence

A = (wA<T + rwA<T + rk0)L + AA ,
which is compared with the value equation, A = L + AA. We then
have

1 = wA<T + rwA<T + rk0 ,
from which we have

1
k0
r = - ( 1 - wA<T)
wAu + k0
k0
---

(7)

As A<T and k0 are independent of both w and r, r decreases where
increases. We can show that, where all production processes have
an identical capital composition, the Sraffa formula (6') is also
reduced to (7), because, under the assumption of equal composition
of capital, we have r* = l/k0 from (4) and W = wA<T from the
definition of W. Where the wages are not advanced, the formula (7)
is reduced to
w

1
r = - (1 - wA<T),
ko
which is exactly the same as the original one, (6), that Sraffa obtained;
in particular, r is linear with respect to w.
It is not surprising at all to see that the wage-profit frontier and
Sraffa's distribution formula coincide with each other, where all
production processes have the same capital composition ; in fact, in
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this case prices are proportional to values, so that there is no
(relative) price effect upon W and r in the Sraffa formula. The sole
relationship we can derive from it is the one between r and w, that
is the wage-profit frontier in our sense. We may now conclude that
this is the only case in which Sraffa's formula [ (6) or (6' )] is
meaningful ; otherwise it deviates from the wage-profit frontier,
because of the relative price effects, and is nothing else but a law
CQ_ncerning the imaginary 'standard' system.

4 Although Sraffa, like Ricardo, is concerned with an economy
where prices may deviate from values, Tosato, like Pasinetti,
discusses the case where prices are proportional to values. 7 He
assumes, first of all, that the rate of depreciation o is one in the price
equation ( 1 ). We have, therefore,

p = [wL + pK] (l + r ).

(8)

He also makes the following assumptions which play crucial roles
in his argument. 8 First,

[Pa - (pK )a] /La = 1 ;

(9)

and then

[Pa - (pK )a] /La = [p(l - K)X]/N,

(10)

where G stands for gold, which is taken as numeraire, so that PG is
the price of gold, L a the labour input, and (pK)a the capital input,
per unit of gold output, whilst X is the actual output vector and N
the total employment of labour. Obviously,

LX = N.

(1 1 )

(9) and ( 1 0) mean that the total value added equals total labour.

Notwithstanding Tosato's claim that he has given an interpretation
of the Ricardo-Sraffa theory of profit, he departs from Sraffa in two
important respects. First, while Tosato's X is the actual output
vector, Sraffa's X* represents the imaginary 'standard' output
structure. Secondly, relating to this difference, Sraffa need not make
any additional assumption like ( 10), whereas Tosato's restriction of
his analysis to the case of (10) evidently implies, because the actual
7
8

D. Tosato, 'A Reconsideration of Sraffa's Interpretation of Ricardo on Value and
Distribution', in G. A. Caravale (ed.), The Legacy of Ricardo, Basil Blackwell, 1985.
Tosato, ibid., p. 198 and p. 200.
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output X may vary so that ( 10) must hold for
is concerned with the case of equations

PG - (pK )G
LG

Pi - (pK )i
Li

any

given X, that he

i = 1, . . . , n,

( 12)

being fulfilled. I n view of (8), we have

(pK )i
Pi
( 1 + r).
= w(l + r) +
L;
L;

(13)

Substituting from this, it is at once clear from ( 12) that this holds
true if and only if the composition of capital is the same for all
industries ; that is, we have

(pK )a

L;;

=

(pK );
T

,

i = 1, . . . , n.

(14)

Thus, in Tosato's model, the premise of the Ricardo-Marx theorem
is satisfied and hence, unlike Sraffa and Ricardo, he implicitly
assumes that prices are proportional to values.
It seems, however, that Tosato does not realize this proportionality.
This may mean that instead of assuming ( 10) for any value of X,
he might alternatively assume, as he seems to have done, that (10)
is true only for a given vector X of actual outputs. In this case, ( 14)
does not automatically follow from ( 10) and we have instead, from
(8), (9) and (10)

r=

N - wN
·

wN + pKX

= R(l - w) ,

( 15)

where R is the reciprocal of w + pKX/N. Since p is affected by a
change in w, pKX/N does not remain unchanged when w changes.
Thus Tosato's distribution formula is entirely different from Sraffa's
(6') because his r* is constant with respect to W. This is true, even
though we assume, like Sraffa, that wages are paid after work,
because, in this case, R reduces to 1/(pKX/N), which varies whenever
w changes, while Sraffa's r* is constant. In fact, his linearity
disappears as soon as the aggregation is made in terms of actual
outputs X rather than in terms of 'standard' outputs X*, though it
is of course true, as will be seen below, that the linearity might be
preserved if we could additionally impose some other stringent
conditions such as ( 14).
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On the other hand, if (14) were held true, we would obtain

r=

1 - w/h

w/h + AKX/N

1 - w/h

w/h + k

0

from (8), (10) and the value equation

w/h

w/h + k

1 - w/h
0

w/h

(l6)

A = L + AK .
In equation (16), h represents the proportionality factor between p
and A (i.e. p = hA), so that w/h is the 'real' wage rate in terms of
labour value, while AKX/N is equal to the uniform value
composition of capital k , because (14) implies that each (AK );/L;
0
is equal to some constant value k • The distribution formula (16) is
0
essentially the same as the previous one (6'), though it is based on
different assumptions. Evidently we can see that, under the
assumption of wage payment after work, (16) is demoted to a simpler
form

r=

1

ko

(1 - w/h) ,

which corresponds to the original Sraffa formula (6).
It will now be seen that the second term on the extreme right-hand
side of (16) is nothing else than the rate of exploitation a la Marx.
Let b be the basic consumption bundle and w the number of the
bundles bought by a worker. Then his budget equation is written as

W = pB ,
where B( = wb) represents the amounts of consumption goods
bought by the worker. Where p is proportional to A, the above
equation may be put in the form w' = hAB; hence w/h = AB. Thus
real wages in terms of labour value, w/h, equal the total value of
consumption goods which a worker buys. On the other hand, each
worker supplies one unit of labour ; accordingly, where the wages
in terms of labour, w/h, are lower than the supply of labour, 1 , the
worker is exploited (or unpaid) by the amount, 1 - w/h, and the
rate of exploitation e is defined as (1 - w/h)/(w/h). In view of this
Marxian definition of the rate of exploitation, we can put (16) in
the following simple form :

r = Ue ,

(16')
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where U stands for AB/(AB + k0) and is obviously positive. Equation
(16') implies that the rate of profit r is positive if and only if the rate
of exploitation is positive.
This shows that Tosato's Sraffa-like formula of the rate of profit
is very closely related to the theorem which I call the fundamental
Marxian theorem,9 claiming that exploitation is necessary and
sufficient for positive profits. It is noted, however, that such a result
is acquired, in the case of Tosato, by assuming (14) or (10) which
imply proportionality between prices and values. In the general case
of the Ricardo-Marx theorem being inapplicable, so that prices
may relatively deviate from values, we have only (15), instead of
( 16). It is of course true that, even in the case of ( 1 5), r is positive
if and only if w is less than 1 . But it is entirely unclear what is meant
by the condition 1 > w. In other words, under what conditions does
w become less than 1 ? And how are prices and wages normalized
in this general case? It is evident that the use of (9) and (10) is
essential for deriving ( 1 5). Although (9) is a formal extension of
Tosato's original assumption, PGILG = 1 , we need, in order to
rationalize it, something more than the numeraire condition, because
the latter only requires PG = 1 . Moreover, (10) together with (9)
implies an equation, p(/ K)X = N, which is hardly provided with
an economic justification, because the left-hand side of the equation
gives an amount in terms of the numeraire, while the right-hand
side the number of workers in the economy. Thus, the way in which
w is normalized is unintelligible, and, as a consequence, the condition
1 > w is not economically meaningful. This means that Tosato is
unable to explain under what economic conditions the rate of profit
becomes positive. We shall leave the problem of exploring the
conditions for positive profits to the next chapter; here we shall only
point out that Sraffa's problem of the distribution of income between
workers and capitalists is closely associated with my fundamental
Marxian theorem.
-

5 The semi-dynamic (or shifting) character of Ricardo's original
reasoning has been restored by Hicks. 1 0 He grasps the wage-profit
correspondences in an economy by examining them in a phase of
9 For this theorem, see my Marx 's Economics, pp. 63-8, Cambridge University Press,
1973.

10 John Hicks, 'SralTa and Ricardo: A Critical View', in G. A. Caravale (ed . ), The
Legacy of Ricardo, Basil Blackwell, 1985.
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transition towards the long-run equilibrium by use of the two
vertically integrated production functions. There are two sectors,
food production and non-food production, which I call agriculture
and industry respectively. The product of the latter is taken as
numeraire, with its price being fixed at 1 . Let an be the labour, and
tn the average time required to produce a unit of non-food goods;
w is the wages in terms of the numeraire and r the rate of profit.
Hicks writes the price equation of the industry in the form:

1 = wan(1 + r)'".

(17)

Similarly, the price equation of agriculture is given in a vertically
integrated form :
(18)
where p1 is the price of food, a1 the labour required to produce a
marginal unit of food, and t1 the average production period.
Hicks accepts the same assumptions as Ricardo. Constant returns
to scale prevails in industry, so that an is constant, while diminishing
returns are generally seen in agriculture; that is, a1 increases where
agriculture expands its scale. He also assumes, as he says Ricardo
clearly supposed, that both t" and t1 are technologically fixed.
Once these two equations are given, we can easily derive two
wage-profit frontiers. One is the industrial wage-profit frontier,

W=

1

ail + r)'" '

( 1 7')

obtained from (17). In view of an and tn being constant, it clearly
shows that an increase in w gives rise to a decrease in r, and vice
versa. The other frontier is the agricultural one,

1
w
1
p1 ail + r) 1
- - ----

(18')

resulting from (18), which shows the wages in terms of food as a
function of r. As long as a1 remains unchanged, the wages in terms
of food, w/p1, are a diminishing function of the rate of profit r,
whilst, where a1 increases as the expansion of agriculture proceeds,
the w/p1 as the function of r shifts downwards. The agricultural
wage-profit frontier (18') expresses these two effects in combination,
while the other, usual and familiar frontier of industry, ( 1 7'), lacks
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the second shift effect because of the assumed constant returns to
scale in industry. As will be seen below, it is 'the agricultural
wage-profit frontier' which plays a most important role in Ricardo's
economics. It is Hicks' short article which infused a fresh idea into
the frontier argument.
Samuelson's comment on Marx is related with this point. In one
of his earlier articles on Marxian economics, 1 1 he · derives the
wage-profit frontier, and assuming the constancy of production
coefficients, he concludes that real wages and the rate of profit change
in opposite directions. He says : 1 2
We should note a contradiction in Marx's thinking that analysts
have pointed out. Along with the 'law of the falling rate of profit',
Marxian economists often speak of the 'law of the falling (or
constant) real wage of labour' . . . . But he [Marx] perhaps didn't
fully realize the inconsistency of his two inevitable laws. As Joan
Robinson points out: 'Marx can only demonstrate a falling
tendency in profits by abandoning his argument that real wages
tend to be constant.' Our model is well-designed to show this.

This criticism is meant to be cast on Marx, bearing in mind that
these two laws both evidently came from Ricardo, it would not be
altogether meaningless to point out that, strictly speaking, it does
not apply to Ricardo. In fact, in deriving these tendencies, Ricardo
did not assume the constancy of production coefficients. On the
contrary, the diminishing returns of land are the ultimate cause of
his two tendencies. In his words,
As population increases, these necessaries [the products of
agriculture - M.M.] will be constantly rising in price, because
more labour will be necessary to produce them. . . . [Then the
wages paid to the labourer] would rise. . . . [T]his increase in his
wages would necessarily diminish the profits of the manufacturer;
for his goods [non-food products - M.M.] would sell at no higher
price, and yet the expense of producing them would be increased .
. . . [The labourer] receive[s] more money wages, it is true, but
his corn wages [w/p1] will be reduced. . . . While the price of corn
rises to 10 per cent., wages will always rise less than 10 per cent.
The condition of the labourer will generally decline . . .
(pp. 101-3)
1 1 P. A. Samuelson, 'Wages and Interest: A Modern Dissection of Marxian Economic
Models', in The Collected Scientific Papers of Paul A. Samuelson, Vol. I, MIT
Press, 1966.
1 2 Ibid., p. 349.
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This passage from Ricardo's Principles clearly shows that he was
concerned with a situation where more and more labour is required
for a unit production of food, so that a1 is increasing in the
wage-profit frontier of agriculture (18'). It is clear that Hicks'
formulation fits better with Ricardo's than Samuelson's. More
precisely, we may modify Hicks' model slightly in order to interpret
the above passage more exactly. Consider a system consisting of
four equations,

Pn = wan ( l + r)'",

p1 = wa1(1 + r)11,

Pn = 1 ,

W = (pf bf + Pnbn)w,

the last being the budget equation of the worker. With given w, the
unknowns w, r , Pb Pn are determined by the four equations. Where
a1 increases, p1 rises. The budget equation shows that this (say, a
rise of 10 per cent) creates an increase in w at a rate less than 10
per cent, because Pn is fixed at 1 , which, in turn, produces a reduction
of r, by virtue of the first equation. The wage-profit frontier, that
is the curve r as the function of the real wage rate w, thus shifts
downwards. Hence, a decrease in r, though it gives rise to an increase
in the 'money wages' w (that is, the wages in terms of the non-food
product, gold), reduces the corn wages (w/p1 ) because of the
diminishing returns of land. Samuelson's conclusion that falling
profits and falling wages are incompatible is perfectly right as a
proposition concerning the relationship between r and the 'money
wages' w, but his allegation against Marx is wrong if it is applied
to Ricardo, because the last asserts that both r and the corn wages
w/p1, rather than the money wages, will fall together.

6 After this, Samuelson examines the effects of technological change
under perfect competition. 1 3 These effects may also be examined by
the use of Hicksian frontiers (17') and (18'). As will be seen in the
next section, the total amounts of labour, a1 and an, necessary to
produce one unit of food and non-food, respectively, are complexes
consisting of labour- and capital-input coefficients of the two sectors.
Therefore, generally speaking, a technological improvement
occurring in either sector, say for example, the farm-tools making
industry, will affect not only an but also a1. Similarly, an increase
or a decrease in the productivity of the agricultural sector will give
1 3 Ibid., pp. 350-2.
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rise to a change in both an and a1. Hicks, however, has supposed in
deriving frontiers that diminishing productivity in agriculture has
no effect upon an . That is to say, Hicks, . unlike Sraffa, but like
Ricardo, is concerned with an economy where agriculture and
industry are technologically decomposable from each other. This is
not an 'indecomposable' economy where agriculture and industry
are coupled interdependently with each other as is usually observed
in the actual world.
Intersectoral dependency is obscured in the vertically integrated
model. In this respect, the Sraffa-Leontief type approach is
preferable. Tosato, in the previously examined article, tries to
connect Hicks and Sraffa, on the assumption that () = 1 . Solving the
price equation (8) with respect to p, Tosato has

p = wL(l + r)[I - K(l + r)] - 1 .

( 19)

Since

[I - K(l + r)] - 1 = I + K(l + r) + [K(l + r)] 2 + · · . ,
( 19) can be written in the form
(20)
p = w.l5° 1(1 + r) + w.l5 1 1 ( 1 + r)2 + w.l52 1(1 + r) 3 + . . . '
where 15°> = L, 15 1 > = LK, 152 1 = LK 2 ,
Obviously, 15° 1 is the
•

•

•

quantity of direct labour required for the production of one unit of
goods, n 1 1 the quantity of direct labour contained in the means of
production K, which we call the quantity of indirect labour of order
1 ; 152 1 the quantity of indirect labour of order 1 contained in K, i.e.
the indirect labour of order 2. The total amount of indirect labour
contained in K is given by

15 1 1 + 152 1 + . . . ,
which is added to direct labour 15°> to make the value of commodities
A. 1 4 Let us write : aj0 1 = L;/A;, af 1 1 = L} 1 1/A;, a)2 > = Ll 21/A;, and so
on. Then it follows from (20) that
P; = wA;[aj0 1( 1

+ r) + af 1 1 ( 1 + r)2 + al21(1 + r)3 + ·

·

·

]

1 4 It is evident that

[JO> + .ll 1 > + IJ2> +

· · ·

== L[l + K + K2 +

· · ·

]

== L[I - Kr 1 = A,
because 6 = 1 . See Tosato, 'A Reconstruction of Sraffa's Interpretation'.
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By determining t; such that (1 + rY' approximates the part in the
square brackets, we finally get 1 5

(21 )

P; = wA;(l + r)''.

This is the equation which connects Sraffa to Hicks. If we interpret
Hicks' price equations (17) and (18) as having been derived in this
way, we should regard tI and tn as variables which increase as r
increases, whereas Hicks gets similar equations with constant tI and

tn .

Let us now consider a two-sector economy with

L = (.Jc(m), l)

and

K=

[O(m) h] ,
K(m) k

where Greek letters are coefficients for the food sector and Roman
letters those for the non-food sector. Then the indirect labour of
order 1 is given as

LK = [.Jc(m)O(m) + IK(m), .Jc(m)h + lk] .
Therefore, unless h = 0, the quantity of indirect labour of order 1 of
the non-food sector depends on the labour input coefficient of the
food-producing sector. Similarly, in order for the non-food sector's
indirect labour of higher orders all to be independent of the input
coefficients of the food sector, we must have h = 0. As A is the sum
, the same result does hold for A. Hence, except
of L, LK, LK2,
in the case of h = 0, the decline of productivity in agriculture will
influence not only the wage-profit frontier of agriculture but also
that of industry. Hicks supposes that the latter remains undisturbed,
so that h = 0 is implicitly assumed. In other words, in Hicks'
economy, industry is 'decomposable' from agriculture. 1 6 It is now
clear that the simplicity and clearcut nature of Hicks' analysis are
•

•

•

1 5 Although Tosato seems to consider that t, is a constant, it depends, strictly
speaking, on the value of r at which t, is determined. Where r is large, t, would
be large, and vice versa. Moreover, t, is different from one commodity to another;
all t/s are equal to each other, only in the case where the premise of the
Ricardo-Marx theorem is satisfied.
1 6 With a general n by n matrix K, the second group of industries said to be
'decomposable' from the first if K can be partitioned, after some identical
permutations of rows and columns, as

[

K1

0

H

K11

J

with square sub-matrices K1 and K11, whilst H is, in general, rectangular.
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obtained not by his vertical aggregation but by the decomposability
he tacitly assumes.
7 In establishing the existence of a downwards sloping wage-profit
frontier the proportionality between prices and values is often
assumed. Also concepts referring to some imaginary state of affairs,
such as Sraffa's 'standard commodity' X*, are sometimes used.
Furthermore, it is occasionally assumed that there are no durable
capital goods, c5 = 1 . These concepts are all restrictive and may be
dispensed with. Among the various approaches reviewed above, my
1958 proof is the only one which avoids all these assumptions. It
makes only the general assumptions that the economy forms an
indecomposable system, that the composition of capital may be
different from one sector to another, so that prices may deviate from
A, and that the durability may differ from one capital good to
another. It also employs no metaphysical concept such as X*.
My 1958 proof, however, is static. It does not see the frontier in
the phase of transition from a less intensive use of land to a more
intensive one. It assumes that the degree of land utilization is
constant. In order to make it a useful tool for examining Ricardo's
economics, it must be 'semi-dynamized'; that is to say, we must
show how the frontier will move when the economy progresses and
land is used more intensively.
Consider now two states of affairs with different intensities of
cultivation, m0 and m1. Suppose m 1 > m0 , so that the agricultural
production coefficients are greater at m1 than m0 • With the same
real wages w, the equilibrium rate of profits and the equilibrium
prices in terms of the basic consumption bundle b are r0 and q 0 at
m0 , while r1 and q 1 at m1. Of course, qi = n i/p ib and qj = pjlp ib,
i 0, 1 ; j = 1, . . . , n. We shall show that r0 > r1. This means with
w given the static wage-profit frontier r(w) shifts downwards
wherever land is used more intensively.
To show that, we shall use the method we applied to derive the
static frontier in Section 2 above. Suppose the contrary, that is,
r0 � r1• First we examine the case, q0 = q 1 • As
=

(}(mo) < (}(m 1 ),

K(m0 ) < K(m 1 ) , (22)

we have

q0 = (1 + r0 )wL(m0 ) + (c5 + r0 )q° K(m0 )
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< (1 + r 1 )wL(m 1 ) + (£5 + r 1 )q° K (m 1 ) = q0 ,
where L(m0 ) and L (m 1 ) are vector L with A.(m0 ) and A. (m 1 ) as their
first components, respectively. Similarly, matrices K(m0 ) and K(m 1 )
are mutatis mutandis defined. The inequality r0 � r1 obviously
produces a contradiction. Hence r 0 > r 1 .
Next we turn to the case of q0 =I- q 1 . As q is normalized such that
qb = 1 , at least one price must decrease. Let qi show the greatest

decrease. Then we of course have

q? > qt ,
qj0 < qj1
q? = qt

(23)
(24)

for all j.

Also we have supposed that

,o � ,1.

(25)

Then, from equilibrium conditions
and

q0 = (1 + r0 )wL(m0 ) + (£5 + r0 )q° K (m0 )

ql = (1 + , 1 )wL(m 1 ) + (<5 + ,1 )q l K (m 1 ) ,
we get, if i = 0,
1

=

[

�

]

q
(1 + r0 ) � A.(m0 ) + (<5 + r 0 ) 0(m0 ) + ± Ki(m0 )
qo
1 qo

or, if i � 1 ,

because (22), (23), (24) and (25) hold. Either of these two inequalities
implies a contradictory statement, 1 < 1 . Hence, in this case too, we
must have r0 > r1 , and the downwards shift of the frontier is
confirmed.
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Figure 4

There is an additional point to be noted. Where w = 0, the price
equation is reduced to

q (l - A) = rqK ,
where A = bK. It is seen that the effect upon r of a decline in the
agricultural productivity through L disappears because w = 0. Only
an increase in O(m) and K(m) affects A and K, and r is reduced. (It
will be unchanged if O(m) h 0, so that K is of the form I have
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter.) The decrement of r is
smaller than the one that will be obtained when w is positive. The
higher the level of the real wage rate w, the larger the effects of A.(m)
upon the augmented current and capital input matrices, (wbL + A)
and (wbL + K), will be. Therefore, as the real wage rate becomes
=

=
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higher, the shift of the wage-profit frontier increases as Figure 4
illustrates.
·
We have so far measured the real wages m in terms of the basic
consumption bundle b. But we may alternatively take b as a vector
with the component for gold being 1 and other components being
all zero. Take gold as numeraire, i.e. PG = 1 . Then pb 1, so that
w = m; thus the 'money wages' are a particular kind of real wages
that are measured in terms of gold. In any case, the proof establishing
the static wage-profit frontier (w, r) in Section 2 above and the proof
of the downwards shift of the frontier in this section mutatis mutandis
hold for the money-wage frontier (w, r). 1 7 That is to say, money
wages decrease wherever the rate of profit increases ; and, provided
that K is indecomposable, the frontier shifts downwards wherever
land is used more intensively.
In the case of industry being decomposable from agriculture in K,
the price equations of industries are independent of the price of com.
It can easily be observed that the frontier (w, r) is determined by
the price equations of industries alone and any change in the level
of cultivation m has no effect upon it. Even in this case, real wages
in terms of the basic consumption bundle b, w, trace out a family
=

17 Suppose w0 < w1. If p0 = p1, then r0 > r1. Otherwise we would have

p0 = (1 + r0)w0L + (.5 + r0)p°K < (1 + r1)w1L + (.5 + r1)p°K = p0,

a contradiction. (Note that p has the price of corn as its first component; L and
K too include input coefficients of agriculture.) Next, where p0 � p1 , suppose first
p? < pf for all i's other than i = G. Then we have for G

= (1 + r0)w0l0 + (.5 + r0) L pJkJG < (1 + r1 )w1 l0 + (.5 + r1) L pf k10 = I
if r0 ;:!! r1• This is a contradiction, so that r0 > r1• Secondly, if there is a price which
1

diminishes, then for good i whose price is decreased most, we must have

P? > pl ,
l
0
� 5'. �
for all j.
P? - pf
Then, if r0 ;:l! r1, we should have
1

w0
0
= (1 + r0) o 11 + (b + r0) L � k11
J Pt
Pt
< (l + r1)

l
wl
lt + (.S + r1) L 4 k11 = 1,
J P1
P;1

which is a contradiction again; hence r0 > r1.
The downwards shift of the money wage-profit frontier may be proved in a
similar way.
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of real wage-profit frontiers which shift downwards, because the
price equations of industries are linked with that of agriculture
through the workers' demand for corn. This is the case where, while
K is decomposable, the augmented current and capital input matrices
are indecomposable. Ricardo accepted this assumption and was,
therefore, provided with a single, static, money wage-profit frontier
and a semi-dynamic map of multiple real wage-profit frontiers.

4

The equal rate of profit and
exploitation

1 It has been seen that Ricardo's economics consists of various parts
- the price-cost equations, the demand-supply equations for factors
(capital services and labour), the marginal productivity equations
for land, etc. - which together form a system of general equilibrium.
Moreover, these parts cannot stand independently but are
interrelated. For example, it is only in exceptional cases that we can
derive the wage-profit frontier from the price-cost equations alone;
our derivation of the frontier in the previous chapters, to say nothing
of Sraffa's own derivation, is misleading because it is confined to
the realm of exceptional cases assuming no joint output etc. In this
chapter I shall show that parts of the Ricardian model are interlinked
by certain rules, such as that of dual cross adjustment, and in doing
so I shall elaborate my argument of Section 6 of the last chapter. I
also shall take this opportunity to correct the misunderstanding
which Roemer and Petri have with regard to my Geperalized
Fundamental Marxian Theorem, 1 its validity being warranted where
the dual cross adjustment mechanism of the Ricardo-Marx-Walras
type works. I shall furthermore be concerned with the assertion of
Schumpeter, Samuelson and many other economists, that the labour
theory of value should be extended to a multi-factor (say, land and
labour) theory of value, which is also due to their misunderstanding
of Ricardo and Marx. This has partly been discussed in the previous
chapter and will be reexamined below to complete the argument.
2 A passage from Ricardo's Principles has already been quoted to
the effect that more (or less) funds will be employed in an industry
and, therefore, its output will be increased (or decreased) if the profit
1 See M. Morishima, 'Marx in the Light of Modem Economic Theory', Econometrica,
July 1974, pp. 61 1-32, and J. E. Roemer, 'A General Equilibrium Approach to
Marxian Economics', Econometrica, March 1980, pp. 505_-30.
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rate is higher (or lower) in the industry than the average rate. This
means that output of industry i, x1, increases or decreases according
to whether its supernormal profit, p1 - (1 + r)wl1 - (b + r)pk;, is
positive or negative, where r stands for the normal rate of profit
and k1 is industry i 's capital coefficient vector. The set of industries
includes agriculture which is industry 0. Its output x0 may be written
as e, as before. Its input coefficients 10 and k0 are marginal
coefficients, A. (m ) and K(m) which depend on the degree of cultivation
of land in agriculture. We have then the following adjustment
equations :

dx·
-' = a[p1 - (1 + r)wl1 - (b + r)pk;] ,
dt

i = 0, 1,

. . . , n,

where a i s the adjustment coefficient which i s positive. The speed of
adjustment may be different from one industry to another - but we
assume that it is the same for all industries and is signified by a to
avoid unnecessary complication. In view of the budget equation of
the worker,

w = prob ,
where b stands for the basic bundle of consumption goods, and w
is the real wage rate or the number of bundles which a worker buys,
the above equation can be put in the form,

dx.
-' = a[p1 - (1 + r)pwbl1 - (b + r)pk1] , i = 0, 1 , . . . , n . ( 1 )
dt
As for the adjustment of prices, Ricardo had the following view:
It is the cost of production which must ultimately regulate the
price of commodities, and not, as has been often said, the
proportion between the supply and demand: the proportion
between supply and demand may, indeed, for a time, affect the
market value of a commodity, . . . but this effect will be only of
temporary duration. (p. 382)

He also says,
The opinion that the price of commodities depends solely on the
proportion of supply to demand . . . has become almost an axiom
in political economy, and has been the source of much error in
that science. (p. 382)

He nevertheless accepted, on the other hand, that the market prices
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of a commodity obeys the law of 'the proportion of the supply to
the demand'.2 That is to say, he clearly recognized the view that
the market price of a commodity is regulated by its excess demand
or supply. 3 We can thus find apparently contradictory statements
in Ricardo's Principles, but they do not produce any difficulty for
us because he reconciled them in the following synthetic proposition:
'However much the market prices of [a commodity] may deviate
from its natural [or equilibrium] price, it has . . . a tendency to
conform to it' (p. 94).
Ricardo's view of price adjustment may be formulated in the
following way. It is evident that excess demand for commodity j is
given by

wbi Lx + Ci + okix + hi - Si ,
where L is a row vector of labour input coefficients (10 , 1 , . . . , In),
1
ki is the jth row vector of the capital matrix K, which is
i
k (ki0 , kit> . . . , kin),4 and finally x is the output column vector
xnY · Obviously, wbi Lx represents the workers' demand
(x0 , x 1 ,
for good j, while ci, oki x and hi are, respectively, capitalists'
consumption, replacement and net investment for j and si is the
supply of j. For agriculture s0 equals ,;, because of the production
lag, but for all other industries si equals xi as production is assumed
instantaneous. We then have the following adjustment equations:
=

.

•

•

,

dp
j = b[wb .Lx + (;kix + C · + h · - S ·]
J
dt
J
J
J
with SJ· =

{f

forj = 0
X · forj > 0 ,

(2)

J

where the adjustment coefficient b is assumed to be the same for all
j, for simplicity's sake.
2 Ricardo, Principles, Chapters IV and V, particularly pp. 88-95.
3' Following Hicks and Samuelson, it has become prevalent among economists to
assume that prices are adjusted according to excess demand for respective
commodities. However, it is evident that even though the amount of excess demand
may be the same, say 100 units, the effect upon the price would be different if in
one case demand was 200 and supply 100, while in another demand was 800 and
supply 700. Ricardo's idea that price of commodities depends on the proportion
of supply to demand would be more appropriate than Hicks' and Samuelson's
excess demand hypothesis. In spite of this, in the following, we do not distinguish
between the two and regard them as if they were equivalent.
4 Note that k1 is the ith column vector of K.
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The adjustment of quantities x and prices p generated by
differential equations ( 1 ) and (2) is called dual adjustment because
it involves both x and p. It is also called cross adjustment because
an excess price over cost, for commodity i, gives rise to a change in
its quantity and an excess quantity demanded over supply, for
commodity j, produces a change in its price. Where this process of
adjustment is completed, dx/dt and dp/dt vanish, so that we obtain
equilibrium equations,

p = p[(l + r)wbL + (J + r)K] ,

(3)

s = [wbL + JK]x + c + h,

(4)

from ( 1 ) and (2), respectively. In (4) s is the supply vector and h the
net investment vector. Like later economists such as Walras who
assumed that a general equilibrium is established by an imaginary
tatonnement process and Hicks who assumes 'an easy passage to
temporary equilibrium', 5 Ricardo too tacitly assumed a perfectly
organized economy where equilibrium is established quickly and
smoothly within a given period, say, one year. During the year,
agricultural output, s0 = ;;, in the previous year is, of course, kept
unchanged, while current outputs x, as well as prices p, fluctuate
and approach their equilibrium values at the end of the year. In the
following we assume that adjustment is completed by the end of
January and production, exchange, consumption and investment
are all accomplished during the rest of the year. Fluctuating outputs
during the process of adjustment, like those in Walras' tatonnement
process, are never produced; after the establishment of equilibrium,
production is carried out according to the equilibrium effective
contracts finally made. Outputs produced, other than that of
agriculture, are either consumed or invested at the end of the year.
Agricultural output, x0 = �. is carried over to the next year in order
to sustain the workers for one year.

3 Let us now show that the Ricardian subsystem, (3) and (4),
constitutes a very von Neumann-like general equilibrium system.
For this purpose we shall alter our assumption slightly and assume,
first, that not only agriculture but also all · other industries take one
period to produce their output. Then, in (2) and (4), we have s = x,
not only for j = 0 but also for all other j 's, where x is the output
5

J. R. Hicks, Value and Capital, Oxford University Press, 1939, p. 123.
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vector in the previous period. Then the net investment on good j,
hi, is given by kix - kii, so that h = K(x i). Once one period of
production lag is introduced for capital goods industries, the term
for replacement investment, c5kix, of equation (2) and, hence, the
same term for equation (4) should be altered to c5kii. The production
in the previous period which began with capital stocks Ki would
end up with capital Ki c5Ki, so that replacement investment of
the amount of c5Kx is required in order to keep capital stocks intact.
As Ki - c5Ki + replacement (c5Kx) + net investment (h) = Kx, we
have h = K(x i), as has been said. Thus, under the assumption of
one period of production lag, we have, in place of (4),
-

-

-

i = wbLx + c5Kx + K(x

-

i) + c .

Secondly we may, like von Neumann, assume without loss of
generality that c5 1 for all capital goods. This is not a restrictive
assumption at all but, in fact, more general than the usual prima
facie less restrictive assumption that c5 takes on some positive value
not exceeding 1 . This is because von Neumann distinguishes capital
goods not only in kind but also by age and regards capital goods
of the same kind but at different stages of wear and tear as
qualitatively different goods. He considers that the capital goods
available for production at the beginning of the period are
transformed into one period older capital goods by the end of the
period. He regards these last, left over to the next period for further
production, as by-products of the respective production processes.
Thus, according to von Neumann's procedure, inputs include capital
goods inherited from the preceding period, while outputs include
qualitatively different capital goods to be handed down to the next
generation.6 The von Neumann system has an output matrix which
is no longer a diagonal matrix but a general non-negative matrix,
denoted by B, that may have two or more positive elements in at
least one column because of his way of treating capital goods. Taking
(J = 1 and introducing B to the left-hand side, the above equation
may be written as
=

Bx = [wbL + K] x + c .

(4')

It can easily be seen that (3) should correspondingly be rewritten as

pB = (1 + r)p[wbL + K]
6

(3')

M . Morishima, Theory of Economic Growth, Oxford University Press, 1969, p. 89.
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Once we allow for joint production, the number of commodities
n may not be equal to the number of production processes m; in
the extreme case, a single process may produce every commodity.
Also, where we regard capital goods at different states of wear and
tear as different goods, we must allow for alternative processes to
produce the same kind of main output; to produce cars, for example,
we may use a brand-new robot, or alternatively an old robot.
Therefore, we can no longer assume that n = m; n may be greater
or smaller than m. If it is so, we cannot generally establish the m
equations {3') by adjusting n-dimensional vector p, and the n
equations (4') by m-dimensional x. They have to be replaced by
inequalities.
Let us continue to follow von Neumann's footsteps further. As
long as (3') holds with strict inequality ' > ' for some process i, the
corresponding X; is increased limitlessly by the adjustment rule (1 ),
while, if ' < ' holds, X; decreases. :This downwards movement of X;
will be stopped when xi reaches 0, even though the inequality ' < '
still holds for process i in (3'). Thus, where
·

pB � (1 + r)p[wbL + K]

(3*)

holds, the production activity x remains stationary if x;'s are zero
for those processes i for which (3*) holds with strict inequality ' < ' .
This means that throughout the production processes in operation
(i.e. the processes with xi > 0) there prevails a uniform rate of profit
r, while those processes whose rates of profits are not as high as r
are not employed so that their x/s are zero. We call this rule of
production operation the rule of profitability which prevails at the
point where X; is stationary. 7
Secondly, as long as (4') holds with inequality ' < ' for some j, the
corresponding Pi is increased without limit by the rule (2); while
where it holds with ' > ' for commodity j its price moves downwards
until it is impossible for Pi to decrease further because it has reached
the boundary, Pi = 0. We thus find that p is stationary where

Bx � [wbL + K]x + c ,

(4*)

provided p/s are zero for those j for which (4*) holds with strict
inequality ' > . This implies that the following rule of pricing holds
true at the point of stationary prices; those commodities which are
'

7

Ibid.,

p.

101.
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supplied abundantly (i.e. much more than the level of demand) are
free, so that their prices are set at 0. We call this rule the rule of
free goods. 8
In this way, the subsectors (3) and (4) of the Ricardian general
equilibrium system can naturally be modified into the form (3*) and
(4*). The cross adjustment rule works behind these dual inequalities;
that is, the above inequality (3*) concerning p, which is rewritten as

pB � (1 + r)p[wbL + K] ,

(Sa)

is supplemented by the rule of profitability concerning x, while the
other inequality (4*) concerning x is supplemented by the rule of
free goods concerning p. Thus we may perhaps be allowed to say
that von Neumann's work is an elaboration of a subsector of
Ricardo's economics. In fact, where there is a proportional growth
of x , we have x = (1 + g)x, so that, neglecting capitalists'
consumption c,9 we may put (4*) in the form,

Bx � (1 + g) [wbL + K]x .

(5b)

This constitutes the von Neumann growth equilibrium, together
with the condition (5a), the rule of profitability implying

pBx = (1 + r)p[wbL + K]x ,

(5c)

the rule o f free goods implying

pBx = (1 + g)p[wbL + K]x

(5d)

and the condition that the total value of output should be positive.
This last equation is, of course, written in the form,

pBx > O .

(5e)

4 Implications of von Neumann's dual cross adjustment (3*) and
(4*) have been discussed. Among the results obtained, most
significant is a theorem which I have referred to as the generalized
fundamental Marxian (GFMT). 1 0 Between this and the original
fundamental Marxian theorem (FMT), 1 1 there are two important
8 Ibid., p. 103.
9 For a more general case where the capitalists' consumption c is not neglected, see
my Equilibrium, Stability and Growth, Oxford University Press, 1964, pp. 13 1-53.
10
M. Morishima, 'Marx in the Light of Modern Economic Theory', Econometrica,
1974, pp. 61 1-32.
11
M. Morishima, Marx's Economics, Cambridge University Press, 1973, pp. 53-7 1 .
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differences. First, the original one is confined to the case of there
being no joint production and no alternative production process,
while in the generalized one, input and output matrices K and B
are usually rectangular and B has, moreover, positive off-diagonal
elements. Secondly, the original theorem is concerned with equations
(3) and (4), whereas the generalized theorem relates to the inequality
system (3*) and (4*). Due to these differences, the original concept
of the rate of exploitation, defined as the ratio of the surplus labour
to the necessary labour, is redefined in the GFMT as the ratio of
the maximum surplus labour to the corresponding minimum necessary
labour, as is given by formula (9) below. These maximum surplus
and minimum necessary labour are obtained by solving the linear
programming problem to minimize Lx subject to (7') below. The
theorems state:

Fundamental Marxian theorem The rate of profits is positive if and
only if the rate of exploitation is positive.

Generalized fundamental Marxian theorem The warranted rate of
profits and the capacity rate of growth are both positive if and
only if the rate of exploitation is positive.

In the GFMT the warranted rate of profits is defined as the minimum
value of r satisfying (3*) with non-negative, non-zero p, which is the
profit rate that is guaranteed by the given technology (K, L, B),
provided that the real wage rate is fixed at a given level w . It is
possible that the actual rate of profits may be higher than the
warranted rate. Therefore, it is possible that, although the actual
rate of profits is positive, the rate of exploitation and the warranted
rate of profits may be non-positive. An example of this possibility
has been presented by Petri, 1 2 erroneously as a counter-example to
my GFMT. In order to avoid this perversity, Roemer restricts the
technology to the case where production is 'independent', 1 3 and
finds that the independence of production is a necessary and sufficient
condition on technology for the validity of the equivalence of positive
1 2 F. Petri, 'Positive Profits Without Exploitation: A Note on the Generalized
Fundamental Marxian Theorem', Econometrica, 1980, pp. 531-3.
1 3 Let a bundle of net outputs a be produced with some labour. The technology is
said to be 'independent' if any bundle b such that b < a and b # a, can be produced
with strictly less labour. See J. Roemer, Analytical Foundations of Marxian
Economic Theory, Cambridge University Press, 198 1 , p. 47.
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profits and positive exploitation.14 This result is referred to as
Roemer's fundamental Marxian theorem (RFMT). As the von
Neumann technology (K, L, B) is not necessarily 'independent' in
Roemer's sense, the RFMT does not hold true for general
technologies, but is only valid for their 'independent' subset.
Consequently, where a von Neumann technology is given, no one
- not even Marx - can say whether positive exploitation always
exists behind positive profits. Thus the RFMT is a theorem which
·
contradicts the spirit of Marxism, so that it cannot provide a
foundation for Marxian economic theory.
Although the original version of the relevant part of Roemer's
book and Petri's article were published in the same issue of
Econometrica, I had no chance to read the former before its
publication, while I was given an opportunity to read, and reply to,
the latter. 1 5 I would have made the same comment on the RFMT
if I had been provided with the opportunity. Petri's and Roemer's
'counterexample' to my GFMT are, in fact, avoided if we assume
the capitalists' propensity to consume to be less than one; their
perverse cases are obtained only in such an un-Marxian situation
of all capitalists consuming their whole profits.
This result may be referred to as' the strong general fundamental
Marxian theorem (SGFMT) and is spelt out in the following way:
SGFMT In any state of balanced growth equilibrium, where
capitalists' savings are positive, positive profits are obtained
where, and only where, workers are positively exploited.
This theorem, like my original GFMT but unlike Roemer's RFMT ,
is valid for all von Neumann technologies, 'independent' or
'non-independent'. However, as is evident in my reply to Petri, I
have so far confined myself to the case of balanced growth
equilibrium. Assuming the 'generalized von Neumann system' which
is a system like (5a)-(5e) but further includes capitalists'
consumption, and using the equilibrium equation g = sr, where s is
the capitalists' propensity to save, I have shown that the theorem
is true if 0 < s < 1 . In the following I remove the condition of
balanced growth and show that it still holds unless the aggregate
rate of growth exceeds the capacity rate defined below.
14 Ibid., p. 50.
15 M. Morishima, 'Positive Profit Without Exploitation: A Note on the Generalized
Fundamental Marxian Theorem', Econometrica, 1980, p. 535.
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5 Proof: In order to prove the GFMT, two lemmas have been used,
the first of which does not assume a state of balanced growth.
Lemma 1 The fact that the rate of exploitation is positive implies
that the warranted rate of profit is positive.
There is no need to reprove Lemma 1 . The other lemma, however,
has to be reproved by removing the concept of balanced growth
from the original proof. We prove for any x satisfying Lx > 0:
Lemma 2 The fact that the capacity rate of growth is positive
implies that the rate of exploitation is positive.
To show this we first define the capacity rate of growth g' as the
maximum of g such that

[wbL + K]x � (1 + g)[wbL + K]x
Bx � [wbL + K]x + c ,

(6)

x � O.

(7)
Next, to define the rate of exploitation we minimize Lx subject to

Bx � Kx + wb ,

x � O,

(7')

where wb is the amount of daily necessaries per worker. Let x0 be
a solution to this minimum problem so that min Lx = Lx0 . We
assume, throughout the following, that
(8)

Lx0 > 0 .

If the minimum amount of labour is less than the labour offered by
one worker (that is taken as 1 ), we may say that there is positive
exploitation; that is to say, the rate of exploitation e is defined, as
has already been stated, as the ratio of the maximum
surplus labour, 1 Lx0, to the minimum necessary labour, Lx0.
Thus we have
-

e=

1 - Lx0
'
Lxo

(9)

where the right-hand side of this formula shows that e is equal to
the ratio of surplus labour to necessary labour. It is well known that
there is a dual maximization problem with this minimization
problem. This fundamental duality theorem of linear programming
is explicitly formulated in this case as maximizing Awb subject to

AB � AK + L ,

(10)
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Let A0 be a solution to this problem; then max Awb = A0 wb, and
by the duality theorem we have

A°wb = Lx0 .

(1 1 )

We can now prove Lemma 2 . Let g = gc , x = Xe and c = cc which
satisfy conditions (6) and (7). Premultiply (7) by A0 and postmultiply
(10) by x; we then have
and

A°Bx � A0 [wbL + K]xc + A0 cc,

(12)

A0Bx � A°Kx + Lx .

(13)

In view of (6) premultiplied by A0, (12) can be written as

A0Bx � A0 [wbL + K]x + gcA0 [wbL + K]x + A0cc .
This together with (13), establishes

Lx[ l - A0wb] � gcA0[wbL + K]x + A°cc.

(14)

By virtue of (8) and ( 1 1 ) , A0wb > 0. As Lx is assumed to be positive,
we obtain A0 [wbL + K]x > 0. On the other hand, A0cc � 0. Hence,
where gc > 0, (14) implies 1 > A0 wb so that e > 0 by (9) and (1 1 ).
Therefore, Lemma 2 has been proved.
Next we establish, again avoiding the concept of balanced growth,
the following equilibrium condition :

g = sr,

(15)

where s represents the capitalists' propensity to save and g the rate
of growth of aggregate capital. To obtain (15) we first apply the rule
of free goods to (4*) ; then,

pBx = p[wbL + K]x + pc .
Therefore,

pBx - pKx = pwbLx + pc + p[wbL + K]Ax ,

( 1 6)

where Ax = x - x. The left-hand side of this equation stands for the
net output, while on the right-hand side the first term represents the
part of the net output consumed by workers, the second term the
part consumed by capitalists and the last term the part invested in
wage funds and stocks of capital goods. Thus (16) effectively states
that savings equal investment. If we assume, therefore, that workers
do not save, capitalists' savings must equal investment. As capitalists'
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savings equal their propensity to save, s, times total profits which
is, in turn, the rate of profit times total capital, equation (16) implies

srp[wbL + K] x = p[wbL + K] ih .
Dividing both sides by p[wbL + K] x, we finally obtain (15), as g is
the rate of growth of total capital.
We can now easily establish the SGFMT. (i) First, by Lemma 1 ,
the positive rate of exploitation (e > 0 ) implies that the warranted
rate of profit is positive (rw > 0). As the rate of profits of the level
rw is guaranteed, the actual rate of profits r is at least as high as r w.
Hence r > 0. (ii) Secondly, r > 0 implies g > 0 because s > 0 in (15).
By assumption the actual equilibrium rate of growth g cannot
exceed the capacity growth rate g c . Therefore, gc > 0, which implies
e > 0 because of Lemma 2. Evidently (i) and (ii) establish the
SGFMT.
Throughout the argument above we have not used Roemer's
strange assumption that technology is 'independent'. Instead, in an
essential way, we make use of the assumption that capitalists always
save. Of these two assumptions it is clear that Roemer's is not
essential for Marx's economic theory at all, while ours is emphasized
everywhere in his work; we may conclude from this that the SGFMT
is the theorem which is of crucial importance to Marx. It is, of
course, true that, as Roemer tacitly implies, the technology Marx
assumes may be more general than the one which I have assumed
in my Marx's Economics. It is very easy to see, however, that my
polygonal (or polyhedral) frontier approaches the smoothly curved
frontier at the limit where the number of vertices of the polygonal
(or polyhedral) frontier is infinitely large. Thus Roemer's extension
of my von Neumann-like Marxian economics into his set-theoretic
one is rather trivial and self-evident.
6 It has so far been taken for granted that no land is used for
production. So it may be queried whether fundamental Marxian
theorems are not applicable in an economy with agriculture as a
significant sector of production. It is indeed a reasonable query,
because both factors of production, land and labour, are able to
produce and thus it would be natural to conjecture that either land
or labour must be exploited in order to get positive profits. It then
follows that the exploitation of labour is not a necessary condition
for profits; thus it may be conjectured that the fundamental Marxian
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theorem is negated as soon as land appears as a second factor of
production.
In the following we shall show that the introduction of land does
not affect the Marxian theorem in its strong form at all. I also want
to show simultaneously that it is valid not only for the Marx or
Marx-von Neumann economies but even for the ordinary
neoclassical, or marginalist models. For this purpose, we shall
examine a standard general equilibrium model with two factors, land
and labour, to show that, in spite of the presence ofland, the economy
produces surplus output if and only if labour is positively exploited.
In this case, however, profits are no longer equal to the total value of
surplus output but only to a part of it. The remaining part of the
surplus output is distributed to landowners as rent. Where there is an
exploitation of labour but profits are zero, the entire surplus output is
received by the landowners.
We assume an Arrow-Debreu economy of the simplest form. Let
x,, be the vector of initial endowments of household h and xt the
vector of the stock of commodities which h wants to hold for
consumption after transactions in the market. xt is determined such
that it maximizes utility, U,,(x,,), subject to

p*x,, � p*x,, + L d,,1(p*yj),
f

(17)

where p* is the equilibrium price set and d,,1 is household h 's share
of profits of the firm f It is noted that, on the right-hand side of
the budget inequality above, the first term represents the market
value of h 's initial endowments and the second term the total income
from the holding of shares; p*yj is, as will be seen at once, the
profits of the firm f On the other hand, the input-output vector of
the firm f is denoted by y1, where positive elements represent outputs
and negative elements inputs. y1 must of course belong to the
production possibility set Y1 ; otherwise production of y1 would be
infeasible. Thus YJ E Y1.
The equilibrium input-output vector yj maximizes profits, p*y1,
subject to y1 E Y1. As we assume throughout the following that it is
always possible for the firm to engage in no production, 0 E Y1, the
maximum profits are non-negative:

p*yj � 0 .
Obviously, xt and yj are functions of prices. The market equilibrium
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is established at p* � 0 whenever there is no excess demand in any
market; that is to say, whenever
(18)

L (xt - xh ) � L YJ.

h

(As outputs appear in yJ as positive elements, it is clear that (18)
claims that in equilibrium demand should not exceed supply. In the
case of inputs, corresponding elements of yJ are negative, so that
we have, from (18 ), L (xh - xt) � - L yJ, which means that inputs

h

J

should not exceed the amounts of factors of production supplied by
households.)
Let us begin with examining the conventional, simplest case of
the fundamental Marxian theorem in this Arrow-Debreu framework.
We assume that there is no land and that labour is homogenous.
The single kind of labour which exists is labelled as n + 1 . There is
only one firm in each industry i 1, . . . , n, which produce output
i, X;. Signifying a transposition of vector by prime, we write:
=

Let the labour value vector be denoted by A = (A i . A2 ,
By definition,

•

•

•

, An , 1 ).
(19)

Furthermore, we assume that labour is not a free good anq normalize
prices p* such that p:+ = 1 . Therefore, if no firm has positive profits,
1
i.e. p*(yf, . . . , y:) = 0, it follows from (19) that p* = A as p* satisfies
the normalization condition.
To discuss the case of p*yf > 0 for some i, it is assumed that (i)
consumer goods industries form an 'indecomposable' subset within
the whole production system, 16 and (ii) the output of any
non-consumer goods industry is employed for production by at least
one consumer goods industry. Then we can easily prove that if
p*yf > 0 for some industry producing either consumer or
non-consumer goods then pi > Ai for all consumer goods j. We need
no explanation for this; it is a familiar result derived from a
well-known application of the standard input-output analysis.
We now define the rate of exploitation in the following manner.
16 For the definition of indecomposability, see p. 75n above.
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Let xt* be a bundle of commodities which maximizes Uh (xh ) subject
to p*xh � p*xh . It should be noted that the household's income from
share holding is not included on the right-hand side of the budget
equation, so that x:* is the bundle of commodities which the
household would consume if wages were its sole income. Households
as a whole offer commodities, L xh , in which labour of the amount,

h
A L xh , is embodied. This is to be compared with the amount of
h
labour, A L x:*, which is embodied in the commodities L x:* that
h
h
households receive in exchange for L xh . If A L xt* is smaller than
h
h
A L xh, households are said to be exploited, and the rate of
h
exploitation is defined as:

A i xh - A i xt*
h
h
e=
A L xt*
h

----

Let us now specify xh and xt* such that elements of them are all
zero for non-consumer goods, while elements of L (xh - xt*) for

h

consumer goods take on non-positive values, with at least some of
them being negative; that is to say, we assume that households do
not supply any consumer goods but demand some of them. We can
now prove the Marxian theorem.
First we have seen that the premise p*yj > 0 for some f and � 0
for all f implies that P; > A.; for all consumption goods. This, together
with the specifications we have just made concerning L (xh - x:*)

h

- its ith element being 0 if i is a non-labour, non-consumer good,
while it is non-positive for all consumer goods but negative for some
of them - yields the inequality,

In view of the fact that the budget constraint p*xt* � p*xh is fulfilled,
with equality for all h under the normal condition of there being no
satiation point in the individual preference field, the left-hand side
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of the above inequality is 0 and, therefore, the right-hand side is
positive. This means e > 0.
Secondly, the converse is also true. On the one hand,

A

(t xh t xt*)
-

>o

where

e > 0.

On the other hand,

p*

(t xh - t x:* ) = o

as we have just seen. Hence p* ¥- A, which means p*yj > 0 for some
f and � 0 for all f, as we have already shown. Thus e > 0 implies
p* L yj > 0. Q.E.D.

f

7 We have now finally reached the problem of extending the

Marxian theorem to the case where land is also a factor of
production. Labelling land as commodity n + 2, we write
In spite of the existence of land, we define the labour value of
commodities in exactly the same way as before; that is to say, we
treat land as if it has no value, and write

A = (A.l, . . . , An, 1 , 0),
where A. , . . . , An are determined such that
1
A(yf, . . . , y:) = 0 .

(20)

Of course Pn + 2 � 0, whereas An+ 2 = 0. In the following we continue
to normalize p* such that p:+ = 1 . That is to say,
1
P"'" = (pf , · · · , P: , 1, P:+ 2 ) ·
This assumption of the labour theory of value, the entire neglect of
the productive services of land - the 'free gift of Nature' - has been
frequently criticized by many authors throughout its history. For
example, as has already been mentioned, following Menger, Wieser,
and Bohm-Bawerk, Schumpeter advocates an extension of a
single-factor-of-production theory of value such as the labour theory
of value into a two-factor (or land and labour) theory of value by
aggregating the two factors in terms of their respective 'marginal
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productive use (Produktivitiitsgrenznutzen)'. 1 7 Samuelson even
insists on the possibility of the pure land theory of value killing the
labour value theory.18
For Ricardo and Marx the significance of the value theory did
not lie in the precise reproduction of actual prices but for the former
it was the ability to make intuitive conjectures concerning price
movements whereas for Marx it lay in the revelation of unobservable
phenomena, such as exploitation by capitalists, which are hidden
behind observed transactions of commodities in terms of prices.
With the same intention as Marx, we have purposefully assigned
the value 0 to land in our labour theory of value.
Taking employment of land into consideration we redefine as

z; = ( -xli, . . . , -X; -li, xi,

z;

- X; + l i • · · · ·

Then it follows from the definition of Yi that we have
0.

p*(zt, . . . , z:) =
p* = A i, pf > A.
i

Using the same argument as in the previous section, we can show
that
if the sums of rent and profits,
are
+
zero for all while
for all consumer goods if the sums are
non-negative for all i and positive for some i.
We can now prove the extended fundamental Marxian theorem
which states, either profits or rent or both are positive if and only
if e 0. To show this we first give attention to
� 0 and
� 0 for all i. If this last is strictly positive for some
+
i,
for all consumer goods; we thus have

P:+ 2x:+ii p*yf,

p*yf
p:pf+ 2>x>:+).,2;f p*yf
p* (t xh - t xt*) < A(t xh- t xt*) .

The left-hand side of this inequality vanishes as has already been
seen. This means that the right-hand side is positive; hence e 0.
Conversely, if e 0,

>
A(t xh - t xt*) > o.

>

1 7 J. A. Schumpeter, The Theory of Economic Development, Harvard University
18

Press, 1934, p. 25.
P. A. Samuelson, 'A Modern Treatment of the Ricardian Economy: The Pricing
of Goods and of Labour and Land Services', in J . E. Stiglitz (ed.), The Collected
Scientific Papers of Paul A. Samuelson, Vol. I, MIT Press, 1966, pp. 373-407.
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On the other hand,

p*

(� - � xt*) =
xh

0.

Therefore, p* # A. Hence P:+ 2x:+ z; + p*yt > 0 for at least one
i. Q.E.D.
This extended Marxian theorem claims that the aggregate surplus
output produced by exploitation is distributed between the
capitalists and landowners as profit and rent, respectively. Applying
it to the state of long-run stationary equilibrium, which would be
established at the end of Ricardian growth, we may conclude that
the persistent exploiter is the landowner, since the capitalist would
eventually fade away as profits vanished in the final state. In this
way we would have a capitalist economy without capitalists, or with
demoralized capitalists, in the last years of the capitalist regime.
Schumpeter has analytically and vividly developed a possible
scenario of capitalism in its closing stages. 1 9 However, in any case,
it would be fair to say that Ricardo's stationary state, Schumpeter's
transition to socialism, and Marx's revolution are all analytical
conjectures - or economic science fictions.
8 Finally a few remarks. We can show that, in the Arrow-Debreu
economy with no land and no production lag, the rate of exploitation
is positive or zero, according as returns to scale diminish or are
constant, so that we may say that diminishing returns are the source
of profits. This familiar view does not conflict with the Marxian
theorem but is nothing else other than a special case which is valid
only under the assumption of instantaneous production, whereas
the Marxian theorem has a wider applicability and holds true for
other types of economic models too. For its proof we may assume
Ricardo's, Marx's, Walras' or the Marx-von Neumann model which
I discussed in an earlier part of this chapter. In this sense it is a very
basic and general theorem for the capitalist economy. Applying it
to the problem of economic growth one can easily find that the rate
of growth is positive if and only if the rate of exploitation is positive.
In relation to this implication of the theorem we may ask whether
the socialist economy can grow without exploitation. Then,
19 J. A. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, George Allen and Unwin,

1943,

pp.

131-63.
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irrespective of the answer to this question, we may further ask
whether and how people can be exploited in the socialist economy.
We cannot repeat the discussion of these problems here, as I have
already dealt with them in the book which I wrote jointly with G.
Catephores. 2 0
Next it is pointed out that we have so far assumed a single kind
of labour being available. In the actual world, there is an enormous
variety of labour of different qualities. As Ricardo quoted from
Smith's Wealth of Nations,
It is often difficult to ascertain the proportion between two different
quantities of labour. The time spent in two different sorts of work
will not always alone determine this proportion. The different
degrees of hardship endured, and of ingenuity exercised, must
likewise be taken into account. , . But it is not easy to find any
accurate measure, either of hardship or ingenuity. (p. 21n)

As far as the Marxian theorem is concerned, however, these different
sorts of labour may safely be aggregated, in proportion to their
relative wages, into a labour index. Let there be m kinds of labour
and let their quantities employed by the firm i be q 1 ;, q2;,
, qmi·
These are aggregated in terms of their relative wages v 1 , v2,
, vm
as:
•

•

•

•

.

.

where Xn + 1 ; is the labour index for the firm i. By replacing the Xn + u
in the previous proof of the Marxian theorem by this labour index
and making a similar alteration to the households' supply of labour
we can show that the theorem still stands firm. This is easily
confirmed by refollowing the proof.
The careful reader has probably noticed that the concept of value
which we employ for the proof of the Marxian theorem is different
from the concept of marginal value used by Ricardo. In our value
equation (20), involving land and labour, yr may be written as

= ( - af )xr ,
where aJi xJ:/xr , j = 1 , . . . , n + 2, which are the average
production coefficients of industry i. Then the value equation (20)
=

20 M. Morishima and G. Catephores, Value, Exploitation and Growth, McGraw-Hill,
1978, pp. 59-88.
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is seen to be equivalent to its conventional form:

AM(af, a! . . . a: ) = 0
by eliminating the minus sign and xts. We may refer to the AM
thus determined as the Marxian value.
On the other hand, as we have seen in Chapters 1 and 2, Ricardo's
value theory is developed as the theory of 'marginal labour value',
where the production coefficients employed to determine values are
not average but marginal production coefficients. In his economy,
only agriculture uses land so that it is the industry where marginal
and average coefficients differ from each other, while they are the
same for all other industries where constant returns to scale prevail
as they do not use land. Let industry 1 be agriculture and let bJ1 be
agriculture's marginal production coefficient of input j and define

< b !Y = < bf 1
-

-

•

•

•

•

•

- br- 1 1 . 1 , - hr+ 1 1 •

.

•

.

, - b:+ 1 1 • - b:+ 2 1 Y ·

Then we obtain Ricardian values by solving equation,

AR(bf, a!, . . . , a: ) = 0 .
Obviously, AM =I= AR.
This difference in the definition of value between Marx and
Ricardo reflects the difference in their intentions when using the
value theory. Marx's value equation is perfectly fitted to the
fundamental Marxian theorem, while the Ricardian value equation
is constructed so as to simplify the marginal price-determination
equation and still maintain the main features of the latter. It is from
this construction of the Ricardian equation that we are able to
conjecture a number of comparative-statics laws ofprice movement.

5

Ricardian growth

1 Ricardo's theory of capital accumulation has been put into
mathematical formulations by various writers ; notable examples
include Pasinetti, Samuelson and Casarosa. 1 Their common policy
has been to construct as simple a system as possible. But actually
Ricardo's economy is not a simple macro-model ; it is a decentralized
economy consisting of an agricultural sector producing corn and
industrial sectors manufacturing non-food wage goods and luxuries
as well as those to be used for production such as materials, tools
and machines. The ratio of fixed (or 'constant' in Marx's
terminology) to circulating (or 'variable') capital may differ from
sector to sector; therefore, prices and values generally deviate from
each other. Land is diversified in quality; land of grade 1 is higher
in productivity than that of grade 2 which is, in turn, higher than
that of grade 3, and so on. Consequently, there is no simple aggregate
production function for agriculture. Moreover, capitalists or
entrepreneurs are concerned with the money wage rate, while
workers are interested in corn wages, or real wages in terms of some
given consumption bundle of wage goods. Finally, the rate of profit
of each sector (agriculture and industry) may generally be unequal,
but will converge at a certain uniform rate, where competition
prevails.
This is the general character of the economy which Ricardo was
concerned with. The task of formulating it mathematically is
essentially the same as the one undertaken by Walras, that is, to
establish a general equilibrium formulation. In fact, in my view,
1

L. Pasinetti, Growth and Income Distribution, Cambridge University Press, 1974;
P. A. Samuelson, 'The Canonical Classical Model of Political Economy', Journal
of Economic Literature, 1978, pp. 141 5-34; C. Casarosa, 'The "New View" of the
Ricardian Theory of Distribution and Economic Growth', in G. A. Caravale (ed.),
The Legacy of Ricardo, Basil Blackwell, 1985.
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there are a number of indications which have led me to believe that
Walras took Ricardo's Principles as a model for his general
equilibrium system. I would say that Samuelson's and Casarosa's
one-sector interpretation of Ricardo's growth theory is the most
remote from Ricardo - 'myth-making' according to Hollander although it is simple, looks neat and seems appealing. 2 It is indeed
a formidable task to make a mathematical reconstruction of
Ricardo's theory of accumulation; it amounts to establishing a theory
of dynamic movement of a general equilibrium system. Ricardo's
major analytical tools have to be constructed from elements
discussed in various chapters of Principles and then these have to
be used together to generate dynamic motion of the system so as
to establish a clear-cut meaningful result. This is why I depart from
macro-Ricardians.
We shall adopt the following approach. Movement is traced out
by a sequence of short-run equilibria. With the wage fund ;;, the
capital stock M and the labourforce N all being given at the
commencement of a certain period, say, period 0, there exists a
short-run equilibrium correspondingly. The agricultural short-run
equilibrium output � of period 0 after subtracting from it the
landlords' consumption of corn - becomes the wage-fund of period
1 , while the industrial output x - after subtracting from it the
workers' and the landlords' consumption of these goods, the part
consumed for production during the period, including the wear and
tear of capital goods, and the part to be devoted to an expansion
of the non-food wage fund - becomes the net investment in capital
goods which is added to the existing capital stock M to get the stock
of the next period. The labourforce increases during the period and
the increment is added to the existing labourforce to make the
working population in the next period. In this way all the parameters,
;;, M, N, for the next period are determined; then, a short-run
equilibrium will be obtained in the next period in the same way that
it was established in the present period.
-

2 In order to elucidate this process of transition from one period
to another in more detail and more exactly, let us assume, as was
done in Chapter 2, that industry is decomposable (or near
decomposable) from agriculture by supposing that the industrial use

2 S. Hollander, 'On Professor Samuelson's Canonical Classical Model of Political
·Economy', Journal of Economic Literature, 1980,

pp.

559-74.
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of corn is negligible, i.e. the production coefficient h is either 0 or
negligible. We also make a similar assumption concerning the use
of corn as seed. That is to say, the coefficient fJ(mu) is also 0 or
negligible. These assumptions are not necessary for the following
analysis but have the advantage of making it simple. We may then
proceed with our analysis on the bas.is of the short-run equilibrium
equation system discussed in Chapter 2. It consists of four sets of
equations :3
The price equations

n: = (1 + r)wA.(mu) + (o + r)p1<(mu),

(1)

p = (1 + r)wl + (o + r)pk ,

(2)

dmu
dmu
dFu
dFu
marginal intensity mu of the marginal land u. It has been seen that
where A.(mu) = A. - (mu) and K(mu) = K -- (mu ) . (1) holds at the

the wage-profit frontiers are obtained from ( 1 ) and (2). One of the
prices (n:, p), either n: or PG or the price of any other
composite-commodity numeraire may be fixed at 1 . Throughout this
chapter we normalize prices such that PG = 1 .
The rent equation

n:F;(m; , 1 ) = [(1 + r)wA. + (o + r)pK]m; + n:Ri(m;),
i = l , . . . , u , (3)
u- 1
(4)
R = L R;(m;) T? + Ru(mu) T,. ,
where Ri(m;) is the corn rent per acre of land of grade i. R is of
course the total corn rent and R is the one from the previous period.
The corn equation, or the wage-fund equation
where

(5)
(6)

It should be noted that equation (5) slightly departs from the
corresponding one, (13), of Chapter 2. Although the worker in the
present chapter, like the one in Chapter 2, does not save at all, he
3 Below we use the same notation as in Chapter 2.
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now buys both food and non-food goods; he, in fact, buys the
consumption basket containing food and non-food in the quantities,
b1 and bn, respectively. w is the number of baskets he buys. Also,
note that, whilst in Chapter 2 we have normalized prices such that
n = 1 so that the w there represents the corn wages, we now have
prices in terms of gold ; the wages w in (1 ), (2) and (3) are, accordingly,
all money wages.
The full employment equations
"'1

+ kx = M,

A.ri + lx = N.

(7)
(8)

This completes the system of short-run equilibrium conditions. As
has been seen in Chapter 2, with given .;, M, N, these equations may
be solved to give a temporary equilibrium, which turns out to be a
state of disequilibrium at the commencement of the next period,
because of a change in �. M, N. A short-run equilibrium will soon
be reestablished since the intensities of cultivation, prices, wages,
rent, the rate of profit and ou\put adapt themselves to the new values
of the parameters, �. M, N. This new equilibrium too lasts only for
one period. It is destroyed again because the parameters change
during the period.
As for non-food goods, the workers' consumption is given by
wbnN. The landlords who save the amount c(R) for the consumption
of corn in the next period will spend the rest of their income on
buying gold (the sole luxury good in the economy); then

n[R - c(R)] = da ,
where da is the demand for gold. Let D be a vector with components
da at the Gth place and 0 otherwise. Then capital stock M increases
according to
(9}
where the last term represents the increase in the wage fund in the
form of industrial products. The right-hand side of (9) represents
savings, i.e. the industrial output (x) minus workers' consumption
(robnN) minus landlords' consumption (D) minus depreciation
(c5K'I + c5kx) minus provisions for the increase in the wage funds in
the form of industrial products (robnAN). Where (9) holds, there is
no independent investment function, and savings are automatically
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invested; thus (9) implies Say's law, as will be discussed, in more
detail, in Parts IV and V below. The total amount of corn produced
in the current period is available at the beginning of the next period.
After subtracting the landlords' consumption c(R) in the next period,
the remainder is used as the wage fund of that period. The total
output of corn is given by
� = F 1 (m 1 , 1) T? + · · · + Fu - 1 (mu - 1 • 1) T�- 1 + Fu(mu , l) T,, .
( 10)
Finally, Ricardo considered that labour is increased or diminished,
according to whether real wages are higher or lower than the 'natural
price'. He wrote:
The natural price of labour is that price which is necessary to
enable the labourers, one with another, to subsist and to perpetuate
their race, without either increase or diminution.
The power of the labourer to support himself, and the family
which may be necessary to keep up the number of labourers, does
not depend on the quantity of money which he may receive for
wages, but on the quantity of food, necessaries, and conveniences
become essential to him from habit, which that money will
purchase. (p. 93)

Let b1w• be the amount of food necessary for supporting one
worker and his family for one period, and bnw• the amount of
clothing, furniture, and other necessaries needed, per worker, for
living one period at the minimum level, then the natural price of
labour which I call the subsistence level of wages, may be written as

(pf bf + Pnbn)w',
where p1( = n ) and pi = p) are the prices of food and non-food goods,
respectively. Throughout the present chapter we shall use this new
notation.
The natural price of labour, therefore, depends on the price of the
food, necessaries, and conveniences required for the support of the
labourer and his family. With a rise in the price of food and
necessaries, the natural price of labour will rise; with the fall in
their price, the natural price of labour will fall. (p. 93)

Ricardo assumed that if w > (p1b1 + Pn bn)w', viz. w > w•, where
w is real wages in terms of the basic consumption bundle, i.e.
w/(p1b1 + Pnbn), the population will grow, while ifw < (p1b1 + Pnbn)w',
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or w < w•, it will decrease. In his words,
It is when the market price of labour exceeds its natural price, the
condition of the labourer is flourishing and happy, that he has it
in his power to command a greater proportion of the necessaries
and enjoyments of life, and therefore to rear a healthy numerous
family . . .
When the market price of labour is below its natural price, the
condition of the labourers is most wretched : then poverty deprives
them of those comforts which custom renders absolute necessaries.
It is only after their privations have reduced their number, or the
demand for labour has increased, that the market price of labour
will rise to its natural price, and that the labourer will have the
moderate comforts which the natural rate of wages will afford.
(p. 94)

We may now write the assumption as :

AN > , =

,

< 0 according to whether

W - (pf bf + Pn bn)w• > , = ,

<

0.

(11)

The whole set o fequations from which Ricardian dynamic movement
of the economy through time can be generated has now been given.
Equations ( 1 )-(8) constitute a static part which determined a
short-run equilibrium in one period. They are then accompanied by
a dynamic part consisting of three equations (9), (10), ( 1 1 ) which
link a short-run equilibrium in one period with another in the next.
Of course, the time taken to produce the labourforce is much,
much longer than that taken to produce corn. Thus the ratio of the
economically active population to the total population may fluctuate
over time. These fluctuations are ignored by Ricardo, who tacitly
assumed the ratio as being constant.
3 Before we proceed to the sequential analysis of temporary
equilibria, let us be concerned with describing what constitutes the
long-run equilibrium. The long-run equilibrium is, first of all, a
stationary state where

AM = 0 ,

AN = O

(12)

are all satisfied. Therefore, the real wage rate w equals the subsistence
rate w•, so that the money wage rate is set at a level such that
(13)
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These w, p1 and Pn are normalized such that

PG = 1 ,

(14)

and must fulfil the price equations,

PJ = (1 + r)wA.(mu) + (b + r)pn K(mu),
Pn = (1 + r)wl + (b + r)pn k .

(15)
(16)

Moreover, we have, in the state of long-run equilibrium, an
additional condition,
r = O,
(17)
which follows, as will be shown later, from (12). Let there be n
non-food goods, so that (16) consists of n equations, while Pn
represents n prices. Then n + 4 equations (13)-(17) include the same
number of unknowns, p1 , Pn• w, r, mu. Once these are determined,
other m; s, i = 1 , . . . , u - 1 , are also determined, as we have seen in
Section 2 of Chapter 2.
According to the mu thus determined, there are two cases : (i)
mu > 1 and (ii) mu = 1. In the first case
'

11 = m i T ? + · · · + mu T� .
Therefore, 17 too is determined. We also obtain R;(m;) from (3);
multiplying it by T? and summing over i = 1, . . . , u, we are provided
with R. Therefore, D is determined.
We now regard M and ,N, which play the role of parameters in
the short-run analysis, as variables. Substituting (8) into (9) and
remembering (12), we have equations which determine x. Once x is
given, we have, from (7) and (8), the long-run equilibrium values of
M and N.
Let us now multiply each equation of (3) by T ? and add them
up; we then have, in view of (10) and (4),

p1 e = (1 + r)wA.17 + (b + r)pnKt/ + p1 R .

(18)

Considering (17) and (13), we may rewrite this in the form,

P1 e = P1 b1 w•A.17 + PnbK17 + Pnbn w•A.17 + p1 R .

(19)

Substituting from (8), therefore, we get

p1 e = p1 b1 w •N - p1 b1 w •/x + PnbK17 + Pnbnw•N - Pnbnw•zx
+ p1 c(R) + pD
(19')
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because p1[R - c(R)] = pD. Considering (9) with AM = 0 and
AN = 0, the budget equation (13) and finally the price equation (16)
with r = 0, we are able to write (19') in the following form:

e = b1w3N + c(R).
This is the wage fund equation (5) in the state of long-run
equilibrium, because e = ' in that state. From (22) below, R = R.
We now finally show that r is 0 in price equations (15) and (16)
if all the other equilibrium conditions,

K1'/ + kx = M,

(20)
(21 )
(22)

as well as (12), are fulfilled. This is seen in the following way. We
shall start with (22). Considering the workers' and the landlords'
budget equations and in view of the fact that AM = 0 in (9), it, (22),
may be put in the form,

PJ' = wN - (pn x - PnbK17 - Pnbkx) + P1R ·
As e = ' in the state of long-run equilibrium, we finally get

P1e + PnX = wN + b(pn K1'/ + Pnkx) + p1R .

(23)

On the other hand, (18) is obtained regardless of the value of r.
This is added to (16) postmultiplied by x. Then

p1e + PnX = (1 + r)wN + (b + r)(Pn K1'/ + Pnkx) + p1R
which may be compared with (23). We then get r = 0.
Thus, by regarding M and N as variables, we arrive at a stationary
state where the short-run equilibrium conditions are all satisfied.
This is what we call long-run equilibrium; it is obviously a special
kind of short-run equilibrium where population (the labourforce)
and capital are perfectly adjusted so that the economy can remain
unchanged indefinitely unless disturbed by an exogenous shock.
In the second case of mu being determined to be equal to 1, all
the lands which are superior to the marginal land u are fully
employed, Ji = T?, i = 1 , . . . , u 1 , but the marginal land itself may
be underemployed. Accordingly, T,, may take on any value that is
-
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less than T�. Then

1J

may take on any value such that

where the first u 1 terms are determinate and the last indeterminate.
This would cause M and N to be indeterminate. This means that
there are multiple stationary states, all of which satisfy the long-run
equilibrium conditions.
The above description of the long-run equilibrium establishes its
existence too. We have seen that there is a case where the long-run
equilibrium is unique, while there is also a case of multiple equilibria.
Since the latter occurs only where mu is set at 1 , it should be
considered as the exceptional case. Ricardo seems not to have
realized that there could be multiple long-run equilibria at mu = 1 .
But this should not create any serious trouble. In the case of multiple
equilibria, the economy which started its dynamic movement from
a non-stationary short-run equilibrium will finally approach one of
long-run equilibria. When the economy reaches it, it will settle
there forever.
-

4 How will an economy settled at a short-run equilibrium be set in
motion? Where and how will the motion eventually cease to be
active? To discuss these problems we need to make a few more
preparations. First, a relationship has to be established between
money wages with which capitalists are concerned, and real wages
in which workers are interested. We shall first show that, when mu
is fixed, w is an increasing function of w through the origin. Secondly,
when mu is increased, the curve w(w) shifts downwards. These are
illustrated in Figure 5 .
The first relationship i s established i n the following way. Dividing
the price equations of industries (2) above by w, and solving with
respect to Pn /w, we obtain

Pn
= (1 + r)l[I
w

-

(£5 + r)kr 1 •

(24)

It is evident from this that Pn /w decreases when r does so. On the
other hand r decreases whenever w increases, by virtue of the money
wage-profit frontier discussed in the last chapter. Taking this result
into account it may be seen that, with mu being constant, the price
of com in terms of money wages, p1/w, diminishes as r decreases,
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because we obtain

{25)
from the price equation of agriculture (1 ) . Thus an increase in w
gives rise to a decline of all prices (p1/w, Pn /w), which results in an
increase in real wages, w = w/(p1b1 + Pn bn ).
When mu increases, it may be seen from (24) and (25) that Pn /w
is unaffected but ptfw increases. Therefore, to a higher mu, there
corresponds a lower real wage rate. That is to say, the curve w(w)
obtained for a given mu shifts downwards when mu takes on a higher
value.
Next, concerning labour, Ricardo assumed that full employment
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always exists and that employment in agriculture expands when
total labour increases. This means that in the equation,

A.A17 + lAx = AN,

(26)

following from (8) which holds for any period, A17 is positive wherever
AN > 0. Let AN = gN and lAx = gnlx, where g is the rate of growth
of the labourforce, whilst gn is the rate of growth of industrial
(non-food producing sectors') employment. Then (26) may be written
in the form

A.A17 + gn lx = gN.
Therefore, A17 is positive as long as

Ix
g - gn - > 0 .
N

(27)

Ricardo assumed, though he did not clearly say so, that (27) is
always fulfilled.
At an early stage of industrialization where the total employment
in industry is only 10 per cent of the total labourforce, (27) is satisfied
as long as 9n does not exceed ten times the rate of growth of the
labourforce. At a subsequent stage, however, where the share of
employment of the industrial sectors is one third of the total
labourforce, the limit of gn /g, for which (27) holds, would be 3, while
the limit would be only 1 .5 for the share of two thirds. These limits
asymptotically approach 1 when lx/N tends to 1 . Therefore, this
assumption seems perfectly acceptable for the early nineteenth
century economy in which Ricardo was interested.
The final assumption (or conjecture) which was implicitly made
by Ricardo concerns wage increases. He was interested in the
following comparative statics problem. First, substituting from (8),
equation (5) may be written in the form,
(5')
where
(5*)
These two equations, together with ( 1 ), and (2) consisting of
equations, and

PG = 1 ,

n

(5** )
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enable us to determine n + 4 unknowns, p1, Pn• w, r, w, where N is
fixed at N° . Let these values be pJ, p�, w0, r0, w0• In the next period
1 , (5) is replaced by
e = b1wN1 + c(R),

(5")

where e is the short-run equilibrium amount of corn produced by
the activity in period 0, and which is available in the market at the
beginning of period 1 , and R is the total amount of rent paid in
period 0. Equation (5"), together with the other n + 3 equations (5*),
(5**), (1) and (2), is enough to determine the short-run equilibrium
values, p}, p! , w 1 , r 1 , ro1, corresponding to N = N 1 • These are
compared with pJ, p�, w0, r0, w0, respectively. In this comparative
statics problem, it is assumed that mu in ( 1 ) takes on the short-run
equilibrium value m� , when pJ, p�, etc. are determined, while
mu = m� , when p}, p!, etc. are derived. In order to determine the
value of mu, other equations of the short-run equilibrium are utilized,
as has been seen in Chapter 2.
Concerning this problem, Ricardo took the following proposition
for granted. Where N 1 > N° (with m� > m�)4, the following are
obtained: (i) w 1 > w0 for money wages, as long as w0 is lower than
the maximum money wages w*, at which r = 0 according to the
money wage-profit frontier, (ii) the percentage increase in money
wages is lower than that of the cost of living, p1b1 + Pnbn, so that
ro1 < w0 for real wages, (iii) the new money wages thus determined
do not exceed the maximum wages, i.e. w 1 � w*, and finally, (iv)
the new real wages are higher than the subsistence wages, i.e. ro 1 > w•.
Concerning (i) and (ii) Ricardo explicitly wrote, as I have already
quoted in Chapter 3 : 'As population increases, . . . [the labourer]
receive[s] more money wages . . . . While the price of corn rises to
1 0 per cent., wages will always rise less than 10 per cent. . . . ; the
condition of the labourer [his real wages] will generally decline' (pp.
101-3). Assumptions (iii) and (iv), however, are not clearly stated
in Principles, though, for reasons of preciseness, Ricardo should have
explicitly stated similar assumptions in his theory of accumulation.
Unfortunately Ricardo accepted these comparative statics
properties without any rigorous proof. Though it seems that no one
criticizes Ricardo on this, it is, in my view, the weakest point in the
classical growth theory. It is very difficult to prove the proposition;
4 We shall discuss, in Section 5 below, how m. will change when N is increased.
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furthermore it might be, as a general rule, an entirely erroneous
proposition, because it would seem rather easy to produce
counter-examples to it. Nevertheless, Ricardo took it to be
economically reasonable. We might also take part (ii) of the
proposition as being economically reasonable from the point of view
of contemporary wage negotiation. Let m0 be the current real wages;
when pJb1 + p�bn increases to the level ofp}b1 + p!bn, the proposition
implies that the negotiation will be settled at the new wages
w 1 = (p}b1 + p!bn)m 1 , which only enables the workers to enjoy the
real wages m 1 such that m 1 < m0, in spite of the workers' initial
insistence of new money wages of the amount, (p}b1 + p!bn)m0•
Notwithstanding all these it must be emphasized that the proposition
is not a proven one but could, at best, be only a conjecture or a
hypothesis. 5
5 We can now discuss how the economy works through time. Let
the values of the parameters at the beginning of period 0 be
,;1', M0, N°. Then m.,, p1, Pn, w, m, r, e, 17, x, R will all take on the
short-run equilibrium values, m�, pJ, p�, etc., respectively. If real
wages m0 thus determined are higher than subsistence wages m•,
then the labourforce will expand, so that N 1 > N° and more will be
employed in the agricultural sector. This means A17 > 0, which
implies either (i) AT,, > 0, or (ii) L\m., > 0, by virtue of the definition
of 17. In case (i), m11 is kept equal to 1, no other m/s being affected,
so that there will be no change in the price equations; therefore
5

My interpretation of Ricardo's dynamic analysis - as a sequential analysis of
short-run equilibria, using the comparative statics method - would be different
from the interpretation that would be supported by many contemporary
economists. They seem to consider that Ricardo assumed an equation of dynamic
wage adjustment,
Aw = f(Ap; 1 b + Ap;: 1 b.),
1
- p - 1 and Ap - 1 = p0 - p - 1 . p 1 's and p 1's
where Aw = w1 - w0 Ap- 1 = p0
f
f
I '
l
'
i = 1 , 0, - 1 , are the equihbrium prices in the coming, current and last periods,
respectively.
If this interpretation were adopted, however, the Ricardian short-run equilibrium
system would become a system of overdeterminancy because at the commencement
of period 1 , the wages w1 would have already been determined, so that they could
not be determined again by the equilibrium conditions of period 1 . In particular,
with w1 predetermined, full employment oflabour would not be realized in period
1. I, therefore, interpret Ricardo as having assumed the comparative statics
proposition mentioned above, implying, as Figure 5 above illustrates, that an
increase in m. establishes new equilibrium wages, w 1 , w1 such that w* ;;:;;: w1 > w0
and w' < w 1 < w0 •
11

n

n

'

n

'
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w, r, and hence w, will all remain unchanged. Since marginal
land yields no rent at these prices, the expansion of cultivation on
marginal land does not affect the total value of rent R. Finally, rt
and x are determined by the full employment equations, (7) and (8),
with N 1 and M 1 on their respective right-hand sides. As w 1 equals
w0, which is larger than w •, we still have w 1 > w•. Then N2 > N1 ;
therefore, T,, is increased again. This process continues until T,, finally
reaches T�.
Where T,, = T�, case (ii) is applicable. Then, m! > m� , and by
Ricardo's assumption (or conjecture) concerning wage increases, we
will have higher wages in the new period 1 . Thus, w 1 > w0 , which
is followed by r 1 < r0 and w 1 < w 0 • It also follows from Figure 5
that, when mu increases, money wages corresponding to subsistence
wages w• become larger and nearer to maximum money wages w*.
The real wages w 1 are determined such that they remain higher than
subsistence wages w•. Therefore more labour is available at the
beginning of period 2: N2 > N 1 • This then means Art 2 > 0, so that
m; > m! . Com will then be produced under more unfavourable
conditions; its price will be increased, and the workers' cost of living
will rise. As a consequence w will increase: w 2 > w 1 • In Ricardo's
own words,

p1 , p,.,

In the first place, the price of corn would rise only in proportion
to the increased difficulty of growing it on land of a worse quality .
. . . therefore, I think it is clearly demonstrated that a rise in the
price of corn, which increases the money wages of the labourer,
diminishes the money value of the farmer's profits. (pp. 1 1 3- 14)

This creates a further fall in real wages and an increase in subsistence
money wages. (See Figure 5.) Ricardo wrote: 'each labourer would
receive more money wages; but the condition of the labourer, as we
have already shewn, would be worse, inasmuch as he would be able
to command a less quantity of the produce of the country' (p. 125).
Proceeding in this way for several periods, the economy may start
to use land of lower grade, u + 1 ; then mu + l = 1 and the dynamic
process will be switched to the one of case (i) with new marginal
land u + 1 ; we have several periods in which cultivation expands on
land u + 1 , although there is no rent from it. Throughout the whole
sequence of short-run equilibria, money wages increase, while real
wages decrease. The former will finally reach maximum money wages
w*, whereas the latter may be higher than subsistence wages w•. If
so, then the population N will grow but money wages will not be
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increased, because the rate of profit will be negative if w is higher
than w* . In such circumstances, we will observe an increase in mu + 1 ,
which will give rise to a decrease in real wages. If they are still above
subsistence wages after the decline, there will be another increase in
mu+ 1 , and, therefore, another fall in real wages. In this way they will
eventually approach the subsistence level. When they reach that
level, the economy will be in a stationary state of long-run
equilibrium, and classical growth completed.
We have so far taken for granted that a full-employment and
full-capacity equilibrium is established in each period. However, in
a period in which solutions to (20) and (21 ) are not non-negative,
it is obvious that either full employment of labour or full utilization
of capital (or both) is impossible. At this point in time, the Ricardian
sequence of short-run equilibria will collapse into a disequilibrium
path. Ricardo rules out this possibility, probably by assuming tacitly
a strong tendency towards the long-run equilibrium, so that I'/ and
*
x will converge upon the long-run equilibrium values, 'I > 0 and
*
x > 0, more or less in monotone and, therefore, I'/ and x will remain
positive until they reach 'I * and x * , respectively, once the initial
values ,,0 and x0 are assumed to be positive.
6 A comment is now due on the uniform rate of profit which the
price equations (1) and (2) assume. In the actual economy the rate
of profit usually differs from industry to industry, or, more precisely,
from one firm to another. A uniform, general rate of profit would
nevertheless be established in the model economy under conditions
of perfect competition. If one sector's or firm's rate of profit is, in
fact, higher than that of other sectors or firms, it will attract more
capital from other sectors or firms where business is in slump and
hence the rate of profit lower. If the uniform rate of profit is not
established by this sort of reallocation of capital, capital will depart
totally from the industries with lesser rates of profit, and hence, they
will disappear from the economy. The process of capital movement
was described by Ricardo as :6
There is perhaps no manufacturer, however rich, who limits his
business to the extent that his own funds alone will allow: he has
6 The following passages are made on an implicit assumption that industries are
subject to constant returns to scale. To those where diminishing returns prevail a
more careful examination is desirable, which Ricardo has provided for agriculture.
See his Principles, p. 7 1 .
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always some portion of this floating capital, increasing or
diminishing according to the activity of the demand for his
commodities. (p. 89)
The high profits on capital employed in producing that commodity,
will naturally attract capital to that trade; and as soon as the
requisite funds are supplied, and the quantity of the commodity
is duly increased, its price will fall, and the profits of the trade will
conform to the general level. . . . It is through the inequality of
profits, that capital is moved from one employment to another.
(p. 1 19)
This restless desire on the part of all the employers of stock, to
quit a less profitable for a more advantageous business, has a
strong tendency to equalize the rate of profit of all, or to fix them
in such proportions, as may in the estimation of the parties,
compensate for any advantage which one may have, or may appear
to have over the other. (pp. 88-9)

The second passage quoted above implies that dual cross
adjustment works behind the process of establishing the equal rate
of profit. This type of adjustment, originally devised by Ricardo, was
to be formulated more exactly by Walras. First, under constant
returns to scale, the amount of output xi is proportional to the
amount of capital the industry i can use. (In the case of agriculture
where returns are diminishing, the intensity of cultivation is assumed
to be constant at a certain level throughout the process of establishing
the uniform rate of profit, so that agriculture may also be regarded
as if it were a constant-returns industry.) In those industries i whose
rate of profit is not the biggest, X; will decrease, while in the industries
j which earn profits at a maximum rate, xi will increase.
Where output xi decreases, an excess demand appears, whereas
where xi increases, an excess supply is obtained. This excess demand
will give rise to an increase in the prices of the commodity produced
by industry i, so that the rate of profit of that industry will improve.
Conversely, in industry j where an excess supply is created, the price
of the product will diminish; hence the rate of profit will decrease.
In Walras' own words,
These entrepreneurs will expand output whenever the selling price
of the products exceeds the cost of the productive services involved
in their production; and they will reduce their output whenever
the cost of the productive services exceeds the selling price. In each
market, prices rise whenever demand exceeds supply, and fall
whenever supply exceeds demand. (Elements, pp. 41-2)
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The manufacturers of new capital goods, like those of consumers'
goods, expand or contract their output accordingly as the selling
price exceeds the cost of production or the cost of production
exceeds the selling price. (Ibid., p. 42)

It must be noted that in these passages Walras included normal
profits in the cost of production. In this way the maximum rate of
profit is decreased and other lower rates of profit are increased; and
all these are eventually equalized and become normal. 7
This duality within the general equilibrium system, i.e. the duality
of the price-cost equations and the demand-supply equations,
clearly observed in Ricardo and refined by Walras, constitutes the
mainstay of the von Neumann system, 8 though it has disappeared
from the dominating models of the contemporary general
equilibrium school (Hicks, Arrow, Debreu, etc.). Von Neumann
emphasizes the role of two rules, the rule of free goods and the rule
of profitability in the formation of general equilibrium. The former
implies that those goods that are overproduced are free goods and
zero prices are charged for them. On the other hand, the latter
implies that those processes which do not earn profits at the
maximum rate are not actually utilized for production.9 These rules
must hold in equilibrium.
One can easily acknowledge that von Neumann's two rules
implicitly assume the Ricardo-Walras dual cross adjustment
working behind the scenes. In fact, the former are an extreme form
of the latter, where prices and outputs are perfectly adjusted
instantaneously. If Pi is decreased and reaches zero, according to
the Ricardo-Walras rule of price adjustment, but the excess supply
of commodity i is not completely removed, then we obtain a state
of affairs where Pi is zero with an excess supply of i being positive.
This is von Neumann's rule of free goods. Similarly, if production
activity xi is decreased and reaches zero, according to the
7 This dual cross adjustment is in contrast to the dual direct adjustment, often

discussed in the context of the input-output analysis, where excess profits are
regulated by changing prices while excess demands by outputs. See my Walras '
Economics, pp. 59-69, and The Economic Theory of Modern Society, Cambridge
University Press, 1976, pp. 232-50. Also see P. Flaschel and W. Semmler, 'The
Dynamic Equalization of Profit Rates for Input-Output Models with Fixed
Capital', in W. Semmler, Competition, Instability, and Nonlinear Cycles, Lecture
Notes in Economics and Mathematical Systems, Springer-Verlag, 1986, pp. 1 -34.
8 J. von Neumann, 'A Model of General Economic Equilibrium', Review of Economic
Studies, 1 945-6, pp. 1-9.
9 See my Theory of Economic Growth, Oxford University Press, 1969, pp. 95-6.
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Ricardo-Walras rule regarding output, but still process j is not
profitable (i.e., its rate of profit is less than the maximum one), thep.
we have an equilibrium in which xi is zero and process j is
unprofitable, and thus von Neumann's rule of profitability is
obtained.10 These findings suggest that a modernization of Ricardo's
economics in line with von Neumann's article may be a feasible and
reasonable project; it could be accomplished in a way more or less
similar to the one I have used in my previous works on Marx and
Walras.
There is another similarity between Ricardo and Walras.
Notwithstanding W. Jaffe's allegation that there is no theory of
growth, or dynamic analysis in Walras, 1 1 we can find the following
statements :
Let us drop the assumption of an indefinite period and imagine,
instead, a determinate period of, let us say a day, or better a year,
in order to allow for seasonal variations. (Elements, p. 378)
We shall suppose the basic idea of the economic problem (viz. the
quantities possessed of capital goods, the utilities of consumers'
goods and services, and the utility of additions to net income) to
remain fixed. (Ibid., p. 378)
Moreover, we shall assume not only that the preliminary phase
of grouping [t{Uonnement
M.M.] has been completed with
equilibrium established in principle, but also that the phase of static
equilibrium has actually commenced, so that equilibrium is
established in fact. (Ibid., p. 378)
-

At the beginning of the next year, the basic data will be altered,
since they are affected by the economic activities of the present
period. 'Personal capital [that is labour - M.M.] , capital goods
proper and money' as well as 'circulating capital' (Elements, p. 380)
1 0 Although Arrow attributes the rules of free goods and profitability to

German-speaking economists in the 1 930s, Schlesinger, Wald, Zeuthen etc., a
careful reader of Walras could find them in his Elements. Walras says: 'If, of the
two commodities, (A) and (B), one of them . . . become unlimited in quantity,
that commodity would no longer be scarce and would cease to have value in
exchange' (Elements, p. 145). Obviously this is the rule of free goods. (Cf. K. J.
Arrow and F. H. Hahn, General Competitive Analysis, North-Holland, 1971, pp.
8-1 1 ; also see my Walras' Economics, pp. 12-15.) Also we can find in Walras a
passage to the effect of the rule of profitability: 'it is necessary . . . to give up
producing those capital goods whose cost of production exceeds their selling price'
(Elements, p. 481 ).
1 1 W. Jaffe, 'Walras's Economics As Others See It', Journal of Economic Literature,
XVIII, 1 980, pp. 528-49; see also M. Morishima, 'W. Jaffe on Leon Walras: A
Comment', Journal of Economic Literature, XVIII, pp. 550-8.
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will be increased or decreased. Only land capital escapes this change.
A new tatonnement will be carried out in the next year and a new
equilibrium will be established. This type of sequential equilibrium
analysis discussed in Part III of Elements is very similar to the
Ricardian analysis of growth in Sections 4 and 5 above. Although
Walras intended to make a dynamic analysis of economic activities
even within the elementary period, one year, 1 2 he, like Ricardo, used
the comparative statics method, in order to develop the dynamics
of period analysis on the basis of which he confirmed exactly the
same conclusions 1 3 as Ricardo reached. In this sense Walras is a
Ricardian.

7 Instead of formulating, like Walras, a microeconomic version of

Ricardo's economics, Samuelson and Casarosa have constructed
macroeconomic models in order to generate classical, or Ricardian
growth. Although Casarosa claims that his view is 'new', it is evident
that Samuelson's model is the prototype of Casarosa's. Except for
one aspect of Casarosa's new view which is a significant improvement
on Samuelson's original version, their models are essentially the
same. This will be seen below together with the final conclusion that
both models - especially Samuelson's - have to be rejected because
they distort Ricardo's theory immensely.
Let us begin by summarizing Samuelson's article. His model
consists of the following six equations to the effect that ( 1 ) aggregate
output is distributed between consumption and investment;
(2) diminishing returns to scale prevails but isoquants are L-shaped;
(3) total land rent equals surplus output; (4) marginal output is
distributed between wages and profits; (5) population increases or
decreases according to whether real wages are higher or lower than
subsistence level; and finally (6) the rate of investment is positive or
negative according to whether the rate of profit exceeds or falls short
of its 'subsistence' level.
In this formulation, it has to be noted that the model does not
accommodate the idea of the wage-fund theory which is a most
essential element of classical theory. Without it, it is not surprising
to see that the model has one degree of freedom, and thus it cannot
determine the wage rate. To compensate for this missing wage
determination equation Samuelson makes three possible alternative
1 2 See Elements, p. 380.
1 3 Ibid., pp. 390-1 .
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assumptions concerning wages and examines how the economy
works under the respective assumptions. As will be seen below, none
of these can unfortunately claim to be Ricardian. It is nothing but
Samuelson in the garb of Ricardo. Moreover, it is regrettably
inappropriate as an economic theory.
In the first case Samuelson makes an assumption which he calls
the polar Ricardian assumption. It assumes that 'population adjusts
virtually instantly, so that [the real wage rate] falls or rises
immediately to the subsistence wage.' 1 4 It is impossible to find a
document in Ricardo's works which supports this polar assumption,
so that it cannot be said to be Ricardian. This historical inaccuracy
may, however, be regarded as insignificant, if it is compared with
the fact that the phenomena which Ricardo was concerned with will
never happen in the economy. Samuelson thus chases a
will-o'-the-wisp.
Under the polar assumption it is obvious that there is no
population growth because wages are set at subsistence level. With
a stationary population, the Ricardian problem will never occur as
the land per man remains unchanged forever. Still Samuelson has
observed a dynamic process which shows that the economy
converges to the classical, long-run stationary state. This sham
Ricardian process is a process of adjustment of the amount of capital
to the size of the population (or the labourforce); it is nothing to
do with Ricardo's problem, that is the adjustment of the population
to the existing fixed quantity of land. Samuelson is confused by
diagrams and differential equations and misses the point of the
economic problem which Ricardo dealt with.
Furthermore he has entirely neglected the following point.
Suppose, at the start of the adjustment process, the capital stock
(his K ) is less than the population or the labourforce (his L )
0
0
requires. Then, because of this shortage, the marginal productivity
of capital will be higher than the subsistence profit rate. Then the
stock of capital will be increased by Samuelson's investment function
(6) above. This process will continue until the shortage of capital
disappears. It is evident, however, that a part of the existing
population will be unemployed due to a lack of capital throughout
Samuelson's adjustment process. These unemployed will not be paid
and will die instantly by virtue of his assumption. Since the marginal
14 Samuelson, 'A Modern Treatment', p. 1 ,422.
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productivity of capital is large, capital increases, so that the
labourforce, which had been adjusted to the amount of capital before
its increase, is now in relatively short supply, compared with capital
after its increase. The population has to be increased, but real wages
are fixed at subsistence level by the polar Ricardian assumption.
Thus Samuelson's 'Ricardian' dynamic process inevitably meets a
deadlock.
The second device used to determine real wages is that they are
adjusted such that the rate of growth of labour equals the rate of
growth of capital. This idea too is totally unrelated to Ricardo. It
is impossible to find in Ricardo any bibliographical evidence which
hints at this type of adjustment in real wages, in spite of Samuelson's
vague statement which may mislead the reader and may make him
feel that Ricardo might not have been entirely foreign to it. 1 5 In
any case it is extremely difficult to control the real wage rate. How
could it be changed such that the rates of growth of capital and
labour are equalized with each other?
Thirdly, Samuelson applies the neoclassical rule of shadow prices:
if there is an excess supply of one of the factors, then its price is
zero. If the rule is applied to capital, its owners will destroy excessive
capital goods to avoid zero prices. If it is applied to labour, workers
will die because they are not paid at all. Not only unemployed, but
also employed workers will, in fact, all die, because they evenly
obtain zero wages. The economy thus ceases to exist, capital goods
are left unused. 16
Compared with Samuelson's game in terms of differential
equations, Casarosa's is much better. It contains six equations
altogether, that is, four ordinary equations and two differential
equations. The differential equations are the same as Samuelson's
equations (5) and (6). Casarosa has one aggregate production
function, corresponding to Samuelson's equation (2) aboye, but he
does not assume L-shaped isoquants. He also has a marginal
productivity equation which plays the same role as equation (4)
above plays in Samuelson's system. Casarosa, however, replaces
equations (1) and (3) above, which are not significant members of
Samuelson's system, by two equations which together determine the
real wage rate. One is the equation to the effect that the total wage
B Ibid., p. 1 ,422.
16 Ibid., p. 1 ,423. Thus the neoclassical price rule should not be applied to labour.
This is one of the points of Keynes' General Theory.
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bill equals the wage rate times the total number of workers since
full employment is assumed. The other equation states that the total
wage bill equals the available wage fund, i.e. the demand for and
supply of the wage fund is equalized. 1 7
This system can evidently determine the wage rate: with the wage
fund and the total number of workers, or population given, it is
obtained by dividing the former by the latter. Therefore, Casarosa,
unlike Samuelson, does not need any additional rule of real wage
determination. By solving his system of equations in this way he
obtains a dynamic path and can show that it approaches the classical
long-run equilibrium eventually.
So far so good in the case of Casarosa. But it must be noticed
that in his model there is no industry except agriculture. In spite of
this the role ofland in production, which is the key factor of Ricardo's
economics, is implicit, so that the effects created by the limited supply
of land are left unexamined. In Ricardo, as has been stated already,
if more labourers work on the same land, productivity decreases, so
that corn per man, the real wage rate, declines. It is clear that this
chain of repercussions does not exist in Casarosa's model (nor in
Samuelson's), because he does not succeed in connecting the wage
fund (i.e. his stock of capital K) with the output of agriculture (his
X). While in Ricardo, the wage fund in year t is the output of corn
in year t - 1 , Casarosa instead uses Samuelson's investment function
dK
(6) above, which is
K = F(r - r.) with F(O) = 0, F' > 0 and
dt
r. = the subsistence rate of profit. The wage fund K(t) obtained by
solving this differential equation is not necessarily equal to the output
of corn in year t - 1 . Thus Casarosa's dynamic path too is
un-Ricardian. I repeat, there is no investment function, like
Samuelson's (or Casarosa's) equation (6), in Ricardo's system.
Ricardo instead assumed Say's law and, therefore, savings are all
automatically invested, as is implied by equation (9) above.
In Samuelson too, the role of land is unclear. In his model,
agriculture is not distinguished from industry and the limitedness of
land is not explicit in the aggregate production function. It is true
that he assumes diminishing returns, but they may not all be
attributable to land. They may diminish because of increasing
inefficiency in the management of the economy as its scale increases.

I

17

Casarosa, 'The "New View" of the Ricardian Theory', p p . 46-7.
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Still Samuelson attributes total surplus output to land rent as his
equation (3) does . 1 8
I t should be realized that i n order t o reproduce the Ricardian
theory of distribution and economic growth we need an economic
model where agriculture is clearly distinguished from industry and
land explicitly affects the productivity of agriculture. Even though
Ricardo severed technological interdependence between agriculture
and industry by assuming that the latter does not buy the former's
product as material for producing non-food goods, he connected
them with each other by workers' budget since they buy both food
and non-food goods. Moreover, industry produces not only
non-food consumption goods but also capital goods. The rate of
profit is equalized throughout agriculture and industry by
competition. These are the characteristics of Ricardo's model, and,
therefore, as has been seen before, Ricardian economics must be
formulated in the form of a multi-sectoral general equilibrium
system. Walras has done this. It is not surprising to see that the
macroeconomic formulations presented by Samuelson and Casarosa
are unsuccessful, or at least unsatisfactory, in reproducing the essence
of Ricardo's theory.19
18

There may be other comments on Samuelson and Casarosa. In their
one-commodity models, there is no place for the value theory to which Ricardo
devoted a substantial portion of his book, because the price of commodity is
always normalized to equal l. The models have other inadequacies. One of them
concerns the fact that a great amount of corn is handed over to landlords as rent,
but they can consume only a part of it. However, Samuelson and Casarosa
implicitly assume that no one, other than capitalists, invests. Then how can
landlords deal with the enormous surplus corn mountain in the one-commodity
world?
19 It is true that Pasinetti constructed a two-sector Ricardian model consisting of
agriculture and gold producing industry. (See L. Pasinetti, Growth and Income
Distribution, pp. 1-28.) Since the only industry produces gold for landlords,
non-food wage goods and fixed capital are entirely absent in Pasinetti's model.
It is obvious that such a model is not suitable for investigating the problem of
'agriculture versus industry', the main theme of Ricardo's economics. Moreover,
like in Casarosa's model, corn X and circulating capital K are unconnected in
Pasinetti's. It is Costa who has revised Pasinetti in this respect and has fully
developed the idea of the wage fund theory by taking the relationship K, = X
into account. Unfortunately, however, Costa follows Pasinetti in every other1
aspect. Therefore, the above criticism of the latter entirely applies to the former
too. See G. Costa, 'Time in Ricardian Models: Some Critical Observations and
Some New Results', in G. A. Caravale (ed.), The Legacy of Ricardo, Basil
Blackwell, 1985.
_
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International trade

1 Ricardo's theory of foreign trade, which he developed in Chapter
VII of the Principles, is -a classic theory of comparative cost. The
chapter forms, in conjunction with later ones (XIX, XXII, XXV and
XXVIII), the part of the book in which he advocates free trade. It
is closely connected with his theory of growth and elucidates, as will
be seen later, that diminishing returns due to the limited availability
of land can be avoided by abandoning domestic agriculture and
importing agricultural products from countries and colonies where
land is abundant and agriculture is not subject to diminishing
returns. In this way, the price of food is kept low and, therefore,
wages are low, so that the rate of profit is maintained at a high
level; therefore the accumulation of capital continues at a high speed.
Thus, according to the principle of free trade, Ricardo's theory of
an international division of labour appeared to guarantee Great
Britain's position as the Workshop of the World.
Ricardo's theory has a well-established position in the history of
economic theory. Nevertheless, . it has been pointed out that his
argument is ambiguous and confusing, 1 and, at a number of crucial
points, it seems entirely mistaken. For example, he stated:
It has been my endeavour to shew throughout this work, that the
rate of profits can never be increased but by a fall in wages, and
that there can be no permanent fall of wages but in consequence
of a fall of the necessaries on which wages are expended. If,
therefore, by the extension of foreign trade, or by improvements
in machinery, the food and necessaries of the labourer can be
brought to market at a reduced price, profits will rise. (p. 132)

However, this argument is incorrect. First of all when the
wage-profit frontier shifts upwards the rate of profits can be
1 J. S. Chipman, 'A Survey of the Theory of International Trade: Part 1, The

Classical Theory',
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increased without a fall in wages, and, in fact, this is what happens
when a country embarks on international trade. Secondly, the latter
half of the quotation should have been stated more carefully, because,
regardless of changes in the prices of food and necessaries caused
by newly opened foreign trade, the rate of profit will rise, as will be
seen later.
Ricardo's following proposition is also mistaken : 'The rate of
profits is never increased by a better distribution of labour, by the
invention of machinery, by the establishment of roads and canals,
or by any means of abridging labour either in the manufacture or
in the conveyance of goods' (p. 1 33). All these to some degree affect
the capital (circulating and fixed) or labour input coefficients and
may induce an upwards shift in the wage-profit frontier. We may
further point out that, even if they do not shift the frontier itself,
they may create a fall in wages. Consequently, contrary to Ricardo's
conclusion, they will have a positive effect upon the rate of profits.
In the cases cited above, we may note that the production
possibilities will be either widened or improved because of access to
international trade, or an improvement of technology, causing the
frontier to shift upwards. However, throughout the book, Ricardo
failed to recognize this mobility and thus derived false conclusions
from his wrong supposition. The problem concerns the comparison
of two different situations : one in which only domestic trade is
allowed, the other in which possibilities of foreign trade are available.
In these two circumstances, there is no reason to suppose that the
wage-profit frontier will stay at the same place.

2 Ricardo made a similar sort of mistake at the very beginning of

the chapter on foreign trade and therefore it affects the whole chapter.
Asking whether an extension of foreign trade would increase the
rate of profits or not, Ricardo discussed Adam Smith's view which
the former summed up to the effect :

that the great profits which are sometimes made by particular
merchants in foreign trade, will elevate the general rate of profits
in the country, and that the abstraction of capital from other
employments, to partake of the new and beneficial foreign
commerce, will raise prices generally, and thereby increase profits.
(pp. 1 28-9)

Contrary to Smith, Ricardo denied the rise of the general rate of
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profits and described his own position as:2
They who hold this argument agree with me, that the profits of
different employments have a tendency to conform to one another,
to advance and recede together. Our variance consists in this: They
contend, that the equality of profits will be brought about by the
general rise of profits ; and I am of the opinion, that the profits of
the favoured trade will speedily subside to the general level. (p. 129)

However, we can show, as will be done in the following paragraphs,
that Smith was right in concluding that there would be a general
rise of profits. Thus the chapter begins on the wrong foot and results
in confusion and incomprehensibility.
To show this heuristically, I shall use simple mathematics. Suppose
there are n sectors., and land is assumed to be abundant for
simplicity's sake. Each worker has an L-shaped utility function, so
that he buys baskets containing food and necessaries in appropriate
fixed proportions. Let w be the number of the baskets which a
worker buys. Let b be the bundle of the wage goods in a single
basket, w the wages of a single worker and p the price row vector.
Under the assumption that 'the worker does not save, we have the
budget equation of the following form:
w = pwb .

(1)

Next, let A be the matrix of physical input coefficients and L the
vector of labour input coefficients. Then, where the economy is
closed, the price-cost equations are put in the form :

p = ( 1 + r)p(A + wbL),

(2)

where r is the rate of profits. We assume, for the sake of simplicity,
� = 1 , so that A = K. Let us write the matrix of augmented input
coefficients as

M = A + wbL
2 It has been pointed out by Chipman, 'A Survey', p. 481 , that there is a vague
statement in Ricardo's 1815 Essay to the opposite effect that trade leads to an
increase of the general rate of profits. D. Ricardo, 'An Essay of the Influence of a
Low Price of Corn on the Profits of Stock; Shewing the Inexpediency of Restrictions
on Importation: With Remarks on Mr. Malthus', in The Works and Correspondence
of David Ricardo (ed. by P. SralTa), Vol. IV.
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and partition it, for the convenience of exposition, into :

Let us now suppose that industry 1 (say, agriculture) is exposed
to international competition. Let pf be the price of the foreign
agricultural produce in terms of the pound sterling. We assume that
inputs of commodities 2, . . . , n and labour denoted by a2 1 , . . . , a� 1 ,
l� are needed for importing one unit of output 1 . Then the rate of
profits of the import activity may be calculated at r* such that

P? = (1 + r*)(pf + p�a2 1 + . . + P2a�l + L wpJbA ) .
.

where p0 are the closed-economy equilibrium prices which satisfy
(2). Suppose now that r* thus determined is greater than the general
rate of profits r0 determined by (2), then the domestic production
of sector 1 would be replaced by the activity of importing output 1 .
Evaluating this import activity and the production activities of
sectors 2, . . . , n, at p0 and r0 , we have

P? > (1 + r0 )(pf + p�a2 1 + · · · + P2a� 1 + L wpJ bA )

(3)

and
(4)
respectively, where Pu> denotes the (n - 1 )-dimensional vector of
.
.
pnces exclud'mg p 1 , that is Poi> = (poz , . . . , Pno ) .
<
Thus (3) shows that there is room to enlarge the rate of profits
in sector 1 , while (4) shows that such an enlargement of r0 gives rise
to an increase in P?l • with P? being fixed. This increase in p� , . . . , P2
l
will raise the cost of importing output 1 in (3). Therefore, r cannot
rise as much as originally expected. Nonetheless it is still true that
with p?, as well as pf, being given, the r 1 satisfying both (3) and (4)
with strict equality is larger than the original general rate of profit
r0 satisfying (2).
This can also be seen alternatively by regarding P?i> as given and
decreasing P? slightly. Then both (3) and (4) hold with strict
inequality, so that the new general rate r 1 is greater than r0 • It is
interesting to see that the former proof of r1 > r° is parallel to Ricardo's
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passage summarizing Adam Smith's argument:3
less capital being necessarily devoted . . . to the manufacture of
cloth, hats, shoes, &. while the demand continues the same, the
price of these commodities will be so increased, that the . . . hatter,
clothier, and shoemaker, will have an increase of profits, as well
as the foreign merchant. (p. 129)

A more rigorous mathematical proof of this result may be outlined
as follows. Let a� 1 = pt/p?; then (3) may be written as

(3')
where m� 1 = a� 1 + wb 1 l� , m; 1
Let us further define M' as

=

a; 1 + wb 2 l�, . . . , m� 1 = a� 1 + wbnl� .

which is assumed to be an indecomposable matrix.4 Then (3 ' ) and
(4) together may equivalently be written as

p0 � (1 + r0)p0M',

(5)

where the strict inequality holds for sector 1 .
As all elements of M ' are non-negative and M ' itself is
indecomposable, we find by virtue of the famous Frobenius theorem 5
that there is a positive eigenvector p and a scalar r 1 such that

p = (1 + r 1 )pM'

and

1 + r1 > 0 .

These are the equilibrium price vector and the equilibrium rate of
profits, respectively, which would prevail when food is entirely
imported. (The level of p may be set such that p 1 = p?.) We can
show by use of the same theorem that there exists a positive vector
y in association with this r 1 such that

y

=

(1 + r 1 )M'y .

(6)

Now, if (5) is post-multiplied by y, and (6) is pre-multiplied by
3 He refers to Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, Cannan's edn, Vol. I, p. 95. We
have removed the words 'to the growth of corn' and 'farmer' from the passage
because we are concerned with the case of total replacement of agriculture by
imported food, rather than Ricardo's case where agriculture is partly replaced.
4 For the definition of indecomposability, see p. 75n above.
5 See my Equilibrium, Stability and Growth, Oxford University Press, 1 964, p. 195 IT.
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p0, bearing p0 > 0 and

y>

0 in mind, we obtain

r i > ro,
because M ' is non-negative and non-zero. Thus the general rate of
profits is increased when the economy is opened to international
trade. This is obviously in contradiction to Ricardo's conjecture.
Where p� = P?, we can show pf > p? for all i > 1 .
3 Furthermore, Ricardo's theory of comparative advantage is
expounded in terms of the labour theory of value:
England may so circumstanced, that to produce the cloth may
require the labour of 100 men for one year; and if she attempted
to make the wine, it might require the labour of 120 men for the
same time. . . . To produce the wine in Portugal, might require
only the labour of 80 men for one year, and to produce the cloth
in the same country, might require the labour of 90 men for the
same time. (p. 1 35)

He then concluded that it is advantageous for Portugal to export
wine in exchange for cloth and for England to export cloth in
exchange for wine. This is because Portugal would give wine
containing the labour of 80 Portuguese men, for 120/100 units of
cloth which contain the labour of 108 ( = 90 x (120/100)) Portuguese
men, so that she would acquire the surplus labour of 28 men, while
England would exchange cloth containing the labour of 100
Englishmen, for 90/80 units of wine containing the labour of 135
( = 1 20 x (90/80)) Englishmen. This creates the surplus labour of 35
men. From this Ricardo concluded that trade is advantageous for
both countries; Portugal exports wine to England, from whom she
imports cloth.
This argument, however, can be correct only if the prices of wine
and cloth are exactly or approximately proportional to their labour
values. Where this proportionality is not obtained, the labour theory
of value has nothing to do with determining the comparative
advantage between the two countries, as the following numerical
example shows. Ricardo's theory has to be rephrased, in terms of
the price-cost theory.
The example is constructed on the assumption that England's
production coefficients take on the following values : let wine be
output 1 and cloth output 2; labour input coefficients are 11 = 1 1 5
and 12 = 90, while fixed capital coefficients, are a 2 1 = 0.05 and
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a22 = 0.1 . Then the value equations are:
A i = 0.05J2 + 1 1 5 ,
J2 = 0.U2 + 90
so that we obtain A i = 120 and J2 = 100. These are the same as the
labour values assumed by Ricardo in his example.
Next we assume b i = 1/120 and b 2 = 0. Of course, in the actual
world, the workers consume cloth but we make b 2 = 0 because it
simplifies the example. If the reader does not like this assumption,
he should retain it and rename the 'cloth' sector as the 'machine'
sector. We can easily confirm that, when the number of the baskets
a worker consumes, w, is 1 , the rate of profits r is zero and that
prices are proportional to labour values. On the other hand, where
w is set at 0.1 , we have the following price-cost equations :

(

P i = (1 + r) � P i + 0.05p2
1200

(

)

)

p2 = (1 + r ) � P i + 0.1p2 .
1200
Solving, we get:

Pi = 0.79P2 ·

(7)

In Portugal, we assume for the sake of simplicity, that prices are
always proportional to labour values, so that

P! = 0.89p!
where 0.89 = 80/90 and P! and p! are prices in Portugal. We then
find that a man who buys one unit of cloth at p2 in England and
sends it to Portugal in exchange for wine will bring back 1 . 125 units
of the latter ( 1 . 1 25 is the reciprocal of 0.89). If this person sells the
wine at the English price (7), he will definitely lose because
1 .125 x 0.79p2 - p2 < 0.
This means that provided w i s set a t 0. 1 , i t i s n o longer advantageous
for England to export cloth to Portugal, although she has
comparative advantage in the production of cloth, whenever w is
sufficiently high and close to 1 .
Thus, generally speaking the relative price pi fp2 in England
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depends on w and that in Portugal, p!/p!, on the number of
consumption baskets a Portuguese worker consumes, w* . Portugal
and England have comparative advantages in producing and
exporting outputs 1 and 2, respectively if and only ifthe inequality
(8)
holds. Ricardo's condition in terms of labour values is only a special
condition of this, where both relative prices are independent of w
and w* and, therefore, equal to the ratios of labour values of the
respective countries.
Ricardo's condition for comparative advantage is stated in terms
of labour values in the following form :
(9)
where A.t and ..1.! are the values in Portugal. This seems to have been
regarded by Bhagwati as the condition for the single-factor economy,
which is valid in the case where there are no factors of production
(capital goods) other than labour.6 It is true, however, that
throughout the Principles Ricardo always assumed that machines
were used for the production of commodities. What is important is
that they are reproduced, and thus they are not primary factors of
production. If his condition (9) is interpreted as being a condition
for a single-primary-factor economy with machines reproduced, it
is incorrect. According to the Ricardo-Marx theorem discussed in
Chapter 1 above, prices are proportional to values only if the
proportions in which the capital to support labour and the capital
to be invested in machinery, buildings and others combined are the
same through all production processes. Therefore, the Ricardian
condition (9) generally differs from the true condition (8).
4 Ricardo assumed that factors of production are perfectly mobile
within countries, but are immobile between countries. In his own
words,
In one and the same country, profits are, generally speaking, always
on the same level; or differ only as the employment of capital may
be more or less secure and agreeable. It is not so between different
countries . . . . [I]f in consequence of the diminished rate of
6 J. Bhagwati, 'The Pure Theory of International Trade: A Survey', Surveys of
Economic Theory: Growth and Development, Vol. II, American Economic
Association and Royal Economic Society, Macmillan, 1967, pp. 160- 1 .
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production in the lands of England, . . . wages should rise, and
profits fall, it would not follow that capital and population would
necessarily move from England to Holland, or Spain, or Russia,
where profits might be higher. (p. 134)
Experience, however shews, that the fancied or real insecurity of
capital, when not under the immediate control of its owner,
together with the natural disinclination which everyman has to
quit the country of his birth and connexions, and intrust himself
with all his habit fixed, to a strange government and new laws,
check the emigration of capital. (p. 136)

In spite of these comments, in the following I shall revise his
theory of foreign trade so as to allow for the international movement
of workers between countries for the purpose of obtaining better
jobs and higher wages. Although more than ten million slaves were
transported to America between 1620 and 1776, white migration
across the Atlantic in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was
of a considerably smaller scale. However, the post-Ricardian
nineteenth century was an age of large-scale migration. In the
twentieth century, as the word 'Gastarbeiter' suggests, workers were
sometimes invited, and offered high wages, to fill the gap between
the demand for and supply of labour, whereas they were sacked and
sent back to their home countries when an excess of supply prevailed
in the labour market. Any contemporary longish-run theory of
international trade must explicitly take into consideration the
mobility of labour between countries.
Capital in the form of money is also highly mobile in the
contemporary international world. Certain kinds of physical capital
goods, such as dams and atomic power plants are, by their nature,
immobile, not only between countries but also within each country.
In order to take the immobility of these capital goods into account,
we treat the fixed capital goods established in different places as
qualitatively different commodities, even though they are physically
of the same kind. In the following, the list of commodities is enlarged
so as to be consistent with this procedure. With these amendments
w� now proceed to modernize Ricardo's theory of foreign trade.

5 An international equilibrium may be formulated in von Neumann
balanced growth terms. Let us assume there are two countries. 7 Let
B and M be output coefficient and augmented input coefficient
7 The model can straightforwardly be extended to the case of more than two countries.
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matrices of country I and B* and M* those of country II. They may
generally be rectangular but not necessarily square. It is also noted
that, in order to deal with the inter- or intra-national immobility of
some of the capital goods, the list of commodities needs to be
extended to treat the same capital goods at different places as
different commodities. x and x*, and w and ro*, are output vectors
and the numbers of baskets a worker can buy in the two countries,
respectively. The price vector and the rate of profits are equalized
between the two countries; they are denoted by p and r. It is noted
that M depends on w and M* on w*. We assume, for the sake of
simplicity, that workers do not save and capitalists do not consume.
Land is abundant, so that rent is zero.
First, let r be the largest of the rates of profit which accrue to
production processes of the two countries when prices p prevail.
Then we have

pB � (1 + r)pM,

(10)

pB* � (1 + r)pM*,
(1 1 )
if the strict inequality ' < ' holds fo r some i in (10), then the process
i's rate of profit is lower than r in country I, so that process i is

unprofitable in the same country and is, therefore, not employed.
Equation (1 1 ) implies the same thing for country II. The rule which
determines that unprofitable processes will never be employed, so
that their x/s, or xts, are zero, is termed the rule of profitability,
under which we have

pBx + pB*x* = (1 + r)(pMx + pM*x*) .

(12)

We are next concerned with an equilibrium state where the two
countries are expanding at the same rate, g. In such a state of affairs
there are investment demands, gMx and gM*x*, from I and II,
respectively. Total world demand amounts to (1 + g)(Mx + M*x*),
which cannot exceed the corresponding supply, Bx + B*x*. Thus,

Bx + B*x* � (1 + g)(Mx + M*x*).

(13)

If the jth element of Bx (1 + g)Mx is positive, then good j will be
exported to country II. On the other hand, if it is negative, country
I will import good j from II. Thus (13) implies a balance between
exports and imports for the commodities for which (13) holds with
equality. If we have an excess supply of a commodity, (13) holds
-
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with strict inequality for that commodity. Such a commodity may
be freely disposed, and thus its price is set at zero. This is the rule
of pricing referred to as the rule of free goods. Under it we have

p(Bx + B*x*) = (1 + g)p(Mx + M*x*).

(14)

We now impose an additional condition

p(Bx + B*x*) > 0 ,

{1 5)

which implies that the total value of all goods produced in the world
must be positive. Furthermore, we make two reasonable assump
tions, attributable to Kemeny, Morgenstern and Thompson, 8 which
imply that every good can · be produced by some process, either in
country I or II, and that every process uses some goods as inputs.
It has then been shown by the same authors that the system
constituted by {10)-(15) has solutions such that p is non-negative
and non-zero, x is non-negative and non-zero, and r equals g.
Finally, N and N* are the numbers of workers available in the
two countries, and p(w) and p*(w*) the respective rates of growth
of the labourforce; these depend on real wages in the manner that
they are zero at the point of- subsistence wages, w, and w:, while
they both are positive and increasing where w > w, and w* > w:.
The activity vectors x and x* determined by (10)-(15) may be
normalized such that L X; + L xr = 1 , and their absolute level, u,
may be fixed such that the full employment of labour is realized in
the world economy:

u(Lx + L*x*) = N + N*.

( 16)

N - uLx gives the migration of workers from country I to II, if it
is positive. If it is negative, N* - uL*x* gives migration in the
opposite direction, that is from II to I. We have the balanced growth
of outputs and the labourforce, where their rates of growth are
equalized.
g = p(w)
and
g = p*(w*).
(17)
These equations determine the real wages w and w*, which are
considered as given in the system (10)-(1 5). We designate the
solutions to the open-economic system (10)-(17) as p0, x0, r , g , u ,
0 0 0
Wo, and w�.
8

J. G. Kemeny, 0. Morgenstern and G. L. Thompson, 'A Generalization of the
von Neumann Model of an Expanding Economy', Econometrica, Vol. 24, 1956,
pp. 1 15-35.
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6 These solutions are now compared with the equilibrium state
which will be established if the economies of countries I and II are
closed. As what we find from the comparison between the
open-economy solutions and the closed-economy solutions of
country I will mutatis mutandis also be valid for country II we are,
in the following, concerned only with the first comparison. Let
Pc, Xe, re, gc, Uc, We denote the solutions to the following closed
von Neumann system of country I :

pB � ( 1 + r)pM,

with pBx = (1 + r)pMx,

(18)

Bx � (1 + g)Mx ,

with pBx = (1 + g)pMx ,

(19)

pBx > 0 ,

(20)

uLx = N,

(21 )

g = p(w).

(22)

We say that the economy is decomposable if there is a proper subset
of production processes which uses as inputs only commodities which
belong to a proper subset of commodities in order to produce
commodities in this subset. For both countries we assume there
are no such subsets of commodities, so that each of the two
economies is indecomposable, when it is closed. It has already been
assumed that for any commodity j there is at least one process i
which produces it. Let J(j) be the set of all such processes available
in country I, and J*(j) in country II. If ( 10) holds with the strict
inequality ' < ' for all i in J(j) in the state of the open-economy's
growth equilibrium, then there must be at least one i in J*(j), for
which ( 1 1 ) holds with equality in the same state. This is obvious
because if (1 1 ) holds with strict inequality for all i in J*(j), the
commodity j will not be produced in either of the two countries by
the rule of profitability; thus commodity j will be decomposable
from the set of commodities which are actually produced. 9 This is
in contradiction to our indecomposability assumption. Hence there
is a profitable process i in J*(j) if there is not a profitable process
9 Let S be the set of commodities produced. For the production of any commodity
in S,j is not used. Otherwise, j must be produced. Hence there must be at least
one profitable process in either of the two countries. This is in contradiction to
our null hypothesis that (10) and ( 1 1 ) hold with strict inequality for all i in J(j)
and J*(j). Consequently j is not used for the production of any i in S, as has been
asserted in the text. This means that the economy is decomposable.
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in J(j); thus, where a commodity j is not produced in country I, it
is produced in II.
It is now noted that the augmented input coefficient matrix M
depends on the real wages c:o. If this is made explicit, then (10) and
(19) are written as

PoB � (1 + ro ) PoM (c:oo )

(10')

Bxc(c:o0 ) � (1 + gc(c:o0 )) M (c:o0 )xc(c:o0 )

(19')

respectively, where gc(c:o0 ) represents the equilibrium rate of growth
to be established when country I is closed and its wages are fixed
at its open-economy equilibrium level, c:o0 ; xc(c:o0 ) is the
corresponding balanced growth activity vector. Those commodities
which are unprofitable in the open economy and are produced
abroad have to be produced within the counfry when its economy
is closed. Thus some of those i's for which strict inequalities hold
for (10') are associated with positive elements of xc(c:o0). Hence,
post-multiplying (10') by xc(c:o0 ) , we get

p0 Bxc(c:o0 ) < (1 + r0 ) p0M (c:oo) xc(c:o0 )
which should be compared with the result of the premultiplication
of (19') by p0• We finally obtain : gc(c:o0 ) < r0• As rc(c:o0 ) = gc(c:o0 ) ,
where rc(c:o0 ) is the closed-economy equilibrium rate of profit, c:o
being fixed at c:o0, this results in rc(c:o0 ) < r0; that is to say, the general
rate of profit will be lower when country I is closed, than it will be
otherwise. Thus foreign trade shifts the wage-profit frontier.
For the open-economy's growth equilibrium, we have

rdc:oo ) < go = p (c:oo ) = p * (c:o� ) ,

(17')

whereas we have

(22')
when the economy is closed. On the other hand, as M (c:o) is an
increasing function of c:o, we find from (19) that gc(c:o ) is a decreasing
0
function of c:o.1 Therefore, roe < c:o0. This is shown in the following
way. If We � c:o0, we will have gc = gc(c:oc) � gc(c:o0 ) = rc(c:o0 ) so that
from (17') and (22') we will obtain p(c:oc) < p(w0 ) . This shows that
p is a decreasing function of c:o, a contradiction. Hence the inequality,
10

M. Morishima and G. Catephores,
1978, p. 98.

Value, Exploitation and Growth,

McGraw-Hill,
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We < w0, is confirmed and this implies 9e = p(wc) < g0 = p(w0 ) .
Hence re < r0•
Thus, when the economy is opened, the general rate of profits,
real wages and the rate of growth are all increased. These are the
benefits created by foreign trade. Ricardo himself wanted to prove
this kind of proposition in the chapter on foreign trade. However,
at the very beginning of the chapter he stumbled into insisting the
opposite, to the effect that access to a foreign market does not bring
about an increase in the general rate of profit. Although our above
proposition only describes what will happen in the long run, it
accords perfectly with Ricardo's advocacy of free trade : both
capitalists and workers benefit from the internationalization of trade.

7 We have so far assumed that land is abundant. We shall now deal
with a more realistic case where land is not unlimited in quantity
and uniform in quality. Let T(1> be the total area of land of No. 1
quality available in country I, T(2 > that of land of No. 2 quality and
so on. We follow Ricardo in assuming that only agriculture requires
land, and that constant returns to scale prevail in manufacturing
industries which do not suffer from the scarcity of land. We deviate,
however, from him in assuming that land is not cultivated intensively;
if land of No. 1 quality is exhausted, then, rather than ploughing it
more deeply, farmers extend cultivation to the land of No. 2 quality.
This assumption is made in order to simplify the analysis; it may
be avoided by replacing it with a more general assumption that the
input coefficients of agriculture, using land of, say, No. 1 quality,
are not constant but depend on the degree of intensity ofland use.
Suppose there are v kinds of land differing in quality. Using one
acre ofland No. i quality, we may produce one unit of the agricultural
product (corn) by making augmented inputs of mr>, where m\il is an
n-dimensional vector ofaugmented input coefficients used to produce
corn (commodity 1 ). There are, of course, v such vectors,
mp>, . . . , m�v>. Together with other n 1 vectors used to produce
commodities 2, . . . , n, we define the matrix of augmented input
coefficients as
-

For the marginal land

u,

p 1 = (1 + r) pm\"1•

we have

(23)
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For those lands which are superior or inferior to u, we have

i = 1, . . . , u - 1,

(24)

i = u + l , . . . , v,

(25)

and

Pi < (1 + r)pmi0,

respectively, where R; is the rent per acre of land i which is positive.
From (23) and (24) we obtain, as the theory of differential rent claims,

P i R; = (1 + r)p[mi"l - mi0J .

(26)

Substituting this into (24), we have

P i = (1 + r)pmi"l

for all i = 1 , . . . , u - 1 .

(24')

For the processes other than those for agricultural production, we
have

Pi � (1 + r)pm;,

i = 2, . . . , n .

(27)

The price-cost conditions, (24'), (25) and (27), may now be put
together in the form:

p � (1 + r)pM(u),

(28)

where
The rule of profitability is implied by the equation,

px = (1 + r)pM(u)x,

(29)

where x is a non-negative and non-zero column vector consisting
of elements, x1°, . . . , xivl , x2 ,
, x".
Let R be the total amount of rent and c a column vector
representing the proportions, c i . . . ' en, in which the landowners
spend one unit of rent on various goods. We assume that the
landowners propensity to save is zero, so that pc = P i · Where the
economy is in a state of balanced growth, we have
•

•

•

•

x � (l + g)Mx + cR .

i

Taking R = R;xp> + · · · + Ru - ix<u - i and (26) into account, the
above condition for balanced growth can be put in the form :

x � [(1 + g)M + c( l + r)p(M <ul - M )/Pi ] x .
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Defining

K=M+c

l +r
p(M<u> - M )/p1 ,
l +g

(30)

--

we may rewrite the above condition for balanced growth as

x � (l + g)Kx .

(3 1 )

Also, we impose the rule of free goods,

px = (1 + g)pKx

(32 )

and assume

px > O .

(33)

This completes the conditions for the balanced growth equilibrium :
(28), (29), (31 ), (32), (33).
To show the existence of solutions to this system, we replace (28)
and (29) by

p � ( 1 + r) pK ,

(28')

px = (1 + r)pKx ,

(29')

and consider an auxiliary von Neumann system constituted by (28'),
(29'), (3 1 ), (32), (33). This system is very similar to the conventional
von Neumann system, except that the output matrix K is not
constant but depends on p, r, g and u. Nevertheless, it can be shown
that, with u given, there exist solutions to this auxiliary system; 1 1
these solutions depend on u, of course, and also on real wages, w,
because M and, therefore, K depend on it. Thus we obtain

p(w, u),

x(w, u);

�

r(w, u),

g(w, u),

the last two
al to each other as in the original von Neumann
model. Substituting r = g into (3 1 ) and remembering pc = p1, we at
once find pK = pM<u>. Hence, (28') and (29') imply (28) and (29)
respectively. Thus the solutions to the auxiliary system are the
solutions to our economy, (28), (29), (3 1 )-(33).
11

This is shown by use of a theorem established in M. Morishima and
G. L. Thompson, 'Balanced Growth of Firms in a Competitive Situation with
External Economies', International Economic Review, Vol. 1 , 1960, pp. 129-42.
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8 Now, in the same way as before, the level of activity U is decided by

ULx(w, u) = N,

(34)

and balanced growth between outputs of commodities and the labour
force requires

g(w, u) = p(w)

(35)

which decides the equilibrium real wages, w. For the determination
of u we need some additional conditions. As I shall explain below,
one of them is not very realistic, but I have been unable to devise
a more suitable substitute. First, assume that mi1 l, . . , mi"> are
proportional to each other:
.

(36)
i = 2, . . ' v .
i
As mi > is the input vector to be operated on land No. i which is
inferior to land No. 1, it must be larger than mi1 l . Therefore, h; > 1 .
For the same reason hi > hi if j > i . These are stringent conditions
.

but they are not unreasonable. Secondly, we assume that the
landowners spending pattern.c is proportional to the farmers' mi1>;
that is,
·

mF> = ye ,

(37)

where the proportionality factor y is equal to pmi1 >/p , because
1
pc = p1 . There is no reason why c should satisfy (37); landowners,

as distinct from farmers, have no interest in cultivating land, and
thus they will never buy agricultural machinery. They are included
in mi1> but do not appear in c. In the extreme case where no physical
inputs are included in mi1l, this vector consists only of the
labour-feeding input coefficients wbli1l, (37) implies that the workers'
consumption vector b is proportional to the landowners c. Although
we recognize that (37) is an unreasonable and unrealistic assumption,
it is required for the following argument.
Given (36) and (37), we can show that, regardless of p, K = M(u)
if r = g, as is established in growth equilibrium. The conditions for
balanced growth are then reduced to :

p � (1 + r)pM<">,

x � (1 + g)MMx ,

px = (1 + r)pM(u)x ,

px = (1 + g)pMMx ,

px > O .
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Bearing in mind the structure of AfM
its first u columns are
identically equal to mi">
it is evident that the sum of
xil)(w, u ) , . . . , xi">(w, u) , which is designated by x 1 (w, u), is
determined, 1 2 but its distribution among individual xiil(w, u ) s ,
i = 1 , . . . , u, remains entirely arbitrary. As long as their sum is equal
to the x 1 (w, u ) thus determined, any positive xii)(w, u) s , i = 1 , . . . , u,
will satisfy the above conditions for balanced growth.
Now we can say that u is determined in the following way. It
follows from (34) and (35) that the employment of labour increases
in a geometrical ratio along the balanced growth path, according
to the formula
-

-

'

'

ULx(w, u ) 1X 1 ,
where IX is the von Neumann growth factor, that is
whilst the total demand for all kinds of land is

IX =

1 + g(w, u ) ,

Ux 1 (w, u ) a: '.

A part of this is the demand for land No. 1 , which is Uxi1 >(w, u ) 1X 1 ;
the demand for land No. 2 is Uxi2 >(w, u ) a:1 , and so on; finally, the
demand for land No. u, which is the marginal land, is given by
Uxi">(w, u ) 1X 1 • These demands are limited by the available amounts
of the respective kinds of land; we thus have

uxp>(w, u)cx1 = r< l),
Uxi2 >(w, u ) a: ' = r<2 >,
... ............

(38.1)
(38.2)

'

.

(38.u)
where, it is noted, the inequality ' � ' may appear in the final condition
only. These conditions together imply that u is determined such that
the total demand for land satisfies the following condition :

r<l) + · · · + r<u - 1 > < Ux1 (w, u ) 1X 1 � r<l) + · · · + r<u>. (39)
When t becomes larger, a:' increases, so that it follows from
(38.1), . . . , (38.u - 1 ) that x\1 >(w, u ) , . . . , xi" - l)(w, u ) decreases.
This means that xi">(w, u ) increases, because their sum x 1 (w, u ) is
fixed. Where t becomes sufficiently large, the condition (39) will be
violated, because the middle term will exceed the sum on the
1 2 Note that x\" + 1 '(w, u),

. . .

, x \">(w, u) are all zero by the rule of profitability.
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right-hand side. Land No. u is no longer the marginal land. The
system must be solved for u + 1 . The new matrix M<" + 1> is formed.
The new balanced growth inequalities involving M<u + 1> should be
.
solved. We then obtain the new solutions: x(w, u + l ), p(w, u + 1 ),
r(w, u + 1), g(w, u + 1 ) ; therefore, the new U and w are determined.
Needless to say, these new solutions are valid only while t satisfies
the following condition of land No. u + 1 being the marginal land.
r<1> +

·

·

·

+ r<u> < Ux 1 (w, u + l ) a' � r<l) +

·

·

·

+ r<u + 1>,

where a is the new growth factor.
9 We have now a sequence of long-run balanced growth equilibria
for u = 1 , 2, 3, . . If the population, or the labourforce, is very small,
because either N or t is small, the demand for land may be so small
that the supply of only the best quality land is more than sufficient.
In this case u = 1 , and no land yields rent. This state was described
by Ricardo as:
.

On the first settling of a country, in which there is an abundance
of rich and fertile land, a very small proportion of which is required
to be cultivated for the support of the actual population, or indeed
can be cultivated with the capital which the population can
command, there will be no rent. (p. 69)

At the second state which starts when the labourforce has reached
a certain level, it is seen that
land of the second degree of fertility is taken into cultivation, rent
immediately commences on that of the first quality, and the amount
of that rent will depend on the difference in the quality of these
two portions of land. (p. 70)

Ricardo continued,
In the same manner it might be shown that when No. 3 is brought
into cultivation, the rent of No. 2 must be ten quarters, or the
value of ten quarters, whilst the rent of No. 1 would rise to twenty
quarters. (p. 7 1 )

Undoubtedly, the sequence o f the solutions fo r u = 1 , 2, 3, . . .
perfectly coincides with these passages from the chapter on rent of
the Principles.
When u increases from u to u + l , the elements of the augmented
input coefficients increase from m�u> to ml" + l ). This implies that the
wage-profit frontier shifts downwards. As r(w) = g, the latter will
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also decline and this downwards shifted growth-rate curve will
intersect with the natural rate of growth of the labourforce, p(w),
at a lower level of real wages. Hence the natural rate of growth too
will decline. This last creates a falling tendency in the rate of profits
because p(ro) = g = r, which will continue until w reaches the
subsistence level. At the point of subsistence wages w., the natural
growth rate p(w) takes on the value of zero, so that g and r are also
zero; thus the relative quantities of land and population are in a
state of harmony. In this manner the closed economy is destined to
lose the driving power of growth.
Ricardo's theory of free trade was devised to free a closed country
from the fetters of the diminishing returns of land and to revitalize
its economy, at least for a considerable time. As has been seen in a
previous section, the opening of a country brings about an upwards
shift of its wage-profit frontier. When it becomes unprofitable in
comparison with agriculture abroad the agricultural sector will cease
to exist. By eliminating this sector, the country's general rate of
profits will be kept at a higher level. In parallel with this there will
also be a higher rate of growth and level of wages. If trade with
country II reaches its limits, world trade with m countries will start.
As long as we may assume that land is available in a vast quantity
in the world economy the diminishing returns of land will not be
an effective check on economic growth. The industrial country's real
wages are kept high, and its rate of population growth and rate of
profits remain positive because of the trade in agricultural products
with colonies and less developed countries. The state of balanced
growth will continue, over a long period, as long as unused land is
available in the world and the international trade regime works
effectively and smoothly.
Finally, it should be noted that the switch of balanced growth
solutions from those for u to those for u + 1 is not smooth and
immediate. This is because the former are not necessarily on the
path of the latter. Prices p(wu, u) and activities x(wu , u) have to be
adjusted so as to be equal to the new p(Wu + 1 , u + 1 ) and
x(wu + 1 , u + 1 ), respectively, where Wu is the equilibrium real wages
for u and Wu + l for u + l . Similarly, w, p(w), r and g have to be
adjusted to Wu + 1 , p(wu + i ) , r(wu + i ) , and g(wu + 1). Adjustment would
take a considerable time during which the economy would be in a
state of unbalanced growth. Ricardo did not rigorously discuss the
adjustment mechanism. Moreover, he has even no idea of balanced
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growth and seems to have been satisfied with pointing out the
stability of stationary equilibrium. We may now conclude that the
essense of Ricardo's economics is contained in his theory
of growth. It is based on his marginal theory of rent and coupled
with his doctrine of free trade. We may thus say that unmovable
and unproducible land and mobile and limitlessly expandable
industry are the two main features of his economy.

7

Say's law of markets

1 The purpose of the general equilibrium theory (GET) is to
construct a system of conditions which are necessary and sufficient
to determine all the variables contained in the system. As Walras
was the first economist to clearly set forth the idea, he is usually
acknowledged as the originator of GE analysis. But the idea of the
system-theoretic analysis of the economy can evidently be traced
back to Ricardo. Although he did not mathematically spell out what
conditions were necessary and sufficient to determine the values of
the variables with which he was concerned, we can easily excavate
the conditions and reconstruct the whole system of Ricardo's
Principles as we have done in Chapter 3 above. Indeed, Ricardo is
the fore-runner, ifnot the founder, of the general equilibrium school.
The existence of a state of general equilibrium is, therefore, the
most central problem of the GET. The conventional view is that the
problem was first examined in a serious way by a number of
German-speaking economists in the 1930s. Prior to this, however,
Walras himself noted that 'it is possible for these curves [demand
and supply curves] to have no point of intersection at all'. 1 This
remark by Walras is, at first sight, in obvious contradiction to the
Arrow-Debreu proposition that there always exists a GE if demand
and supply curves are continuous in price variables. We find,
nevertheless, no inconsistency between the two if we carefully
examine Walras' and Arrow-Debreu's propositions. Let us
distinguish GE into two classes : ( 1 ) GE with D; = S; > 0 for at least
one i, where D; and S; stand for the demand for and supply of
commodity i, and (2) GE with Di = S; = 0 for all i. They are referred
to as the GE of exchange (or essential GE) and the GE of no
exchange (or inessential GE) respectively. We may conclude that
1 Walras, Elements, p. 108.
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Walras and Arrow-Debreu are perfectly consistent with each other
because the former only points out possibilities of (2), while the
latter asserts that, if there is no GE of the type (1), there should be
a GE of the type (2). In cases where GE of (1) exists, we may say
that a general equilibrium of exchange, or an essential GE, exists. 2
This essentiality problem also occurs in the GET of production,
the GET of capital formation (or growth) and the GET of money.
We say that a GE of production is essential if it is with X; > 0 for
some i, where X; stands for output of commodity i, while it is
inessential (or a GE of no production) if X; = 0 for all i. Similarly,
a GE of capital formation is said to be essential if g; > 0 for some
i, where g; is the rate of growth of output i, and inessential if g; = 0
for all i. The problem of the essentiality of the GEs has never been
pointed out by modern writers (except Walras) in relation to general
equilibrium models of exchange, production and capital formation.
Hahn was the first writer to attract economists' eyes to the problem
with regard to a GE of money; he defines monetary GE as essential
if PM > 0, where PM is the price of money in terms of some numeraire;
it is an inessential monetary GE or a barter GE if PM 0. Like
Walras, with regard to a GE of exchange, Hahn points out the
possibility of an inessential monetary GE. 3
Apart from the problem of essentiality, there is the problem of
the non-existence of GE. It is absent in the case of the GE systems
of exchange and production, while it is present in the GE model of
capital formation and may be posed with regard to the monetary
GE system too. It is the problem of Say's law which is peculiar to
any GE system involving investment and savings. As will be seen
later, where Say's law prevails, an essential GE (either GE of capital
formation or monetary GE) exists, whereas no GE (neither essential
nor inessential) generally exists otherwise. As Walras believed in the
truth of the GET he assumed Say's law and was concerned only
with those cases where the GE model of capital formation and that
of money always have essential solutions.
=

2 Say's law of markets (or loi des debouches) is often summarized
in one sentence as : Supply creates its own demand. It implies that
2 See M . Morishima, Walras ' Economics, Cambridge University Press, 1977, p. 108.
3 F. H. Hahn, 'On Some Problems of Proving the Existence of an Equilibrium in
a Monetary Economy', in F. H. Hahn and F . P. R. Brechling, The Theory of
Interest Rate, Macmillan, 1965.
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demand and supply are not independent of each other as the demand
for output i comes from the supply of other outputs and, conversely,
where the latter increases, the created income is spent to obtain
some outputs. It has been claimed that no general overproduction
is possible under Say's law, in the sense that, if some industries are
in the state of overproduction, there must be some other industries
which are in the state of underproduction. Secondly, it is sometimes
asserted that under Say's law the price level (in terms of money) is
left undetermined. A third interpretation of the law proposed by
Keynes points out that there is no obstacle to full employment
whenever Say's law prevails. The fact that Ricardo ruled out
unemployment in his Principles (except for the chapter on machinery)
may be regarded, from the point of view of Keynes, as an indication
that Ricardo implicitly accepted Say's law throughout.
Modern economists such as Lange and Patinkin are usually
concerned with Say's law in relationship to monetary GE.4 In this
chapter, however, I shall examine it in the context of the theory of
unemployment, by defining Say's law in the same way as Keynes.
Goods and services are classified into primary factors, intermediate
and capital goods and final products or consumption goods. We
assume, for the sake of simplicity, that there are no direct services
and that there exists only money and one kind of bond. The
subscripts L, I, C, M, B are used to represent primary factors (land
and labour), intermediate and capital goods, consumption goods,
money and the bond, respectively. Then, according to Walras' law
(the sum of the budget equations of each individual and each firm)
we get
DL + Du + D1 + De + DM + DB = SL + S1 + Sc + SM + SB , (1)
where DL, fo r example, represents the total demand fo r primary
factors, and S1 the supply of intermediate and capital goods. It is
noted that all D 's and S 's are given in monetary terms. As for Du
and DI> it is noted that the total demand for intermediate and capital
goods is divided into the demand for the replacement of these used
up during the period in question and the demand for a net increase
in the stock of intermediate and capital goods. These are written as
Du and D1, respectively, where the subscript U is used because Du
4 0. Lange, 'Say's Law: A Restatement and Criticism', in Lange, Mcintyre, Yntema
(eds), Studies in Mathematical Economics and Econometrics, 1942; Don Patinkin,
Money, Interest and Prices, 2nd edn, Harper and Row, 1965.
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is equivalent to Keynes' user-cost. Aggregate net output (Keynes'
Y) is obtained by subtracting Du from the total supply of products
(S1 + Sc); D1 is investment I and De is consumption C. Then (1) can
be put in the form :
(DL - SL) + (DM - SM) + (DB - SB) = ( Y - c

-

I).

(2)

This is Walras' law in Keynesian terms. It is an identity or a
definitional equation which holds regardless of whether the economy
is in equilibrium or disequilibrium. 5 Keynes interpreted Say's law
as an identity,
Y; C + I
so that under Say's law the right-hand side of (2) is identically zero.
It is a proposition, stronger than Walras' law and is satisfied only
where the whole of the cost of production is necessarily spent on
purchasing the products, either intermediate, capital or consumption
goods - meaning that 'the aggregate demand price is equal to the
aggregate supply price for all levels of output and employment',6
or, equivalently, that the sum of the aggregate propensity to consume
and the aggregate propensity to invest is always equal to 1 .
'A decision to consume or not to consume truly lies within the
power of the individual; so does a decision to invest or not invest.'7
As long as these decisions are made independently by individuals,
there is no reason why the sum of the propensities should be one.
In fact, in societies which consist of two groups of individuals those in the first group having propensities to consume which are
less than one and making no decision to invest or not to invest at
all, while those in the second group (entrepreneurs) being involved
everyday in decision-making concerning investment, there is no
mechanism whereby a shortage of the propensity to consume is offset
by high propensities to invest, so that their sum may be one only
by chance. Therefore, Keynes rejected Say's law as implausible, but
it was one of Ricardo's main axioms.
As savings S are defined as the excess of income over consumption,
Y - C, Say's law is alternatively defined as the equivalence of savings
s

An example of identity is : log tan x = log sin x log cos x, which is true for any
value of x, so that it has no ability to determine the value of x.
6 J. M . Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, Macmillan,
1936, p. 22.
7 Ibid., p. 65.
-
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to investment, S = I, that is to say, aggregate investment is equal to
aggregate savings for all levels of output and employment. 8 Suppose
S and I are decided dependently upon Y and other economic
variables. We write S(Y, . . . ) and I(Y, . . . ). Where these are each
independently decided by different groups of persons, it is impossible
for S to be equal to I at an arbitrary given Y, . . . , unless the
investment schedule I(Y, . . . ) is flexibly revised such that the gap
between S(Y, . . . ) and l(Y, . . . ) is quickly and smoothly filled up.
Thus the flexibility of aggregate investment is a necessary
precondition of Say's law; conversely, it is evident that the equality
between S and I is assured wherever I is flexible. This means that
Say's law is equivalent to the proposition that there are ample
opportunities for investment, so that no limit to aggregate investment
is set and it flexibly adjusts itself to savings.
One of the most important implications of this definition of Say's
law is that under it there is no obstacle to full employment. Let YF
be the aggregate output produced by employing labour and capital
to the full, and SF the savings out of YF. Under the law, investment
of the amount SF is carried out, so that I = SF = YF - CF, where CF
stands for the consumption made by people when they earn income
of the amount YF. Thus YF = CF + I, which means that the full
employment aggregate output is purchased either by consumers or
by producers. There is neither deficiency of demand nor shortage
of supply, so that labour and capital are fully employed. Say's law
thus rules out unemployment of labour and capital. Keynes,
therefore, concludes that since 'this is not the true law relating the
aggregate demand and supply functions, there is a vitally important
chapter of economic theory which remains to be written and without
which all discussions concerning the volume of aggregate
employment are futile'.9
It should be noted in this place that the thesis claiming that full
employment would prevail under Say's law tacitly assumes that the
8 In discussing the equivalence between savings and investment, Keynes writes : 'The
equivalence . . . emerges from the bilateral (his italics) character of the transactions
between the producer . . . and the consumer or the purchaser of capital equipment'
(ibid., pp. 63-5). This should be interpreted as implying ex-post savings = ex-post
investment. However, this ex-post equality is entirely different from Say's law S = I,
which is an ex-ante identity. Keynes did not confuse these two, though he failed
to write an explicit sentence to this effect.
9 Ibid., p. 26.
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economy is provided with an amount of capital (M) which is enough
to employ the whole of the labourforce (N). Where M is set too
low and thus this assumption is not fulfilled, full employment is
unfeasible. Unemployment which I have called Marxian unemploy
ment elsewhere will appear. 1 0 In this case capital M will first be
accumulated until full employment becomes feasible; the thesis will
then become valid and applicable. Thus, after a preliminary period
during which a sufficient amount of capital is prepared, the full
employment of labour will be realized and maintained under Say's
law. Throughout the present and following chapters, wherever the
thesis is discussed, it is assumed, though I do not explicitly say so,
that M and N are given such that they satisfy the qualification for
feasibility of full employment.

3 Ricardo is well known as a strong believer in Say's law of markets.
He referred to J. B. Say's Traite d 'Economie Politique in the preface
to his Principles and in a footnote he stated that: 'Chap. XV, part
i "Des Debouches", contains, in particular, some very important
principles, which I believe were first explained by this distinguished
writer.' Ricardo based the most important chapter in the whole of
the Principles, that is on the 'Effects of Accumulation on Profits and
Interest', on Say's law of markets, which he endorsed. Ricardo wrote :
M. Say has, however, most satisfactorily shewn, that there is no
amount of capital which may not be employed in a country,
because demand is only limited by production. No man produces,
but with a view to consume or sell, and he never sells, but with
an intention to purchase some other commodity, which may be
immediately useful to him, or which may contribute to future
production. By producing, then, he necessarily becomes either the
consumer of his own goods, or the purchaser and consumer of the
goods of some other person. (p. 290)
If ten thousand pounds were given to a man having 100,000t' . per
annum, he would not lock it up in a chest, but would either increase
his expenses by 10,000t'.; employ it himself productively, or lend
it to some other person for that purpose ; in either case, demand
would be increased, although it would be for different objects.
(p. 291 )
Too much of a particular commodity may be produced, of which
10

M . Morishima, The Economics of Industrial Society, Cambridge University Press,
1984, pp. 188-97.
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there may be such a glut in the market, as not to repay the capital
expended on it; but this cannot be the case with respect to all
commodities . . . (p. 292)

It is evident from these quotations that Ricardo saw Say's law
from the viewpoint of aggregate supply and demand (Y = C + /).
As has been discussed, it can also be seen from the point of view of
savings and investment (S = /). To do so we need to analyse the
social structure of the Ricardian economy and to identify the savers
and investors. For this purpose it should first be noted that Ricardo's
society consists of workers, capitalists and landlords. Depending on
the context, capitalists are also frequently referred to as farmers and
manufacturers, so that capitalists are entrepreneurs. The produce of
society is distributed between these three groups in the form of wages,
profits and rents, respectively. People may be divided into the
productive class - those who reproduce another value - and the
unproductive class - those who do not reproduce. One part of the
actual production is distributed under the name of profit to the
productive class, while the other is handed over under the name of
rent to the unproductive class.
Ricardo, therefore, regarded capitalists as the bearers of
reproduction, while the landowners' income, rent, was spent by them
for the purchase of necessities and luxuries and not used for the
long-term purpose of capital accumulation. Using this interpretation,
it is possible to take the view that in most of his theory of
accumulation Ricardo assumed capitalists to have a high propensity
to save, while workers and also landlords to have a propensity to
save which, if not zero, was at most negligible.1 1 (Workers could
not save because of the low level of their wage rates; whereas
although the rate of rent was high and their income considerable,
landlords squandered all on luxuries.) Below, we shall consider the
model based on this kind of assumption, the Simple Model.
In the Simple Model capitalists and entrepreneurs (farmers and
manufacturers) are identical, and saving is carried out only by
capitalists, who are at the same time, as entrepreneurs, the investors.
Where savers and investors are one and the same there is no
difference between aggregate savings and investment and for that
1 1 This is the interpretation reached by Pasinetti, Growth and Income Distribution,

Cambridge University Press, 1974, p. 6. See also S. Hollander, The Economics of
David Ricardo, Heinemann, 1979, p. 324 1T.
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reason I is identically equal to S. 1 2 However, Ricardo did not confine
himself to the Simple Model. In a rather broader sense he did, in
fact, believe that all classes of society possess the capacity to save.
Landlords in particular are clearly potential savers. Capitalist
rentiers, whom he described as 'the monied class', are also regular
savers; even workers are accepted as able to save for the first time
in a footnote in the third edition of the Principles. 1 3
When people other than capitalists are able to save, they will find
no shortage of willing borrowers since: 'There is perhaps no
manufacturer, however rich, who limits his business to the extent
that his own funds alone will allow; he has always some portion of
this floating capital . . . ' (p. 89). This must be oµe of the
considerations that led him to conclude, in a later chapter of the
Principles, that : 'It follows then from these admissions that there is
no limit to demand - no limit to the employment of capital while
it yields any profit . . .' (p. 296). The capitalist, in fact, whose
investment exceeds his own savings will finance the excessive part
of investment by borrowing money from the non-capitalist savers.
In this way, savings made by non-capitalist monied men are
transferred to the hands of the capitalists. A limit to aggregate
investment is thus set by the savings gathered in the capitalists' (i.e.
the entrepreneurs') hands. The entire non-capitalist savings are
mobilized for investment, and this together with the savings made
by the capitalists sets the limit to aggregate investment; that is,
s � J. 1 4
12 I n order t o reach this conclusion i t i s necessary for u s t o assume that farmers and

manufacturers regularly invest exactly the amount that they themselves have saved.
As Marx emphasized, however, such a thing is likely to be technically impossible,
if the gradual accumulation of large sums is required prior to the purchase of a
particular kind of machine. Furthermore, an appropriate time for investment will
be selected. If it is predicted that a wait of several months will bring a considerable
drop in the price of the good in which the investment is being made, then investment
is likely to be postponed. For this reason, even in Ricardo's model where saver
and investor are one and the same, there will be disparity between investment
and savings. It must therefore be acknowledged that even in this kind of model
Say's law will only operate where investment projects are divisible so that savings
are immediately invested. This assumption may have some plausibility as long as
investment mainly takes the form of a wage fund, but it is unacceptable where
fixed capital is significant.
1 3 Ricardo, Principles, p. 89, pp. 347-8 and p. 348n.
1 4 As is noted by Ricardo, this assumes that the rate of profit is positive; there would
be no investment if no industry earned positive profits. Moreover, the rate of
interest for borrowing money from non-capitalists would carry out the investment
financed by the non-capitalist savings.
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On the other hand, as has been stated, Ricardo assumed no
shortage of will. He wrote, in a latter to Malthus: 'We agree . . .
that the effectual demand consists of two elements, the power and
the will to purchase, but I think the will is very seldom wanting
when the power exists, - for the desire of accumulation will occasion
demand just as a desire to consume, it will only change the objects
on which the demand will exercise itself.' 1 5 If the power to purchase
in this sentence is interpreted as Y, and the will to purchase construed
as corresponding to C + I, then, by the assumption that as long as
the power exists the will always exist too, we obtain Y � C + I, i.e.
S � I. This together with S � I shown above, implies S = I. By
assuming Say's law Ricardo ruled out the problems of under
investment and underconsumption which later became the main
concerns of Keynes.
4 Unless Say's law is fulfilled, that is, unless investment I is flexibly
adjusted to savings, there exists generally no full-employment-full
capacity equilibrium. This is seen to be true in the one-product-two
factor economy, by using the familiar 'income determinatfon
diagram' in the following manner. Where Say's law holds, the C + I
curve of the diagram coincides with its 45° line. Consequently, any
point of the line can be an equilibrium. This was expressed by Keynes
as : there is no obstacle to full employment. Under the law, where
full employment actually prevails in the factor markets, the point
YF on the line, which corresponds to the Y = F(Nv, Kv) at Nv = N
and Kv = K, is singled out as the actual equilibrium point. On the
other hand, where Say's law does not hold, YF does not in general
coincide with the point of intersection of the C + I curve and the
45° line. Thus Say's law is necessary and sufficient for the full
employment thesis.
In this section and the following, it will be seen that the same is
true for a model of general equilibrium of capital formation which
involves savings and investment. We assume, for the sake of
simplicity, a miniature model of a barter economy consisting of one
consumption good industry (signified by subscript c) and one capital
good industry (subscript k). It is also assumed that no land is used
for production in either industry. The production functions of the
15 D. Ricardo, Letters, The Works and Correspondence of D. Ricardo, Vol. VI, ed.

by P. Sralfa, Cambridge University Press, 1952, p . 133, his italics.
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two industries are written as :

Xe = Fc(lc> kc) ,
xk = Fk(lk, kd ,

(3)
(4)

respectively, where x stands for output, l for employment of labour
and k for employment of capital. Let Pc and Pk be the prices of
consumption and capital goods, w the wage rate and q the net returns
to capital. The profits nc and nk are given as :

1Cc = PcXc - 8pkkc - wlc - qkc >
nk = pkxk - 8pkkk - wlk - q kk ,

(5)
(6)

where 8 is the rate of depreciation of capital. The variables x" kc, le
are determined as functions of Pc• Pk > w and q so as to maximize nc
subject to (3). Similarly, xk, kk, lk are functions of Pk• w, q , which
maximizes nk subject to (4).
Let N be the existing amount of labour in the economy and de
the quantity of consumption goods demanded by workers. After
subtracting the amount of money spent for consumption from the
workers' income, the remainder is saved in the form of a bond; we
thus have the workers' budget equation,
(7)
where DB is the demand for-the bond. Let r be the interest rate of
the bond; de will obviously be a function of w, Pc and r. On the other
hand, the total income of entrepreneurs and capitalists amounts to
nc + nk + q(kc + kk). Assuming that their personal consumption is
negligible, they will buy capital goods of the amount dk by issuing
bonds if their income falls short of the necessary expenditure, pkdk;
hence,

(8)
where SB represents the amount of bonds sold. Subtracting (8) from
(7) and taking (5) and (6) into account, we can obtain Walras'
identity :
(9)
where Y = Pc Xc - 8pkkc + Pk Xk - bpkkk. In view of the previous
notation of substituting DL for w(lc + lk), SL for wN, C for Pede and
I for pkdk, it can be easily found that Walras' two laws (2) and (9)
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are equivalent. (Note that we now assume that money is absent in
(2) , so that DM = SM = 0. Also the bond is absent in the past.)
Then we have five equilibrium conditions; the first is for the
consumption good,
x.(p. , Pk • w, q) = d. (p., w, r)
(10)
which states, of course, that the supply of the consumption good is
equal to its demand; the second for the capital good,
xk(Pk • w, q) = b[k. (p. , Pk• w, q) + kk(Pk• w, q)] + dk,
(1 1 )
which states that the output of capital good equals gross investment;
the third for labour,

(12)
which implies full employment; the fourth for the use of the capital
good,
(13)
where M represents the total amount of capital goods available in
the economy; the fifth condition is the supply-demand equation for
the bond,
SB = DB .
(14)
In addition to these, the condition,

f(q/pt> dk ) = r,

(15)

has to be fulfilled in the state of equilibrium, as f represents the
curve which Keynes called the schedule of marginal efficiency of
capital. This is the expected rate of the net income accrued from
using one unit of capital good for production, so that it depends on
its current rate, q/pk , as well as the amount of capital good to be
invested, dk . Denying Say's law, Keynes assumed that marginal
efficiency is a diminishing function of the amount of investment d1,
while the schedule f shifts upwards when the current rate, q/pk
increases. Finally, the consumption good is taken as the numeraire;
prices and the wage rate are all normalized such that Pc = 1 .
5 T o examine whether the system o f equilibrium conditions
( 10)-(15) has a solution, let us first investigate under what condition
Say's law would prevail. It is easy to answer this question, because,
where the marginal efficiency of capital f does not diminish even
though the gross investment d1 is increased, f is independent of dk ,
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so that there is no condition in the system which restricts dk of the
equation ( 1 1 ). Investment is perfectly flexible, so that (1 1 ) is certainly
realized. This implies Say's law.
In this case the general equilibrium will be established in the
following way. First, omitting dk from the left-hand side of (15), we
may rewrite it in the form :
( 15')
This, together with ( 10), (12) and ( 13), forms a four-equation system
which has four variables, Pk • w, q and r. (Of course Pc is set at 1 by
the normalization.) Therefore, they will be determined. Once Pk• w, q
are given, output of the capital good xk is also given, so that equation
( 1 1 ) has only one variable dk which is flexibly adjusted to xk 8M.
Then we have all the five equilibrium conditions except ( 14).
However, this remaining condition for the bond market is necessarily
satisfied, by virtue of the Walras' law (9), whenever all the other
equilibrium conditions are fulfilled.
What will happen if Say's law is rejected and (15) is restored in
place of ( 1 5')? The system has five independent equations due to
eliminating (14) by Walras' law, and five unknowns, Pk • w, q, r and
dk . This might enable us to conclude that the system has a general
equilibrium. For this to be true, however, some preconditions must
be satisfied, otherwise, there will not be a general equilibrium
solution, and some of the equilibrium conditions will have to be
violated. This is the problem of overdeterminacy, peculiar to the
world of anti-Say's law.
This is the most important proposition which general equilibrium
theorists after Keynes must accept. But, unfortunately, they have so
far entirely, or almost entirely, neglected it. I have proposed it in
my Walras ' Economics, 1 6 but it has not attracted the attention of
economists, except for a few such as Negishi, Filippi and Saltari,
who have all rejected it. 1 7 My proposition was unsatisfactory (it
-

1 6 See pp. 121-2 of the book.
1 7 T. Negishi, 'M. Morishima, Walras' Economics' (in Japanese), Keizai Kenkyu,

1980; F. Filippi, 'Morishima's Interpretation of Keynes: Some Comments and
Criticism', Zeitschrift fur Nationalokonomie, 1980; E. Saltari, 'Marginal Notes on
a Recent Book by Morishima', Economic Notes, Monte dei Paschi di Siena, 1980.
Another example is Hahn's recent work on 'The neo-Ricardians' in his Equilibrium
and Macroeconomics, Blackwell, 1 984, pp. 353-84. In this paper, he examines the
solvability of the 'Ricardo-Sraffa' model. However, he seems to assume Say's law
implicitly. Otherwise, he would confront the problem of 'overdeterminacy' at some
stage in his argument.
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was too strong), though the message was clear, and I shall correct
it in the next section. The proposition does hold, not only for Walras'
own rather peculiar general equilibrium system, but also for more
usual systems, such as the present one, which most neoclassical
economists would accept.
To show that the system (10)-(15) may have no solution, we
assume that the workers have no ability to save. Then in (7) DB is
identically zero, and, therefore, de is independent of the rate of interest
r. Three equations (10), (12) and (13) now contain only three
variables pk, w, q , so that they are determined, say, at PZ, w0, q0 •
Substituting these values into the left-hand side of (1 1 ), we obtain
the full-employment-full-capacity equilibrium value of output of the
capital good; that is, xk(p2, w0, q0). On the other hand, r is required
to be positive. Then, where we assume that the marginal efficiency
of capital diminishes rapidly when the amount of investment dk is
increased, we obtain that dk satisfying (15) with Pk = PZ and q = q 0
is very small, however low the rate of interest r may be. Thus we have

xk(p2, w0, q0) > dk(p2, q0, r) + 6M,
for all possible positive values of r. The equilibrium condition ( 1 1 )
will never be established; we will always have underinvestment. The
system of equilibrium conditions (10)-(15) has no set of solutions
in the case of f diminishing sharply with respect to dk. This is
completely opposite to the case of Say's law in which f is independent
of dk.
The same result is obtained even ifthe workers' savings are positive
but sufficiently small. The demand for consumption good de is then
not influenced much by r. Taking r as a parameter, the system (1 0),
( 12), (13) may be solved with respect to pk, w, q; solutions are written
as Pk(r), w(r), q (r). As r has not much influence on de of (10), these
solutions are not much influenced by r, so that xk(Pk(r), w(r), q (r))
is more or less rigid. Therefore, if we additionally assume a rapid
decline of the marginal efficiency of capital with respect to dk, we
obtain a similar inequality to the one above:

because the left-hand side is more or less rigid, while dk on the
right-hand side is very low for all values of r > 0. Thus we always
have a lack of effective demand in the capital good market. This
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shows the impossibility of the full-employment-full-capacity
equilibrium.

6 Let us now be concerned with correcting the 'overdeterminacy'
thesis on which I insisted in Walras 's Economics. In the final part

of Chapter 7 of the volume, I introduced the marginal efficiency
equation (15) (there numbered as (10')), not as a replacement of,
but as an addition to the equation implying equality between the
rate of net income from using the capital good in production and
the income rate from holding the bond. As this last equals the rate
of interest, the equation is written as :

q/pk = r,

(15')

which is numbered (10) in the book. I insisted that the system
consisting of all of Walras' equilibrium equations (including (15')
above) would yield no solution if the marginal efficiency condition
(15) were additionally imposed. Thus, because (15) defined an
investment function, I concluded that the introduction of an
investment function would give rise to overdeterminacy, and the
full-employment-full-capacity equilibrium would generally be
impossible.
As I have done in the pnwious section, I now discard (15') and
replace it with (15). It is then shown that Walras' own system has
no solution, provided that the following two conditions are fulfilled :
(a) the workers' savings are negligible, so that their demand for the
consumption good is almost independent of the rate of interest, and
(b) the economy is very depressed and, hence, the investment demand
dk generated by the marginal efficiency condition (15) is very low
for all values of the interest rate. It has already been seen in the
previous section that the overdeterminacy thesis is true for the usual,
now conventional, equilbrium system. It can be shown, as we see
below, that this is also true for Walras' own model, though it
significantly differs from the conventional one.
Suppose now, as Walras did in his original model, that the
technology is given. Then we are provided with a set of constant
input coefficients by which consumption and capital goods are
connected. We have two sets of equations : (I) the price-cost
equations for consumption and capital goods and (II) the
supply-demand equations for labour and the productive services of
the capital good. The latter equations correspond to (12) and (13)
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above. However, le, lk, kc, and kk of (12) and (13) must be replaced
by the products of given input coefficients and the respective outputs,
Xe and xk. As Xe = de and the latter only depends on Pc and w, because
of the assumption (a) above, we now find that the ultimate variables
of the new equations (II) are xk, Pc and w. In view of Pc = 1 due to
the normalization, the two equations of (II) determine xk, w, say at
xf, w0, respectively.
On the other hand, the price-cost equations, which imply
entrepreneurial excess profits nc and nk being zero in the state of
equilibrium, give Pc and Pk as linear functions of w and q (i.e. the
sums of w and q multiplied by their respective input coefficients).
Since Pc = 1 , these determine Pk and q. Thus we obtain pg, q0 at w0.
Substituting these into (15), we find that dk is given as dk(q0/pf, r).
Now this is compared with xf - bM. Bearing the assumption (b) in
mind, we may conclude that in a time of depression dk does not
reach the net amount of the capital good purchased, xf - bM,
because dk is small however low r may be.
This result is still valid even though the assumption (a) is relaxed
in the right way. Substituting Xe = de, which is now a function of Pc•
w and r, into the supply-demand equations for labour and capital
services, we find that they contain three unknowns xk, w and r, so
that, taking r as a parameter, we obtain xk(r) and w(r). Since the
effect of r upon de is assumed to be very small, xk and w are almost
constant even though there is a significant change in r. On the other
hand we find that Pk and q depend on w(r); thus we obtain Pk(r)
and q(r), which in turn give us dk(q(r)/pk(r), r). As a change in w(r)
is confined in a small range, Pk(r) and q(r) are also fairly constant.
Therefore, in depressive circumstances, it is not only possible but
also highly likely that we have
for all r.
Thus a Walrasian equilibrium is not necessarily realized where
Say's law does not prevail. In spite of this possibility, the critics of
my Walras ' Economics such as Negishi, Filippi and Saltari all insist
that the replacement of Walras' condition (15') by Keynes' marginal
efficiency condition (1 5) does not affect the number of equations nor
the number of unknowns at all, and that an investment function is
implicitly defined by (15). Thus they have an economy in which
anti-Say's law prevails with an independent investment function investment that is independent of savings. They conclude that the
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economy has a general equilibrium solution because the system
contains the same number of independent equations as unknowns.
It has nevertheless been shown above that their conclusion is
disproved by a counterexample to the effect that the full
employment-full-capacity general equilibrium is impossible when
the prospects of investment are depressive. It is indeed very logical
that Walras, who wanted to assume the existence of general
equilibrium, was led to assume Say's law by replacing (15) with (15').
But it is an unfortunate mistake that, by doing so, he himself closed
the door to · Keynes. This judgement is also applicable to Ricardo
who was fascinated by the loi des debouches but could not entirely
see the relationship between unemployment and the law.
If there is a shortage of demand for the capital good, its supply
xk is adjusted, in Walras' system, to the demand dk(q(r)/pk(r), r) + JM.
Then the demand for labour and capital of the capital good industry,
lk and kk, will decrease proportionately, no substitution between
labour and capital being possible as the technique is given. Also, a
decrease · in xk will create a decrease in x by the multiplier effect
c
which, in turn, produces a decrease in the demand for labour and
capital for the consumption good industry. In this way we will have
unemployment of both labour and capital in Walras' system as soon
as Say's law is removed.
We have so far assumed that there is one consumption good, one
capital good and no land. But this simplification is not essential for
the above argument of 'overdeterminacy'. Of course, Walras
assumed many consumption goods, many capital goods and various
kinds of land. Even in such economies, the above argument mutatis
mutandis holds. We may now follow Keynes in concluding that there
are two kinds of economics, one accepting Say's law (Ricardo,
Walras and many other classical and neoclassical economists) and
the other denying it (Sismondi, Malthus, Keynes etc.), in the same
way as we have, in geometry, Euclidean and non-Euclidean.

7 Say's law discussed above accords with its definition by Keynes.
To the modern reader, however, the law would be more familiar if
given the names of Lange and Patinkin. They define it as the 'total
demand for commodities (exclusion of money) is identically equal
to their total supply', 1 8 where 'commodities' includes not only
1 8 Lange, 'Say's Law', p. 52, his italics.
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consumption and capital goods, but also primary factors of
production and the bond. Thus Lange and Patinkin extend the list
of commodities which Keynes confined to the physical goods
produced (consumption and capital goods) so as to include a bond
as well as land and labour. The total demand for and supply of
commodities are then given by
and
respectively. Where supply creates its own demand, they are
identically equal to each other. This means DM � SM because of
Walras's law (1); hence, by (2), it can be said that Say's law prevails
if and only if the identity,
(16)
holds. In this system Lange and Patinkin take money as the
numeraire, but with the introduction of money the whole system of
equations (3)-(15) does not change except for (7) and (8); DM and
SM must be added on the right-hand sides of (7) and (8), respectively.
Lange and Patinkin assume that, with arbitrarily given Pc• six
equilibrium conditions ( 10)-(15), five of which are independent,
determine five variables, that is, three relative prices PdP0 w/pc, q/p"
one investment variable dk and the rate of interest r. 1 9 In making
this assumption they neglect the possibility that (10)-(15) may have
no solution. This implies that they implicitly assume Say's law in
Keynes' sense; that is to say, the demand for the capital good dk is
always available in the economy in an amount which is enough to
establish the full employment of the primary factors of production.
The arbitrarily fixed price of the consumption good, Pc• should
equate the demand for money to its supply, if it, together with pk, w, q
determined above, constitutes general equilibrium prices. However,
under Say's law in the Lange-Patinkin sense (the L-P-Say's law),
it should be so however arbitrarily Pc may be fixed, because DM = SM;
therefore, the level of prices is left undetermined. If we make an
additional assumption that de is homogenous of degree zero in w
and p"2 0 then it can be shown that a change in Pc will not give rise
to any change in relative prices Pk/Pc, w/p" q/pc- Thus, after Lange
and Patinkin, it has become common knowledge among economists
19

This assumption is valid where Say's law in Keynes' sense (the K-Say's law)
prevails.
20 Note that x" xk, l" lk, k, and kk are all homogenous of degree zero in prices.
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that, if the L-P-Say's law prevails, relative prices are determined,
while the absolute level of prices is completely undetermined. Thus
Lange concludes: 'Money is neutral. . . . [I]t is merely a "veil" which
can be removed and relative prices can be studied as if the system
were based on barter.'21 'Say's law precludes any monetary theory.
The theory of money must, therefore, start with a rejection of Say's
law.'22
This common knowledge must be reexamined for the case when
Say's law in Keynes' sense (the K-Say's law) does not hold. In thii
case equations ( 10)-(15) have no solution, provided tha1
assumptions (a) and (b) of Section 6 are satisfied. It is noted tha1
(a) implies that de is homogenous of degree zero in prices w and Pc ·
Then as Xe, xk, le, lk, k"' kk, dk and de are all homogenous of degree
zero in prices, it can be shown that, however radically the price level
may be adjusted, we have no price set which establishes equations
(10)-(15) simultaneously. In fact, in the manner of Section 6 we can
show that those prices, pk, w, q, with an arbitrary Pc• which satisfy
(10), ( 12), (13) will violate ( 1 1 ), because of (a) and, especially, (b).
And we can also show that this holds true for any value of Pc• because
of the homogeneity of the functions. Thus the condition of
underinvestment cannot be altered by changing the price level, and
this result is obtained regardless of whether the L-P-Say's law is
satisfied or not.
This shows the irrelevance of the L-P-Say's law to Keynesian
unemployment due to underinvestment. We may now summarize
our argument in the following manner: (I) Where the K-Say's law
prevails, there exists a full-employment-full-capacity equilibrium, as
relative prices and the rate of interest are determined. In this case,
however, if the L-P-Say's law is additionally assumed, money is
neutral and the absolute level of prices is left undetermined. On the
other hand, (II} where the K-Say's law does not hold, the
impossibility of the full-employment-full-capacity equilibrium
becomes possible and such circumstances cannot be altered for the
better by adjusting the price level. Thus the L-P-Say's law has
nothing to do with establishing the proposition (II).
In what sense is it true that Ricardo assumed Say's law? To answer
this question it must be noticed, first, that there is no explicit
investment function in his system, and secondly, that throughout
2 1 Lange, 'Say's Law', p. 64.
22 Ibid., p. 66.
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the Principles, except for Chapter XXXI on machinery which was
hastily and carelessly added in the third edition,23 it is difficult to
find a chapter or even passages which discuss the unemployment of
labour. This means, he accepted that investment is determined by
savings and that there is no difficulty in realizing full employment;
this suggests that he implicitly accepted the K-Say's law. On the
other hand, concerning money, he was a quantity theorist, believing
that the price of money or its reciprocal, the price level, is determined
by the quantity of money. In fact, he wrote, 'A circulation can never
be so abundant as to overflow; for by diminishing its value, in the
same proportion you will increase its quantity, and by increasing
its value, diminish its quantity' (p. 352).24
Similarly, as will be discussed in a later chapter, Walras, as an
elaborator of Ricardo's economics, assumed K-Say's law by
regarding the demands for capital goods k, k', . . as variables which
flexibly adjust themselves to aggregate savings. Also, he considered
that the price level is determined by the money equation. The idea
ofL-P-Say's law is, we must say, very foreign to Walras who derived
the law of the quantity theory of money from his monetary
equilibrium equation.25 We may now conclude that if we all agree
to say that Ricardo and his followers accepted Say's law, it was not
the Say's law as defined by Lange and Patinkin which is now familiar
among contemporary economists, but the rather antiquated version
of Keynes.
.

23
24

See Chapter VII above.
He also wrote: 'Mr. Buchanan evidently thinks that the whole currency must,
necessarily, be brought down to the level of the value of the debased pieces; but,
surely, by a diminution of the quantity of the currency, the whole that remains
can be elevated to the value of the best pieces.'
2 5 Walras, Elements, p. 366.
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Machinery

1 Ricardo added a final chapter on the effects of the introduction
of machines to the third edition of the Principles. 'On Machinery'
is, in essence, related to Schumpeter's problem of innovation, though
Ricardo did not use this term. He wrote :
He, indeed, who made the discovery of the machine, or who first
usefully applied it, would enjoy an additional advantage, by
making great profits for a time; but, in proportion as the machine
came into general use, the price of the commodity produce, would,
from the effects of competition, sink to its cost of production, when
the capitalist would get the same money profits as before, and he
would only participate in the general advantage, as consumer, by
being enabled, with the same money revenue, to command an
additional quantity of comforts and enjoyments. (p. 387)

Walras gave a more subtle description of the same effects :
Thus, we pass from the static to the dynamic state. For this
purpose, we shall now suppose that the annual production and
consumption, which we had hitherto represented as a constant
magnitude for every moment of the year under consideration,
change from instant to instant along with the basic data of the
problem . . . . Such is the continuous market, which is perpetually
tending towards equilibrium without ever actually attaining it,
because the market has no other way of approaching equilibrium
except by grouping, and, before the goal is reached, it has to renew
its efforts and start over again, all the basic data of the problem,
e.g. the initial quantities possessed, the utilities of goods and
services, the technical coefficients, the excess of income over
consumption, the working capital requirements, etc., having
changed in the meantime. (Walras, Elements, p. 380)
The diversion of productive services from enterprises that are losing
money to profitable enterprises takes place in various ways, the
most important being through credit operations, but at best these
ways are slow. It can happen and frequently does happen in the
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real world, that under some circumstances a selling price will
remain for long periods of time above cost of production and
continue to rise in spite of increases in output, while under other
circumstances, a fall in price, following upon this rise, will suddenly
bring the selling price below cost of production and force
entrepreneurs to reverse their production policies. (Ibid.,
pp. 380- 1 )

Of course, although Schumpeter's innovation i s a concept which
is much wider than an introduction of new machines (which is
discussed by Ricardo) or an exogenous change in technological
coefficients and the working capital requirements (mentioned above
by Walras), the above passages might have suggested to Schumpeter
the idea of the theory of innovations and credit creation, as I discuss
in Chapter 9 below. This shows not only that his theory is not
entirely new and can be traced back to Walras, and further to Marx
and Ricardo, but also how close Ricardo, Marx and Walras were
to each other. As a matter of fact, though Walras himself did not
write explicitly, it is indeed easy for a contemporary economic
theorist to write a Walrasian chapter on machinery on the basis of
his exposition in the Elements (pp. 380-3). By applying a summary
form of his definition of 'technical progress' (p. 383 ) , as distinct from
'economic progress', to his propagation analysis of exogenous
shocks, hinted at in the last two passages above, we obtain a
Walrasian view of machinery which is very similar to the first passage
from Ricardo.
In the first and second editions of the Principles Ricardo thought
that 'an application of machinery to any branch of production, as
should have the effect of saving labour, was a general good' (p. 386),
in other words, capitalists, landowners and workers would all be
better off if machines were employed; they would all benefit from
the general cheapness of commodities resulting from the use of
machines. In the third edition, however, he seemed convinced that
the substitution of machines for labour would create unemployment
and was, therefore, 'very injurious to the interests of the class of
labourers' (p. 388); that is to say, the use of machinery does not
make the economy Pareto superior.
2 In examining this new proposition, it must first be noted that
Ricardo assumed Say's law in the machinery chapter of the third
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edition as well as in all the other chapters. In fact, he stated:
If, by improved machinery, with the employment of the same
quantity of labour, the quantity of stockings could be quadrupled,
and the demand for stockings were only doubled, some labourers
would necessarily be discharged from the stocking trade; but as
the capital which employed them was still in being, and as it was
the interest of those who had it to employ it productively, . . . it
would be employed on the production of some other commodity,
useful to the society, for which there could not fail to be a demand.
(p. 387)

This is nothing else but Say's law, which he believed in, as he himself
wrote:
for I was, and am, deeply impressed with the truth of the
observation of Adam Smith, that 'the desire for food is limited in
every man, by the narrow capacity of the human stomach, but the
desire of the conveniences, and ornaments of building, dress,
equipage and household furniture, seems to have no limit or certain
boundary'. (p. 387, my italics)

Secondly, Ricardo did not only consider machines in this final
chapter but also in all the others, as when he referred to fixed capital,
he included machines, as well as other capital goods such as
implements, tools and buildings. As he said that the values of gold
and silver 'are subject also to fluctuation, from improvements in the
skill and machinery with which the mines may be worked' (p. 14),
or 'if the shoes and clothing of the labourer, could, by improvements
in machinery, be produced by one fourth of the labour now necessary
to their production, they would probably fall 75 per cent' (p. 16),
Ricardo obviously allowed for machines in his theory of value. There
is no doubt about this once one has read the first chapter.
If so, Ricardo should have deduced similar, consistent results in
both the machinery chapter and the rest of the volume. Nevertheless
he concluded in the former that an introduction of labour saving
machines would create unemployment of labour, while he main
tained full employment throughout the latter. This inconsistency
was pointed out by J. R. McCulloch and T. R. Malthus. 1 The present
chapter is a fresh revisit to this point, in which I follow Ricardo in
1 See The Works and Correspondence of David Ricardo, ed. P. Sraffa, Cambridge
University Press (1951-73), Vol. VIII, pp. 381-2 and Vol. IX, pp. 10- 1 1 .
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adopting a numerical approach. However, since his formulas of
accounting are a bit confusing, I shall begin with correcting his
numerical example and explain why and where corrections have
been made.
First, he imagines a capitalist who carries on the joint business
of producing food (corn) and manufactured necessaries, using capital
of £20,000, part of which is invested in fixed capital - £7,000, the
remainder being employed as circulating capital for the support of
labour - £1 3,000. Profits are 10 per coot, so that the total value of
output including profits amounts to £22,000. Thus :
fixed
circulating profits
gross
produce capital cost capital cost
£22,000 = £7 ,000 + £13,000 + £2,000
The two capital costs are called constant and variable capitals,
respectively, if Marx's terminology is used. It is noted that land is
implicitly assumed to be abundant, so that it yields no rent.
Moreover, Ricardo calculated the gross produce at £ 1 5,000,
excluding the fixed capital cost of £7,000. The difference between
the two gross products, i.e. £22,000 versus £15,000, is not a matter
of definition, but arises from incorrect methods of accounting. There
exists the produce worth £22,000, a part of which, worth £ 1 3,000,
is bought by the worker of that business, another part worth £2,000
is bought by the capitalist himself and the remaining part (£7,000)
by the workers and capitalists of the industry producing fixed capital
goods.
Next, Ricardo supposed that 'the following year the capitalist
employs half his men in constructing a machine, and the other half
in producing food and necessaries' (p. 389). Ricardo did not say
anything about the distribution of fixed capital between the
food-necessaries sector (sector I) and the machine se.ctor (sector II).
But I simply assume that the capital is divided equally between them.
(This implies that the fixed/circulating capital ratio, which is often
called the organic composition of capital by Marxist economists, is
equal between the two sectors, and therefore, by virtue of the
Ricardo-Marx theorem discussed in Chapter 1 above, there is no
discrepancy between prices and values; prices are thus proportional
to values. This is, however, not essential for the following argument.)
Then the following two accounting equations hold for sectors I and
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II, respectively:
gross
produce
Sector I : £ 1 1 ,000
Sector II : £1 1 ,000

fixed
capital
=
=

circulating
capital

profits

£3,500 + £6,500 + £1,000
£3,500 + £6,500 + £1 ,000

(1)
(2)

For these too, Ricardo stated that, neglecting the fixed capital
used, the gross output of the food-necessaries sector is £7,500 (that
is the sum of the value of circulating capital, £6,500, and profits,
£1,000), and similarly that of the machine sector is £7,500. But the
total amount of food and necessaries produced should be £ 1 1 ,000,
instead of his £7,500, and that part of the produce which corresponds
to the fixed capital cost of £3,500 would be sold to the workers and
capitalists of the machine sector. In the same way, the output of the
machine sector should be valued at £ 1 1,000. After deducting the
total profits (£2,000) for the capitalists' consumption from the gross
output of food and necessaries, there would remain £9,000 of
circulating capital (rather than Ricardo's £5,5002), with which the
subsequent operations could be carried out. The wage fund would
then be reduced from £13,000 to £9,000 (rather than his £5,500) and,
consequently, the labour which was employed before would become
redundant by £4,000 ( = £13,000 - £9,000).3 Thus the employment
oflabour is decreased because in the period in which half the workers
employed were used for the production of machines, the production
of food and necessaries was halved, which resulted in a reduction
of the wage fund and therefore the capitalists can only employ a
smaller number of workers.
Ricardo did not notice that this conclusion would clearly conflict
with his basic assumption of Say's law. As I explained at the
beginning of this section, Ricardo assumed the law throughout the
book including the chapter on machinery; also, he assumed that
machines existed in the preceding chapters. Thus there is no
substantial structural change between the model of the original part
of the book and that of the newly added chapter; if there is no
unemployment in the former, the workers should fully be employed
in the latter too. This is especially true because Say's law implies
that there is no obstacle to full employment. If so, where did Ricardo
2 £5,500 = Ricardo gross income (£6,500 + £ 1 ,000) - profits (£2,000 ) .
3 The corresponding figure originally given by Ricardo is £7,500 = £ 13,000 - £5,500.
See Principles, p. 389.
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stray from the straight and narrow? Where did he admit an obstacle
which would make Say's law unworkable, in spite of his superficial
support of it, and resulted in a creation of unemployment?
3 Let us begin by pointing out that the state of affairs described by
equations {l) and (2) is not an equilibrium. After supplying its own
workers and capitalists with £7 ,500 worth of food and necessaries,
sector I still has £3,500 ( = £1 1 ,000 - £7,500) worth of food and
necessaries to be supplied to the workers and capitalists of sector
II. Since the demands from sector II amount to £7,500
( = £6,500 + £1 ,000 of equation (2)), there is (£4,000) of excess
demand for food and necessaries ( = £7,500 - £3,500). On the other
hand, the demand for fixed capital for replacement from sector I is
£3,500 and that from sector II is also £3,500, while the supply of
machines is £ 1 1 ,000, so that there is an excess supply of machines
amounting to £4,000. We have obtained this state of disequilibrium
because Ricardo arbitrarily assumed that half the workers were
employed in the production of machines. If this distribution of
workers does not create an equilibrium, as is the case, the number
of labourers working in the machine sector should be adjusted such
that there is no excess demand or supply in the market for food and
necessaries as well as in that for machines.
What then is the equilibrium distribution of the labourforce? This
is the problem of Marx's scheme of reproduction. Since Ricardo's
numerical example assumes that capitalists do not save at all, it is
a scheme of 'simple' (stationary) reproduction, and the resulting
equilibrium is static. Suppose now that total labour (worth £13,000)
is distributed between sectors I and II in the ratio 68.2 per cent : 3 1 .8
per cent;4 and that total fixed capital (£7 ,000) is distributed in the
same proportions. Sector I uses £4,773 of fixed capital and £8,864
of circulating capital (for the employment oflabour), the total capital
used being £13,637, from which 10 per cent profits (£1 ,364) accrue.
Consequently the total gross output of sector I amounts to £1 5,000.
Similarly, sector II employs £2,227 of fixed capital and £4,136 of
4

These figures are obtained in the following way. Let x be the proportion of the
output of sector I in the total production and y that of sector II. Then the equilibrium
condition for simple reproduction due to Marx, which is referred to below, is written
as:
x£7,000 = y£13,000 + y£2,000 ,
from which we obtain x = 68.2 per cent and y = 3 1 .8 per cent, because y = 1 - x.
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circulating capital and yields profits of £637. Its gross output is
£7,000. These are expressed by the following accounting equations
in a scheme of simple reproduction :
fixed
gross
circulating profits
produce capital
capital
Sector I : £15,000 = £4,773 + £8,864 + £1 ,364
Sector II : £7,000 = £2,227 + £4,136 + £637

(3)
(4)

On the right-hand side of these equations, the first terms represent
the replacement demands for fixed capital by the two sectors; their
sum gives the total demand for machines, because there is no new
investment demand. Similarly, the sum of the second terms (£1 3,000)
gives the total demand for circulating capital, while the sum of the
third terms (£2,000) represents the total profits. As both workers
and capitalists are assumed to spend their whole income on
consumption, the total demand for food and necessaries from
workers amounts to £15,000 ( = £13,000 + £2,000). It is easily seen
that the total demand for food and necessaries and that for machines
are equal to their supplies (that is, their gross outputs), respectively.
Moreover it is seen that fixed capital employed in sector I (£4,773)
equals the sum of the circulating capital (£4,1 36) and the profits
(£637) of sector II. This is nothing else but Marx's equilibrium
condition of simple reproduction.
Thus, where the labourforce is distributed between the two sectors
in the equilibrium proportions, 68.2 per cent : 3 1 .8 per cent, the
demand for labour after the production of machines will be the same
as before such an operation was commenced; thus, it does not cause
unemployment. In Ricardo's example unemployment is generated
because the labourforce is distributed between the two sectors in the
wrong proportions, 50 per cent: 50 per cent. There is, however, no
reason why it should be so. Where there is an excess supply of one
commodity, an excess demand arises from some other commodity.
Outputs are then adjusted in order to remove excess demand and
supply. When the state of equilibrium is finally brought about, the
employment of labour will be as high as it was before, because Say's
law is assumed.
4 Attention must be paid to the fact that in his numerical example
Ricardo assumed that capitalists consume their whole income;
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consequently, there are neither savings nor capital accumulation.
The resulting equilibrium is the one of simple reproduction. But the
same argument would still mutatis mutandis be applied to the
economy where capitalists save a part or the whole of their income.
We have, in this case, an equilibrium of 'extended' (expanding)
reproduction, and the full · employment of labour is established, as
the demand for labour is adjusted such that it is equal to the supply
of labour growing at a rate g determined exogenously.
Let us begin with explaining how an expanding equilibrium is
obtained. Although it is possible to follow Marx's own algorithm
for obtaining an equilibrium of extended reproduction, ours differs
from it, because it is desirable to avoid his very peculiar, unnatural
investment function.5 Let g be 4 per cent. Denoting capitalists'
propensity to save by s and their propensity to consume by c, we
have s + c = 1 . Let the total output be distributed between sectors
I and II in the proportion, x :y, such that x + y = 1 . The accounting
equations, corresponding to (3) and (4), may then be written as:
Sector I : x£22,000 = x£7,000 + x£13,000 + xc£2,000

+ xs£2,000

(5)

Sector II: y£22,000 = y£7,000 + y£1 3,000 + yc£2,000

+ ys£2,000

(6)

The amount of output of sector I which remains after the part
consumed by capitalists of sectors I and II is removed, is distributed
among the workers of the two sectors, so that

x£22,000 - xc£2,000 - yc£2,000
=

x£1 3,000(1 + h) + y£13,000(l + h' ) ,

where h i s the rate of growth of employment i n sector I and h' in
sector II. If full employment is to prevail, the sum of the increments
of employment in the two sectors, x£1 3,000h + y£13,000h' , equals
the increment of the supply of labour, £13,000g. In view of x + y = 1 ,
we have, from the above equation, the equation for sectoral balance,

22x = 13(1 + g) + 2c .
5 See my Marx's Economics,

p.

1 18.
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Next, we additionally require the familiar growth equilibrium
condition,
sr = g

which implies that the economy grows at a rate g equal to the
product of the capitalists' propensity to save, s, and the rate of profits
on capital, r. 6 This means that, where s and g are given exogenously,
the rate of profits is determined such that it fulfils the above
condition. We fix s and g at 0.4 and 0.04, respectively, so that the
rate of profits takes on the value of 10 per cent, though Ricardo
seemed to set it at that value rather arbitrarily. Obviously c = 0.6.
Substituting these values into the equation for sectoral balance, we
find x = 0.669 and therefore y = 0.33 1 .7 With these numerical values
of x and y, the terms of equations (5) and (6) are seen to take on
the following values :
gross
produce

fixed
capital

circulating
capital

profits

Sector I : £14,720 = £4,683.6 + £8,698.2 + £ 1 ,338.2 (5')
Sector II : £7,280 = £2,31 6.4 + £4,301 .8 + £66 1 .8 (6')
where the term of profits of (5') is the sum of the last two terms of
(5); the same is true for (6'). These are, needless to say, the cost
accounting equations.
Let us finally turn to the supply-demand equations of the two
products. First, the supply of sector I's produce (food and
necessaries) is worth £14,720 in the market. The demand includes
consumption made by capitalists of sector I (£802.9) and that of
sector II (£397. 1 ). It also includes workers' demands. As the
employment of labour increases at the rate g 4 per cent, wage
payments (circulating capitals) are expanded to the amounts £9,046. 1
and £4,473.9 i n sectors I and II, respectively. They are fully spent
on food and necessaries by the workers. It is easily seen that the
total sum of the demands is equal to the supply. Thus,
=

£14,720 = £9,046. 1 + £4,473.9 + £802.9 + £397.1 .

(7)

For machines, there is a supply of £7,280 which is compared with
replacement demands for machines from sector I (£4,683.6) and
6

See, for example, my Equilibrium, Stability and Growth, Oxford University Press,
1964, p. 1 5 1 .
7 More exactly, x = 0.6690909 and y = 0.3309091 .
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sector II (£2,3 16.4) and new investment demands from both
sectors. This last provides newly employed workers with machines.
Therefore, new investment demands are proportional to replacement
investments with a proportionality factor which is equal to the rate
of growth of employment, g = 4 per cent; these additional demands
from sectors I and II are calculated at £187.3 and £92.7, respectively.
We find that the total demand for machines is equal to their supply,
that is
gross
replacement
new
produce
investment
investment

£7,280

= £4,683.6

+ £2,316.4 + £187.3 + £92.7

(8)

Furthermore, we can show that savings equal investment. As
sector I's demand for circulating capital is £9,046. 1 and its
replacement demand for the same capital is £8,698.2, their difference
gives the sector's new investment in circulating capital which is
£347.9. This, together with the sector's new investment in fixed
capital which is worth £187.3, gives the total new investment made
by sector I, which is calculated at £535.2 and equal to the savings
made by the capitalists of sector I; similarly for sector II. Thus,
new investment in:
circulating
fixed
capital
capital

Capitalists'
savings
Sector I :
Sector II :

£535.3
£264.7

=

(9)
(10)

£347.9 + £187.3
£172.1 + £92.7

Four equations (7), (8), (9), (10) establish that the economy is in
an equilibrium state of balanced growth, and h h' g. Since
productive activity is growing at the same rate as the labourforce,
full employment persists. Thus, contrary to Ricardo, we conclude
that, under Say 's law, the substitution of machinery for human labour
is not injurious to the interests of the class of labourers, provided
that machines are introduced appropriately. The appropriate
magnitude of the machine sector relative to the food-necessaries
sector is determined by Marx-like extended reproduction equations.
In this sense, Ricardo's machinery chapter and Marx's reproduction
schemes are closely related to each other and the latter may be
regarded as an extension and an elaboration of the former.
=

=

5 Next, Ricardo was concerned with the case of mechanization
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undertaken by manufacturers such as clothiers or cotton
manufacturers, which resulted in a substitution between fixed and
circulating capitals in favour of the former.
All I wish to prove, is, that the discovery and use of machinery
may be attended with a diminution of gross produce; and whenever
that is the case, it will be injurious to the labouring class, as some
of their number will be thrown out of employment, and population
will become redundant, compared with the funds which are to
employ it. (p. 390)

As in the previous case, he did not take Say's law into account in
his proof and this fact seems responsible for his conclusion, even if
his reasoning is correct. Under Say's law, however, the state of things
is completely altered and the economy works very differently. Thus,
we would still have the full employment of labour.
Let us suppose that those who mechanize their own production
processes, like Ricardo's clothier and cotton manufacturer, belong
to the food and necessaries producing sector (sector I). Suppose the
proportion of fixed to circulating capital of sector I was, for example,
7/1 3 before the mechanization and is increased to 3 as the result of
it. The same ratio of 7/13 also applies to sector II (producing
machines), irrespective of the mechanization in sector I. Where the
rate of profit is 10 per cent and wage funds of £ 13,000 are available,
the stationary equilibrium to be established before mechanization
is given by equations (3) and (4), while ( 1 ) and (2) are the accounting
equations of the two sectors, with a total capital of £ 10,000 each.
We assume that this is a full employment equilibrium, that is, there
are workers whose full employment wages amount to £13,000. After
the mechanization, however, the cost accounting equations will be
written as:
gross
fixed
circulating profits
produce capital
capital
Sector I : £1 1 ,000 = £7,500 + £2,500 + £1 ,000
Sector I I : £1 1 ,000 = £3,500 + £6,500 + £1 ,000

·

(1 1 )
(12)

It is noted that these two equations satisfy the conditions for the
fixed/circulating ratio, 3 for sector I and 7/13 for II, and the rate of
profits on the total capital is 10 per cent in both sectors. It is also
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seen that (1 1 ) and (12) fulfil Marx's condition for simple
reproduction.
the fixed capital cost of sector I

= the circulating capital cost and the profits of sector II.
Hence (1 1 ) and (12) give a stationary equilibrium.
It is seen, however, that the total amount of circulating capital is
only £9,000 ( £2,500 + £6,500) which is smaller than the total
amount of available wage funds, £13,000. From this, we might be
able to say, as Ricardo would have done, that there will be £4,000
of unemployed labour. But this is an argument which neglects Say's
law. Where there are unused wage funds of £4,000, farmers and
manufacturers can expand their production by 44.4 per cent and
sectors I and II each will produce an output of £15,888. Under Say's
law, such an expansion of supply creates an expansion of demand.
In fact, the accounting equations after the expansion will be obtained
by multiplying (1 1 ) and (12) by 1 .444. We then have a state which
satisfies Marx's condition for simple reproduction :
=

fixed
circulating profits
gross
produce capital
capital
Sector I : £15,888 = £10,833 + £3,6 1 1 + £1,444
Sector II : £15,888 = £5,055 + £9,389 + £1,444

(13)
(14)

In this state the outputs are sold in the following way: first, food and
necessaries are demanded by workers and capitalists of the two
sectors. Workers' and capitalists' demand equals their incomes
(wages and profits) which are £13,000 and £2,888, respectively,
because we assume their propensity to consume to be 1 . Therefore,
for sector I total demand (£13,000 + £2,888) equals its supply of
food and necessaries which amounts to £15,888. On the other hand,
sector II has the replacement demand for fixed capital of £10,833
from sector I, in addition to its own replacement demand of £5,055.
Thus demand equals supply for sector II.
These are to be compared with the demands for the produce of
the two sectors before the expansion of production, which were
calculated as being £1 1 ,000 each. Thus the expansion of supply
creates an expansion of demand of an exactly equal amount. This
is not surprising at all, because it implies Say's law. Ricardo
mistakenly concluded that mechanization in one of the sectors would
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give rise to the unemployment of labour, because he forgot that
Say's law prevails in his economy.

6 Ricardo finally examined the effect of a change in the consumption

pattern of various goods upon the employment of labour. 'If a
landlord, or a capitalist, expends his revenue in the manner of an
ancient baron, in the support of a great number of retainers, or
menial servants, he will give employment to much more labour, than
if he expended it on fine clothes, or costly furniture; on horses, or
in the purchase of any other luxuries' (p. 393). In obtaining this
result too, he neglected Say's law. It is seen in the following that,
under Say's law, a change in the consumption pattern has no effect
upon the employment oflabour. Let commodity 1 be the wage good,
and commodities 2, . . . , n be luxuries or capital goods. To produce
one unit of commodity i, I; units of labour and aii units of commodity
j {j = 2, . . . , n) are used. aii is zero if j is a luxury good. The wage
rate is denoted by w, the price of commodity i by Pi • and the rate
of profits by r. We take the agricultural product as numeraire, so that

(15)

P1 = 1 .

Finally, c; represents the quantity of the luxury good i bought by
the capitalists per unit of their income. c 2 ,
, en depend on prices
and the rate of profits and are determined so as to satisfy the
capitalists' budget identity (per unit of profits) :
•

•

•

L pi ci (p, r ) = 1 .

(16)

Assuming the depreciation rate being 1, the accounting equations
per unit of the respective commodities may be put in the form:
i = 1, . . . , n .

(17)

Let X ; (i = 1, . . . , n) be the quantity of commodity i produced, N
the total number of workers available in the economy. It takes one
period to produce agricultural products (food), while production is
assumed to be instantaneous for all other commodities. x1 stands
for the product of the agricultural activity in the previous period
and currently available in the market. Then the supply-demand
equations, for commodities and labour, may be put in the following
forms respectively:

(18)
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X;

= L a;ixi + c;(p, r)Il ,

(19)

i = 2, . . . , n

N = L li xi,
(20)
where IT is the total profits realized in the current period. In the

following we are concerned with the case of w being the same in the
present as in the previous periods.
The system consisting of equations (15)- (20) is now solved in the
following manner. First, substituting (20) into (18) we obtain full
employment wages at w = xifN. If p is eliminated from (17) by use
1
of ( 15), then n equations (17) determines n unknowns, p 2 ,
, Pn
and r, since w is already determined. As there is no change in w in
the current and previous periods, there is also no change in the
prices and the rate of profits in the two periods.
Then the total profits realized in the current period may be written
as :
rr = r[(L pj aj 1 + wldx 1 + (L pj aj2 + wl2 )x 2 + · · ·
•

•

•

(21 )

+ (L pj ajn + wln )xnJ .

In agriculture, profits from the activity in the previous period are
realized in the current period, because of its one-period production
lag, while in the other sectors the realization is instantaneous.
Substituting the values of p and r obtained above from (15) and (17)
into c;(p, r) and (21 ), we obtain the values of the remaining n + 1
unknowns x 1 , . . . , xn and IT which satisfy (19), (20) and (21 ). We
can easily show x 1 = x , 8 so that the equilibrium is stationary.
1
As is seen at once, this system contains no independent investment
function but satisfies Say's law. Where the capitalists' consumption
coefficient shifts from c;(p, r) to c;(p, r) such that

(16')

L p;c;(p, r) = 1 ,

we have a new system consisting of ( 15), (16'), (17), ( 18), (19'), (20)
and (21 ), where (19') is:

i = 2, . . . , n.

(19')

The new system may be solved in exactly the same way as the old
one. We thus have a new full employment equilibrium which is also
stationary. From this we conclude that the demand for labour will
8

Multiply equations (17) by respective x;'s and add them up and compare the result
with the sum of equations (19) multiplied by respective p;'s. We easily obtain
x1 = x1 by virtue of (16) and (21).
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be as great as before, even if a capitalist diverts his revenue from
expenditure on a luxury good to another good.
Ricardo obtained a completely different conclusion, because he
not only ignored Say's law but also did not carefully examine how
output x;'s are influenced by a shift in the consumption functions,
ci (p, r), i = 2, . . . , n. It seems that he considered them as given, at
least in the chapter on machinery. Marx used reproduction schemes
to determine the equilibrium scales of industries, whereas Walras
used the general equilibrium approach to determine the equilibrium
levels of industrial outputs x ,
, xn. At the time of Ricardo,
1
however, theory was not yet sufficiently developed in this respect.
Although it is true that he pursued x/s repercussions rather carefully,
he failed to put the equilibrium supply-demand conditions in the
exact form of simultaneous equations. Hence he was unable to see
what values output x/s would eventually take on after a change in
the consumption coefficients; he rather assumed all x/s to be
unaffected or to truncate. the process of repercussions at a point
where the economy was still in the original state of disequilibrium.
Similarly, the system (15)-(21 ) may enable us to examine the
effects of a change in other data on the demand for labour. As we
have seen in the preceding section tliere may be a substitution of
machines for labour. If this happens in industry h, that is, a1h
increases to aj,h , with lh decreasing to l�, then industry h will employ
more machines k and less workers. The new cost-price and
supply-demand equations are
•

•

•

Pi = (1 + r)(}: pi aJi + wl; ),

(22)

x = w(}: ljx),

(23)

xi = L a;i xi + ch, r) Il,
N = lj xi ,

(24)

11 = r[ (:L piaj1

(25)

+ wl� ) x 1 + (L piaj2 + wl;)x2 + · · ·

+ (L piaJn + wl�)xnJ ,

(26)

where aji = aj; and li = 1; unless j = k and i = h. These equations,
together with (15) and ( 16), form a new equilibrium system. Of
course, we have full employment in the new state of equilibrium too.
Thus, as we have concluded in the preceding section, substitution
of machines for labour does not cause any harm to the working class.
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7 In the precedihg chapter on Say's law, we have seen that the
absence of an independent investment function is necessary and
sufficient for the law. To reinforce this statement we shall show in
the following that the introduction of an ex-ante aggregate
investment function into the system (15)-(21 ) above will in general
result in an overdeterminacy of the system's variables, such that it
violates the full employment of labour which has so far existed. For
this purpose we shall rewrite the input-output equations (18) and
(19) in terms of the concepts of consumption and investment.
We define the current aggregate net output as
Y = P1X1 + P2 X2 +
- · · · - ("
L... pJ-

· ·

·

+ Pn Xn - (L piai 1 ) x 1 - (L Piai2) x 2

a}ft- )x" '

(27)

the workers' consumption of the wage good as

Cw = w[l1X1 + l2 X2 + . . . + ln xnJ

(28)

and the capitalists' consumption of luxuries as

(29)
Cc = (L Ph(p, r)) Il ,
this being equal to IT because their propensity to consume is 1 as
is assumed by (16). We define the investment in circulating capital as
(30)
fcc = Wl1(X1 - Xi )
and that on fixed capital as

lie = (L Piai1 )(x 1 - X.1) .

(31 )

On the other hand, equations (18) and (19) may be put in the form:

X1 = w [l1x1 + l2 x 2 + · · · + ln xnJ + wl1(x 1 - x 1 )

(32)

i = 2, . . . , n .
(33)
+ ci (p, r)IT ,
Multiplying (32) and (33) by p 1 and Pi• respectively, we obtain as
their sum, in view of definitions (27)-(3 1 ), the following

macroeconomic equation :

(34)
It should be emphasized that this equation has not so far played a
positive role in determining the values of prices and quantities in
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the system (15)-(2 1 ). Once they are determined it will always be
satisfied.9 Icc and I1c are ex-post investments, and the system has as
yet no ex-ante investment function. Aggregate investment is perfectly
adaptive in this case.
.
Independently of this adaptive process of determining Ice and I1c
by (30) and (31 ), there may additionally be an ex-ante investment
function, describing entrepreneurs' aggregate investment decision
making, say,

I = f(X 1 ,

•

•

· , Xn)·

Therefore, the equilibrium of the economy requires the equality of
ex-post to ex-ante investment; that is,
(35)
Since there is no ex-ante investment function under Say's law, there
is no equilibrium equation (35) in Ricardo's economics, But, once
it is introduced by denying the law, we have the problem of
overdeterminacy, and thus the full employment of labour is
impossible.
The following is an obvious example of this. Suppose
entrepreneurs want to make an investment of constant amount A
in all circumstances, while workers make no savings but capitalists
save in corn. (35) then takes the form,
(35')
Suppose A > 0, i.e. x 1 > x 1 ; this means that all X; increase, so
that the condition of stationary full employment is violated. On the
other hand, where the full employment equilibrium continues to
prevail, it is stationary, .i1 = x1 , so that Ice = I1c = 0. Thus (35') is
reduced to A = 0, but A > 0, a contradiction; similarly for negative
A . Hence the entrepreneurs' desire to make investment becomes
infertile. This dilemma is a phenomenon of overdeterminacy
and, where entrepreneurs' intentions are realized, full employment
is not achieved. In Ricardo's economics there is no idea of ex-ante
investment and hence no equality of ex-post to ex-ante investment.
It is, therefore, immune from the dilemma due to overdeterminacy.
Finally, a brief comment, from my point of view, on Hicks' recent
9 In fact, Y = Cw + C" because x 1 = x 1 implies Ice = 0 and I1c = 0. Note that no
savings are made by workers and c�pitalists.
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works on Ricardo on machinery. 1 0 In these he takes explicit account
of both the production and service periods of machines, but ignores
the problem of inter-industrial repercussions of outputs x;'s
generated by the shock of mechanization. It is a one-output macro
model. Hicks does not explicitly discuss Say's law. He presumes, I
think, that some anti-Say's law prevails, as in Keynes' General
Theory model; thus mechanization will give rise to the
unemployment of labour. This type of analysis based on anti-Say's
law, especially if it is multi-sectoralized in an appropriate manner,
should be much welcomed and appreciated, because the actual
economy does not fulfil Say's law.
Nevertheless, the problem of Say's law is still significant and
should be discussed explicitly. No one evidently believes that there
can be an economy which satisfies the law rigorously. Even Ricardo
would have concurred with this. The point is whether or not a model
based on the law can be a reasonable approximation to the reality.
From this point of view he would have argued that, in an early stage
of capitalism where capitalists and entrepreneurs do not diverge
greatly from each other, Say's law would substantially and
practically hold true. It would then be reasonable to conjecture that
in such an economy full employment would virtually be maintained,
irrespective of the degree of mechanization. Where the law almost
but not entirely held, unemployment would be created by
mechanization but it would not be large. Thus the effect of
mechanization upon employment would depend on how closely the
actual process of saving and investment approximated Say's law. I
believe that the problem of mechanization should be investigated
so as to enable us first, to examine what would happen in the idealistic
case satisfying Say's law, secondly, to determine how much the actual
economy would deviate from the ideal state, and thirdly, to explain
the deviations ill terms of the degree of approximation of Say's law
to the actual saving-investment mechanism. Moreover, in this
analysis either a general equilibrium of the Walrasian type, or a
Marxian theory of reproduction, or something equivalent to them,
has to be explicitly utilized in order to make clear the effects of an
introduction of new machines upon the relative magnitudes of
industries.
10

See John Hicks, A Theory of Economic History, Oxford University Press, 1969,
pp. 168-71 ; Capital and Time, Oxford University Press, 1973, pp. 89-109;
Economic Perspectives, Oxford University Press, 1977, pp. 1 84-90.
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No one has yet completed such an analysis, while it is observed
that the dilemma of overdeterminacy and, therefore, the problem of
unemployment becomes more and more serious in the actual
economy. A substantial part of unemployment might certainly be
due to the fact that the actual economy is diverted from Say's law,
because entrepreneurs, on the one hand, and capitalists, on the other,
are getting farther apart and are becoming more and more
independent of each other.

9

Towards an anti-Say's law regime

1 During the nineteenth century Ricardo occupied a position in the
world of economics analogous to that held by Keynes today.
A considerable number of economists were still discussing his ideas
several decades after his death, and his methods - namely the eliciting
of laws and theorems deductively and purely logically on the basis
of strict abstract concepts and definitions - continued to prevail
among them. His verbal-logical economics and numerical examples
were further refined by Marx who developed them into a numerical
analysis based on a clearly defined mathematical model, albeit using
hypothetical figures. Walras' general equilibrium theory can be seen
as innovative of this trend, but it can also be seen as something
which attempted to provide what in modern terminology could be
called the microfoundations of Ricardian economics.
Marx's commendation of Ricardo's theories as scientific
economics is well-known; Walras too, despite his critical stance
towards Ricardo, respected him as 'the founder of pure economics
in England' and devised three Ricardo-like laws as conclusions to
his general equilibrium theory. 1 However, as far as Say's law was
concerned both Marx and Walras regarded Ricardo with critical
eyes. The fact that most members of the classical school were
optimistic regarding the establishment of full employment of labour,
despite the categorization of economics as a dismal science, was in
part a result of the belief placed in the existence of an automatic
regulatory market mechanism, stemming from a fetishistic faith in
Adam Smith's invisible hand. However, it was in part also due to
the view that because of Say's law the impossibility of general
overproduction was guaranteed. For Marx - whose belief in the
collapse of the capitalist system led him to reject all bourgeois
1

See Walras, Elements,

p.

165; Morishima, Walras's Economics,

pp.

5-6.
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doctrines that failed to comprehend the essence of the capitalist
mode of production and disregarded the anarchy (or the
decentralization) of that machinery of production - the theory of
crisis was a highly significant subject. For that reason Say's law
(which Marx regarded as 'an established axiom in English political
economy') with its denial of the possibility of general overproduction,
was a clear object of attack for him. 2
His main attack was based on a critical analysis of Ricardo's
formulation of Say's law, in the form of the statement made by
Ricardo himself, 'no man produces, but with a view to consume or
sell, and he never sells, but with a view to purchase some other
commodity, which may immediately be useful to him, or which may
contribute to future production ' (p. 290) as Marx quoted in Theories
of Surplus Value.3 Marx remarked that under conditions of capitalist
production no man produces with a view to consuming his own
product. He must sell. The sale, however, is in no sense
unconditionally to be followed by a purchase. Paying due regard to
his perception that commodity exchange establishes a relationship
between two producers, mediated but also interrupted by money
M C), he concluded, contrary
(his well-known formula C M
to Ricardo, that the producer, who initiates a sale, is under no
compulsion and may even be well advised (in times of heightened
commercial uncertainty) to abstain from following up the sale with
a corresponding purchase. A situation may then arise where the
aggregate supply of all commodities exceeds the aggregate demand
for them because 'the demand for the general commodity, money,
exchange-value, is greater than the demand for all particular
commodities, in other words, the motive to tum the commodity into
money, to realize its exchange-value, prevails over the motive to
transform the commodity again into use value'.4
If selling (and therefore aggregate supply Y) is cut off from
purchase (and therefore aggregate demand C + I) then Say's law
(i.e. what I have called Say's law in Keynes' sense in the last chapter),
which insists not only upon the ex-post but also on the ex-ante
identity of aggregate supply and aggregate demand (the whole
concept of what James Mill described as 'the metaphysical
-

·

·

·

-

2 K. Marx, Theories of Surplus Value, Part II, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1968,
p. 165, p. 400, p. 468, p. 502.
3 Ibid., p. 502, his italics.
4 Ibid., p. 505, his italics.
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equilibrium of purchase and sales'), will collapse. Y is no longer
identically equal to C + I, hence a mathematical identity fails to
obtain between S and /. Therefore, in the market for each
commodity, with the exception of money and bonds, it is possible
for supply to exceed demand and, therefore, for the prices of all
commodities to fall. It will happen more frequently that the aggregate
supply of all commodities will exceed aggregate demand. The reason
for this is that due to the compulsive pursuit of surplus-value, which
obviously has no limits of physical satiety, industrial capitalists, in
view of their competing mainly through their products, are unable
in an anarchic market to form anything but a rather vague idea of
the total size of output and demand in their respective sectors, and
thus tend to overproduce. At the same time they also tend to restrict
aggregate demand by economizing as much as possible on labour
and equipment costs, which worsens the effects of overproduction,
because the workers' demand for the final commodities will be
reduced.
Their tendency to overstep the limits of available demand is
strengthened by the fact that industrialists do not directly supply
the final consumer, but use a wholesaler, who, for a certain period,
will be capable of absorbing excessive output in his stocks. Nor do
they need to be dependent on immediate cash sales to cover their
needs for short-term working capital, since they can always turn to
their bankers for that. Industrialists are, therefore, cushioned against
the direct impact of the tailing off of demand at both ends of the
circuit of productive capital (M - C (which is divided into LP and
MP) · · · C' - M'); 5 a situation that encourages them to force the
pace of production to breaking point.
Given the above, Marx may be interpreted as seeing in the denial
of Say's law the separation of demand (i.e. investment) from supply
(i.e. savings). He also mobilized, in support of his theory of crisis,
a very perceptive and thorough dissection of the compound persona
of the original capitalist-- an individual who combined the various
roles of possessor of means of production, manager, entrepreneur
and investment-decision-maker - into its constituent parts and
5 In Marx's formal representation of the circuit of capital, M stands for money
capital advanced, C for commodity capital (inputs), LP for Jabour power, MP for
means of production, ' . . .' for the production process, C' for commodity output
(output, gross of surplus-value) and M' for the total value of sales, gross of surplus
value. The industrialist may borrow M to expand production, before he recovers
M' from sales.
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showed how each part was delegated, by a process of historical
differentiation, to a separate specialized section of the bourgeoisie.
The rise of distinct rentier, entrepreneurial and managerial groups,
culminating in a complete separation of ownership and control, leads
to a social structure ideally suited to the separation of savings and
investment.
It is popularly believed that Marx was examining an economy
consisting of two classes, workers and capitalists, but those who
read through to the end of Volume III of Capital will understand
that Marx was considering an economy where two additional
personages, the landlord and his capitalist shadow, the farmer, were
united with the industrial capitalist in the exploitation of the working
class. The presence of merchant capitalists and money capitalists
was also mentioned. Thus Marx's world is a multi-social-group
economy and, in an economy such as this, those engaging in
decision-making in investment and those engaging in decision
making regarding savings are not necessarily one and the same. In
order to harmonize their desires and to render them consistent with
each other either the interest rate must be subject to flexible
adjustment6 or, failing this, the volume of production Y must be
accommodated as a variable to regulate savings, as Keynes believed.
It is noted that this antagonistic determination does not necessarily
serve any rational purpose in the allocation of resources. The
ultimate regulator for Marx as well was the fluctuating level of
income. This is the meaning of his remark that 'crises are always
but momentary and forcible solutions of the existing contradictions.
They are violent eruptions which for a time restore the disturbed
eqtlilibrium.'7
Marx, therefore, was able to go beyond the mere rejection of Say's
law and isolate at least one of the elements that we consider necessary
for an anti-Say's law - the rise of separate social groups, one of
which specializes in investment. He may even be said, in view of his
insistence on the relatively large degree of independence enjoyed by
the industrialist as well as the speculative investor, to have sensed
6 It is, however, difficult to imagine Marx accepting such a regulatory role for the

rate of interest. In his words: 'It is indeed the separation of capitalists into
money-capitalists and industrial capitalists that transforms a portion of the profit
into interest, that generally creates the category of interest; and it is only the
competition between these two kinds of capitalists which creates the rate of interest',
Marx, Capital, Vol. III, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 197 1 , p. 370.
7 Ibid., p. 249.
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the need for the second anti-Say's law element: the presence of an
independent investment function. Where he may be said to have
failed is in the rigorous specification of such a function. 8

2 In spite of these, Marx could not develop a theory of economics

on the basis of anti-Say's law. Rather, he was in a contradictory
position. His theory of reproduction is the one which, in terms of
mathematical economics, appears as the most advanced and most
highly perfected part of his system, but the investment function
assumed by Marx in it is not independent of S, and is, moreover,
identically equal to S. In making up his tables of the two-class
reproduction scheme which yields this kind of conclusion, Marx,
contrary to his own much richer exposition in Capital, Vol. III, on
the one hand ruled out the problem of the fragmentation of the
capitalist class into differentiated strata, while at the same time he
hypothesized that the capitalist, who acquires profit, accumulates a
part of it and invests it, according to the formula described below.
Here saving is combined with investment, a combination described
as the accumulation of capital.
Marx assumed the following, highly singular, activity of
accumulation.9 Capitalists in the capital goods industry (below
referred to as Department I) invest a 1 P1 , as a part of the profits of
Department I, P1 • Ratio a 1 is referred to as the rate of accumulation,
and the size of a 1 is exogenously determined. The rate of
accumulation by capitalists in the consumption goods industry
(Department II) is shown by a 2 • But unlike a 1 , a 2 is not exogenously
determined, being endogenously regulated so as to maintain the
balance between the supply of and demand for capital goods. (This
implies that there is no excess demand for consumption goods too,
because, as will be seen, Say's law in the Keynes sense holds.) In
addition to this, Marx assumed that workers did not save, but devoted
the whole of their wages to consumption, while capitalists expended
the total amount of their income (profits) remaining after investment.
8 The closest Marx has got to a literary formulation of the presence of an independent
investment function in the capitalist economy is in his well-known dictum,
'Accumulation for accumulation's sake, production for production's sake: by this
formula classical economy expressed the historical mission of the bourgeoisie',
Marx, Capital, Vol. III, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1970, p. 595.
9 Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1967, p. 514 and Morishima,
Marx's Economics, p. 1 18.
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For that reason the total demand for consumer goods can be
expressed as

Wi + W2 + (1 - a 1 )Pi + (1 - a2 )P2 .
For simplicity's sake let us now assume that the economy consists
only of the capital goods and the consumer goods sectors, producing
the necessities of life, disregarding the sector concerned with the
production of luxuries. We shall also disregard the production
period and assume that there will be no investment in variable
capital. 1 0 After subtracting constant capital C1 and C2 (which
corresponds to Keynes' user costs) from the value of output of
Departments I and II respectively, the net value gained remaining
will be shown as Yi and Y2 • The balance after subtracting the amount
of wages in Department I, Wi, from Yi will be the amount of profits
in that industry Pi ; therefore,

Y1 = Wi + Pi .

Similarly,

Y2 = W2 + P2 .
Since aggregate net output is Y = Yi + Y2 , aggregate savings is

S = Y - [Wi + W2 + (1 - ai)Pi + ( 1 - a 2 )P2] .
However, aggregate investment is

I = a 1 Pi + a 2P2 •
Therefore, S I = Yi + Y2 - ( Wi + W2 + Pi + P2 ), but given the
definition of profits obtained above as P;, that is the balance obtained
after subtracting W; from �. S I will always vanish regardless of
the value of Yi and Y2 • This means that S is identically equal to I
for all values of Y.
Thus Marx's reproduction scheme fulfils Say's law in the
Keynesian sense. Despite his scathing and justified criticism of the
regime of Say's law and his clear intention of extricating himself
from its implications, he failed to construct an analytical system
founded on anti-Say's law. While he took an important step in the
translation from Ricardo to Keynes, he went no more than part of
the way along the road.
1 0 This is an assumption for the sake of simplicity. As for the case where there is a
-

-

production lag, see Morishima, Marx's Economics, pp. 118 ff.
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Marx's reproduction scheme generates balanced growth between
the outputs of the two departments. Starting with arbitrary amounts
of outputs in the previous year, the economy is seen after one year
of unbalanced growth of outputs in the current year to be on the
balanced growth path.1 1 This rather strange result is a consequence
of Marx's peculiar investment assumption, which satisfies Say's law
(in Keynes' sense); the result is far from his vision that the capitalistic
process of reproduction would reach a deadlock eventually. It must
be emphasized that Marx obtained this investment function by
assuming that the capitalists' propensity to accumulate capital is
exogenously given in Department I while it is endogenously
determined in Department II, such that aggregate investment equals
aggregate savings. There is no economic rationale for this asymmetry
between the attitudes of the capitalists of the two departments
concerning accumulation of capital. With this unjustifiable
investment function he confined himself to the world of Say's law,
in the analysis of a reproduction scheme. Thus the fact that, in spite
of his intention and keen desire to get rid of the law, Marx could
not formulate a reasonable investment function explains why he had
no other option other than to establish a significant part of his
economics on a law of which he did not approve.
3 Looked at in this way it is now quite apparent that a separation
of the provider of capital (capitalist) from the user of capital
(entrepreneur) is imperative if we are to free ourselves from Say's
law. It must be said that it is quite natural that the 'English School'
which 'fails to distinguish between the role of the capitalist and the
role of the entrepreneurs' (Walras, Elements, p. 423) should not
succeed in separating investment from saving, and it is both
surprising and at the same time ironic that Say himself should have
devised an extremely pertinent and highly advanced way of
comprehending the entrepreneur. At the end of his Treatise Say gave
something like a glossary of his main concepts. There we read :
Capitalist: He is the one who owns a capital and who earns a
profit when he uses it himself, or an interest when he lends it to
an entrepreneur who then uses it, and who, from then on, consumes
the service of the capital and draws the profits.
1 1 Morishima, Marx's Economics, p. 120.
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Entrepreneur: . . . They are not capitalists except when the capital
or a portion of the capital which they use belongs to themselves;
they are then simultaneously capitalists and entrepreneurs.12

Thus although there are some people who combine the persons
of entrepreneur and capitalist, the two are conceptually independent
of each other; moreover, the entrepreneur is the agent who makes
the decisions regarding investment, as well as the agent who bears
the risk which accompanies the activities of an enterprise. This means
that he is an entrepreneur in the Walras-Schumpeter sense. After
distinguishing three activities necessary to production (research,
application and labour), Say adds :
It is rare for one person to undertake all three operations. The
most usual is that someone studies the law of nature. He is the
scientist. Another person takes advantage of this knowledge in
order to create useful products. He is the agriculturalist, the
manufacturer or the merchant, or, to describe them all by a
collective name, the entrepreneur . . . 1 3

It is therefore clear that Walras was indebted to Say not just for
the concept of equilibrium but also for the concept of entrepreneur,
but despite this Walras had a low opinion of Say. Walras cited a
passage in Say's Treatise which says that the lending of labour, land
and capital is carried out among the possessors of these three items
(i.e. the worker, landowner and capitalist), and wages, interest and
rent are determined as the price of the various loans.14 He then
added : 'J. B. Say did not fully understand the specific role of
entrepreneur. In fact, this person is absent from his theory' (Walras,
Elements, pp. 425-6). For Walras to have evaluated the whole of
Say's work in this way would, of course, have been unfair, but it is
true that as far as Say's model of the market for the factors of
production is concerned the entrepreneur did not exist - except as
one of the workers. This was described by Walras as Say following
'a certain number of French economists' in regarding 'the
entrepreneur as a worker charged with the special task of managing
a firm' (I.e., p. 222).
1 2 J. B. Say, Traite d'Economie Politique, 3 vols, Paris, 1826, pp. 272-3, p. 287, his
italics; translation from the French original by Catephores (the co-author of the
original version of this chapter, entitled 'Anti Say's Law versus Say's Law: A
Change in Paradigm' by M. Morishima and G. Catephores).
1 3 Say, Traite d 'Economie Politique, p. 51, G. Catephores' translation.
1 4 Ibid., p. 18.
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As has been expounded in my Walras 's Economics, Walras's own
model is constructed in the following manner.
Let us call the holder of land a landowner, the holder of personal
faculties a worker and the holder of capital proper a capitalist. In
addition, let us designate by the term entrepreneur a fourth person,
. . . whose role it is to lease land from the landowner, hire personal
faculties from the labourer and borrow capital from the capitalist,
in order to combine the three productive services in agriculture,
industry or trade. (Walras, Elements, p. 222, his italics)

In the market for consumer goods the entrepreneur appears as the
seller of products while the landlord, worker and capitalist appear
as the purchasers of products. 1 5 In the capital goods market
'entrepreneurs who produce new capital goods' (ibid., p. 42) sell their
products to the entrepreneurs who demand them. These
entrepreneurs borrow the sums of money needed to purchase new
capital goods from a capitalist, who 'accumulates his savings in
money' (ibid., p. 270). With regard to this point it should be observed
that Walras noted that 'the demand for new capital goods comes
from entrepreneurs who manufacture products and not from
capitalists who create savings' (ibid., p. 270). If the volume of
production of consumer goods and capital goods is determined in
this manner, then the amount of labour, land and capital needed
for that production is also determined and the entrepreneur appears
in the markets of productive services in order to satisfy his demand
for them. 'Here landowners, workers and capitalists appear as sellers,
and entrepreneurs as buyers of the various productive services'.16
Thus in Walras' system, if investment is decided it will determine
the volume of production of capital goods and, as a result, the
demand for factors of production in the capital goods industry;
hence, the wages, interest and rent to be paid to the relevant
individuals by that industry are also determined. This being the case,
their demand for consumption goods will be determined too, and,
accordingly, the volume of production of consumer goods. The
1 5 Walras, Elements, p. 223.
16 Ibid., pp. 222-3. This is a point of confusion in Walras. Since entrepreneurs
borrow from capitalists the money which they need to purchase capital goods,
the capital goods bought with this money are owned not by the capitalist but by
the enterprise. Consequently, contrary to the passage in the text, it is not the
capitalist who supplies the services of the capital goods; it must be the enterprise
itself. Where it is possible for the capital goods to be moved, the entrepreneur
is likely to receive an offer for the services of the capital goods from another
enterprise. This confusion has been corrected in my Walras 's Economics, pp. 77-99.
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volume of production thus determined creates the demand for
consumer goods arising from the wages, interest and rent paid to
individuals connected with the consumer goods industry, and thus
the total demand for consumer goods, i.e. the total volume of output
of the consumption goods industry, is determined. Since the demand
for factors of production is in proportion to the volume of
production, the total demand for each factor and hence their
employment is determined, as long as it does not exceed their supply.

4 Up to this point, the general equilibrium theory of capital

formation and credit thus formulated by Walras is in all respects
completely Keynesian. Walras' equilibrium formula for the demand
and supply of products may be regarded as a microeconomic version
of Keynes' theory of income determination analysis, and his analysis
of the demand for factors of production is a microeconomic version
of Keynes' theory of employment. However, since the demand for
capital services and the demand for land and labour determined in
this way are not necessarily equal to their respective supplies, Walras
regarded the demand for investment, i.e. for new capital goods, as
being adjusted flexibly so as to fulfil the various equations for general
equilibrium, including those for factors of production. Hence full
employment equilibrium is established.
However, this version of Walras' system, which assumes flexible
investment, lacks an independent aggregate investment function.
Though Walras himself was not aware of this, it satisfies Say's law
in the Keynesian sense, in contradiction with his emphasis on the
independent role of the entrepreneur in decision-making.1 7 This
means that, as in an equilibrium regime of perfect competition, prices
are flexibly adjusted so as to satisfy the equations for supply and
demand at the point of equilibrium. In much the same manner,
Walras regarded investment as a flexibly adjustable variable. Thus
in the Walrasian system there is no place for entrepreneurs who
make investment decisions. There are no independent decision
makers but rather market mechanisms which adjust investment to
exactly the amount at which a general equilibrium is established.
17 For Walras' system of general equilibrium of capital formation and credit, see
his Elements, pp. 267-312. For this system the existence of a full-employment
equilibrium was rigorously proved under Say's law in my Equilibrium, Stability
and Growth, pp. 83-92. See also my Walras's Economics, pp. 70-122.
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Throughout the Elements Walras stressed the importance of the
entrepreneur as an independent entity; yet he accepted the perfect
flexibility of investment, turning the entrepreneur quite simply into
a kuroko, a scene-shifter, 1 8 and by doing this he just failed to achieve
what would have been a remarkable success. The shortcoming lies
in Walras' belief in the existence of general equilibrium in any system
- whether it is a general equilibrium of exchange, of production, of
capital formation and credit, or of money and circulation - which
ultimately made him accept the idea of the perfect flexibility of
investment as an instrument for assuring the existence of a general
equilibrium.
Thus, in regard to a general equilibrium of capital formation,
there are two options concerning how to deal with investment: ( 1 )
that of guaranteeing a general full employment equilibrium by
assuming the perfect flexibility of investment, and (2) that of being
satisfied with an underemployment equilibrium by assuming an
independent investment function. Whereas Keynes opted for the
latter, Walras chose the former probably because of his prejudice
in favour of the existence of general equilibrium. In this way, Walras
too was unable to escape from Say's law, and this failure, as has
been seen above, is closely tied up with his turning the entrepreneur
into a mere stage hand, an entity content to receive no income, just
like an auctioneer, who, while adjusting prices, does not receive an
income for what he does.
In line with this, Walras constructed a mathematical model which
he considered as equivalent to his literary one, 1 9 where he took the
view that capitalists themselves save in the form of capital goods
and the capital goods which they have saved are lent to each industry.
There is a considerable difference, not just in terms of practical
inconvenience as was noticed by Walras, but also in terms of
theoretical significance, between this kind of model and a model
where savings are carried out in the form of money which is then
lent to entrepreneurs so that they may realize their demand for new
capital goods - the kind of model which I have referred to as Walras'
18

19

In Kabuki the kuroko is an individual dressed in black clothes and wearing a
black headdress who appears on stage to arrange it for example by picking up
clothes discarded by the actors. Their presence is necessary to the play but they
play no role whatsoever in terms of advancing the sequence of events.
Walras, Elements, p. 270. He shows no signs of having attempted to prove the
equivalence of the two models, but rather rashly immediately concludes their
equivalence.
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literary or first model. 2 0 The second, or mathematical, model is
essentially no different from the classical model where the capitalist
both saves and invests. Thus Walras' adherence to his faith in the
existence of a general equilibrium meant that his drama of capital
formation, though conceived in the light of a magnificent plan and
vision, became in the end no more than a farce.
Finally, if Walras, with all his emphasis on independent
decision-making by entrepreneurs, had incorporated an investment
function into his system, then, as has been said in a previous chapter,
general equilibrium would no longer be achieved in that system.
Seen in this light we can take the view that Walras' system anticipated
Keynes' theory that under anti-Say's law full employment
equilibrium cannot in general be achieved. As has already been seen,
Say's law was normally discussed with reference to the theory of
crisis and the neutrality of money, but Keynes tied it up with
unemployment. Seen afresh from this kind of perspective, Walras'
economics, which is regarded as providing the microeconomic
foundation for Ricardian economics, though it ignores the
production lag of agriculture, can also serve to provide the
microeconomic foundation for Keynesian economics if an
independent investment function is incorporated into it. It would
not be at all surprising to find that someone had, on the basis of
Walras' theory, begun speculating on an economic theory or
conjecture of the Keynesian type. It is ironic to see that the conjecture
was not taken up by someone, like Schumpeter who was well
acquainted with Walras and respected him, but by Keynes who may
not be regarded as having a high appreciation of Walras' thought.

5 In the transition from the regime of Say's law to the one opposing
it, there were a number of economists who were critical of the law.
Among them most notable would be Wicksell, who, albeit hesitantly,
renounced the law and developed, before Schumpeter, a dynamic
theory which emphasized the role of the banking sector. Like Lange
and Patinkin, however, he was concerned with the law only in its
relation to the determination of the price level. He wrote in Lectures,
A general rise in prices is therefore only conceivable on the
supposition that the general demand has for some reason become,
or is expected to become, greater than the supply. This may sound
20

See my Walras's Economics, p. 73.
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paradoxical, because we may have accustomed ourselves, with
J. B. Say, to regard goods themselves as reciprocally constituting
and limiting the demand for each other, And indeed ultimately
they do so; here, however, we are concerned with precisely what
occurs, in the first place, with the middle link in the final exchange
of one good against another, which is formed by the demand of
money for goods and the supply of goods against money. Any
theory of money worthy of the name must be able to show how
and why the monetary or pecuniary demand for goods exceeds or
falls short of the supply of goods in given conditions. 2 1

On the other hand, unlike Keynes, Wicksell never associated Say's
law with the problem of the unemployment of labour. In fact, in his
analysis of the famous 'cumulative process', Wicksell assumed full
employment throughout. In his Interest and Prices he wrote : 'all
available factors of production will find employment at prices
determined by the market situation.'22 Also, in the Lectures :
As a first approximation we are entitled to assume that all
production forces are already fully employed, so that the increased
monetary demand principally takes the form of rivalry between
employers for labour, raw materials and natural facilities, etc.,
which consequently leads to an increase in their price, . . . (Lectures,
Vol. II, p. 195)

Moreover, concerning Say's law Wicksell was a bit confused in
the analysis of the cumulative process. In some places he renounced
the law and wrote :
In order to make a clear distinction between the roles of capitalists
and entrepreneurs, we may imagine that the latter work entirely
on borrowed money and that they derive this money, not directly
from the capitalists, but from a special institution, a bank. (Interest
and Prices, p. 1 37)
It lies in the power of the credit institutions, acting in cooperation
only with the entrepreneurs, to determine the direction of
production and consequently the period of investment of capital,
without paying any heed to the actual capitalists, the owners of
goods. (Ibid., p. 1 55)

In other places, however, he seems to support Say's law. In his words :
'An increase in the supply of certain groups of commodities means
an increase in the real demand for all other groups of commodities'
2 1 K. Wicksell, Lectures on Political Economy, Vol. II, George Routledge and Sons,
1935, pp. 159-60, his italics.
22 K. Wicksell, Interest and Prices, Macmillan, 1936.
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(ibid., p. 105). Furthermore, his assumption 'that all labour and all
land, and in its turn all capital, are always seeking employment and
are always more or less fully employed' (ibid., p. 13 1 , my italics) can
be realized, where, and only where, Say's law prevails. It is true that
Wicksell neither criticized this sort of association of full employment
with Say's law nor provided any justification for his full employment
assumption. But from all this we may conclude that, like Marx and
Walras, Wicksell was also paradoxically caught between Say's and
anti-Say's laws. He is a predecessor of Keynes in the sense that he
developed (before both Keynes and Schumpeter) a theory which
consolidates real-economic and monetary theories into a unity, but
he had no substantial theory of unemployment. In spite of his critical
view of Say's law, he was nearer to Ricardo than Walras, because
he remained a full employment economist and kept, though in a
new Bohm-Bawerk-Wicksell form, a classical wage-fund theory
which Walras did not subscribe to.
6 It is generally believed that Schumpeter's hallmarks were the terms

'entrepreneur', 'innovation' and 'new combination'. However,
Walras had already emphasized the first of them, as has been seen
above, and pointed out tht;_importance of the other two in the
context of the progress of an economy. Walras stated : 'a change
takes place in the very nature of the coefficients of production as
additional technical coefficients are introduced while others are
abandoned' (Walras, Elements, p. 383). Although he called this
technical progress, it may be more appropriately called a 'new
combination'. Therefore, the aspect of Schumpeter's theory of
economic development which is based on these concepts may be
considered as a direct extension of Walras' concerns.
It is our view that Schumpeter's greatest contribution lay in his
assignment of an explicit role to the banker as the fifth constituent
of the equilibrium system. To show this, we need to explain 'capital'
which is, according to Schumpeter, 'a fund of purchasing power'. 23
'Capital is nothing but the lever by which the entrepreneur subjects
to his control the concrete goods which he needs, nothing but a
means of diverting the factors of production to new uses, or dictating
a new direction to production'.24 'That form of economic
23 J. A. Schumpeter, The Theory of Economic Development, Oxford University Press,
1934, p. 120.
24 Ibid., p. 1 1 6, Schumpeter's italics.
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organisation in which the goods necessary for new production are
withdrawn from their settled place in the circular flow by the
intervention of purchasing power created ad hoc is the capitalist
economy'.25 It is the bankers who supply the entrepreneurs with
purchasing power by furnishing them with credit. Moreover, since
they are not able to create unlimited credit, they have to select from
among the investment plans put forward by entrepreneurs those
which they regard as desirable or likely to succeed. The direction
which the economy will follow will depend on the investment plans
which are chosen; therefore, it is the bankers who constitute the
selection committees for investment plans. They are the helmsmen
of the capitalist economy.
It goes without saying that the savings made by people in society
are concentrated in the banks. If the banker should hand over the
money just as it is to the investor, then it is savings which regulate
investment; although the entrepreneurs will make various investment
plans, the investment made must be equal to savings. That is to say
investment adapts to savings (and not vice versa), and we will always
find that S = I. This means that in this case Say's law prevails.
However, this is not how bankers act. Bankers are able to create
credit on the basis of the money in their possession (i.e. that they
have obtained from savers). While there is a limit to credit creation,
as long as they remain inside that limit bankers may advance the
required sums to those entrepreneurs whose investment plans are
deemed desirable. The total lending is determined both by the
quantitative size of each investment plan and by its quality, i.e. the
proportion of the proposed investment that the bankers estimate
will be successful and therefore they are prepared to advance on.
Where credit creation changes flexibly within stipulated limits,
the aggregate investment carried out (i.e. effective investment, J) is
determined independently of the savings which are available to
bankers. Thus when I is decided the investment plans backed up by
banks will be carried out; capital goods will be purchased, workers
hired and production initiated, with the result that the size of people's
savings will change. S will then adjust to I (and not vice versa). This
is the way in which Schumpeter's model works; however, this kind
of economy is very close to the world of anti-Say's law and in this
Schumpeter has come very close to Keynes. For Schumpeter, the
people who distinguished investment from saving and guaranteed
25

Ibid.,

p.

1 16.
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the independence of investment were the bankers who served as the
intermediaries between saving and investment and intervened
between them by conducting the flexible creation of credit. Saving
is made flexible because of the creation of credit and is adjusted to
investment. It is thus seen that 'banker' and 'credit' (rather than,
or at least as well as 'entrepreneur' and 'new combination') are
inevitably the key words of Schumpeter's economics.
7 What kind of role will bankers play in this process of adaptation?
First, if we assume that labour is supplied only in as far as there is
a demand for it, then SL = DL in (2) of Chapter 7. Furthermore,
bearing in mind that Y C = S, (2) can be written
(1)
s = I + (DB - SB) + (DM - SM) . 2 6
-

I n order t o simplify our discussion, we willdiscuss below the case
where DM = SM prevails initially and assume that individuals do not
save in the form of bonds and that the enterprise investment sector
holds no money. First of all, where entrepreneurs carry out
investment in excess of the sector's net income after the payment of
interest, new bonds have to be issued to the value of the excess.
Thus it is not until they are able to sell that amount of bonds that
entrepreneurs are able to carry out their planned investment. Since
it is assumed that individuals do not buy bonds the bond market
will be in a state of excess supply.
Let us now assume that the bankers buy up all the excess supply
of bonds on the bond market. The equivalent amount of money in
the possession of the banking sector thus passes into the hands of
the enterprise investment sector through the bond market. The
enterprises which have acquired capital in this way will place orders
for capital goods, and the capital goods industry will engage in an
expansion of production. At the same time, the money received by
the investment sector from the banks will be transferred to enterprises
in the capital goods industry in payment for capital goods and this
money will in turn pass into the hands of those engaged in the capital
goods industry. These individuals will consume a part of it and the
26

Note that the last two parenthesized parts represent the value of excess demand
for bonds and money respectively. While these may not initially be 0, they will
become 0 after adjustment, hence we get S = I, but what changes in this process
is not I but S. That is to say, as a result of adjusting the volume of bonds and
money held S will change and ultimately become equal to a given, independently
determined, I. In this way, under anti-Say's law we get S = I.
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remainder will either be held in the form of cash or paid into current
accounts. (Note that we have assumed that individuals do not save
in the form of bonds.) The consumed money passes into the hands
of the consumer goods industry and ultimately into the hands of
the people involved in the consumer goods industry. They too
consume a part and either hold the rest in the form of cash or, if
not, put it on current account. That part of the cash placed in a
current account, of course, passes into the hands of the banking
sector and the remaining cash is held by the private non-banking
sector.
Thus the amount of money released by the banks to buy the bonds
issued by the entrepreneurs is kept by someone in the economy.
This means DM = SM in ( 1 ). In short, if bankers act on the bond
market so as to achieve DB = SB, then it follows that DM = SM, and
hence S = I from ( 1 ). That is to say, as long as there is a balance
in the bond market there will also be a balance in the money market
and at the same time savings will equal investment.
What then is the limit to the amount of money which can be
released by the banks in order to mop up the excess supply on the
bond market?2 7 The banks hold cash and current accounts as
liabilities. They do not know when current accounts might be
withdrawn, but the probability of the total sum being withdrawn
all at once is very small, therefore the rate of cash reserves held may
perhaps be sufficient if it is as low as, say 10 per cent. Thus banks
retain as cash in hand only their necessary cash reserve, and all
other money held can be advanced to entrepreneurs. The greater
the sum advanced by the banks the greater the number of investment
plans supported and thus the lower the marginal quality of the
investment plans. Thus, at a time when opportunities for investment
are restricted, investment plans regarded by bankers as likely to
succeed will soon be completely exhausted and the cash reserves
held by the banks will be far in excess of the necessary amount. The
amount of investment undertaken is related to the extent to which
entrepreneurs are able to devise attractive investment plans and the
magnitude of the investment projects to which bankers are willing
to give favourable considerations. When bankers react negatively,
27

Schumpeter believed that there was the following limitation on the creation of
credit. 'If the solvency of the banking system is not to be endangered, the banks
can only give credit in such a way that the resulting inflation is really temporary
and moreover remains moderate' (ibid., p. 1 13).
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even where there remains good quality investment plans, the
aggregate volume of investment which is effective will be small, and
when bankers agree to support even a number of poor investment
plans the effective volume of investment will for a time be
considerable, but any failure of investment will soon rebound on
the enterprise or the bank. Since it is the banker, rather than the
entrepreneur, who chooses the investment plans which are to be
financed, it is the bankers who are the constituent responsible for a
decision on effective investment. So, as long as they remain within
the limits of credit creation, even where the level of aggregate
investment is high, bankers are able to give financial support to that
aggregate investment. Savings then adjust themselves to that level
of investment.

8 We may now conclude that, after Ricardo, there was a period in
the history of economic theory in which economists were still
working with models which admitted Say's law; during that period
it may be seen that great names such as Marx, Walras and Wicksell
were all explicitly critical of the law, but were not able to construct
a complete model without it. On the other hand, Ricardo's other
instrument, the wage-fund theory, went through changes in that
period. It was preserved by Marx, as his use of variable capital
evidently shows, while it was extended and modernized into the new
wage-fund theory by Wicksell though it was discarded by Walras.
If we define the school which admits both Say's law and the
wage-fund theory as classical and the school which admits only the
former, whilst getting rid of the latter, as neoclassical, then we may
appoint Ricardo and Walras as the representatives of the classical
and neoclassical schools, respectively. According to this definition,
Marx was classical and Wicksell was more classical than Walras.
And from this point of view, Keynes' stance may be characterized
as being in contraposition to Ricardo, denying both Say's law and
the wage-fund theory.
Where anti-Say's law prevails, savings may deviate from
investment. The gap between them is eliminated, according to
Keynes, by adjusting savings to investment via the channel of a
change in income as this gives rise to a change in savings. This view,
however, would not perfectly fit to the recent interpretation of
Keynes' theory which regards the ex-post equality between S and I
as the result of 'rationing' that works so as to remove the excess
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between S and I and adjust the bigger to the smaller. 2 8 In contrast,
however, Schumpeter's view emphasizing the role of bankers, as has
been seen above, would be very amenable to this modern
interpretation. Bankers are in charge of rationing in the financial
market, so that they control S and I. This anti-Say's law world is
a world which has five personae, worker, landowner, capitalist,
entrepreneur and banker, as indispensable ingredients.
Finally, a comment on our above definition of the neoclassical
school. Evidently, it is entirely different from the usual definition of
the term which distinguishes a particular group of economists from
the others, according to whether they use marginal concepts and
accept the maximum principles. 2 9 Ifwe adopt this definition, Ricardo
would be classified as a neoclassical economist, because marginalism
is obvious and essential in his rent-theoretic growth theory, as has
been abundantly seen in this book. In my Marx 's Economics, I have
shown that Marx derived two sets of equations which might be
interpreted together to imply Walras-Marshall-Hicks' subjective
equilibrium conditions. 30 Also, at some stage in the development of
his labour theory of value Marx proposed to define value as the
minimum time a thing could possibly be produced in.3 1 In view of
these and the fact that Marx himself spent an enormous amount of
effort studying differential calculus, including maxima, minima and
Lagrangean multipliers, it is rather difficult to believe that Marx
would . have been antagonistic to the method of marginalism.
Assuming this to be the case, Marx too might be included with the
neoclassical economists. Indeed, all sensible economists, after
Ricardo, would be neoclassical, if the term is defined in the usual
way, notwithstanding the explicit or implicit use of differential
calculus. Hahn would agree to and be pleased by this statement but
the statement itself implies that the identification of neoclassicism
with marginalism is useless for the purpose of distinguishing a group
of economists from other economists. All are actually or potentially
neoclassical according to this identification.
28 E. Malinvaud, The Theory of Unemployment Reconsidered, Blackwell, 1977.
29 See, for example, F. H. Hahn, 'The Neo-Ricardian', in his Equilibrium and
Macroeconomics, Blackwell, 1984, pp. 353-86.
30 Morishima, Marx's Economics, pp. 41-2.
31 K . Marx, The Poverty of Philosophy, New York, 1963, p. 66. See also Morishima
and G. Catephores, Value, Exploitation and Growth, McGraw-Hill (UK), 1978,
pp. 36-58 ; Morishima, 'Marx in the Light of Modern Economic Theory',
Econometrica, Vol. 42, 1974, pp. 61 1-32.
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In the following chapters we shall concentrate our attention on
Ricardo, Walras and Keynes and construct simple models
representing each of their models of economics. We shall examine
carefully how the models work and also try to identify the periods
in which the respective models fit to the real world most adequately.
The problem of congruency between the actual economy and
economic theory, it seems, has not been discussed well by either
economic historians or historians of economics, though it should be
the central subject of their disciplines. It is very unfortunate that
none of the major schools of economics has seriously been tested
against the reality. Of course, the test is very much more difficult
than it is in the natural sciences, because the reality is always in
flux. Nevertheless we must say that without it economic theory can
at best be only a social philosophy or a social mathematics. However
crude or humble it may be, the work of testing should be started.

10
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1 Economists are in disarray. They disagree with each other in their
theoretical models and policy proposals. Some (the classical and
neoclassical economists) believe that full employment and full
utilization will be realized in labour and capital markets, respectively,
as long as the economy works perfectly, while others (the
Keynesians) consider that no mechanism is working in the economy
for the establishment of full employment in the factor markets. These
contrasting perspectives are based on and derived from their
antagonistic premises : Say's law for the Ricardian and Walrasian
economics and anti- or non-Say's law for the Keynesian economics.
Say's law rules out general overproduction, while anti-Say's law
allows for its possibility. Also, on the basis of the wage-fund theory,
the classical economists advocate that the real-wage rate should be
reduced, if Say's law does not work perfectly so that there remains
some positive amount of unemployment to be removed from the
market. Keynesian economists, on the other hand, might direct our
attention to the fact that labour and capital are complementary,
rather than substitutive, so that a decline in the real-wage rate will
give rise to a decrease in the demand for the consumption goods
but does not create any significant substitution effect between labour
and capital in favour of the former. Therefore, it will create a decrease
in employment.
These contradictory views still coexist in the general field of
economics; economists are divided into their respective camps. In
this chapter we compare the three schools : Ricardian, Walrasian
and Keynesian by simplifying their models drastically so as to be
suitable for a two-industry-two-factor framework and will show
how restrictive, and rich in implications, the . two premises, Say's
law and the wage-fund theory, are. It will be seen that economic
theory has developed in such a direction that it frees itself from them.
209
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2 Let us consider an economy consisting of two production sectors:
consumption goods and capital goods industries. In the case of the
model which I call 'Ricardian', the consumption goods industry is
agriculture, and thus the economy is made up of workers, capitalists
and landowners. In the case of the 'Walrasian' and 'Keynesian'
models, there is no agriculture, and, therefore, no landowner. 1 Price,
quantity and production coefficients referring to the consumption
goods industry are represented by Greek letters : n is the price of
the consumption goods, e its output, " the capital coefficient and A.
the labour-input coefficient of the consumption goods industry.
p, x, k, l are those for the capital goods industry, respectively. We
also assume that one unit of capital goods provides one unit of
capital services and represent the price of the last by q .
In the following, price variables are all expressed in terms of
consumption goods (say, corn in the Ricardian model or a vitamin
compound in the Walrasian and Keynesian models); n is, therefore,
always unity; w expresses the real wage rate and p the amount of
corn or vitamin with which one can buy a unit of capital goods.
Since the Ricardian school assumes that it takes one period (say, a
year) to produce consump�ion goods (corn), the capitalists of that
industry must have enough capital to enable them to buy " units
of capital goods (machines) and employ A. units of labour, per unit
of output, for one year before the output is actually produced. In
the Ricardian model, it is assumed that the capital goods industry
pays wages in advance at the beginning of the period, so that the
capitalists must have the capital to subsist workers, for which interest
is charged; the total amount of capital for the production of one
unit of capital goods is : wl + pk. It is assumed that capital goods
depreciate in both industries at the common rate l>.
For agriculture it is assumed that, inputs of capital and labour,
" and A., per unit of output depend on the output of corn, e. The
total cost of output, including depreciation and normal profits (or
interest), is denoted by
wL(e) + pl>K(e) + r [wL(e) + pK(e)J
1

In Walras' own model there are agriculture and landowners, but he neglected the
production lag essential to agriculture. He, unlike Ricardo, did not single out
agriculture as a sector which played a crucial role in the working of his model;
for him, it is merely one of n sectors. Because of this, I exclude it from my Walrasian
model and assume, throughout the following, that non-agricultural industries do
not use land in any of our three models, Ricardian, Walrasian and Keynesian.
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where K(e) = K(e)e and L(e) = A.(e)e; r represents the normal rate
of profit q/p (or the interest rate). The surplus .output, which is the
difference between the output e and the total cost above, is
maximized at the point where the following marginal price-cost
equation is fulfilled

n = w.C + pA' + r(w.C + pK '),

(1)

where K' = dK/de, .C = dL/de and A' = bK'. The Ricardian school
attributes the surplus output of agriculture to the landowners as
rent; we therefore have the rent equation:

ne = [wA. + prx. + r(wA. + pK)]e + nR ,

(1 * )

where R stands for the total amount of rent and rx. = b K.
On the other hand, in the capital goods industry, input coefficients,
k, l, a ( = bk), are all constants, because of the assumed constant
returns to scale. The price of capital goods is then determined such
that it is equal to the average cost. We thus have

p = wl + pa + r(wl + pk) .

(2)

In a particular case of c5 = 1 , all capital goods cease to be
serviceable after they have been used once. The above equations,
(1) and (2), may then be reduced to

n = (1

+

r)(w.C + pA'),

p = (1 + r)(w/ + pa)
which are equations conventionally assumed in a discussion of
Marx's 'transformation' problem. At the other extreme where c5 = 0,
we have

n = w.C + r(w.C + pK') ,
p = wl + r(wl + pk).
As we have already made clear, according to the Ricardian model
there is a sharp contrast between the consumption goods and capital
goods industries. For the latter we assume that the use of land is
negligible and returns to scale constant, so that marginal and average
input coefficients are the same. On the other hand, for the
consumption goods industry (agriculture), the availability of the
most important factor of production, land, is fixed, and hence returns
diminish when the scale is expanded. Moreover, where land is
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cultivated more intensively, we may assume that the proportion of
capital and labour does not change but that capital and labour per
unit of output increase. We thus have
and hence

K' = y£,

where y i s the constant capital/labour ratio of agriculture which is
assumed, throughout the following, to be greater than the
corresponding ratio of the capital goods industry, c = k/l. 2 In the
following we write A. and " as functions of e simply as A. and " ·

3 In Walrasian and Keynesian economics the consumption goods

industry is not agriculture but a manufacturing industry; furthermore
the idea of the wage fund, as will be discussed below, disappears.
We shall assume that both consumption and capital goods are
produced instantly. (They are subject to constant returns to scale,
so that A., "· ix, as well as l, k, a, are all constant.) Thus no interest
is charged on the wage bill in the price determination equations,
which are written as:
n = wA. + pix + rpK,

(1')

p = wl + pa + rpk .

(2')

In these equations, as well as in ( 1 ) and (2), we may write rp as q ;
that is the profits or the price to be paid for capital services used.
The demand-supply (or input-output) equation for consumption
goods is written in the following form. First, in the case of the
Ricardian school which is based on the wage fund theory, let ;;- be
the wage fund from the previous period. In the current period the
two industries start production at the levels e and x, respectively.
Total wages amount to w(A.e + Ix), which workers spend to buy
corn. Capitalists do not consume and their total profits are invested.
As for the landowners, we assume, for the sake of simplicity, that
they do not consume com; they spend their total income on luxuries
which have to be imported since the economy does not produce
them. Taking com as numeraire (n = 1 ), the market for corn is
cleared if and only if

(3)
2

That is to say, the consumption goods industry is always more capital intensive
than the capital goods industry. The opposite case where c ;;;: y can mutatis mutandis
be dealt with in a similar way .
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In the case of no production lag, as is assumed by Walrasian and
Keynesian economists, this is reduced to
(3')
Thus consumption goods are produced instantly, offered to the
market and bought by the workers.
There is a substantial difference in implication between (3) and
(3'). In the case of the wage-fund theory (3), an increase in the output
of capital goods x gives rise to a decrease in the output of
consumption goods, e , because they compete for the limited
resources of the wage fund �. On the other hand, the investment
multiplier theory works in the case of (3'); it is seen that an increase
in x would create an expansion of e according to the following
formula derived from (3'):

e=

wl
x.
1 - wA.

--

Note that wA. < 1 from the price-cost equation (l'} as n is set at 1 .
This means that the Walrasian and Keynesian schools replace the
classical idea of the wage-fund theory of real wage determination
by a theory of interindustrial repercussion between the capital goods
and consumption goods industries. As will be seen later, this is one
of the most significant structural differences between the Ricardian
model, on the one hand, and the Walrasian and Keynesian models,
on the other.
As for the savings-investment equation, we have already assumed
in (3) and (3') that capitalists do not consume and workers and
landowners, who exist in Ricardian economics, do not save, so that
total gross savings including depreciation amount to :

p(ae + ax) + r[w(A.e + Ix) + p(Ke + kx)J
in the Ricardian model, or

p(ae + ax) + rp(Ke + kx)
in the Walrasian and Keynesian models. Adding ( 1 *) to (2)
multiplied by x and taking (3) or (3') into account, it can be shown
that savings of the Ricardian model equal investment, Li� + px, where
Li � = (e - R) - � represents the investment in the wage fund, while
px the investment in the capital goods. Landowners who have
received rent of the amount R from output e are assumed to spend
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it in the foreign market on luxuries, and the remaining amount of
corn, � - R, is devoted to the wage fund in the next period. On the
other hand, in the Walrasian system, there is no wage fund; total
investment is only px, which is equal to savings. Thus, in the
Ricardian and Walrasian systems, we have the following
savings-investment equations, respectively:

�c; + px = p(!X� + ax) + r [w(,l� + lx) + p(K� + kx)] ,

(4)

x = (a� + ax) + r(K� + kx) . 3

(4')

It is noted that in these cases, Say's law prevails in Keynes' sense,
because there is no independent investment function and (4) or (4')
holds wherever (1 * ), (2), (3) or ( 1'), (2'), (3'), are established, so that
it is not an independent equation. Where, as in Keynes' model,
investment decisions are made, say by entrepreneurs, independently
of savings, investment x should be given at a particular level i, or
as a Junction of some economic variables, i( . . . ), determined by
entrepreneurs. Therefore, we must have, in place of the neoclassical
equation (4'), the Keynesian condition:

i == x = (a� + ax) + r(K� + kx) .

(4")

The final set of equations consists of the full utilization equation
of capital and the full employment equation of labour, both of which
can be shown to hold when Say's law holds:

K� + kx = M,

(5)

A,� + lx = N,

(6)

where M stands for the total stock of capital and N for the total
working population. (We assume that there is a non-negative
solution to (5) and (6). If M is too low to establish such a solution,
unemployment known as Marxian unemployment will result.)
Where Say's law does not prevail, the full-utilization-full
employment equilibrium will not necessarily be realized.· In
particular, if i is set too low, x will also be low; hence we will have
a situation of undercapacity-underemployment production. Thus

3

K� + kx � M,

(5')

A.� + lx � N.

(6')

Note that p has been eliminated from both sides ofthe savings-investment equation.
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4 We now have the following three systems. The first is based on
the wage-fund theory and Say's law, which we may call the Ricardian

system :

= w£ + pA'+ r(w£ + pK') ,
p = wl + pa + r(wl + pk),
n

� = w(Ae + lx),

}

the price-cost equations,
the wage-fund theory,

(1)
(2 )
(3)

a�+ px = p(a.e + ax) + r(w(Ae + lx) + p(Ke + kx)] ,
Say's law,

(4)

Ke + kx = M,

the full utilization equation,

(5)

Ae + lx = N,

the full employment equation, (6)

where

R being determined by the rent equation (1 *).

The second system assumes Say's law but no production lag. This
is the Walrasian system:

}

the multiplier theory,

(l')
(2' )
(3')

Say's law,

(4')

Ke + kx = M,

the full utilization equation,

(5)

Ae + Ix = N,

the full employment equation. (6)

n = WA + pa. + rpK ,
p = wl + pa + rpk ,

e = w(Ae + Ix),
X

= (a.e + ax) + r(Ke + kx),

the price-cost equations,

Finally, by negating both premises of the Ricardian school, i.e.
the wage-fund theory and Say's law, we obtain the Keynesian system:

= WA + pa. + rpK ,
p = wl + pa + rpk ,
n

e = w(Ae + Ix),

}

the price-cost equations,

(1')
(2')

the multiplier theory,

(3')

i = X = (a.e + ax) + r(Ke + kx), the investment function,

(4")

i<:e + kx � M.

undercapacity,

(5')

Ae + Ix � N,

underemployment.

(6')
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In this last system strict inequality will prevail in either (5') or (6'),
or both, if the level of investment i is sufficiently low.
In all these three systems, endogenous variables are prices,
n, p, w, r, and outputs, �. x. As n is set at 1 by normalization, the
number of equations exceeds the number of endogenous variables
by 1 in the first two systems, but, as will be seen below, one of the
equations follows from the rest. In the third system; where (4")
contains two equations, overdetermination arises in order for (5")
and (6") to hold with equality. This is because, although the second
equation of (4") follows from ( l '}, (2') and (3'), the first remains.
Let us now assume that the price-cost equations - (1) and (2),
or (1') and (2') - and the market-clearing equations - (3) and (4),
or (3') and (4'}, or (3') and (4") - always hold true, and concentrate
our attention upon the factor markets for capital and labour. First,
the excess demand for capital is zero if and only if
EDK = [K(�/M) + k(x/M) - l]M

(7)

vanishes. Eliminating � by the use of (3) and taking definitions,
w = [/N, y = K/A and c = k/l into account, we have
EDK = [y(w/w)(N/M) + l(c - y)(x/M) - l ] M.

(7')

Assuming that the consumption goods industry is more capital
intensive than the capital goods industry (y > c) (so that the part
in the parentheses of the second term on the right-hand side of the
above expression is negative), we find that the equilibrium curve of
capital utilization, EDK = 0, traces out a downward sloping curve
which starts from the wage rate

W = wy(N/M)

at x/M = O

and reaches

w = wc(N/M)

at x/M = 1/k, where � = 0.

O n a plane measuring w along the vertical axis and x/M along the
horizontal axis, the mm' curve represents the equilibrium curve (see
Figure 6). Keeping x/M constant at a certain level and decreasing
(or increasing) w to a level which is lower (or higher) than the
equilibrium level on the mm' curve, we obviously have an excess
demand for (or supply of) capital.
Under the classical wage-fund theory (3), the excess demand for
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labour may be written as:
EDL = (A.e + lx) - N = (w - w)N/w,

(8)

where w = ·()N, which obviously stands for the availability of
consumption goods per worker. If the actual wage rate w equals w,
the excess demand for labour EDL is zero; thus w may be referred
to as the full employment level of the wage rate. If w is lower than
this, there is an excess demand for labour, but a wage rate above
w gives rise to an excess supply of labour. From this point of view
it is thus seen that unemployment is a consequence of too high a
wage rate, whilst a shortage of labour results from too low a wage
rate. In view of (8), Figure 6 shows EDL = 0 by a straight horizontal
line through w, i.e. the line nn' that is the curve of the excess demand
for labour being zero. The upper (lower) half of the plane divided
by nn' is the region where an excess supply of (or demand for) labour
prevails.
Let us now denote the region where excess supply prevails for
both capital and labour by A, the region where excess demand
prevails for capital and excess supply for labour by B, the region
where we have excess demand for both capital and labour by C,
and finally the region where we have excess supply for capital and
excess demand for labour by D. These are divided by the two curves
'
mm' and nn as Figure 6 illustrates. It is noted that A, B, C, and D
are located anticlockwise around the intersection W of the mm' and
nn ' curves. W is obviously a general equilibrium point where
equilibrium is established for both capital and labour.
5 Let us now turn to the Walrasian and Keynesian regimes, which
are identical except that in the latter investment is not flexibly
adjusted to savings but is regulated according to a certain
independently determined investment function. To obtain the
full-utilization-of-capital curve we substitute the multiplier formula
into (5) or (5'); then
EDK = [ Kwl/(1 - wA.) + k]x - M,

(9)

from which we can see that the full utilization of capital, EDK = 0,
implies that w is zero when x/M is 1/k and w = 1/A. at x/M = 0.
(Note that we assume y > c.)
On the other hand, in these two regimes the output of consumption
goods is proportional to the output of capital goods because of the
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m

c

0

��������-- x/M
1/k
m = wN/M, n = w

Figure 6

multiplier theory (3'); substituting this relationship into (6) or (6'),
we have
EDL = xl/(1 - wJi.) - N.

( 1 0)

It is immediately clear that the real wage rate w should be fixed
according to the formula,

w = (1/Ji.)[1 - (l/N)(x/M)M] ,
in order to be fully employed, i.e., in order to have EDL = 0.
Therefore, we have a straight full employment curve which starts at
w = 1/A. when x/M is set at zero and ends at w = 0 when x/M takes
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Table 1
Labour
excess supply

excess demand

A
B

D
c

Capital
excess supply
excess demand

on the value, (1//)(N/M). Keeping x constant and increasing (or
decreasing) w, it is seen from (10) that above (or below) the full
employment line there is a region of excess demand for (or supply
of) labour.
This full employment line, together with the full-utilization-of
capital curve obtained in the above, produces Figure 7. As in
Figure 6, the entire plane is divided into four sections: A, B, C, D.
Their location, however, is a complete reverse to that of Figure 6.
That is to say, the region C of excess demand for both capital and
labour which is nearest to the origin in Figure 6 is located furthest
from the origin in Figure 7 ; similarly, the position of region A (of
excess supply of both capital and labour) is reversed between the
two figures. However, since regions B and D do not change positions,
the four regions, A to D, locate themselves clockwise around the
general equilibrium point W in Figure 7, in the Walrasian and
Keynesian models.
In these three regimes the economy works in the following manner.
First, we are concerned with the Ricardian regime which satisfies
Say's law. Given the real wage rate and the output of the capital
goods x, the equilibrium output � of consumption goods is
determined by (3 ). Hence the marginal input coefficients K', £, A'
of agriculture are given in equation (1 ). It, together with (2),
determines the price p of capital goods and the rate of profit r, since
the price of consumption goods n is set at 1 . Similarly, in the
Walrasian regime the price equations (1') and (2') determine p and
r, wherever the real wage rate is given, and the multiplier theory
determines � wherever x is given. Once ( 1 ), (2), (3) (or ( f' ), (2'),
'
(3' )) are satisfied,4
the savings-investment equation (4) or (4') is
4 Note that the rent equation (1*) is obtained by integrating ( 1 ) with respect to �-
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m = 1 / -1, m ' = 1 /k, n' =

; :;

Figure 7

shown to hold identically. This is because of the lack of an
independent investment function that is imposed by Say's law.
Therefore, in the factor markets of capital and labour we have two
variables, w and x note that � is a function of w and x which
adjust themselves such that an equilibrium is established in each
factor market. There is no obstacle to realizing the full
utilization-full-employment equilibrium, (5) and (6); temporary
equilibrium W will be established.
In the Keynesian system where we have an independent investment
function i, the savings-investment equation (4") is no longer an
identity; x must be adjusted to satisfy it. Hence, in two factor markets
we only have a single variable w, and the Keynesian regime is a
system of overdeterminacy. Either of the two inequalities, (5'}, (6'},
-

-
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or both of them, may not be fulfilled with equality. In particular, if
x is fixed too low, both (5') and (6') will hold with strict inequality.
Thus, in the Keynesian regime the temporary general equilibrium
represented by the point W, is generally impossible, regardless of the
assumption we make concerning the flexibility or rigidity of the wage
rate w. It was Keynes who emphasized the significance of the role
played by anti-Say's law in the theory of unemployment.
6 We have so far been concerned with analysing the short-run
equilibrium assuming that the existing stocks of capital and labour,
M and N, were given. From one period to another, however, capital
grows at the rate (x/M) - c5, and labour at the rate p. Usually, p is
considered to be an increasing function of the real wage rate. But
we assume that p = p* > 0 as long as w > w., while p = p < 0 for
*
all w < w., where p* and p are constant, and w. represents the
*
subsistence real wage rate, at which p is of course equal to zero.
This assumption is crucial for the following proof of convergence of
the Ricardian type economy to the long-run stationary equilibrium.
In fact, if our p function, which I consider approximates the actual
population growth curve, was replaced by a more general, smooth
S-shaped function, some additional assumption concerning the
curvature of the S-shaped function would seem necessary for assuring
stability.
Let us first examine the Ricardian model. At the short-run
equilibrium point we have EDx = 0 and EDL = 0. The latter implies
w = w. Substituting this into EDx = 0, we obtain
x
M

y (N/M) - 1

l(y - c)

(1 1 )

(See (7').) We first deal with the case o f w > w• . If the gross rate of
growth of capital, x/M, determined by the above formula is larger
(or smaller) than the rate of depreciation of capital plus the rate of
growth of the labourforce, c5 + p*, then capital M grows faster (or
slower) than labour N; therefore, x/M diminishes (or increases)
according to the formula ( 1 1 ), until it finally reaches c5 + p*. (During
this process of adjustment of M and N, the short-run full employment
wage rate w would of course be affected, but as long as w remains
greater than w., there is no change in p* by virtue of our assumption.
Thus there is no alteration in the conclusion that the rate of net
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growth of capital, (x/M) - <5, eventually equals the rate of growth
of the labourforce p*.) Similarly, providing w < w., it can be shown
that the rate of net growth of capital will approach p .
*
After the rates of growth of capital and labour have been equalized,
the real wage rate w will fluctuate in the following way. Dividing
the full utilization and full employment equations in period t by
N1 + 1 , and eliminating x1/N1 from them, we obtain, in view of

N1 + 1 = (1 + p*)N"
et

[(M1/N1 ) - c] y
(1 + p*)K(e1)(y - C)

(12)

where y and c, as before, are the capital/labour ratios of the
consumption and capital goods industries, respectively. Hence,

K(zt Nt + t )z1 =

[ (M,/N,) - c] y
(l + p*)(y - c)

(13)

where z1 = e,/Nt + t ·
On the other hand, if we put x1/M1 = <5 + p* in equation (1 1 )
above, we have

cy
Mt
=
.
N, k(<5 + p*)(y - c) + c

'

(14)

so that M1/N1 and, hence, the right-hand side of (13) are constant.
Taking z and K along the horizontal and vertical axes respectively,
we draw, in Figure 8, the rectangular hyperbola, Kz = H, where H
is the constant given on the right-hand side of (1 3). Also, taking
Nt + 1 as a parameter, a curve of K(zNt + 1 ) as a function of z is drawn
in the same figure. It is evident that the intersection of this curve
with the hyperbola gives the solution to (13) which is Zr = e,/Nt + t ·
As p* > 0, N increases through time. In t + 2, the curve K as a
function of z shifts upwards because N1 + 2 > Nr+ t · This shift gives
rise to a leftwards shift of the intersection of the K curve and the
hyperbola, as is seen in Figure 8, and, therefore, the solution z to
(13) declines : z1+ 1 < z1• As Figure 8 shows, this means K(Z1+ 1 N1 + 2 ) >
K(ztNt + i ), which in turn means et + 1 > e,.
On the other hand, in view of K' = y£ and A' = <5K', it follows
from (1) that

1 = [wt + Pt <5y + r1(w1 + p1y)]£ .
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As e grows, I!. also increases from period to period. This implies
that the part in the brackets declines from one period to another.
Dividing (1 *) for period t by Nt + 1 and taking K = yL and A = bK,
we obtain

1
Rt
et
et
-- - -- = [wt + Pt by + rt (w, + Pt Y )] - K(e ,) -- .
Nt + 1 Nt + 1
N1 + 1
Y
Since the wage fund of period t + 1 , �t• equals output in period t,
et, minus rent, R,, it is clear that the left-hand side of this equation
is the same as wt + 1 = �/N1 + 1 while, on the right-hand side,
K(e1) et /N1+ 1 is constant because of (13) and (14), and the part in
the brackets diminishes over time. Hence wt > w1+ 1 > w1 + 2 >
In this way, while w > w. the wage rate will decline further and
·

·

· .
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further. In the same way, while w < w., the wage rate continues to
rise, because the population declines at a constant rate p * < 0. We
may thus conclude that the subsistence real wage rate w. is stable
in both directions; if the wage rate is set above (or below) w., it
declines (or rises) towards it.
At w. we have p = 0, so that there is no population growth and
the rate of growth of capital x/M equals the rate of depreciation <>.
Thus w. gives a stationary equilibrium, at which e, �. R are all
constant over time; .'.\�no longer appears in the savings-investment
equation (4), so that considering (3) and (5) we have
+ pM
_:_ = (j + r [
.
M
pM

(15)

As x/M = (), we have r = 0 in the stationary state. It must be noted,
however, that this conclusion results from the assumption that
capitalists do not consume. Where they consume, we get the
following idea of the 'subsistence rate of profit' proposed by
Samuelson and Casarosa. 5
Let Q. be the total amount of capitalists' consumption at the
subsistence level. It is the sum of their food and non-food
consumption; that is, Q. = 'ls + py., where l'fs and Ys represent
capitalists' food and non-food consumption at the subsistence level,
respectively. We then have from the savings-investment equation (4)
(.'.\�

-

11.) + p(x - Y.) + Q.
= p(a.e + ax) + r[w(A.e + Ix) + p(Ke + kx)] .

(16)

Investment in the wage fund and investment in capital goods are
now smaller, by 11. and Ys respectively, than in the corresponding
case where capitalists do not consume. 6 In the state of stationary
equilibrium there is no net investment in the wage fund, so that
.'.\� 11. = 0, and investment in capital goods is equal to depreciation,
so that x Ys = a.e + ax; hence, equation (16) above reduces to
Q. = r(� + pM). Obviously the part in parentheses expresses the total
amount of capital including the wage fund. The rate of profit thus
-

-

5

P. A. Samuelson, 'The Canonical Classical Model of Political Economy', Journal
of Economic Literature, 1978, pp. 1 ,415-34. C. Casarosa, 'The "New View" of the
Ricardian Theory of Distribution and Economic Growth', in G. A. Caravale (ed.),
The Legacy of Ricardo, Blackwell, 1985, pp. 45-58.
6 We assume that capitalists can consume 'capital goods'. This prima facie unrealistic
character of our model can be easily removed by introducing luxury goods.
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determined niay be called the subsistence rate of profit, at which the
rate of net investment is zero. By denoting this profit rate by r. and
the number of capitalists in the economy by n, we have

---

n
Q.
'/'.• = n � + pM

In this expression, the first factor, Q./n, represents the per capita
subsistence consumption of capitalists, which would be comparable
with, but probably higher than, the subsistence wage of workers.
The second factor, (� + pM)/n stands for the total capital per
capitalist. Its value is highly flexible; it has an historical tendency
to become larger and larger because each capitalist tends to manage
an ever growing amount of capital. Thus we may regard the eventual
value of r. as zero, and in such a case the previous conclusion that
r is zero in the long-run equilibrium is reconfirmed. 7
Finally, let us denote the net rate of growth of the aggregate
capital (the wage-fund and the stock of capital goods) by g. As
g = [.£\� + p(x
(Xe ax)]/(�+ pM), it can easily be shown that (4)
implies g = r. This is a result which holds regardless of whether the
aggregate capital grows in balance or not. It was emphasized by
Bruno as the 'fundamental duality relation' in the theory of growth,
but is a rather obvious implication of Say's law.8

- -

7 The Walrasian economy works through time in the following way.
Figure 7 is reproduced in Figure 9, with the addition of the
rate-of-growth-of-the-labourforce curve, pp' . We assume p is
independent of the real wage rate. Note that points m and m' are
fixed, but n'

( t �)
=

moves leftwards or rightwards according to

whether N/M decreases or increases. Because Say's law prevails in
the Walrasian economy, the temporary equilibrium W is realized
and the capital stock will grow at the rate g0 , while the labourforce
at p . As g0 > p, the labour/capital ratio N/M will "decline; so n'
moves leftwards and the point of temporary equilibrium (that is the
7

Subtracting Q. = r,(r + pM) from (16) we obtain the Samuelson-Casarosa equation,
I = (r - r,)(f + pM),

- -

where I signifies the total net investment, (&f- 'I.) + p(x - y, ci;� ax).
8 M. Bruno, 'Fundamental Duality Relation in the Pure Theory of Capital and
Growth', Review of Economic Studies, 1969, pp. 39-54.
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intersection of the full employment line mn' and the full utilization
curve mm' ) climbs up the curve. It will finally reach the long-run
equilibrium point W* at which the lines mn ', mm' and pp' all meet
each other. (See Figure 10.) Thus the rate of growth of capital stock
equals the rate of growth of the labourforce at W*, so that a
proportional growth of capital and Jabour wilJ be obtained.
In a state of balanced growth between capital and labour, it can
be seen that outputs of consumption and capital goods industries,
� and x, increase proportionately. In both industries, however,
returns remain unchanged in spite of the expansion of the scale of
production. This is because the limitedness of land is no longer an
obstacle to large-scale production. However, some neoclassical
economists may want to introduce diminishing returns to scale,
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independently of the use of land. For example, if either of the
manufacturing industries producing consumption goods or capital
goods is subject to diminishing returns, say, because of the scarcity
of entrepreneurship, both A, and " or both k and l will increase as
� or x is increased. Then in Figure 10 the point m ( = 1/2) will be
pushed downwards or the point m' ( = (l/k) - b) will shift leftwards.
In either case, the long-run equilibrium point W* slides down along
the natural growth rate line pp ' . Finally the wage rate at W* will
reach the subsistence level w. ; then p will become zero. This change
in p will create a movement of the equilibrium point from W* to S
which is the point of the long-run stationary equilibrium on the
vertical axis. The point m is further pushed down and m' shifts
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leftwards, so that the curves mm' and mn' finally cross the vertical
axis at S where growth stops : g = (x/M) - <> = 0. Workers are paid
subsistence wages, and capitalists earn zero profits. (See Figure 10.)
In this process of quasi-Ricardian economic growth, entrepreneurs,
like landowners in the Ricardian system, earn quasi-rent, which
constitutes supernormal profits. The normal part of profits is
transferred to capitalists and saved by them, while the supernormal
part is retained by entrepreneurs who spend it on luxury goods, as
landowners do in the Ricardian system. In stationary equilibrium
the normal rate of profit will vanish or will be equal to a certain
'subsistence level of profit'. However, entrepreneurs earn a significant
amount of quasi-rent and make no savings from it. This implicitly
assumed difference in the savings attitude between capitalists and
entrepreneurs is too unnatural and implausible for us to make an
analogy of the Ricardian tendency towards the stationary
equilibrium reasonable in the neoclassical world.
We have so far assumed that no industry requires land. In Walras'
own theory of economic progress,9 however, he assumed that all
manufacturing industries use land as well as labour and capital and
that the labour and capital coefficients increase when the use of land
per unit of output diminishes. He also tacitly assumed that the
productive sectors of his economy include agriculture but that it
produces output instantly. Being equipped with these assumptions,
Walras' three-factor model may be written in the form of our
'Walrasian' system, with the production coefficients of the
consumption goods industry, A., oc, K and those of the capital goods
industry, l, a, k, increasing where outputs, � and x, respectively
expand. Therefore, in the same way as above, though making some
necessary alteration to the details, we can generate quasi-Ricardian
growth by making the system work through time. The quasi-rent
produced during the course of economic progress goes to the
landowners in the form of rent, as it went to entrepreneurs in the
previous scenario. Thus Walras was not simply a neoclassical
economist but, furthermore, very much a Ricardian as far as the
theory of economic progress is concerned.
Finally, in the Keynesian economy, temporary equilibrium is not
necessarily realized since Say's law does not hold. It is not guaranteed
that independently decided investment will be at a level such that
9 Walras, Elements,

pp.

382-92.
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the existing stock of capital is fully utilized. The actual position a
of the economy will not coincide with the temporary equilibrium
point W If a is located in the region A in Figure 7, there will be an
excess supply in both capital and labour markets. If we assume that
the wage rate w decreases or increases according to whether there
is an excess supply of or demand for labour, we find that w decreases
if a is in A or B and increases if it is in C or D. Investment i may
be adjusted such that i is decreased or increased if there is an excess
supply of or demand for capital, respectively, so that i/M decreases
if a is in A or D and increases if it is in B or C. Being provided with
this adjustment assumption, we have a Keynesian phase diagram
as Figure · 1 1 illustrates.
It can be easily seen that W is a saddle point. There are two (and
only two) streams (one in region B and the other in D) which bring
a to W, but at all other points centrifugal forces work. Moreover,
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the full employment line mn' and hence the temporary equilibrium
point W move unless the rate of growth of the labourforce equals
that of the capital stock at the actual point a. Therefore, even if a
is on one of the two streams converging upon W at some point in
time, the actual position a' at the next point in.time will not be on
a new stream which converges on the new temporary equilibrium.
It is thus almost impossible that the actual economy will eventually
settle at the long-run equilibrium, a particular temporary equilibrium
which reproduces itself once it is established. This is the knife-edge
property of the Keynesian economy which has been emphasized by
Harrod. 1 0
8 We have s o far used the concept of the aggregate savings defined
as an excess of the aggregate income (or output) over consumption.
The aggregate output is obtained by adding (1 * ) to (2) multiplied
by x in the case of the Ricardian economics, or by adding (1')
multiplied by e to (2) by x in the case of the Walrasian and Keynesian
economics. Subtracting from this the total amount of consumption,
which is [ + R = w(A.e + lx) + R in the case of Ricardo, or
e = w(A.e + lx) in the case ofWalras and Keynes, we obtain the gross
savings which are

p(r:xe + ax) + r[w(A.e + Ix) + p(Ke + kx)] in the Ricardo regime,
(l ?)
p(r:xe + ax) + rp(Ke + kx) in the Walras and Keynes regimes.
We have said so far that Say's law prevails if the savings thus defined
are automatically invested. (In the case of Keynes who denies Say's
law, investment is given by an independent investment function;
and, by adjusting e and x, savings adjust themselves to investment
determined in this way, but not vice versa.)
On the other hand, we may alternatively define savings in the
following way. Assuming workers and rentiers do not save while
capitalists save all the profits accruing to the whole stock of capital
they own, [ + pM or pM, then the gross savings are given

p(r:xe + ax) + r([ + pM) in the Ricardo regime,
p(r:xe + ax) + rpM in the Walras and Keynes regimes,

(18)

which are referred to as the notional savings by some economists.
1 0 R. F. Harrod, Towards a Dynamic Economics, Macmillan, 1948,

pp.

82-6.
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On the basis of this definition we may define a new Say's law which
states that the entire notional savings are automatically invested.
Obviously, the two Say's laws are not necessarily equivalent. This
is because, if Say's law in the first sense does not hold, M is not
necessarily equal to "� + kx, while � = w(A.e + lx), and Say's law in
the second sense may still hold true. Throughout the following we
assume that Say's law holds in both senses. It is then clear that
under this strong version of Say's law investment equals savings in
either sense, (17) or (18), and, therefore, "� + kx equals M,
irrespective of the other equations of the system being fulfilled or
not, so that regardless of the values of other variables, investment
is adjusted such that not only is it equal to savings but also it
establishes the full utilization of capital. Thus, under Say's law in
the strong sense the economy is always located somewhere on the
full-utilization-of-capital curve mm' in Figures 6 and 7.
Let us now suppose that there is an excess supply of labour for
some reason. For Keynesians, as has been seen, this means that
unemployment will be aggravated; the full-employment-full
capacity equilibrium is a saddle point and the wage flexibility and
investment adjustment work in an adverse way. For Ricardians and
Waltasians who believe Say's law, the picture is completely different.
To show this we assume the strong version of Say's law in the
following argument, so that the economy is always on the
full-capacity curve mm'. As unemployment accompanies it, it must
be on the upper half of the curve mm', i.e. on mW in Figures 6 and
7. If we assume that the wages will be decreased wherever there is
unemployment, 1 1 then it is clear that the economy will climb down
along the curve mW towards W In exactly the same way, if there
is an excess demand for labour, the economy should be in the lower
half of the mm' curve, i.e. on the Wm' segment of the curve. The
wages will adjust themselves so as to be higher. Then the economy
will approach the equilibrium point W
This shows that Say's law (of the strong form) plays a powerful
role in the stability argument. Those economists such as Ricardians
and Walrasians who believe in the regime of Say's law trust the
price mechanism, whereas other economists (Keynesians) who reject
1 1 Of course, the money wages, rather than the real wages, are adJ usted where there
is an excess supply or demand in the labour market. Since in our model of real
economy money is either eliminated, or its value is taken as constant, the money
wages are either absent or change in proportion to the real wages.
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the law denounce it. For Keynesians, a reduction of wages in the
time of unemployment implies a decline in the consumption which,
in tum, implies a decrease in the use of capital as well as an increase
in unemployment; an excess supply of capital increased in this way·
gives rise to a decrease in investment. Therefore, more
unemployment will result. It would, in any case, be interesting to
see that economists' view of the price mechanism is entirely different
in dependence on whether they subscribe to Say's law of the strong
form.

11

The epoch of
Ricardo's economics

1 The actual economy is in a constant state of change; economic
theory also changes and develops. This chapter will investigate
whether there is some kind of congruity between these phenomena.
Obviously, the economy is the basis of people's lives, while economic
theory or one's view of the economy belongs to the sphere of
ideology. There are two distinct approaches to this congruence
problem. Marxists regard ideology as a reflection of underlying basic
material conditions, while Max Weber 1 emphasizes the importance
of the reverse relationship, from ideology to economy. In our
particular case, however, I consider that Weberian relationships are
not significant, though I am ready, on the other hand, to accept
that it is easy to point out a number of instances where actual
economies have been influenced by economic theory. No one can
deny that in many western economies the influence of Keynesian
doctrines was apparent at least for some time after the War. The
Bretton Woods regime of fixed exchange rates which worked from
1950 to 1970 is a well-known example. I shall later point out an
economic structural change which was created by Ricardo's
economics.
On the other hand, Marxian congruity is essential in this case,
because when it is absent economic theory cannot claim to be a
science. Unfortunately, the response of theory to the evolution of
the economy is slow and delayed, and the epochs which are taken
as the subject of investigation by the major economic theories have
all so far remained obscure and unidentified; neoclassical (or
classical) theorists and Keynesian economists have disputed with
each other as if their respective theories are alternative theories of
the same type of economy. Without specifying the object precisely
1 M. Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, George Allen and
Unwin, London, 1930.
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and accurately, contemporary economists have the unfortunate habit
of constructing a transcendental model of capitalism (or the free
enterprise system) and deriving absolute economic laws or theorems,
so that they (or at least many of those who belong to the so-called
neoclassical school) believe that their theorems are valid everywhere
and forever, as long as capitalism persists. There are even economists
who believe that their theorems would be correct and even valid
and effective even ifthe capitalist varieties of economy all died out.
A brave investigation on the identification of the epochs of
major economic theories has recently been made by Professor
A. K. Dasgupta.2 He traces the development of economic theory
through specific periods, marked by particular historical and
socio-economic conditions. Taking the British economy as the
standard of reference, he first explains that 'the early phase of the
industrial revolution' was the age of the classical theory,3 by which
he means the economics developed and advocated by such
economists as Smith, Ricardo and Marx; it is of course a theory of
capital accumulation and economic progress. Dasgupta also
considers that 'marginalism would appear to be a kind of interlude
in the course of the development of economic theory',4 which is
aimed at dealing with the static problem of relative prices and
resource allocation. As for the Keynesian era, he says that 'the
General Theory is the marker of the epoch.'5 'Marginalism came
when capitalism found itself in what may be called its placid phase,'6
whilst classical and Keynesian economics are congruent with the
progressive and decaying phases of capitalism, respectively.
I have of course no objection to this kind of investigation. But it
is very difficult for me to accept his way of handling the problem.
First of all, his allotment of epochs to the three major theories,
classical, marginal and Keynesian, is very ambiguous. The
periodization of marginalism, for example, is not clearly specified;
what he obtains almost amounts to a tautological conclusion that
marginalism was valid in the period in which it was valid. Also,
Dasgupta does not discuss how far back the commencement of the
Keynesian epoch can be taken beyond the publication of the General
2 A. K. Dasgupta, Epochs of Economic Theory, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1985.
3 Ibid., p. 5.
4 Ibid., p. 142.
5 Ibid., p. 8.
6 Ibid., p. 141.
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Theory. Of course no one can provide exact answers to these
questions, but we regrettably do not find a hint of the turning points
from one economic theory to another, except very vague ones, in
Dasgupta's work.
Moreover, as Hollander has already pointed out to Samuelson,
there are substantial differences between Smith and Ricardo in their
theories of accumulation;7 there are non-trivial differences between
Smith and Ricardo. Like classical theory, marginalist economics can
hardly be defined clearly. Moreover, it is very difficult, or indeed
almost impossible, to specify a single particular epoch to which the
marginalist theory fits. The marginalist revolution (or innovation)
is not a revolution due to a drastic change in the object, the actual
economy, but a revolution or innovation in methodology. For
marginalists it is perfectly legitimate to refurbish the Ricardian theory
of accumulation by using concepts of marginalism. In fact Walras
constructed his system so that it was amenable to Ricardo's
conclusions, and he derived, using the marginalist method, 'the laws
of the variation of prices in a progressive [but not static - M .M.]
economy' (his italics), as I have already pointed out. The problem

of relative prices and resource allocation which is identified as the
theme of marginalist theory by Dasgupta is not specific to any
particular epoch; it is a universal problem found in all periods and
the originator of this method sees it in a progressive, rather than
static economy. The significance of the problem only fluctuates from
one epoch to another according to circumstances.
In the following, I will, like Dasgupta, be concerned with the
problem of the periodization of economic theory. However, there
are noticeable differences between us. First, I compare Ricardian,
Walrasian and Keynesian theories instead of classical, marginalist
and Keynesian economics as Dasgupta did. Secondly, whereas
Dasgupta divided epochs 'in terms of questions asked,'8 I examine
the three economic theories selected, asking a certain same question.
It would, in fact, be almost meaningless to divide the history of
economic theory into epochs according to the questions asked. Such
a work would either end in arranging the questions asked in the
order that economic theories appeared in history, as in the case of
7 S. Hollander, 'On Professor Samuelson's Canonical Classical Model of Political
Economy', Journal of Economic Literature, June 1980, p. 560.
8 Dasgupta, Epochs of Economic Theory, p. 5n.
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Dasgupta or, in its worst case, would be almost as meaningless as
the work of periodizing, say, economics, physics and psychology in
terms of their entirely different questions into the periods of
economics, the period of physics, etc. In this paper, I will take up
the problem of economic growth and capital accumulation and
examine how economic theory has changed in parallel to the change
in the character of the actual economy. Our Ricardian theory is a
mathematization of Ricardo's Principles; Keynesian theory is an
interpretation of Keynes' General Theory and Harrod's Towards a
Dynamic Economics; our Walrasian theory is a simplification of
Walras' general equilibrium theory of capital formation and is almost
equivalent to a linear-theoretic version of a Solow-Uzawa type
growth model.9
2 It goes without saying that the Ricardian model is based on an
economy where ( 1 ) agriculture produces a significant proportion of
the national product, so that the wage-fund theory holds and (2)
savers and investors are the same and consequently investment is
identically equal to savings, so that Say's law prevails. This model
naturally fits the economy at an early stage ofdevelopment, say, in
the case of Britain, in the first half of the nineteenth century. In fact,.
according to historical statistics, the ratio of population engaged in
agriculture (including forestry and fishing) to that engaged in
manufacturing industry (including mining) is, in Britain, 1 .2 1 in
1801, 1 .09 in 1 8 1 1 , 0.74 in 1821, but only 0.51 in 185 1 . It then rapidly
decreases to the level of 0.19 in 1901 and 0.10 in 195 1 . From this
we may conclude that the first prerequisite of the Ricardian regime,
i.e. the dominance of agriculture, is more or less satisfied in the first
half of the nineteenth century, but that this era was already over in
Britain by the beginning of the twentieth century. The production
lag in agriculture no longer played an important role in the British
economy. It is no wonder that the Ricardian paradigm emphasizing
effects due to the agricultural production lag was replaced by
Walrasian or Keynesian theory constructed upon the assumption
that there is an instantaneous interindustrial multiplier effect from
9 R. F. Harros, Towards a Dynamic Economics, 1948. R. M. Solow, 'A Contribution
to the Theory of Economics Growth', Quarterly Journal of Economics, 1 956,
pp. 65-94. H. Uzawa, 'On a Two-Sector Model of Economic Growth', Review of
Economic Studies, 1961, pp. 40-7.
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the manufacturing sector producing capital goods to the other
manufacturing sector producing consumption goods. 1 0
As for the second prerequisite of Ricardian economics, Say's law,
it is very difficult to determine the degree of its applicability to the
real world. We shall nevertheless try and determine it in the following
way. We begin by classifying investment into two categories : the
first is that part of investment which is decided independently of
savings and is financed by borrowing money, while the second
consists of those items of investment in which capitalists invest
exactly the amount that they themselves have saved, and thus it is
the category which constitutes the part satisfying Say's law. These
two are referred to as the anti-Say's law and Say's law parts
respectively. The ratio of the anti-Say's law part to total investment
measures the degree of applicability of anti-Say's law index, R, that is

R=

anti-Say's law part
.
Total investment

Where Say's law is perfectly valid, the anti-Say's law index takes on
the value of 0 and when investment is decided entirely independently
of savings, the value of the index is 1 .
The anti-Say's law part of investment may be further divided
between private investment and public investment. Ifwe assume that
public investment is subject to anti-Say's law, that is to say, it is
autonomously or politically decided, independently of savings, our
anti-Say's law index cannot be lower than the ratio of public
investment to total investment. This sets a lower bound to R. To
obtain this ratio for each year we use the figures listed in the British
Economy Key Statistics 1900-1970. 1 1 Dividing the gross fixed capital
formation made by the public sector by the total gross domestic
fixed capital formation and regarding the ratio obtained as a proxy
for the ratio of public investment to total investment, we obtain the
figures listed in Table 2, each of which gives a lower bound to the
anti-Say's law index of the corresponding year. We note that it could
be shown, if appropriate statistics were available, that the true value
of the index would be much higher than the lower bound we obtained
1 0 Phyllis Deane and W. A. Cole, British Economic Growth, 1688-1959, 2nd edn,
Cambridge University Press, 1967, p. 142.
11 T
he British Economy Key Statistics, 1 900-1970, ed. by R. F. G. Alford and others,
Times Newspapers Ltd, 1973, p. 13.
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Table 2 Lower bounds to the anti-Say's law index R
Year
1861
1 866
1871
1876
1881
1886
1 89 1
1 896
1901
1906
1911
1921
1926
193 1
1936
195 1
1956
1961
1966
1970

(1)
GDFCF

1 501
1444
1020
1 289
1512
1 743
2 1 72
2632
3525
4847
6100
6720

(2)
PS

311
229
1 82
393
505
564
583
1294
1 588
1957
2789
2947

(3)
{2) + ( 1 )

20,7%
1 5.9
17.8
30.5
33.4
32.5
26.8
48.0
45.0
40.4
45.7
43.8

NNI

(4)

(5)
TGE

(6)
{5 ) + {4)

727
846
1015
1099
1 1 17
1 1 36
1 373
1484
1 727
1 874
2076
4460
3914
3666
4388

72.9
66.5
67.8
74.7
80.6
92.2
93.4
105.1
193.3
147.0
167.9
1 1 88.1
776.1
8 14.2
829.4

10.0%
7.9
6.7
6.8
7.2
8.1
6.8
7.1
1 1 .2
7.8
8.1
26.2
1 9.8
22.2
18;9

Notes: Figures in columns (1) and (2) are in terms of £ million at 1963
prices and those of (4) and (5) are in terms of £ million at current prices.
GDFCF means gross domestic fixed capital formation, PS the part of
GDFCF made by the public sector, NNI the net national income and TGE
the total gross expenditure of the government.
Sources: The British Economy Key Statistics 1 900-1 970, Times Newspapers
Ltd, 1973, p. 1 3 ; B. R. Mitchell and Phyllis Deane, Abstract of British
llistorical Statistics, Cambridge University Press, 1962, p. 367 and p. 396.

because of the existence of private investment following anti-Say's
law.
Table 2 shows that our lower bound of anti-Say's law index has
a clear upward trend. It is less than 20 per cent for the years from
1900 to 1920 with an average of 1 8 per cent and between
23 per cent and 33 per cent in period 1921-38, the average being
30 per cent. In the postwar period, 1948-70, it is above 40 per cent
throughout, with a peak of nearly 57 per cent and an average of
45 per cent. Viewing these figures it is certain that Say's law can
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hardly be a good approximation to the savings-investment
relationship of the actual world since 1920. For the years before
1900, however, statistics similar to those which enabled us to produce
Table 2 are unfortunately unavailable. We have, nevertheless, useful
indirect information which would lead us to believe that public
investment was not more dominant in the period 1 855-99 than in
1 900-20. In fact, calculating the ratio of total government
expenditure to net national income for each year in the period
1 855-99, by using the historical statistics compiled by Mitchell and
Deane, 12 and comparing their average, 7.97 per cent with the average
for the years 1900-1 4, 8 . 74 per cent, we may suppose that the share
of public investment in total investment was more or less similar in
the two periods, 1 855-99 and 1900-14.
On the basis of these observations, we may conclude that Say's
law is definitely not a hypothesis which is appropriate for modelling
the economy after 1920. But the finding that the lower boundary of
anti-Say's law index is relatively low in the years, 1 855-99, enables
us to make a conjecture to the effect that there may be more room
for Say's law in the nineteenth century. If this conjecture is correct
- that is, the economy is more or less on the side of Say's law rather
than anti-Say's law throughout the nineteenth century - the first
half is the age of Ricardian economics, as its two prerequisites are
both fulfilled to some degree, while the period of 1 855-1920 may
be considered as the age of Walrasian economics. In this period,
agriculture has already been reduced to an insignificant part of the
economy and, if our conjecture is right, the savings-investment
relationship is still on the side of Say's law, although the law itself
cannot claim 1 00 . per cent validity even at the beginning of the
nineteenth century. The years after 1920 definitely belong to the era
of Keynesian economics. We may thus say that the succession of
Ricardian, Walrasian, and Keynesian models in the history of
economic thought corresponds to the historical transformation of
the British economy, although no one can deny that any of these
models is a drastic abstraction and exaggeration of the
characteristics of the reality.

3 None of the three theories above have been concerned with
analysing the historical process of transition from one epoch to
12

B. R. Mitchell and Phyllis Deane, Abstract of British Historical Statistics,
Cambridge University Press, 1962.
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another. Hypothetically speaking, it is conceivable that the transition
from a Ricardian to a Walrasian regime would be caused by a trigger
effect due to the invention of new production techniques. A new
industry producing new consumption goods enters the Ricardian
economy and replaces the old industry of agriculture. The rule of
profitability works; the latter industry whose rate of profit is lower
than that of the new industry closes down.
The actual historical transition, however, did not happen in this
manner. It was neither purely economic or technological; it would
have been influenced by many other elements - political, ideological
and even accidental. In the case of the transition from the economy
of Ricardo to that of Walras it is well-known that the success of
Ricardian theory greatly contributed to the decline of the
Ricardian-type economy. Principles opposed the Corn Laws. The
revision of the Corn Laws was the hottest topic in politics in 1 81 3-15,
just before the publication of the first edition of th� book in 1817. 13
Although Ricardo himself died in 1 823, what he advocated in
Principles was finally realized in 1 846 when the Corn Laws were
repealed. (A small, temporary tariff was retained till 1 849.) Then
agriculture declined drastically in Britain in the second half of the
nineteenth century. The Ricardian model emphasizing the
agricultural sector became unrealistic and was replaced by the
Walrasian model ignoring the production lag specific to agriculture.
To show this we must first be concerned with estimating the output
of agriculture of the relevant years. First of all, output statistics for
corn (wheat, barley, oats) are available, in terms of bushels, for
Great Britain only from 1884 and from 1 847 (in terms of
hundredweight) for Ireland.14 Secondly, statistics of crop acreage
for wheat, barley and oats are available only for the years since 1 867
for Great Britain and since 1 847 (except 1 848) for Ireland.1 5
From these we obtain the outputs per acre for wheat, barley and
oats for the years 1884-93. Their ten year averages are 29 bushels
1 3 Ricardo himself published a pamphlet entitled 'An Essay on the Influence of a
Low Price of Corn on the Profits of Stock, shewing the Inexpediency of
Restrictions on Importation: with Remarks on Mr. Malthus' two Last
Publications: "An Inquiry into the Nature and Progress of Men"; and "The
Grounds of an Opinion on the Policy of Rewriting the Importation of Foreign
Corn" ' in 1815. The Principles may be regarded as a book-scale amplification
of the pamphlet with revisions and reconstructions.
14 B. R. Mitchell and Phyllis Deane, ibid., pp. 86-9.
IS
Ibid., pp. 78-8 1 .
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for wheat, 33 bushels for barley and 37.8 bushels for oats. These are
multiplied by the actual acreage of crops for the years 1867-83 to
obtain outputs of wheat, barley and oats in Great Britain, which
are then added to the Irish outputs of the respective grains in the
respective years. Thus we obtain the estimates of the UK outputs
for the years 1 867-83. (In converting the Irish output into bushels
we use the conversion ratios: 1 .8 1 bushels per hundredweight for
wheat, 2.08 bushels for barley and 2.80 bushels for oats.) 1 6
In order to obtain the estimates for the years 1 840-66, we follow
the following procedure adopted by Deane and Cole. 1 7 First,
assuming that seed-corn was equal to 15 per cent of the gross
produce, 18 we have for each year, the formula :
the UK output

x

(1 - 0.15) + imports - exports

which gives the total consumption of wheat (or barley or oats). 1 9
By dividing it by the population of the UK for the respective year,
we finally obtain consumption per person of wheat (or barley, or
oats). However, the UK output statistics are not available for the
years 1 840-66, while we know that the average consumption of
wheat per person for the ten years, 1 867-76, is 5.3 bushels; the
figures similarly calculated for barley and oats are 2.8 and 5.2 bushels,
respectively. We then estimate the UK output, Or, for the year t
(t = 1 840, . . . , 1866) by the following formula:
0.85 Or = the population of year t times the average consump
tion per person obtained aboveplus exports minus imports.
The UK output series for the years since 1 840 obtained in this
way are summarized in Table 3. On the basis of these we may make
the following observations. First we find that 5 per cent of the wheat
production, 7 per cent of the barley production and 36 per cent of
the oats production in the UK were produced in Ireland in 1 867.
Assuming that Ireland's shares of outputs of wheat, barley and oats
in the UK production had been the same in the years 1 840-5 as
they were in 1 867, we find, by using the conversion ratios . of
hundredweight into bushels mentioned above, that the aggregate
16

Ibid., p. 90 .
Phyllis Deane and W. A. Cole, British Economic Growth, 1 688-1959, pp. 64-5.
Deane and Cole assumed that it was 10 per cent; but they acknowledged that
'this proportion was probably a trifle low.' See ibid., p. 65.
19 See B. R. Mitchell and Phyllis Deane, ibid., pp. 98-9, for the statistics of the
imports of main grains and exports and reexports of wheat, 1 840-1938.

17

16
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corn output in Great Britain, 1840-5, is estimated at 38,836,000
quarters which compares with the Deane and Cole estimates for
England and Wales, 21,102,000 qrs for 1 800 and 27,873,000 qrs for
1 820.20 In view of the fact that our estimate includes the products
of Scotland, it may be regarded as a reasonable figure which may
be smoothly connected with the Deane-Cole estimates.
Secondly the table shows that the production of wheat drastically
diminished after the repeal of the Corn Laws in 1 846. It was 89 per
cent of the 1 846 production in the period 1 847-9, 82 per cent in
1 850-4. The corresponding percentages for periods 1 8 55-9, 60-4,
65-9, 70-4, and 75-9 are 88 per cent, 74 per cent, 76 per cent,
70 per cent, 63 per cent, respectively. It eventually diminished to 33
per cent in the period 1900-4. In the case of barley the downward
trend is less dramatic but still obvious. Barley production in the
period 1900-4 is 76 per cent of its 1 846 production. The production
of oats does not trace out a similar downwards movement. It goes
down to a level of 96 per cent of the 1 846 production in 1 865-79
but swings back to a level of 104 per cent in the period of 1900-4.
This decline of agriculture was paralleled by the expansion of the
manufacturing industries so that agriculture's share in total gross
national income which had been 36 per cent in 1 81 1 was reduced
to 22 per cent in 1 841 and rapidly diminished to the level of 10 per
cent in 188 1 and 6 per cent in 1901 .21 Thus, in the last decades of
the nineteenth century, British agriculture declined into a minor
sector which can safely be neglected with regard to its relative
magnitude. In this way, the British economy succeeded in virtually
dismembering its agricultural sector as Ricardo advocated. This is
a remarkable example of a Max Weber congruence (in a wider sense);
that is, an adaptation of economy to ideology (economic theory).
4 About the effectiveness of the Corn Laws and consequences of its
repeal there are various views. Engels, for example, said :
The corn Jaw of 1 8 1 5 was passed to prohibit the importation of
corn so Jong as the price was Jess than eighty shillings a quarter.
This law was naturally a failure and it has had to be changed on
several occasions. But this has not alleviated the agricultural
distress. The only consequence of the corn Jaws was this; if there
had been no such import restrictions, and if foreign corn had been
20 Phyllis Deane and W. A. Cole, British Economic Growth.
21 B. R. Mitchell and Phyllis Deane, ibid., p. 366.
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freely admitted, then the sickness affiicting English farming would
soon have become acute and would have come to a head as an
agricultural crisis. In fact the corn laws have turned 'agricultural
distress' into a chronic illness which continually presses severely
upon the unfortunate farm workers.22

Marx, on the other hand, noticed that the repeal of the Corn
Laws had given rise to a transformation of British agriculture with
land being more efficiently utilized. Marx wrote:
When after the abolition of the Corn Laws, cultivation in England
became still more intensive, a great deal of former wheat land was
devoted to other purposes, particularly cattle pastures, while the
fertile land best suited for wheat was drained and otherwise
improved. The capital for wheat cultivation was thus concentrated
in a more limited area.23

This is supplemented by the following comments:
When the English corn duties were abolished in 1846, . . the
landowning aristocracy . . . became richer than ever. How did this
occur? Very simple. In the first place, the farmers were now
compelled by contract to invest £12 per acre annually instead of
£8. And secondly, the landlords, being strongly represented in the
Lower House too, granted themselves a large government subsidy
for drainage projects and other permanent improvement on their
land.24
.

As the above passage was written in 1844 and published in the
following year, Engels made no comment on the effect of the repeal
of the laws, though the passage might be interpreted as implying
that he would have agreed to the view that the repeal turned the
'chronic illness' into an acute one. In the preface to the 1 892 edition
of The Condition of the Working Class in England, he acknowledged
that the free trade policies pursued following the 1 846 repeal had
stimulated industry immensely. Marx evidently was ambivalent; on
the one hand, he condemned the repeal of the laws because it invited
countermeasures by the landowning aristocracy which neutralized
its effects, while on the other hand, he acknowledged that it was
powerful enough to force farmers to rationalize their business as
well as making their use of land more efficient.
22 F. Engels, The Condition of the Working Class in England, Basil Blackwell, 1958,
pp. 295-6.
2 3 K. Marx, Capital, Vol. III, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1966, p. 680.
24 Ibid., p. 725.
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Table 3 The output and import of wheat, barley and oats: United

Kingdom,

1 840-1 904*

(in million bushels)

Imports

Output
Year

Wheat

Barley

Oats

Wheat

Barley

Oats

1 840-45
1846
1 847-49
1850-54
1855-59
1860-64
1865-69
1870-74
1 875-79
1 880-84
1 885-89
1 890-94
1 895-99
1900-04

1 52.0
1 55.8
138.4
1 27.9
1 36.8
1 14.8
1 1 8.4
108 . 1
97.8
85.0
73.8
64.6
59.0
50.6

85.7
89.0
82.3
83.6
82.l
80.9
79.5
84.7
9 1 .3
83.4
76.2
75.9
74.5
67.2

163.1
1 64.2
1 58.3
158.1
1 59 . 1
1 60.4
1 59.8
1 57.6
1 56.8
1 6 1 .8
159.3
1 7 1 .7
166.7
170.8

1 5.0
17.0
30.6
37.4
34.4
62.3
6 1 .6
80.9
107.9
128.3
1 30.6
152.6
162.4
182.5

3.1
2.8
7.8
5.7
9.2
13.1
15.6
2 1 .4
24.7
27.6
34. 1
42.6
44.4
49.0

2.5
6.1
10.l
8.3
1 1 .4
1 5.6
23.5
3 1 .7
35.2
36.9
42.4
4 1 .4
45.0
49.7

* Calculated from the data contained in B. R. Mitchell and Phyllis Deane,
Abstracts of British Historical Statistics, Cambridge University Press, 1962,
according to the method described in the text.

Morton points out that the effect of the repeal was the opposite
to that expected. 'There was no fall in prices [of wheat], in fact the
average for the five years 1 85 1-5 was 56s. against 54s. 9d. in the
five years 1 841-5.'25 As will be seen later, however, this was only a
very short-run appraisal of the effects on prices. The long-run picture
is completely different, the five year average for wheat was, for
example, 42s. 5d. in the period 1 880-4. It was only 27s. 4d. (half of
the 1 841-5 price) in 1900-4.26
5 It is true, as Marx pointed out, that, at the time of the repeal of
the Corn Laws, the landowning aristocracy exercised their political
power in order to defend themselves. Therefore, the output series
in Table 3 as well as the historical price series for wheat, barley and
oats reflect mixed effects of various shifts in politics. In addition to
these, there are other elements and events which should be taken
25 A. L. Morton, A People's History of England, Lawrence and Wishart, 1984, p. 404.
26 B . R. Mitchell and Phyllis Deane, ibid., p. 489.
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into account in an examination of the effects of the 1 846 repeal. For
example, a machine for pipe making, invented in 1 845, stimulated
farms to a further expansion in their size, because it made land
drainage possible on a large scale. Also, more machinery was
introduced into agriculture. These evidently strengthened UK farms
considerably. On the other hand, the construction of railways and
improvements in shipping and transportation made foreign produce
more easily accessible and resulted in making the British market
more competitive. Moreover, there are stochastic and exogenous
elements such as several years of bad harvests and the Crimean War
which hit the import of wheat from Russia. We must also point out
that the threat of foreign competition led British farms to introduce
a number of improved techniques. In spite of all these it is still true
that the production of wheat greatly suffered after 1 846, in
comparison with the production of barley and oats.
The Corn Laws regulated exports and imports of not only wheat,
barley and oats, but also rye, peas and beans. Under the 1 8 1 5 laws,
foreign corn could be imported without paying any duty when and
only when the prices were at or above 80s. for wheat, 53s. for rye,
peas and beans, 40s. for barley, and 27s. for oats. It is, therefore,
not surprising that after the repeal of the laws Great Britain became
increasingly dependent upon foreign grain.
Columns 5, 6, 7 of Table 3 list the average imports of wheat
(including wheat meal and flour), barley and oats, for the periods
specified in column 1 . Table 4 produced from Table 3 shows that
the ratio of imports of wheat to its home production was generally
much greater than the corresponding ratio for barley as well as that
for oats. It may thus be said that wheat produced in the UK was
exposed to more rigorous international competition than that
encountered by barley and oats. The table shows that after 1 875
domestic wheat production was reduced to such a low level that it
had only a minor share in the British wheat trade. Therefore, while
Morton confines himself to a short-period analysis comparing the
average money price of wheat in the period 185 1-5 with the one of
1 841-5, we should extend the analysis so as to cover those years in
which the British wheat producers were really struggling with foreign
competitors. Moreover, an investigation into the movement of the
relative prices of wheat, barley and oats is required, because the
degree of foreign penetration varies greatly between the three
markets. It is then naturally to be expected that the price of wheat
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Table 4 The import/output ratio:
United Kingdom 1 841-1 904* (% )
Year

Wheat

Barley

Oats

1840-45
1846
1847-49
1850-54
1855-59
1860-64
1865-69
1870-74
1875-79
1880-84
1885-89
1890-94
1895-99
1900-04

10
11
22
29
25
54
52
75
1 10
151
177
236
275
361

4
3
10
7
11
16
20
25
27
33
45
56
60
73

2
4
6
5
7
10
15
20
23
23
27
24
27
29

•

Calculated from Table 3.

Table 5 The relative prices of wheat, barley and oats•
Relative price
Year

Wheat/barley

Wheat/oats

Barley/oats

1 841-45
185 1-55
1860-64
1 870-74
1880-84
1890-94
1900-04

1 .76
1 .73
1 .45
1.45
1 .33
1.11
1.13

2.66
2.41
2.21
2.24
1 .95
1 .57
1 .53

1 .5 1
1.39
l.52 ·
1.54
1 .47
1 .41
1 .35

• Calculated from B. R. Mitchell and Phyllis Deane, Abstract of British
Historical Statistics, pp. 488-9.

in terms of barley (or oats) should decline through time, since the
wheat market has been more dominated by cheap foreign products
than the barley (or oats) market; and this conjecture is clearly
supported by the historical statistics as is seen in Table 5. Thus the
production of wheat became very unfavourable for British farmers
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in the last decades of the nineteenth century, and its output
diminished to 33 per cent of the 1 846 level production at the
beginning of the twentieth century.
6 Where prices of grains decline, real wages will be increased unless
money wages fall more sharply. Real wages in terms of corn, however,
will fluctuate greatly, reflecting the year-to-year fluctuations of the
price of corn which are of considerable magnitude. To avoid such
an oversensitive change in real wages we use the Rousseaux price
indices of total agricultural products which are much steadier than
the price indices of grain. 2 7 The base year of the Rousseaux indices
is 1 885; we adjust them such that the index for 1 840 is 100. The
indices of average money wages (not allowing for unemployment)
are available, as Part B series, in the Mitchell and Deane volume. 28
By dividing the latter by the former we obtain the indices of the real
wages in terms of total agricultural products. As for the wage indices
before 1850, Part A series of the volume contains those for Great
Britain only for several years at intervals, but Parts A and B have
three overlapping years (1850, 1855 and 1 860), the figures for which
suggest that as there are no major discrepancies between the two
series they may be smoothly connected.29 For the years for which
Part A indices are not available we estimate the values by applying
the method of interpolation to the A series. These are also divided
by the corresponding Rousseaux indices. Table 6 summarizes the
results in the form of periodwise averages.
In the years during which the Corn Laws prevailed, the price of
grain was more or less stable. It showed some downwards rigidity
and it had a tendency to rise, because of the diminishing returns of
land which arose when corn output was expanded. It would,
therefore, be expected that real wages in terms of grain (or
agricultural products) would nqt show a rising trend whilst the Corn
Laws applied, 1 8 15-45, while in the post-1846 years, real wages
would increase dramatically because the price of grain would become
lower and lower, thanks to the cheap price of imported grain. This
is confirmed by Table 6. In the pre-1 846 period, except for the years
2 7 The Rousseaux price indices are given by B. R. Mitchell and Phyllis Deane, ibid.,
pp. 471-3.
28 Ibid., pp. 343-4. Part A gives figures for selected years prior to 1 860 whereas Part
B gives a full series from 1 850 onwards.
29 Ibid., p. 343. The figures for A and B series are 100 and 100 for 1850, 1 17 and
1 16 for 1 855 and 1 1 5 and 1 14 for 1860, respectively.
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Table 6 Index of real wages* (1840 = 100)
Year

Real wages

Year

Real wages

1 8 1 6-19
1 820-24
1 825-29
1830-34
1835-39
1 840-45
1846
1 847-49
1 850-54
1 855-59

96
120
113
1 16
109
1 12
117
1 26
141
1 32

1860-64
1 865-69
1 870-74
1 875-79
1 880-84
1885-89
1 890-94
1 895-99
1 900-04

142
1 54
1 69
183
197
247
265
305
290

* Calculated from the data contained in B. R. Mitchell and Phyllis Deane,
Abstract of British Historical Statistics, according to the method described
in the text.

1 8 16-19, real wages were declining, with some ups and downs, from
the level of 120 for 1820-4 to the 1 840-5 value of 1 12. Throughout
the post-1 846 period, however, the index of the real wages traced
out an explosively expanding curve. Starting from the 1 846 value
of 1 17, it finally reached the level of 300 at the end of the nineteenth
century. The table clearly shows that the repeal of the Corn Laws
released the British economy from the limit set by agriculture.
According to the Ricardian doctrines, the rate of growth of
population will decrease where the real wages diminish. No
mechanism, therefore, worked to regulate the population in the
post-Com-Laws period, because real wages were steadily expanding.
An increase in population was followed by an increase in imports
of food. The domestically produced corn became more and more
insignificant in the British market, so that the diminishing returns,
with respect to land, of the British farms had a negligible effect on
the price of grain. Output decreased steadily until the beginning of
the twentieth century, though it started to rise again afterwards,
especially in the war period, 1914-18, because of the difficulties in
importing food. Thus, vicious cycles persisted between food prices,
real wages, population growth and import of food.
In modelling the British economy after 1 880, the 'Walrasian'
model, as has been defined in the previous chapter, would be
preferable to the Ricardian model. Of course, as has been seen in
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the Introduction, Walras supported all three laws of economic
progress due to Ricardo. Walras derived them from his own model
of the general equilibrium of capital formation by aggregating it into
a semi-macroeconomic model with a smaller number of sectors and
making reasonable assumptions on the values of various elasticities
of demand and supply. His own model includes agriculture but he
neglected its production lag. This means that Walras treated
agriculture and industry alike, assuming that they both used land
alike. In deriving our 'Walrasian' model we keep Ricardo's
assumption that no manufacturing industries use land, as well as
Walras' assumption that agriculture and industry are alike. This
combination of assumptions is reasonable only where agriculture is
of negligible magnitude; otherwise we would have a self
contradictory type of agriculture which does not use land.
Thus in our 'Walrasian' model it is assumed that the economy is
entirely freed from diminishing returns due to the elimination of
agriculture. This model is very similar to the so-called neoclassical
growth model, which, I think, fits in with the stage that British
economic development reached in the period 1880-1920. Walras
himself is a Ricardian, but the 'Walrasian' model modified in the
manner as described above is 'neoclassical'. The British economy
was opened as Ricardo advocated. Then it was transformed into a
'Walrasian type' economy, to which the Ricardian model was no
longer applicable. This is a remarkable example of a decline of an
economist's doctrine being caused by its own achievements. The
historians of economic thought have later made a similar observation
with regard to Keynes.
7 Finally, a comment on the development of economic theory. From
a logical, but not historical, point of view, Bohm-Bawerk's and
Wicksell's volumes which were published after Walras may
adequately be regarded as a generalization of Ricardo. 30 They
generalized the wage-fund theory into the new wage-fund theory by
assuming that it takes time to produce any commodity. This line of
thought later has developed into von Neumann's growth theory.31
30 E . von Biihm-Bawerk, Positive Theorie des Kapitales, Gustav Fischer Verlag,
Jena, 1888, and J. G. K. Wicksell, Ober Wert, Kapital und Rente, Gustav Fischer
Verlag, Jena, 1893.
31 J. von Neumann, 'A Model of General Economic Equilibrium', Review of
Economic Studies, Vol. 13, 1945-6, pp. 1-9.
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The existence of a production lag is not limited to agriculture; some
period of time is needed to produce non-food consumer goods as
well as producer goods. The production period may differ from one
commodity to another, but production processes of longer duration
may be divided into a sequence of 'standardized' processes of unit
duration. For this purpose we need to enlarge our list of commodities
to include intermediate products which appear as outputs at the end
of some standardized process and appear again as inputs at the
commencement of some other processes at a later stage. By
formulating technology in this way we may distinguish between
capital goods at different stages of wear and tear; that is to say, a
brand-new capital good k is qualitatively different from a one-period
old capital good k which, in turn, differs from a two-period old good
k, and so forth. If a process uses an n-period old capital good k at
the beginning of the current period, then the (n + 1 )-period old
capital good of the same kind is left over (or 'produced as a joint
output', according to von Neumann's terminology) for future ·
production at the end of the same process.
This is the Wicksell-von Neumann description of technology
which enables us to formulate the theory of production as a problem
of choice of technique. We may allow for all alternative methods of
producing the same commodities in different lengths of time. We
may also allow for all alternative ways of using capital goods.
Producers choose, from among these, the production processes they
use, the length of sequence of which determines the period of
production of the commodity they produce. This choice of technique
also determines the life-time of the capital goods they employ.32
Capital goods k will be obsolete and discarded at the age a wherever
the processes using k of the age a as inputs are all unprofitable. In
this neo-Austrian theory33 (or von Bohm-Bawerk-Wicksell-von
Neumann theory) the economy is, at the beginning of the current
period, provided with stocks of commodities which are the results
of production in the previous period. These stocks are the funds for
production in the current period; the wage-fund theory is thus
extended to include not only stocks of wage goods but also stocks
of all fixed and circulating capital goods. Unlike the original
wage-fund theory, the production period is not a technologically
32 See my Theory of Economic Growth, Oxford University Press, 1964, pp. 89- 1 14.
33 The neo-Austrian capital theory is formulated differently by Sir John Hicks, in
his Capital and Time, Oxford University Press, 1973.
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determined constant, but is a variable to be economically determined
by the choice of technique. Similarly, the life-time of each durable
capital good is economically determined and may differ from, and
be shorter than, its technologically fixed physical life-time. The life
of capital goods is terminated, at some point of time, as a
consequence of an economic decision.
Thus the Wicksell-von Neumann system consists of segmenting
technology into standardized elementary processes sufficiently short
that each procedure may be considered almost instantaneous,
though many processes may take place in succession. Thus as a
limiting Wicksell-von Neumann system with an elementary
production period of negligible length, we obtain a Walrasian system
with an enormous number of sectors. However, even if we insert a
Wicksell-von Neumann interlude between the Ricardian and
'Walrasian' stages, it is evident that the process of industrialization
(or the transition from the Ricardian to the 'Walrasian' economy)
has not yet been explained satisfactorily, because Wicksell
von Neumann economics is substantially the same as Ricardo's (it
is a logical generalization and refinement of the latter). Thus, there
are essentially only two stages, 'Ricardian' and 'Walrasian', and the
transition is seen as nothing other than a sudden and instantaneous
jump from the old platform onto a new stage. There is no dynamic
theory yet that successfully explains how one regime emerges from
another. We now have, at best, only a sequence of economic
theories - a sequence of snapshots each explaining the economy at
a different stage. None of them deals with an economy's transition
from one epoch to another.
Finally, the new wage fund theory may be considered not just as
a generalization but as a correction of Ricardo's theory, which
contained the inconsistency pointed out in Chapter 1 above.
Ricardo's cost equation for non-agricultural industry includes
interest payment for the wage fund it uses, despite his assumption
of instantaneous production in the industry. This definition of cost
conflicts with his treatment of non-wage goods which assumes that
they are produced and sold instantly. In this case there is no need
to charge interest on the wage fund. The Wicksell-von Neumann
theory, if formulated in such a form as enables it to be applied to
a state of unbalanced growth, permits us to rewrite Ricardo's
economics so as to avoid this inconsistency; we then obtain a
Ricardo-von Neumann model.

